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Section 1
FREE-FIELD PHENOMENA

CRATERING FROM A MFQATON SURFACE BURST

It. L. Broe and R. L. Bjork
The R.AND rorporflioo

Santa Monica. California

Assurning a hydrodynamic m f.el, the authors ha'' calculated the
stresses and early h,,otiuns associated with the cratering of a rock-
snecliui,. ituf.I from %. 2-megaton (Z-MT) surface 6trzl.. Thi. retultb,
demonstrate the baisically two-dimensional geer-netry of such an explo-
sion and offer preliminiry values of the prcs~ures and mo:1c~ns involved.

The excavating action is 'ound to be .assiociated with the direct shock
froml the bomb and not due to the loading. developed by the air over-premsures in the earty fireball. A limited description1 of the menenod.
inp..ts, and eotuation of &tate of rock is included. Graphic results.
together with some discussion of tht; salient features ard the various
phys:,.al assum--tions and limitations associated with the calculations,
make: "p tho body of this report.

MNRODUCTION shot or arc, cost mplated in a site of dry soil
or rock, and it is necessary to rely on extra-

The cratering action of large-yield explo- potationt from smnall nuclear shots and from
iions isi an important part of both peaceful and chemical explosive work for the experimental
war-like applkcatioms of nurdear weapons aspects. Without benefit ot adequate theoreti-
effects. It to a dominant feature in any earth- cal work, the extension of small-yield field
movting aplification, such as in the proposed data to large-yield situations is at best
harbor end canal digging (Plowshare) opera- approximate and at worst may-be quite wrong.
tions. In prottectve construction for the A clear physical bw~Ass fuj: predictions and
military, the crater boundaries define a sea- scaling is particu~larly desirable at this time,
etibc if perhaps oxtremse limit Inside which and it L3 toward that goal that the calculations
survival cannot be expected. For an increas- covered In this report were aimed.
ing number of opplications more exact knowl-
edge of expocted craters Pnd the nassciater. In constructing a reasonable theoretical
ground shocks has become a. vital factor. model of #Me cratering action, several factors

"l~and out as being im- .,4ei~t 't-11 vcessary:
An improved understanding of cratering Becauise the earlY phases #%' eithr ..nemical

must come froin thifiret~cal work coupled with or nuclear eyplot'lons inv.,:ve prevsures fur
field work using scaled or, sma~l-yield explo- in exceussof thesheaurq r- - --sity 9tre aces
sions. Idally, theory and exptiiiaent shculd characteristic of an a.materials. and
be combined at the yields of interest, but for t.'-cauat the £ -bulting stroem. shocks induce
several overrteing reasons, no lar-t yielte ippreciable compression and heating in the
surface (or shallow -buried) tacits hi.ve been surrounding matter, a hydrodynamilc model is



r~ot only reasonable lbut is a necess~ty at early material. Although sor. ething o1 this sort has
stages. Furthermore, becau-- the gecz'nctry been done in the slimpler case ol sjhrrl
of the burst relative to the I arfacc epitcpat- aymnietric exj, aisis by rNuckulia [3], it wab
Ing ground and air figures dominantly in the not attempted in any comparable sense here in
formation of any crater, the hydrodynamics connection with the two-dimensional cratering
must be carried out in two space dimensons calculations. Fu~tgermore, since the forces
(i.e., must Include vertical and radial far exceed the force of gravity in the pressure
motions). A program for numerical corn- regime where the model is considered valid,
putstion of hydrodynamic motions In two gravitational forces were net cz.-rred in this
dimiensions has existed at RAND for some rornrazrr
time, and ias particularly appropriate for use
on the nuclear Lcatering problems. The
scheme was originally generated by Biork [11 NUMERICAL METHOD
In an investigation of Ii,,.i-sptcd impact
craters in mjtal. The programming vae due The motion of the ground Itself is
to N. J. Bro, .; 9. assumed to be governed by the compressible,

hydrodynamic equations. '; ritten in terrms of
Although the hydrodynamic assumption is Eulerian variables, these are

basic to the model. t'ro further features are
of importance, if less oviously so. In order Pa G-gw i4ga 1
'n properly follow the cr~aterini; action of F-p grdCgr
surface burst nuclear explosion, It Is aeces-
sairy to know with considerable precision the ap 4, ite p 4 4 dayi G 0 (2)
early 1"ltory of a nuclear bomb explosion. ý
The exa t ainount of ene rgy (and its form) that
enterh the ground and also how much onergy P.ý j O-p od r - uv'tav = o (3)
goes un or out across the surface of the gros'nd a
at later times will depend critically on the
bomb energetics and the early fireball AnM P =P(p, e) (4)
air- bla~st hinturzv. Recent detailed calculations wh tevaibear
bv Brode [2] have made easy the definition of whrtevaibsae
in.itial sand inuundary conditions to approxuimate
the influence of thc COLunP10 dynamic loading oi particle velocity
inehiced by a surface-bua'a't nuclear weapo. P pressure

On fterthc.- iaicaor of prime importance .specific Internal energy
Involves L.,c equation of state-of-the-earth P density
material. A cratering problem is sensitive to t timef.
the relation between energies and sound
speeds In the two media on either sid of the The effects of viscosity and heat conduc-
Interface. in the air above, the ambieat sound tion are neglected in these equations. It is
speed is about 330 meters per secoud (~330 m Possible to alsow by order-of-magnitude argu-
per eec), while seismic velocities In naturaji !ents that neglecting heat conduction Is a
earth materials vary from typical soill seimic goad approximation. However, not enough is
..needs around 600 m per sec to a wpeed In known of the viscous properties of materials
granite near 3700 m per sec. Air is quite under high pressures and densities to make
compressible sand very heat absorbent at the such a positive statement relative to neglect-
hioch pressures Lu is nuclear explosion while bIg viscosity. Viscusitty As really omitted
solid msterials are much less compressibe from the framework of these calculations for
and tentd to he much less dissipative at cowt- the practical reason that ibo good eatimates of
parable stress levels. The extent to which it are available,
these inequalities. matter in such a cratering The nature of the problem renders the
caiculat'in can easily be appreciated, solutiw. of these eq~zdions particularly dif-

As te stess evelin te sol orrockfic-Ot. Portions of the ground
As te sres levl I th witor ock distortions, so that a Lag~raniff an dles. .iptior.stinke below a level where hydrodynamics can fails after a short time. T!.. EulerL:. for-

properly be considered the dominant forc-" Ii mailation suffers from the contlrt%.,ý I ~si-,aon
producsaig motions and transporting energy, across Interfaces.
the calculation should embrace such physical
features as plasticity and elasticity and should The m~ nerical technique employed wasn
then deal with real solid-state features c! the one previously developed by Rjork (1) to treat
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problems of high-velocity impact, where aim- soliutions which stre avallalile in this case.
flar difficulties oc.ur. Briefly, the method TAEc tect showed thai the method gave cor-
treats mass poinILs muiring through an Eulerian rectl. the jumps in pressure, de'isity, and
mesh. fI'tegration is carried out on time, velocity across a shock, and also the veloci-
starting from, the Initial condit tons (described ties of tnq shocks themselves. Thiz =Bans
later) and Imposing the appropr~ate boundary that the jump in stntropy across the shock ts
conditio:,ts. Thp advance over A~t is carried given correctly. placing the final titate on the
out in two steps. In the first step, the' trans- Hugonsiot rathe r than the adizbat c~onnecting,
port terms in Eqs. (1) through (4) nre neg- the L~tala and alnal states. Tho second test
l ected, and the integration ln periorme-d ' , was to calculAat with thL. two-d~ineseaaonal
solving tse dliference analog of the resulti..g code a supherically symmetric nuclear air
diffitrenttal equations. 1ii the i~ec~wi. step, the burst previously calculated by Erode F51 with
tranqsport terms are accounted for by noting a onsi-diniezjlonal code. The Pgreeinent WAS

* which masscu. changea cell Itin the I~rst step. checked In the vertical direction, the horizon-
ta di-ectioa, mal at an anigle of 45 degrees

To get the new mass of the cells affected, betweenA the two. anit found to be satisfactory
one merely sums the masses now present in . in all cames.
each cell, which ACCO-tS for the mass trans-
port term in Eq. (2). A mass which changes The calculations were_ performed by &a
cells Is assumred to carry with It an Increment IBM 704, possessing a 32,000-ucril fast
o: internal c.zigy given by the product of the memory. The memory A4z- -- as the limilting
mass in question and the specific internal factor in the resolution. *iru obitain ant ade-
energy of the cell which it left. This accounts qatent mass revaltstlon, 20 mass points per
for the internal energy transport term in cell 'were used. This weant that on the
Eq. (3). average, a c-!'eg density could cha~nge in 5-

percent incrementa This choice of the
A mass, In changing cells, aleo brings number of mabs points restricted the number

with it an increment of momentum given by of space grid points to 400, which were
the product of the ma.3s and the velocity arranged in a 20 by 20 rectangular array.
preacril in the cell which it left. This momen- Using fewer mass points per cell would have
tum is added to the cell entered by the matio, resulted in a larger number of space grid
ant! that cell is given a new velocity equal to points, but it was not deemed feasible to
the now momentum divided by the new total coarsen further the mass resolution.
mass. Thus the momentum transport term of
Eq. 'is taken Into a.ccount. By an artifice known as "grid changinig,"

the 400 grid points were always arranged to
The process described conserves mass, encompass only the region of activity and its

internal energy, and momeijtuz. It is easily Immediate environs, lIn a "grid changes" the
shown, however, that kinetic energy is always points were laid down in such a manner uas to
lost in this repartitioning, 11RIe3s the veloci- enconmpss the shock front plus about an equal
ties of the two cells involved are equal. This extent of undidturbed media. Within the shock,
Is accounted for by arbitrarily adding the lose the dependent variables we". given the values
in kinetic energy of the two cells to the inter- e£2-Lting at the end of the previouf grid, and
nal energy of the entered cell. Thus, total outside they were assigned values appropriate
energy Is cunserved, but a small fraction of to the undlatsirlied media. The new grid was
the kinetic energy in converted to internal then used until the prog-am detectedi the first
energy In the procubs. This conversion mnay faint movement on the grid's boundary caused
be shown to be equivalent to an artiuicial by the approaching shock, at which time a new
viscosity of the Landahoff type r4l, and its grid change was euiected.
presence precludes the necessity of adding
any further artificial viscosity to the problem, In the prerit calculation, it Is possible to

gain only a very rumgh Wdea of the crater
In both of the previously. treated impact dimensions, -s the forminw crater is covered

problems and the present 6eounq motion orly by very few sace 6i !,.Ingo. the
calculations, the magnitud~e of t*viscosity is reason for this is that the gt~adshock is
ideal in the sense that it spre at' the eshock several times as d..op as th.: irater bottom
jussps over about three mesh 4a.'es. and the grid spacing is tm.iL P, -in thr .Prtlcal

direction. In this sense she is-?sent calcula-
The method was tested i'lfay.The tic'- emphasize-. Me iaiormatlsa i-dative to

first was to compare the solution ger~rated the deep grosmil moation. It will be possible to
for one-dimensional Impacts witfi Analytical emphasize the cratering information by using
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a gradation of grid sizes in the vertical direc- 0 R
tion, so that there will be many points nLur iiýthe surface and only a few deep wilerground. B IIj

INITIAL ~ ~ ~ ANEBUDAYCODTIN
H

The rroblem to which we a0dress our-
selves is that of calculating the crater and
ground motion due to a two megaton surface wa tk: grid, each initial zone wns 1/4
burst. The nature of the problem is contained meter %./4 m) both across and deep, repre-
ir t.he jpecifilaton of the boundary coaditions. senting rings of mass in the cylindrical coor-

se itiat and boundary ccaiditions were dfiates used. Each of the six "bomb" zones
d on results of calculations oy Brode [2) had a specific internal energy (and a pressure

Ae eR. ly phabes of a nuclear explosion. associated with it) corresponding to 8.05 x 105
From these cai.ulatlons at I meec after in the r ater-mllisecond-megagram system
initia•.i.,, one finds that approximately half of units used here (i.e., in 1016 ergo per 106
the bomb energy has radiated out of the bomb gins). Each of these zones also had an initial
into the surrounding air, and most of the velocity of 1670 meters per millisecond (1670
energy remaining in the bomb is in directed m per mnec), directed radially, so that the
"L.etc energy of the bomb materials. At this initial velocity components were as I, Mable 1.
time it is reasonable to characterize the
explosive input to the ground as due to both Energies, pressures, and velocities were
the Pr, A of the bomb mass on the ground all ivlially zero outside of the six bomb zones.
dlrcctly oclow it and to the pressure on the T i,.-se bomb zones repn-isented only tie lower
surface from the initially extended and half of the bomb in a "true" surface burst
rapidly growing fireball or strong shock in position (i.e., with the center of griejity
air. The pressures generated by this air located on the plane of the surface between
blast are initially several orders of magnitude rock and air). The upper half of the bomb had
less than the pressures created directly by been carried in the calculations in an early
the bomb vapors, since the energies In the air version, but proved to have an entirely negli-
aid in the bomb are comparable, but the gible effect on the subsurface behavior. Since
volume of air is many times larger than that it added to the complexity of the prmAem to
occupied by the bomb itselL follow the upper masses as they flew off at

high velocity, they were omitted from sub-
Th.:iw Iitiai conditions lead to a specifi- sequent computations.

cation of veleclt!es of the order of 1700 meters
per millisecond (1700 ra per msec) in the first The surface pressures due to the air blast
few zones of the rock, representing the mass were included in the form of a boundary can-
and kinetic energy of the lower half of the dition on the uppermost masses. An analytical
bomb. In these zones an appropriate Internal form representing the air pressures as a
energy was incladed. These conditions, function of time and radius was developed
together with the initial cnoice of grid spacuge from the detailed calculations of an air-burst
lead to the folowing hbitial conflguratlon megaton explosion [2J. The fit is approximately

TABLE 1
Iaitial Velocity Componets

vertical Ioniznal-
Velocity Velocity • .

A 1181 1181 8.05'- 10 1.7
B 528 1584
C 327 16s8
D 1584 528
E 1181 1181
F 6859 432



co.,rect from earliest times untf. arousa 1/2 facier of 1.5 over the applicable range of ais-
see, after which it increasingly overestimates tanceE, Since nearly all of she observed
the pressures. At 1/2 sec, the peak over- groun nioUtlos were directly attributable to
pressure in the air shock should be about 145 the direct impulse from the bomb vapors and
psi (at a shock radius of more than I kilome- not at all *rom the air blast impulse, the use
ter (I kin)) while the fit gives about 180 psi. of an air overpressure formula which over-
A comparison between the detailed caculation emphasizes the air impulse is conbervatlve in
overpressures and the fit used is presented in the present caiculations, and emphasizes that
Fig. 1. The impulse from this overpressure no appreciable change would have resulted had
in Its positive phase is generally too hMg , the air overpiessure been completcly Ignored.

2.05

105 ,,

t 1.853 (ms) .'2I

- Fit
.. ..ro calculatioe

a 35.13

'1000
IMO

1290

507.7 ...

10-

to 100 .'5 t0-

Fig. - Comparie.in of ali verpressure from approximate analytical form
__.) with detail numerical results ------
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The formula employed for the air over- and so are not useful bx.-ond their indications
pressure boundary condition is the follo,'ring: or a genc~al geomet, ic na~ure.•

P N 1.6( 0 d EQUATION OF bTATE

"PTie influence of the equation of state on
where t, is the time of shock arrival, t is the resk:ts of such calc,:Iaticns has been only
the time (both in milliseconds) and t _ t.,. partially explored. A preliminary problem

using an ,deal gas of soecific heat ratio three
7 x 10.1 7 24'10 O2# R 0 for R 56 = *' was run; but at the lower p,.'esrLres, it

suffered most from the fact that the compita-
tion treated all shocks as strong shocks. In

7.24 .10 20 " the region where the gi-ouzid snuck is properly
- - -- r------ for 56 R. < 200 strong, .he comparison with a more nearly1 .637 - 10-1 4 R.7.5 correct equation of state shows an expected

greater e.fective explosio;i energy for the
(R.)2 . ideal gas case. Since, for real gases, much

for R> 20 0 m more energy is involve' in the ionization and
dissociation of the hot gas behind the shock

in which R. is the shock radius jI meters. At front, the shock in a real gas very quickly
timies before shock arrival the overpressure drops to a lower strength than the cv. -espond-
is zero. ing shoci: in an ideal gac et high specific heat

ratio.
For a low air burst, in which the bomb

materials do not get close enough to the The best equatiton .f state used so far
grourd to shock it strongly the main mecha- represents a soft volcaL.i- rck call.d t!f (the
nism 'or inducing ground motion would be just rock in which some underground nuclear
the air blast. The form just presented could explosions at the Nevada test site were shot).
also represcnt thL approximate pressure This equrtiou of state was represented by an
history on the surface from a burst at abci-t analytical formula fitting three general regions
iWO m above the surface. At that burst height, of information. At the high-temperature end,
the direct bomb shock would be negligible, but the fit was to data from a Fermi-Thomas-
the air shock would be quite similar to that D-rac calculation for an appropriate mixture
from a true r..: face bhrst for horizotital of elementt representing the chemical con-
railges greater than about IOC m. stituents of tulf. We are indebted to Bill

McMlllan of RAND for this data and to Forrest
Since the compressions in the ground Gilmore and Arthur Smith of RAND for some

from such a low air burst would be quite thermodynamic interpretation. In the region
small, the particular numerical scheme used between 80 and 300 kilobars (kbar), the
here is not appropriate. It mnay be more rea- Hugoniot data from high explosive experiments
sonable to carry out such a calculation using on tuff were used as guidance for the fitting.
a Lagrangian scheme, more adapted to propa- These data, a part of experimental work car-
gations with small density changes. It is ried out by a group at the Liv-Brmore Labo-
fairly clear thkt the nature of the air slap ratory of the AEC, were called to our attention
loading is such that no conventional crater by Arthur Smith.
will occur from it alone in rock or in most
s*.•.t. Its load is applied so rapidly over In carrying the fit to lower pressures, the
such t vwide area and is retieved so rapidly observed speed of sound in tuff was used as a
that the main response is a tendency to
compact, and very little ej %vating motion
would be generated. On th. other hana, the * Ti.e first was an idedi gas. s:rong shock case.
irduceu, ground shock will not be entirely in and the second ugrd-an unusually "soft" fluid.
the vertical direction, and will be qtite The set; i,d problenm was not rectricted to the
divergeni (i.e., will not be a plane wave). strung 8hnck limritatiun aned .. u nz.ef a rea-

sonable seismic speed(- 2000 ft pr- aec).bu,These trends as stated here were substan- was too cornpressible t;. be ;-'.. tic. (A
tiated by two calculations which used oul: the pressure of ZO kbar woutld caas.1 , " .giprev-
air-slap input. 'Unfortunately these :#ame6 sion to twice the or'ginal de--.it,. A more
calculations osed unreal equations of state, appropri., n problemn. be carried O.ut suon.
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limiting condition. The fit, while only approx- residual e!1erg~es and the impulse from the

imately satisfying all of these re-strictions is air-blast slap, it is a strik~ag feature of the

considered compatible with, We accuracy resuli that only the forr.er plays an impor-I
limits Imposed by other physical approximp- tant role -x the excavation procebs. The air
tions involved in the calculations. slap does indeed send a shock into the around,

but over a wide area and at pressures several
Expressed In terms of the specific inter- orders of magnitude Icss that. those at the

nal eceergy (v.) and the density relative to the same time In tse direct bomb shock. Out
standard density for tuft (, n ), the pres - along ihe surface beyo~ad the region of the
sure, according to the resulting Ilt, was crater, of coe'rsc, the air-blast a&~Ap exceeds
delined as the direct shock (which arrives Later), but for

the craterlng action, and for shocks imme-
P :.42S V + .114 n 312 E 1 0 ýIt 1'2 diately below the crater, one could validly

umit the air slap.
+.707 .,E 

2 (1i05 tE) (1010 dyne're 2 ) In Fig. 3, the early pressure field is
r is) 1010 ergl"p. 17 pP/, p. p, 1.7 gev'cc. displayed as a map of isobars (at 0.1026

msec). The bomb shock has created a nearly
Of course, the solid-statc properties of hemispheric aLiock front with peak prL-&uurt.3

the rock which become lmportal.t at stress of around 7000 kMar in the 90-degree solid
levels below about 10 kMar are anot realistic- angle downward about the vertical &As
ally covered by the concepts of thermody- (darkened area). The lack co. a sharp front to
;aamic equilibrium implicit in the equation of the shock at thij mage is due to the nature of
state, but furlieur, this tiqesttion -includes no- the comisutation schewc, which spreads shock
special consideration for phase changes- discontinuities over about three rouse of the
meltin~g and vaporizing. Rt appears xunliktely chosen spaie g~rid. Such spreading does rot
that the inclusion of phase changes nvuld seriously affec'. die Hugunitit or shock values
cause the equation-of- state behavior to be of the various hydrodynamic varlablet. At
r'~dically different from that assumed, how- this time, about 1/10 mose-, the direct shock
ever. M. the first place, both the melting and has progressed only some 7 ax while the air
vaporization points occur in about the same shock aided by radiation diffusion has gone
temperature range, and neither would occur out more than 50 m. The 7-megabar, ground-
at a precise temperature but would be spread shock pressures are to be compared with the
over a factor of two or so in temperature. It peak overpressure in the air shock at this
is qt- - tionable that a melting point would even time of mom 30 kbar. The shaded box at the
rilst un4;er explosive loading. The shock origin represerits the volume of rock in which

pressure at the melting temperature should the initial kinetic and Internal energy was put,
be somewhat less than 100 kbar, and the above to approximate the bomb. It is already clear
fit covers this region by bridging smoothaly the at this time that the ground shock is no longer
gap between Thomas- Fermi-Dirac results and dependent on the geometrical details of the
high-explosive experimental results. source.

Tuft is a rock which contcitns an unusually Figure 4 displays the ve~ocity vectors of
high amount of voids. RIt s not likely thai. the various rock measss at this same early time.
collapse of the voids creates a permanent Here, the symmetrical nature of the strong
change In the tuft density at the high pres- shock generated by the bomb energy becomes
sires because at the highest temperatures the even more evident. All the compressed region
material is violently e.,cavated and at more of tie shock frost is rapidly expanding spher-
modest temperatures (near sutlting) the voids ically. The toprava.4 rock is being blown off
seem to reconstitufte themselves. At the Into the air (in this cast; into the fireball
lowest utress levels (below 10 Iular), where above) at extreme velocities. This upward
this hydrodynamic model is already inappli- flying rock is on course not a true vapor and
inble, permanent void collapsing is likely. No is already sat fairly low density., The same Is
such hysteresis was includrd in the treatment tLos of that material beirw the, stir!fce and
here. The equation of state for tuff used in well behind the shock front, ssthough Iine
these calculations is sihown in Fig. 2. motions are more rearly r4...!omn below a

couple of meterb depth.

THE RSULTSAt 10 time. this early ULsne, ea'.! msec,
Although the boundary and initial condi- the shock has advanced to some 18 mx deep and

tions specified accurately both toe bomb-vapor has dropped to a peak pressure (in the vertical
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Fig. 3 Ti.e early pressure field (kbar) at t = O.10Z6 msec

been illustrated beyond a point where all rock play secondary roles in determining
pressures are below 10 klar, and so beyond crater depths.
a time when the hydrodynamic assumption is
reasonably rigorous. It is interesting to note Presmsres, as a function of time at fixed
that at these late times, when the sltock is no vertical positions fairly close beneath the
longer strong enough to make a fluid of the source, display the usual st.:ong shock-type
rock, the velocity maps (Figs. 10, 12, and 14) bimodal decay in which the pressure, 2fter
indicate a fairly sharp cleavage at aromud 70 m rising to a peak and falling rapidly for a time,
deep. Above that point the material is moving follows a more gradual decay rate (Fig. 15).
up and continues to go up. Below that depth At greater distance, less structure is evident
the matecial nontinues to move down. Th's in the pressure histories (Fig. 16), and only
"crater bottom" persists ati the same depth rough values of peak stress and total impulse
after the 50-msec Utme. Since this is a fluid are derivable from them. A similar descrip-
model and since we have claimed no rigor for tion applies to the pressure histories at posi-
the model at late times and low pressures, tions aloing the ine inclined at 45 degrees
this evidence of a crater depth approximately from the horizontal (Fige. 17 and 18), but the
equal to that predicted byI !onventional scaling pi essure-time relatiomr of annta a long the
laws [6J can be considered at least in part as surface are quite different. Along th surface,
a gratifying coincidence. It should be noted air pressures arrive &Lr- t:..'!gs. 19 and 20),
however that conservation of mras, momen- dropping from a p,•ak ai- u• -. ressure (not
tum, and energy In the correct geometry Are shown in Fign. 19 and 2u) i. . "slowly' decay-
still appropriate and are In fact ri-"ponsible Wn, firelall p.-musre. Later ,le direct ground
for the motions illustrated, and it may well be F..ock arrives, driving the pressure up one or
that the plastic and elastic prqvprtles of the more orders of mafnitude for a short time.
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Fig. 4 - The velocity field--'elocity meters of rock mass at t :0.1026 msec
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TUFF I
I SCALE
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Fig. 11- Th.- voiocity i.'eid-veloccity meters of rock marss at t =105 msec

At distances bcywtI a few 10's of meters(Fig. In Fig. 21, thz peak pressures in the
20), it is clea; !kit In surface-pressr.ja nim- direct shock are shown versus the radial
tortes the dire~t ztc;k rapidly drops out of distance from the point of burst for the three
impoctiazce, and at Wi rizunAl-- distances mu -a directions, as solid curves labeled vertical
greater than lC1W m, the direct shock ran be Mv, horizontal (H), and diagonal (D). in the
ignored. But it does not follow that the direct early, strong shock region the decay of pres-
Shiock can be Ignored at depths helow the aur- sure io approximately like the inverse cube of
face at the same horizontal distances, distance while at lower pressures, the decay
Referring to Fig. 13, It is evident that the Is less rapid, approaching a slope like the
direct shock brings pressures up to 2 kbar inverse three-halves power of the radial
out to a distance larger than 200 In, but at distance. The pressures along the surface("i)
".',pth of some 100 mn. Even at a 50-m depth continue to drop rapidly even at large dis-
one would expect 1 kbar and perhaps 1/2 tances, since a rarefaction wave propagates
kbar (> 7000 psi) at depths less than 20 In downward from the surface on which the air
and &t ranges better than 200 In. At dim- pressure is at every Instant much lower than
tazicts much beytid 200 mn, however, and at the vertical ground shock pressures. The air
depths of less than 100 m (or more nearly was not always at a lower presavre, since at
correctly, at depths such that a direct line tu an earlier time the air shock created sur lace
the point of explosion makes an inclination prcasures much higher-:.Luot in indicated by
from the horizontal of less than about 20 the sm~all circles. The dashed curves are
degrees), it is the air blast aiýone which from the iceal gas caictalation; there beizin at
creates the pressure pulse. The peak over- higheA pressures but ccntinue to drop eapldly
pressure from the air blast will be almost .in at low pressures because of the strcr . shock
order of magnitude higher than ihat from the restriction involved in the Idcal ga!' , '*
direct sh-ck at 100 m, while the air blast tioas. The shock compression In cut' -;-Aical
impulse is already a little larger than the and horlzontti directio~i is indicated b:j the
impulse in the direct shock at the surface at curves Labe. 4d 10 (q -1) (where 17 plp.).
that distance. Thus at 10 m, the vertical shock has a density

20
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rig. 15 - Pressure versus time at indicated depths (m) below burst point

of 2P. and the horizontal shock a density of these jettisoned materials some energy and
1.5 po- mass is lost to the system. Slightly less than

50 kilotons (5W KT) of mass were ejected by
Figure 22 shows the maximum componenta this procedure (in the 100 msec covered). (It

of velocity as a function of distance down ' ,he is estimated that altogether something on the
vertical and also horizontally. From this one o,'der of megatos of material are carried
observes that the velocities along the vertical aloft and tossed out of the crater from such an
are dominantly vertical (VJ) but have some explosion.) Figure 43 shows this mass loss as
slight radial component (UJ) indicating some a function of time along with the energy
hemispherizal divergence. The velocities cnanged.
along the horizontal are both upward (-V,) and
outward (u,,), and of comparable magnitudes at A study of tihe eergy-time relations
most dibtances. shown in Fig. 23. leads to the following

observatior.. The downward kinetic energy,
As the problem progressed anm as it was initially hal '! r-egton, decreases rapidly as

necessary to include more nr'terial Intowhich the minock develops La the -;.,r-:.-.ndLg. reck.
the shock could run, new anI larger sets of The heat or istersal energy b,"das up rapidly
zones were arranged, and the hydrodynamic at the expemne of the Initila I.tc..tic energy, but
variables were adjusted to the new grid, begins to retura to kiuetic c.. .,. an s,-tace
•""ording to the conservation laws. When material blows Mf. The , r 'ar o .pas in
such new grids w,-rc Iut-oduced, those masse, enerrmy occur az .:m .off mas-. and their
abuve Uie initial surface, having high-speed assotated energies are eliminated at grid
motions uWward, were omitted. In 2xlcut'ing changes. Note In Fig. 23 that the biggest drop
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is in the kinetic energy. The total energy before contacting the ground, its energy may
drops because of such periodic (and arbiti iry) be veriousiy red-'-cd Rs it drives a strong air
mass losses and because of the work done shock. This ene. ,y is quickly radiated away
continuously against the high-pressure air of to.the periphery of the fireball and contributes
the fireball above. At the beginung, the total to increasing the air Wlast at the expense of
energy is 600 KT or 30 percent of 2 WT, cratering efficieurty.
I",•" by the time the direct shock is out some
50 m, the energy is down to less than 100 KT Morecver, it implies tnat the cratering is
(< 5 percent) and must dxop further by both sensitive to the details of the bom*i disassem-
mechanisms. blv in that hils process detprmines the parti-

1-.1% Z' . omb energy between the debris'
The seemirgly strange behavl'or of the L'rnal and kinetic energy and that radiated

internal energy at late times (Fig. 23) is an away to air. Thlb indicates that s9;illow
unfortunate consequence U the ticgtiment of burial or denser case should enhance crater-
energies and pressures at low densities. LIg efficiency.
.'.'though negativ.- pressures were not allowed
(replaced as zero) in the calculation, negative It also shows that comparisons with high-
internal energies did arise ir. low-pressure, exploslve bursts in this regime would seem
lo•-.denstty zones as these zones did work on particularly unfruitful because the early
their surrounding zones. The Lack of con- energy partitions between explosive gasex;
isie-ncy here is conaidered to be due to un- air, and earth are vastly different.
damped and nearly random kinetic motions It is a iurthar resnArkpkle quality that the
which absorb the enerlry and thus cause it to presence of a nearly free surfac;' pauses the
be recor'*4 as kinetic rather than as internal. streo-' patterns below the burst to be elongated
It is perha,,s only a misidentification which 3lo, . the v'rtical axis. 'ta act that the pres-
nr ..es the gnergy partition motions artificial; sures along the shock front I rt iar from
but it mav also be a source of real error uniform at any giveri time is understandable
since-if energies were allowed to become in terms of the geometry of the wsrface burst,
consistent with a simple gas pressure-the but is not always a recognized factor in pre-
pressures might wel! have been higher, viouz analysis of ground shocks generated by
causing further accelerations. This effective low air, surface or shallow-buried nuclear
trar•fer of energy did not become ariously bursts.
"utut of line" until times after 10 msec, so
thai-although late-time information may be A further feature worthy of reiteration is
of doubtful accu: ry-the early history should the nature of the continuous loss of effective
still 4e correct. energy in the ground medium due both to the

wort done by the expanding ground against air
An "-ivestigation of ways to avoid thWe overpressure and to the essential disassocia-

trouble ia still in progress, although it is tion of Jetting material from the main body of
currently expected that the general features soil or rock.
of the present cal-ulation will remain unal-
tered by the correction of this inconsisten.;y. It would appear that further investigations

should include studies of

C,-77CLUSIONS 1. Subsurface burst*.

Perhaps the most significant result to 2. Bursts in other materlals, both hard
come mtr of these pretimintry calculations, rock and dry soil. (It may prove interesting
aside from the general observation that the to consider some cases of buraits on wet soils
method seems capable of offering an inter- or even water.)

Mretation of the cratering phenomena, is that
the xinetic energy in the bomb debris when it 3. sfigh explosive bursts for the sake of
reaches the g:ound is the most important comparison and to illus'.-te more clearly the
mechanisr.m in inducing the ground motin differences in the actioi. between nu".,.. :and
below the crater, as well as in the formation chemical explosions.
of the crater itself.

4. Special geometries of high e %a- , d
ThL ,a.t implies that the crater size charges with a view to moCeling the atree-

.- nuld be very snsaitive to the height of burst wave history o' a nuclear e_..;!osion (ar.
near the ground. For If the debris must investigation ci this possibility Is currently
travel even a short distance through air under study at MU with DASA sponsorship).
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These preliminary calculations were by one which considers the tensor nature of
Intended to reveal the basic i..'turie of the the "Justion of state.
cratering process and tWe iormation of ground
shocks. That the hydrodynamiic model was
used should always be kept in mind. ThisACNWEG NT
limits the strict applicability of these results ACNWEG NT
to pressures greater than 8 kbar (which cor-
responds to compressions of greatter than 10 The authorsa wish to i-redit M r. . Nancy J.
percent) for the 6oft rock, tuff, which was the Brooks (Computer Sciences Department, the
only material considered. It is believe' 4-ht RAND Corporatlion) with recognition for her
above this compression and pressure, tnv truly professional management of the entire
weivats are substantially correct, ilthough the computing program of this problem. In adcli-
various uncertaintles eould easily lead to Umio to her tompetent organization of the
errors of aL.ut a iaci.or (-I two, numerical work, Mrs. Brooks participated

mfthuzsiastically L4 discussions and decisions
Even recognizing this, It is of Interest to concerulog the progress c! the over-all effort.

examine the results of the preser. model Our appre.astitu extends also to Miss L inda
beyond the regl in of its sit ict applicability, Lariat, Mrs, Margaret Cohen, and Mrs.
for it is not unreasonable to exipect that at Rosemary PA&* los aid In the analysis and
least the~ firet motions are given correctly by preparatim of report graphs.
It, leading to roughly correct values of peak
pressure and peak velocity. However, the -Although this otudywaa. lnltLatedpr.marily
energetics at late times are questionable, and to eatuify a need In military applications, the
are subject to further interpretation. method and some resuolts are of significance

to several nvoposals for peaceful uses of
It is hoped that the results preswntea .,ere nuclear expioetons under the PLOWSHARE

will furnish useful guidance and L-aputs to program of ti.e Atomic Energy Commission.
further studies at lower stress levels, which For this reason the study was funded in a
are very important to the design of protective small padt under Contract No. AT(I- 1)- 135
structure!:. At these lower stress levels, the with the University of California Lawrence
present hydrodynamic model must be replaced Radiation Laboratory, Livermore, California.
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DIKUBNOV

Mr. Chaszeyks (Armour Research Foun- Usaitruestely 1' d'n't nave, 1iat pressure listed,
dationT, AT wfidiI1 pressure' did you fLnd here.
ilia~li soil stopped going into the air?

M.Bjork. The eoil was flyin.' into the Mr. Chasei: Approximately what soil
air asa swe carried the cakuiatlon. preSSOM YOU tink that was?
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Dr. Brode (Chairman. Rand Corporation): Dr. Erode: At the stage of the last cal -
At the last time, roughly 100 m,&, part o;it culation tihe gr'.Jld shock, as shown in Fig.
w.a~s still streaming from the surface. There 13, is slightly --yond the edge of the crater,
was still, in other words, a pi essure gradient for a hardrock crater. In fact, it'a slightly
up~vard. beyond that for a d-y-soil crater. In any

case, one could hardly expect in a fluid model
Mr. Chaszeyka: Well, the coil vapoirizes such aA this to cle doing much more than indi-

at well ove 1001br; and If the soil in oc-t z_,i::., Ow~ direction of iorces. However, if
vaporized, I just wonder how it could be going this were an incompetent rock or r soil for
up in the al- -thl~h tlýs niodel would Ue Usdo)UbtLdiy as

good A4. it is for tuff, t.hen you ;vuu1 d expect-
Mr. Bloak! In Fig. 13, we have the txuau If you put liese kinds of accelerations to the

tion for the pressure field out tu) about 225 m material-that it will inove. You are in the
wt..ch ie the crater rdAwus. The outpr contour region where material doer move in the lip ol
is 1/12 ittlr and the next is I kbar. So the the crater &;.d in the crater edges. There
pressure graa-ent is 1/2 kbAr. This kind of Isn't nr Ach strength to e.ver-ome in shear if
pressure gradient Is obviously sufficient to we're dealing with, say, a soil. The mo~del
hurl thec ground into the air. Now this Isn't so good tmat we can distinguish between
behavior persisted out to about 3;&3 m. Isoil and rock because :,her all it's still a
don't happen to have thc exact prcassvres tlhat fluid model.
L.,Ated naear the giouAnd surface at thiat time.
I might sAd Uha the streaming of these upper Mr. Ch sze)yk.: Whiat Vou're saying Is
particle* Is most at-ikingly Like the stream- that pressure Is better ati~ned as kinetic
ing tr, -pts from a surface burst, either enmrat. Is this what you n-ean?
nuclear or from high explosives. Fromn the
high-speed motion pictures one notices the Mr. P ork: No, we mean a pressure
same leir~d of jetting o. both vapors and Uiat's ge iiter d by a comnpression ila the
crushed or powdered materials and in some material.
cases even W~ocks of materials depending on
the rnedium. Mr. Morrison (AMF): Were any com-

putatiO~ns maN Fo-iia rawg the impulse of the
Mr. Chaszevka: Yes, this is a phe- grolund pressure with the impulse of the air

nomik.ja-tiit oneý o~merves close in where the pressure immediately above?
pressures are eidremely high, or certainly
much highes& 500 kbar. (Five hundred Dr. Erode: The pressures and the dura-
kiiohtver. ib way birlim the vaporization.) It tions of pressures are such In the air Abovde
occurs to me that the pressures at a con- that the total impulse at almost all distances
siderable clepth in the ocean, or ground, are are greater from the air pressures. The
much higher than they are on the suarface, yet Impulse, at any point below the surface from
you find no streaming into the air, this ground shock is less than the impulse

over a comparable area from the air blasit.
Mr. Bjork: Ofi, yes. We're not main- Now fhe significan-e of this is quesiicnable in

taining that the material out here is my mind. After all, the impulse on the sur-
vapum mizd or even left in a liquid form. face over a week is every pit as great, just
We ;list notice a mechaanical pressure from the ambient pressure. What Is impor-
grauieut tha will physically throw large tant is the spectral character, the time
pu; 'I ons of the rock into the' Mr. Nem it history of this impulse and, In fact, the peak
ml.-Iii be that at this lo%-pressure level we pressures. As was pointed out the peak pres-
should put in the strength of the tuff. Bt sures are much higher than any pressure
might be thati t won't be overe:orie. In fact delivered by the Air shock which, after all is
it's probabble because this represents about limited to, I-. Use very hichest regions, pres-
the periphery of the crater and you know from sares like 106 psi but not nearly as high as
experlm..t you don't get material thrown into these pressures In Ca, ground. The pulse is
the air. If this were a fluid it would tle thrown shorter in this ground .laock; thei~fui .
into the aMe, lint putting in the strength effects Aualtsugh the pressures are iiiuch h'lA., ., the
will pruinioly kill the motion about this point-~ impulse is not as inipressiv,.
at about this radius, that is.

Mr. 144 ALeon: Am I correcL In Aa. .sming
Mr. Chas~evka: to this verified byj that[1,h_9 nl the l..ipulse of thse ,reba-

expoitramcau T sure at a given distance from ground zero and
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fairly close to the surface is %etually greater an area comparable to thr size of the crater
than the impulse of the ai,- pressure at the and insder the average impulse on that area
same point or the overpressure at the same from the air shock and the impulse at any
point? point due to this direct ground shock, thien the

air impulse is greater. The stresses in the
Dr. Brode: Let me say we &ahould be sodi, however, are greater at any time than

more ipecific and more careful about this. those deliver-ii by the air shock. Am I read-
Obviously if we get close enough to the crater ing your quesLoa rig:ht?
region, to the bomb itscll, the impulbP
delivered from tnis direct shock is tizt;. Mr.-Morrison: Yes, I think I have the

,Lz ý,•." - h... ! _ ,n .,hnej RP t if we take po lit ino , l.I Z
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ANALYTICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

ON LOCKING MEIPIA

Pakul Weidlinger
WVc A'ýper Cor~s-:'tnts, New Yore'., New York

VA sunmmary 'iT recent re~earches oni gtress wave propagation in tucking
media ,r'- pr. As nted. Result~, of analytical and of some experi~mental

wo rk art, given and their implication on groundshock phviiomena is

lNT im,a UCTION ball-bearings, provides an importarni clue.
!igh-sp'-ed photcgr2F _' ta6ken during the

The current interest and research activity collapse of such granulhr c-!umns indicate
in wa.c propagation Jul lucking and other dis- that the collapse mechanism zcns~ts of a
sipative media is of such recent origin that it rearrangement of grains from a loose to a
may be useful to provide a brief account of the dense packed or compacted state, and during
histury of theý. activities. the collapse a well-defined front, consisting

of densely packed grains advances into the
The wvr' of our group in this field was as-yet undisturbed, loose-packed medium.

started abeut 4 years ago to provide a thee- This phenomenon seems to indicate that at
ret ical bashL '-- the prediction of C-t.wdshock least a part of the essential mechanism co6n-
effects. It w..., 1!-tady apparent at that time slats of irreversible compaction of the
ti'at the data whij., were obtained from n e3E- medium, into a denser state, accompanied by
urements of &.roun'I displacements and accel- large volumetric changes.
erations during weapons tests were notFrmteecnidlAC.8warveta
explicable under silmple linear elastic Fo hs osdstcsw riea
assumptions. In considering this probiem, tentative hypothesis regarding th- character
the first significant observation is that the of the stress-strain relation of ga. ular
macrosmopic granular structure of stand and ni..s._s under uniaxial pressure which may be
Af similar materials impties a behavior which 1cscribed as follows:
is different from that of other s"Ids. A
rvview of the Literature shows that the prob- First Stage; Oni initial compression, we
lem of a granular mass, consisting of elastic find a slightly nonlinear elastic beh~avior.
,ramns, has been -'tensiveiy studied. T'wae Second Stage: F'.trther compression may
r%!Lwarchea w(-&ei probably primarily moti- produce a plastic flow iid sime gradual
vated by) seismological problems, and have breaking of grains which protxtt,,s a softening
been pursued by Japanese and American or plastic response.
scientibta [1-41. Tbese investigations were
restricted to the ronge of elastic behavior, Third Stage: Additional pressure pro-
and It turns orut that the slight nonlinearity duces a rather suddc.a rearrangement of
found in the str.eas-strain relation Is insaf- grastules into a less compressible statie
ficient to account for the large perifmnent accompantied by large volumetric '' .iges
deformatIonit and other phenoimena which are accompanied by permauncn strainsi, a-iP-
manifanted by soil masses wiader intense fested by the up-turnkig of the st;-, --strain
pressure. Some of the eqperimkental work, curve.
however, which has been carried cut at
Columbia University 13,41, on comwosslesin This tiypothesis can be made plausible by
tests of granular columns, conswtiW~d ofi noting that the ubserved range of the void
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ratios of santl in the loose and densely packed stress axis. (-his simplification is a couister-
state is in the range of 0.3 to 3 .uO while the part of the rigid-plastic n:Jdi,,n which is usvd
void ratio of tangent spheres of ccji.•-.d iameter to api axiaate the gencral elasts-plastic
is computed to be 0.35 in loose packed and behavior of some materials.) This stress-
0.91 in the densest state, corresponding to strain diagram implies that upon initial load-
cubic packing. ing the medium exerts no resistance until a

critical value of the strain (or denrity) is
The general form of the stress-strain reached. Beytad this critical strain the

curve may be of the form shown in Fig. 1, and material becomes -ncc~npressible. Besides
it is similar to the behavior of solids uinir rhis simplest assumption one may construct
very high-hydi o3tatic pressure. Wave plc- other stress-strair diagrams such as shown
notrer." in materials which exhibP t'!s type of cn Figs. 2b, 2c, 3, and 4. These modifications
stress-strain relation has been coasidered in affect either the initial behavior of the mate-
the past [5,6,7,, but n.athematical '.fficulties rial, making it initially elastic (Fig, 2b) or
prevent: the formulation of closed form solu- initially elasto-plastic (Fig. 2c) or they
tions needed for the assessment of its effects. influence the behavior after the critical strain

is reached by pe: witting a certain amount of
The difficultJts can be overcome to some residual elasticity, leading to Lite bilinear

extent by representing the stress-strain rela- model of Fig. J. Itnally, if we are interestcd
tion by various idealized curves as shown on in more details at lower levels of compression,
Figs. 2, 3, and 4. The simplest form is that where the governing phenomenon is not that of
of Fig. 2a where the stress-stra)n curve is incompreasibiiity but rathe. ,hat of a giadual
that of a single vertiral line parallel to the but irreversibic volume change, the medium

may be approximite. ',y the stress-strain
curve of Fig. 4. which it, a !inear material
exhibiting pC.L.anont strains at all stres3
levels.

It turns out that ihe materials character-
ized by Figs. 2a to 2c have been known for
somn time and their behavior under static
loading has a considerable United States
literature under the name of locking-media
or matrials of limited incompressibility

Fig. 1P - Poissble form uf [8-llJ. The problem of stress-waves and
'tress-strain curve for shocks in these media have been studied by
granular media our group, and their application to ground

(A))

Fig. 2 - Idealized stress-strain curves

Fig. 4 - fitrevb-ý.train of-
Fig. I - Idaied Curve- linear materiAi ,xhibiti ..

bilinear model prm-. nent st'thn at ,11
str -*. i.,velw
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shock phenomena ham also been explored ~ STATIC AND QUAM-DYKA-41C
[13-2iJ.* Further search of the Literature COMPRXMON TESTS
shows a consideralit work on these materials
by USSR scientists which also seems to have In order to obtain a hasic verification of
been originated since 1952 and his been miten- our aassumption regarding the form of the
a'fied in more recent years [22-291. stress-straln relatio and the macroscopic

mechanism of density changes, we hss?
Comiparison o! our work and that of the initiated high-pressure experiments with

USSR group -'is.ws a very greait sir..&iarty, in send. Previous U. S. experiments were
a~pmr.4h anti m..iis. Most of the USS work restricted to relatively small, pressure
Is concentratod on spherical wavs phenomena, levels (40 psi), which seemed to indicate an
but there is a single early attempt at formu- Iiltial elaxto-piastlc behavior and also showed
lating a two-dimensional theory [23b. Most of some strain rate effects [30). Stress wave
our work considers plane waves, but spherical propagation corresponding to this behavior
waves have also been explored (161, which Is also has been treated analyti~ally [31).
similar to the work in Ref. 24. We note that
both our work and that of the USSR group suf- Our exgp'4rinir'nts, performed at Columbia
fered for lack of experimental data. Ref. 23, University, were carried to very high-
l'owever, describes an ingenious experim.ot pressure levels (16,000 psi) with consequent
with small-scale explosives for the explore- loss of detail at Lower pressures. The proce-
tion of spherical ways propagation. This duares acud rsunlts of these exp~eriments will be
sx~periment soemuý Lo verity the ~arjytcal published in the near future. A brief um~i-
results which have bee obtaained to far aned is mary of prell-lnas : results are glvea as
also uneful to e:' si...ains ie ta phfvaic~l follows:
ciontants.

The asand whfich wq~.- used Is character-
ized by the stand~ard grain lsie distribution
rurvie shmuw on Fit;. ;,* Also shown in Fig. 5

_____ _____is tia dixtrikiutiott after single andi rcpeated
;Thea. investigations have bepn sponsored by loadtings. We note that initial lostI 'i,. produces
various organizations. including the Space a substantial comminution of gialov, Pit addi-
Terch'i-ogy Laboratory and The MIIALTL Coe- tional loading seem. to have Loebs ta. *t on L'hu
kN.r~ttoas,,-J .urrently the Air rorce Special larger gralvi sizes. T%-ot-t were carrk A out
weapons Gcn,-r. Some of the work is based under con. ned compression andt Literal fric-
on unsponsored researches. Lion in the container was slit..!:--I!d to a
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Fig. 6 S-ess-strain curves for single loading under a
slow and a rapidly applied Load

degree that they do not produce measuraae 4. Strain rate and other dyntmic effects
effects. The remslting atress-straLn diagram within the rampse of the experiment are
for single and repeated loading under slowly negligitle.
applicJ loade (1130 psi per sec) and very
rapid loadine (4000 psl per sec) are shown wL 5. Upon reloading, the material follows
Figs. 6 and 7. the original unloading curve which ahews a

slight recovery. Repeated loading diagrams
From them experimenta we draw the fol- seem to namcate tbht the principal mechanism

loving tentative conclualons: may be that of the denaer packing of grains.

1. Initial high intensity comapression 6. The req=nse Lo repeated loading aug-
produces a strem-atraln relation which ahows gests that it approximates that of an Ideal
genrally upturning of the curve, oimilar to locking medium as showa in FIg. 2.
the one shi, on Fig. 1.

2. This behavior indicates a gradual ANALICAL WORK

change in density, accompanied by comminu- The detivatio of the enmitioa gverning
tion of grai., the motion of the varlutz - iie (Figs. 2, 3,

and 4) have been publishod '.-', 1.•51 or are in
3. Upon unloading, very laije permanent the process ob publicatinn ., -1. The fiorarwing

straina are manifested, suggeating that this t proef subcary of The foown
typt of behavior may be approximated by a ii a brief au •:ry of UIli w.,k.
linear Irreversible material charac-rized by The results which are givcn for plain
the atress-ctrain diagrams fwwn in Aig. 4. wave propagation consider the cane of a
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Fig. 7 - Stress-strain curve for repeated
very rapid loading

semi-infinite medium of a compacted density as a rigid mass, havla a constant particle
of p the surface of which is subjected to a velocity 6 throughout. Conservation of
suddenly appiied (zero rise time) decaying momentum for the entire compacted mass
pressure pulse p(t), with an initial value and for any element the-eof requires that
p,0) = p.. The impulse of the pressure at a
time t Is d

* and
I p(t) Jt . (1)

Y = " P (3)2

The wave front propagitls in the vertical
direct!on y and is located at a girven tine at whicb with the appropriate Initial c*t. ". uin
depth P, prcpagtutig with the velocity i. The provides the relevant free field paraniw'-rs,
peak streas u. and peak Particlt velocity ,6 as folows:
occur at the front.

;.Inear Irrey.rvible Medium (Fig. 4) - -" (4)

,I"n application of the decaying pre,.re, 5)
the medium benind the compaction front sts s O t)
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1 (t) I I,

" -- (6) (14)

I( t) (7) We note 0hat the attenuation grows. with the
inverse square of the depth.

We note that the front propagates at a constant
velocity corresponding to the acoustic velocity Bilinear Medium %Figs. 3 and 8)
c. of the medium. The peak stress at the
front is the smallest "average prebEure ; This model recognizes the existence of.an
the impulse (i.e., the peak stress is equal to initial elastic behavior and somp additional but
the intensity of a step pulse whici, Lontainsthe much smaller residual eiasticity after corn-
impulse it, the applied pressitre at any instant much Wacrred. eiity secorn-
of time). Tius implies, thdt in case of rapidly pression has occurred. vi the second branch
decaying pressures a substantial attenuation of the st -ees-strain curve is rotated, we
of th. peak pressure will be manifented. In obtadin t one extreme a fully elastic medium
the case of an exponential pressure pulse, and in the other extreme a locking medium.
with a relaxation time of t, the attenuation of The range of possible responses (from eiast;.c
the peak pressure at depth at a time, when to locking) seems 0o imply that the general

behavior, and especially the attenuation of
peak pressure must be depo.-,ent on the phys-

p(t0 << (8) ical constants of the medium. Detailed
Po investigations, h,.wever, show that for each

set of physical constants a depth can be
isgiven by dcfincd bevcies which the irfluenLe of these

constants is neg!|iible. This lact is crucial
ct () because it perailts us to estimate the attenua-

"P. a lion of the stresses with depth even when the
magnitude of the physical characteristics of

and wc note that the attenuation is inversely the material are given oniy approximately
proportional to the depth. within a rather wide range.

The ose-dir..ensional wave equations

Ideai Locking Medium (Fig. 2a) governing the behavior of the medium are

'"Ti equation: of motion of this medium 2
is also giver, by Eq. (2); but, since the com- C2 2
pacted medic'm can exist at a constant strain
e only, th,. following additional relationehip Cu2

2 • (16)
exists: -i-

2  _2

(10)

These equations yield aP (LOCKING)

I 1E £ -TAN a

2 1I t (12'

2 1 dt (13_ 41 Co

The long time attenuation of the peak front
stress, is obtained as previousill and in Fig. 8 - Biftncar mtre,,s-
given by stran a~ap-wi
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where c is the acoustic velocity aSSOCiUiLed of a locKing mediunj. is th~e location' of the
with the second branch of the curyt. shock front at tii ic wher. the principal rare-

faction wave fiam the surface catches up with
The shock velocity Is the front. It is of interest to note that the

USiSR experimental work [P81 in spherical

E 17 wave propagation seems to confirm theseV (17) analyt'-al findings. Thc.,e experiments show
a very weak depandence of ýhe velocity field

where f. is the secant modulus, given by on the p-operties of the medium.

(id) Aphericai WavZs

These quantities cannot be obtained in closedTotettscaeerinhee
form but a sit-iple numerical method Is given dimensiional properties of a locking medium
in Ref. 17. The result of such computations n.ust ue defined. The cril.'zal strain, or
is shown on Fig. 0, which .also illustrstes the strain wt~erc locking occurs must be replaced
Independence of the attenuation beyond a given by a critical value of tIle dilatation ý so that
depth. This particular depth z c is given by

= .P_ (20)

v * 19i where P. and are the initial :nd compacted
um~sitles of the medi*...n. Once this co-pac-

Lion has occurred, thie medium become. incom-
where r, is the elastic strain on the seccuic. pressible, and it satisfies A yield candition of
branch of the curve measured from the strain the form
L,. The physical interpretation of this depth
(beyond which ;je attenuation of a bLI~near I-k (1

medium is not signif i Iantly different f rom that -~c i (a, +a*) .

-a..~ ELASTIC CASE

P.

0

1.0 20 30 4D 70 00 TO GO 44 10

Fig. 9 - Rrsiaits of comput-~tione for bilinear medium
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This is derivable from Coulomb's law of fail- free field par-meters obtained at Operation
ure and where v, and o are s'adial and Plumbob. The results el -As comparison
tangential principal stresbes, ai,J c and k are indic -e iery good agreements with the accu-
constant characteristics of the medium. If racy of measurements.
cohesion is negligible, the expression sim-
plifies to 2. The very high attenuation which is mdi-

p e tocated by the analysts, suggests the use of dry,
(22) loose sand as a preferable site for deep under-

ground shelters. The attenuation cf peak
The spherical wave equatiin for this medium stresses under ground zero of a very high
is given by yield burst is shown on Fig. 10, for two types

of locking media.

-)( (23) We note that at a depth 500 to 1000 feett he
" 'r :stress in the medium decays to the order of

1000 psi; and we also observe (as predicted in
where ; is the acceleration of a particle at a the previous se'",)n) that this attenuation is
radial distance r. Closed form asymptotic nearly identical for materials where the criti-
short-time ant 'ong-time solutions of these cal strain at rompacton is in the range 0.02 to
equations are given in Ref. 16 for particular 0.10. Further numericai computations indicate
types of inputs. The stress at the wave front that the stresses due to reflection from an
R is generally elastic rock 'yer (in whic!, -;,e shelter btruc-

* ture may be located) are also of a reasonkble
" 01 - iR 2  (24) magnitude.

where the shock velocity R of the long tinic
solution in case of an ideal gas Pxpiosion is of
the form • -

- RJY (25)

where ý is a gas constant.

A second solution of interest is the case
of r'n P•,)loding point mase u with a kinetic
ene-..; of I 2mR2, which is given by

A , ~ (RJ (26)

where r. and are constants depending on r
the point mass and depending on the medium. 7

APPLICATION TO GROUNDSHOCK
PHENOMENA

The anal~lical expressions which have
been presenter! in the previous sections have
been applied to varloui problems connected o 0 am _&i o
with groundshock phenomena: Z(F.o T)

1. Prediction of ground accelerations and Fig. 10 - Attenuation uf pak .prdsses
displacements. In Ref. 13, a comparison has ".!nder grcoimd zeroj i.-. ses ui iocking
been made between predicted and measaured media and for ,-ry high "id bu.st
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AN EXPERIMENT ON SOILS LOADED DYNAMICALLY

BY A SHOCK TUBE

H~irc'1 d R. J. Wal sh
AFSWC

Kirtlan d AFB, New Mexico

[As a part of the rv rawo to develop improved methods for design of
,underground _pr,, _ -o urs he Air Force has been c..nducting
a limited nu-.b,- r soil samples using a shock tube as the
dynamnic )adling U1.1. . he purpose 01 this paper is to d. scribe the
experl .- tal techniques and procedureq found appropriate foi those
test., ilso to describe the extent to which variatzon. ii, proj~rfies
of the t, riples were indicats-d by differences in the rneasir.ý*: evrtb
made duri,, z~e tests performed.

INTRODUCTION A further prolem is that many soils,
under the loads of interest, compact, or are

Certain diff iculties exist in any test in- deformed permanently. Therefore, they at-
tended to proivide a measurement of the be- tenuate energy and cannxot be expected to
havior of all soils under high dynamic loads, transmit a pulse unchanged. In Combination
But, a test which demonstrated, even grossly, with arching, interaction, and three-
the differeiicc s "i that behavior for :ýilb of a dimensional dispersion, this phenomenon
wide range Of L.-ticrties might assist in the makes it impossible either to predict the dis-
deviioprnent bot]- of better tests and of analy- turbance which will occur at a certain point;
sis methods, by providing a clearer view of or to predict the response of a gage at that
the phenomenon. These tests were intended point, even if the disturbance were known; or
to investigate the experimental difficulties in from the Observed outritt of a gage at any
the hope of making a clear view possible. point to describe the disturbance felt by the

soil. Thus, it would appear that no experi-
The dilliculties arise largely from the ment could yield an analyzable reading, with a

fact that soil is a mass of particles, and so practica gage.
ran to a considerable degree, both distribute
applied forces, and deform, in three dimen- These experiments were dcsigned tn test
sions. As a result, soil can arch between the certan assumptions concerning the difficulties

w;;Is of rigid con~rdners while ;r~dergoing the described above which, I! c.-rrect. wo~uld make
I.. u Arains (Ai which it is capable. Also, it possible tests with a more general application.

arches around and Interacts with gages or The basic assulrnpton vas that a gage of given
struict'.ire0i buried 'n it, unless they have Mle size and stiffness would always be affected by
F~ame stilaaebs as the soil, both on every sur- aiJing and interictics- to about the same de-
face and in a volume sense; therefore, one gree, whenever embedded in a soil sample of
would not expect a buried gage to read stress the same )rop~rties. t~r in different qoil sam-
or strain directly. If the sample boundaries ples whose stiffness, in a bulk modulus sense,
are given flexibility to prevent arching or was approximately the s,.tne ThIc-c~r'.re, a
friction, of course, the u'easuiren'rent of either method would exist to "calibrate" 1.j ;- - for
stress or strain at a point on them is a prob- usp Wi a soil sample of that stiffnec'v .3rovided
1cmn even under static loads, as in the triaxial the dynamic load wert; keat in the saw,. range.
sh,:;i apparatui. Similarly, .was assumned that frictioni with
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the container and arching between Its walls It was de.ided, therefore, to manufacturc
would be reproduced in sampliL4 of the same a new container which wx.od lie mo±t4ed on
properties, particularly !n a rAatively rigid supp is independent of the shock tube motions
container. Therefore, no attempt would be and with a sufficient air gap to prtvent contact.
made to eliminate or to reduce the friction or Also, the manner of mountingwould permit
the other boundary forces; instead, an attempt Instrumenfation of the supports to read the
would be made to measure them, and from container reactins. Eventually, the walls 'of
knowledge of the force-time history on all the the container could be instrumented with strain
boundaries, to describe the disturbance his- Sgges, if possible, in An attempt to measure
tory at a particular point in the sample. Tn the forces carried into them from the sample,
this way, the calibration for a gage at th. by friction or arching. in this preliminary
point .ould be given real meaniul. series of tests the reactions would be recorded

separately as vertical and horizontal compo-
The cor, -latiou -,f records o. buried gage nets, and the major overturning moment on

outputs with boundary fnrces would not be the container. Piezoelectric gages would be
feasible, after a very short initial period, if buried in the samples, and others would moen-
the soil sample acted in a manncr very simi- itor the air overpressure changes above the
lar to a linearly elastic body. The length of sample surface. The reaction records woluld
usable record, in that case, would depend on be considereiL to be the response of the con-
the sample size and wave velocities. After talner supports to the gross sum of the forces
that time, the disturbance from the waves re- exerted an the container by the soil sample.
flecting at the boundaries wodld so confuse the Together with thM air monitur records. these
records at any point that it would not be possi- would provide ,iiue meas irement of the
ble to relate any later output to any boundary forces on all of the munple boundaries. In
force. However, it was assumed that at lea.., particular. tn the extent that one could con-
the low-density soils wold be loaded far b.- sider a plane wave to travel downward through
yond tr.eir elastic range, and the response the container, A comparibcan of the vertical
would soon damp out, permitting, at least, forces an the sample to the output of buried
correlation of integrated records on a total gages, oriented vertically, would seem possi-
impulse basis; for this reason, a fairly long ble.
observation time was used.

1Te saock tube that was used is 6 feet in
It can be seen that the approach described, interred diameter, and, at present, can be as-

if the assumptions were correct, would permit sembled to have a maximum length of 240 feet.
stu.' Af the distribution it dynamic loads The shock within it is produced by the explo-
withi. Off container of soil, and also within sion of prima-cord at one end; the energy re-
samples with different boundaries, by use of leased camses a wave of highly compressed air
the caliuraiAd gages. Also, even though it to travel down the length of the tube. The
would not solve the arching and interaction boundar.se enclosing the traveling wave of air
about the gage ued, it would permit use of feel a very sudden rise in pressure, to some
those gages to study the phenomena near small peak value, followed by a slower exponential
structures in soil samples of any configuration, decay. In these tests, the charge was adjusl ed
For either of these purposes, the soil samples to give chosen peak overpressures Ir a range
would all have to be careflly prepared so as from 2 to 50 psi. Normally, the rise time was
to be equal to those in which the gages had much les than I msec, and the decay time was
b*es calibrated. about 0.050 see. Unfortunately, because of

objections to noise in Us present location, the
shock tubs bed to be operated with both ends

APPARATUS AND PRtCEDURE closed. As a result, the shock reflected back
from the closed end, somewhat attcnuated,

The 6-ft shock tube has been shown in a reachind the test section 0.125 to 0.206 soc
series of previous experiments [I] to be cap., after Initiel shock arrival, depending on tube
ble of delivering an adequate and reproducible length. T". second shock shows as a second,
load to soil samples. Ii t!.ose tests, the piezo- lesser peak on the recn' A-; u'h -3flections,
electric gages embedded in the soil appeared of course, continue until the ýnergy hav been
to read forces in a systematic manner. Study dissipated.
of the apparatus and records die indicate,
however, that there might well be disturbance t th, teat section f 1,..; %hock tube, a
of the soil container by Lhe motinAs of the cf. cular wcee* % inla for mo-"ting models was
shock tube, upon which it was mountd cut throug the outer shell and the level testing
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.ioor. A cylindrical shield was welded be- '

tween the floor and shell, to prevent s~i. i.
from hittiaig the sides of the m'odel.. 1 ne
container and its iwuunting system were de-
signed to provide the largest sample which,..nt .1-
when mounted in this hole, would be :solated

'romr the tube mutions by an air space between
it and the shield. Also, all parts which would

weight, to reduce ~nr imoortance of inertia
effects in the rcsp~..-se. To permit the future
use of strain g.~.es ion them, the wa-lls of tIx
container had to be rigid, but thin and not r4 h.9

stiffened

All of the ilbove criteria resulted in the 8W A

development of a cylindrical container with Fig. I - Arrange~1ivn! of the container
sppi'oximate internal dimeaisions of 23-1/4- in the shock tub, and the huiiadatiuii
inch aepch am!J 17-1/4-iairh diameter. The
bottom, a circle, was cit from 1-1/2-inch-
t'.;ck aluminum plate. The side walls were of building floor. The container Asseml,'' is
1/8-irch-thick aluminum sheet with all of the lpetohebigi.temdleonopf
seams welded, a 2-feet-square, 1/2-inO -thick steel plate

which covers and is fastened to the t..p flanges
ThA. contaiiner weighs 57 r-oundit and holds c:the two beams.

"a soil sample, 3.14 cubic feet ir, v.olume with
"a 234-square-inch surfAce. Figure I sl'.owF
the container arranged in the shock tube. TESTS
Mounted -no beanis spanning the foundation of
the sho'~k tune. ik has about 1/2-inch clearance The tests were recorded by photographing
front the shield, oscilloscope displays of gage outputs. Several

combination& of recording cameras, amplif i-
Four roýirded steel bar$ suppo.. the con- ers, and oscilloscopes were available and

tamner and ar- instrumented with tLtrain, gages were used to give eventually a maximum total
to record its -. ictinn; they are bolted rigidly of 16 channels. The records, however, oc-
into toe cor.'tirer bottom plate and their bot- currcd -in three different scales of time to am-
torn ends are .Jso bolted rigidly into a 1-1/4- plltude because some channels used drum
inch aluminum base plate, cameras and others used two sizes of normal

cameras. It should be noted, therefore, that
The base plate provided a rigid assembly the task of obtaining a full set od records from

for complete calibration outside the test Ioca- a tcst, with eAch channel in correct calibra-
tion. and its instrumentation coul~d be thor- tion, remained a problem. mne most iiipor-
noiighly checked, witho~ut the necessity oif dis tant instrumentation ýItons in the '.xperimen'
turbing it in Any way during installation. The were the gageb buried in the soil sample-
i-tipporting bars or iegs consist of 7/8-inch- small piezoelectric gages-the same an those
diameter, high-strength steel ground to close used by Durelli in earlier experiments Ill.
toi~crances. The unauaniaortrwi iene'th ci tShe These gages actually are :,ylindrlcal crystals
It-is .4.a about 5- 1/2 Isiches between 0.0e base mounted in a short metal tubc about 3/8-Inch
plate said the rontalnier bottom. The leg helgli wide and deep so that they icad forceo on Uiv
wasn adjusited in aseembly to inaice the top end surfaces, primarily. The gages nad been
surface of the container flush with the flat c~librated previously by e-xposure to a known
testing floor of tn. Qhock tube. shocs in air. All tWe gages were mounted on

the ceiter-line tif L;,. -oil sample at vArying
The two steel beams whtich briage the deplhr below the surface, with tl-.2 . iiuiive

Loundaticiii ji the shock tube itself are each (aces oriented to read for(eea in tho '. .ical
6 inches deep aM weigh, 25 lbi. per ft. Their direction.
ends are bolteed to bearing piatab which rLat
on the concreto floor of the building. Since The legs, or bare. uaipportii.,ý thu -no-
these beams are 12 feet long, their bearings tainer, we, insfrumieaal.. with strain ,ages
are outside the joints which separate the 3') to read the reaction lit both the vertical and
feet-wide, shock-tube foundation from ti- horiAontal directions. The strain gageb. uhiaeh.
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read the axial force on each leg werc assem- CONTAINER REACTICNS
bled to eliminate the effects of moment or of
teniperature on that leg. The g•ges intendeo i:-cords of the strain-gage response to
to read horizontal forces, wcrc actually 's- the wv. A force in the legs of the contairer on
sembled ta respond to bending moment on the three separate tests are shown on Fig. 2.
leg only. These gages were calibrated with a These records are grouped because certain
known, static, horizontal force. test conditions were fairly comparable. In

each test, the overpressure exerted by the
The air shck passing over the soil sam- shock in the tube was 20 psi, and the total

ple was recorded by additional piezoelentric weight of the sample aimd "tiounting assembly
gages mounted in the shock tube wall T' supported as a dead load on the isolating
gag;;•. were located, with their surface flush beams was nearly equal. In Test 1378, the
with the inside surface of the shoc!k tube, container held 307 pounds of loose, dry Ottawa
immediately 1,) the :;ide of the soil sample. Sand; with the mounting plates and legs, the

tQtal weight was 594 pouinds. In Test 1379,
Tests of two different soil types are dis- the container held 311 pounds of dry silty clay

cassed here.a. One was a silty clay with a which had beet. compacted by 25 blows of a
liquid limit of approximately 30; t0e other, compacting hammer on each of its eight lay-
Ottawa Sand. was between the 20-30 sieve ers, and the comparable total weight was 5,8
sizes. With each, several densities and mois- pounds. Test 1461 was performed on one el
ture contents were used. the concr'f-e cylinders which with its special

plates and the legs gave a w'`v-,ht of 562 pounds
Since the major purpose of the experiment for the co..paAbhle part e1 the responding

required ti at the properties of each sample system. Since tMc dynamic load and the mass
testel be thoroughly known and be uniform in the system were the name, it was expected
throughout the sample, care was taken in of . "- that differen -.is between these reactiors would
ing the samples in the container and in ieas- be caused by differ,,nces in sample properties
uring their properties. To insure amform alone.
moisture contents, the samples were carefully
mixed before placing, and the moisture con- Figure 2(a) shows the recorded vertical
tents w..c measured. The samples were reaction for a rear, or downstream, leg of the
placed in layi rs of known weight and each container in each test, and Fig. 2(b) shows
layer was tamnped with a specified number of similar records for the upstream legs. In
blows by a hand-operated, dropped-weight each case, the record covers a leoth of time
tam-er. specially built to miat th container ufficient to include the arrival of - second
dimo ,.,n•5 and the soil types to be tested. air shock reflected back from the closed down-
The tarn.ping blow was caused by a. 5-pound stream end of the tube. Since both ends of the
we,gist dropped 12 inches, with the surface tube were closed, similar shocks of repeatedly
contacting the soil having an area of 12 square reduced strength continued to pass the sample
inches rather than the smaller base of stand- untl the ail shock had completely attenuated,
ard tampers. For some samples, intended to but records were kept over the neriod of the
have low density, no tamping was used. The first two arrivals only as shown.
elevation of the soil surface was measured,
alter placing each layer, to permit calculations A maior diffenne, between Shot 1378
from which the uniforrmity of the whole sample Mand the or to records which more nearly
could be estimated. After a test, the sample resemble each other, is obvious. The flatness
was unloaded also in layers of mesmired thick- oe 1318, after Abou the first 50 maou c, indi-
ntess, AM the weight and density of each layer cates that the large-amplitude response of the

system has stopped, although it did not do so
In Addition to the soil teats, souie tests on the other two. Sinr= the OttAwa Sand was

were run with specially cast concrete •ylin- placed as loosely as was practical, it was very
ders iattad of the soil and container. The weak in copa;"Ason to the tamped silt and
thtee cylinilers %arc made of varled-denslty even weaker when compared to the llght-woight
concrete for the intendcd r'orpose of providing :.ncrete. ltee differeiwe amtears to demon-
; tAtl weight on the supporting beams cover- strate that Weak ;uith have ,ood datns-ing and
*.ns the major portior of the soil test ,'age. energy-aborbin abiit•' . they rapidly
The blocks provided ai completc system which damp the large-,Arcplttsu:e r -#',ns of the Sys-
remained essentially linearly elastic. The tem, whereaU stronger a"' ,rials cwitt,,ue to
puroose of these tests was to obtain informs- Ir sshJectei iarge harn-o motions for
tion for developing A mathematical model for i . time. This damping ability *As consist-
the soil by Analysis of reaction i"cors. ently ,emonstrated throls!!out the prigram,
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Fig. 2 VertiaAI reaction: daafrrent materiadl *s8 fle we g"f
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whenever the sample was weak in relation to moisture coL.ent was about 10 perceat and Mi~e
the chosen overpressure. we& density was 105.2 lb a.e: ca it before the

shoi is agaiiist 9 pcrcem. and 104 lb lier cii ft
Separate records of each leg were kept- in Shot 1421. The overpreesure was recorded

as in the tests just described-for the purpose as 19.4 psi on 1411 and 19.0 psi ont 1471, but
of checking instrumn'.tation system failures this difference appears to indicate tha accu-
in each leg. As a result, sevecJ modes c racy of this measurement rather than a reai
response of the system are combined in the differece in ine loauing. Thc two sets of re-
records. One motion is a rocking of the entire action records can b, seen to cornespond,
container, similar to a cantilever beidir-Z at even on a point-to-point comparison over most
its base, in a vertical plane perpendic:l.-. tu of their length, and have no significant differ-
thi f-.nt of the passing shock; 4n this motion, ence.
a for'ward leg will be in comprcsFiun while the
rear one ib i:i tensinn The rocking is appar- The discussion (just presented) relates
ent in two modes: a slo,- one with a period of only ta the vertical reaction or records of the
about 75 msec which corresponds reasonably axial force in the supporting legs. An attempt
well with a motion in which everything is rigid was alZ. made ,j measure the horizontal re-
except the two spporting beams bending ver- action. This approach consisted of reading the
tically out of phase with each other; and a hum of the mroments on the top and bottoiu of
faster one, with a period of about 3 maec, in each le by strain gages, and interpreting this
which the strains would be considered to be as a horizontaW force. To oitain a calibration
limited to the legs, the beams being assumed for this readiii, the sAme vAlues had been
rigid. Another maior mode would be described read ,irjl a st.At. horizontal force exerted
as a verti.al bouaicing of the entire container against the upstz'earu -&ide of the continer.
in which the supporting beams bend in phat:
again, with a period of about 75 inset' -h, The records achieved a reproducibility
periodt, quoted are those observed on records, comp~rable iit d.. of thc vertical records,
rather than calculated values. Calculation of and they were useful for detecting distu&bances
these values can, at best, indicate a range, of the container by motions of the recoiling
dependinig upon the degree to which the ends tube. Usually the records Indicated that no
ot the ieaui.s are considered fixed and the such' disturbance existed, but in this case, the
values given do fall within the appropriate horizontal force on the soil surface, caused
r.in..e. by the passing shock, cannot he determined

from the records. These records indicate a
'9 will be roted that d.:ing roughly the horizontal Impulse of the same order as the

firik ,..ec of these records, there appeared vertical but exeited on the soil in the direc-
to be a moment tending to overturn the con- tion opposite to that of shock travel. At first,
talta.. upstream. That is, the upstream leg this miguht seem so unreasonable that the as-
was in compression and the downstream leg sumptina upn which the calibration was
was in tension. This will be discussed later. based migiht be assumed wrong. Under the

combined vertical and horizontal loads of the
The records (Fig. 2) ccier only half the test, the deformation of the legs might be

supports of the container. However, they du thought (reatly different frimn that ii the cal-
tidic~ie the ,ntire verticAl reaction, since the ibratica. If the pattern of deformation is dif-
records rt -mmetrica! legs on an'v test usu- ferent, of course, tien the sum of the moments
1ly have reproduced each other closely. The could bear a different relation to the horizon-
close similarity between the records for the tal force. The reproducibility of Uie records,
correpe:.liWng legs indiýatws, among othor pertAdaini to tests with the same soil and load,
things, that rocking of the container was neg- is shown In tho rceords of •hots 1421 and 1411
ligible in the transverse direcilon, at least in (Fig. 4'. These two teias were conducted un-
compa. iOMn to the rocking in the airection of der similar conditions, and the "rtical reac-
shock travel. tions of botheats Are shown In Fig. 3. A

compariet-• f the leg outputs shows reproduc-
A high degree of reprtuc ibililty was iiaility comparable to t-.- *.j "X ~.aJ force

stchieved between separate tests in which the gags in the same tnts.
so'l, samprihl and shock loading wer* the
s.une. Tliu, FiLg. 3 shows superimos)md re- II will be niticed, he;,., _ that Ito rec-
action records for Shots 1411 and 1421. For ords IndCleae that the z: at...: I caused a hor-
each of these tests, the container was filled iz,, ital f.Ac 1' .,iinr the uar-;ic and Its con-
with i.usist clayey silt compacted by 200 blows tA,ner upstream. This is in Agreement with
on each of six layers. In Shot 1Iu1, ti.C the direction of the overturning moment nated
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Fig. 3 -Vtrtical r.acgioss: two &ample&
ot th.- same prop*rtiesa
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(3) lug Baf

Fig. 4 Horizontal reactiee: two samptes
of the same properties

in the axial force records, presented earlier, records fur such a complex system, they can-
both of these observations would be consistent ad be comupared to the initial air shock load-
with a theory that the passing Air shock builds Ing at af cc a point-by-point basis-only or. a
up a pressure in the @Wre between the corn- total impulse basis. A comparison with the
tainer a.l the tube shuL~d which is greater records of the buried gages on a Foint-by -po~int
downatram of thke sample than pAtreamn. basis would term more valid, since dynamic
According to the kaowledge of the manner in forces erected on any part of the container
whici. air shocks reflect from surfaces oppo.- should came a signal on the buried gages.
Ing their direction of travelI, rich a dtiifret.cp however, i* aj~eared that the vertically ori-

* seems to be quite possible, although no attempt enited hunit gaiges showed effects related only
to measure It was made. As further support, to the total mam of the vertical leg reactions
bothb te horizontal force sand the moment meanr in the togt performed. ThtLelore, the record.
te itiange little between teots on different *oils of the separate logs ae* " to be added vecto-
at the satne ovfor prosmare. rially,smaas to e~mina'e 4 elgnalsdue to

rocking aed to be erasiij- cpa~rs~a, ,OoInt
In the form so far presented, !he reaction by point, to -t~ burioas gag -3acrds. In addi-

records could not be directly conmpared with .on, Usstr sum was integgrated to ubain total
the records of the buried gager, or of the Air- impulse.
shnck gages. Because they uarj response
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Because of the harmonic nature of the On Shot 1299, the majur outputs of the buried
record, this integration was carried to t"'- gaes can be sop. to occur during th, pt.ricd
quarter points of the major peri.d t!; steady- when the air-sh .k recoids indicate the sata,-
state motion, after loading was completed, at pie surface is loaded. Also, the typical ver-
which times the velocity of the masses con- tical leg forces for 'ruch weak soils (Fig. 2)
cerned should be zero. Originally, some sum- show significant response only during the pe-
iations and integrations were done manually, riod when the buried gages show an OL put

and with 3 planimeter, as a rough check. similar io the output in Snot 1299. The buried
Later, the wiring was changed to read the sum gages in Shot 1297. however, show significant
of one front and one rear leg on one channel, *tn',ts viiich cannot be compared to these
the other pair still being read separately as a boundait, forces. No other method of wiring
check on insti Luaentation failures. To impy ,. gages within the soil sample was found to give
accuracy and also to reduce the drudgery, a comparable results; thcrefore, thin spread
computer prorram was b.ed evcatu~lly to sur leads were used on the piezoelectric gages
and integrate a number of these records. The during the rest of the test reported. Buried
integrated total impulse of the vertical reac- gage re, ords (Fig. 5(c) Lnd (d)) are for Ottawa
tion for a number of records, obtained from Sand samples, compacted by about the same
the computer program, war compared io the effort while at a 1.67-percent moisture con-
same quanttty measured with a planimeter tent. The gage calibration (Fig. 5(c)) was
from the air-,nonitoi' record from that samt approximately the same as Fig. i.(t) aud Fig.
at•.. It demonstrated satisfactory agreement, 5(b) while Fig. 5(d) was at a much highor sen-
espe^cially considering that the air-shock rec- sitivity. The Ottawa Sa.nd records show the
ord did not lend itself to precise measurement, same lack of later outputs .• Fig. 5(b), al-
On thV Irtsis, *the reaction records must be though, being soils of different properties,
consider, d to indicate the instantaneous value th a shape ot the output d4 iffers from Fig. 5(b).
cf the forces between the container and its
support. as well. An explanation can b,: given for the pro-

duction of spurious signals from close-spaced
wires leading to piezoelectric gages. These

RECORDS OF BURIED GAGES gages have a high impedance (that is, their
output under load is a very small current and,

Figures 5 tuhrough 7 are records of the in effect, they appear to the recording system
output from piezoelectric gages buried in soil somewbat similar to a condenser of high
samples. These records include the outrut of value). The wires leading to the gage, pro-
a piezoelectri.. fr-pressure gage, mounted vided they are at all parallel, also act as a
near tVi bnple ,rd a timing mark. The dif- condenser, of a value similar to that of the
ferenee in appentrance and in time scale 'rom gage. Pressure of the soil sample upon the
the reaction records is because the records length of the pair of wires buried within the
were obtained by drum cameras. It will be soil, considering the large strains of the noil
-,oticed that the port:ons rcproduced cover a under dynamic load, can cause a change In
shorter total time of observation and do not spacing of the two wires, and so a change in
include the time of arrival of the reflected air capacitance between them. It appears that
shuck, when the wires are within a single cabhe or

twisted together, the change in capacitance
The first records in Fig. Z (a) am , can be large, as compared to their total ca-

Shots 1297 .rod 1299, show the effects hich pacitance, and can cause an alteration of the
ca,.. be caused by the wanner in whicit the circuit characteristics, cc.nparable to that
.viren !,-ding to the burled gages are arranged produced by the gage output. When the wires
within the soil mass. In each case. dry s!lty- are more widely spaced, thelr capacitance is
clay soil was placed and compauted to give much greater and the capacitance change,
roughly the same low density. Both were under the same wire movement, pruduces a
rather weak samples. The shock overpressure neshiilble change in circuit value and so a
in each s...** was about 20 psi. The prinwipal negitgibe sipFial.
difference ie ttat in Shot 1297, the 1ýýe leads
were stannard, shielded, pastic-covered, An additional reason for preferrru :-the
two-conductor cable, whereas in Shot 1299 the widely spaced thin leads i, t' -ir lacI•. stiff-
leads to each ga.ge were two thin wires, inu- ness. Shielded castes, or "ven a ti. •.. ' pair
lated but not shielded. Within the soil mass of the thin wires, have a s!gnl.ricz,t l,.,-'tudi-
.he two wires were spread apart several sal and be , -ig stiffness , - compa•,M t' the
inches, meeting only at the gage body and at separate thin wires. The leads, bktried in the
their entrance through the container bntto.n, soil, are laterally confined which causes their
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(a) 3Sot 1297, iow-deotty dry silt. Wzom to" to bGM: tiMnlng -1o0

at I uer MS; &ac I7 Iin. de*p;Sfair M.OrnS44e 6 ia. deep. Cam -
bat~ion Wisest 75.7 psi. 28.3 psi. a"d 64.9 pet. in the prrn* ortor.)

Sbi ot 1299, low''-dersityt ;ut. (From top .o boiouiwitise-in 4e~4e at
I per me; gase 13 in. deep; Oir 'notitor; &ar tie. de4ep. C.X1-
brstion putls:" 75.7 psi, 19 Apst,5nA 62.1 psi. iT - suea order.)

(sand" (Calibrations from top to b-tto. ti•-bin
dots t I pe: m; sit moior as 19.1 psi;6 in. deer ea 7.3 psi;
12 in. deep at S1.1 psi; and It i. deep at 55.9 ps.)

() ShMot I M.. OOts*& SEad. (Calibratlone ffom top to bottom% timing
does at I per me; air monttor at 19M? psi; 6& L. 4ep at 33.1 pat;
1l in. deep as 19.5 psli; " a in. deep " 12.2 pei.)

Fig. - BSurcd j..;'s in several samlpi*-
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(.aitot 13,j. dense silt, 5-percent moisture. (Calibration from
top o bottom: timing mark at I per ms; air mon~itor at 19.8 psi;
6 in. deep at 20.3 psi; 12 in. deep at 20.4 psi; and 21 i~i. deep
at 29.6 psi.)________________

(b) !9ot 1 '93, derse si~tt 5-perrent moisture. (Gage calibr.-ions
were, the same as for Shot 139Z but located 5-1/2 ini. -- 2

nIi~. deep, and 2 1 i n. deep.)

6w--Canow time with log records
(c) Shot 1408, dense silt. dry. (Calibrations irom top to bottom:

timing rnark -it I ins; air monitor at 19.2 pn.i: 4-1/2 in. at
46.0 psi. 12 in. at 34.8 psi; and 21 in. at 37.2 psi.)

20 MSLS Il -con ttime with buried ctsq roccres

(iShot I 39Z. (Record of asum of vertic-al forces on an up~ttreaii
Ada downbt ream k~g.)

Fig. 6 -Buried &age , in simil.r samples
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(a) Shot 3428, dense silt. I S-percent moisture. fCalihr';.
from "op tn bottum: trmxng mark at I per mns; air monitor
at 28.9 psi; 9 in. deep at 59.7 psi; 14 in. de.p at 40.9 psi;
and 20 in. deep at 40.9 psi.)

(b) Shot 142b. ,Caped gage at 20-in. depth; calibration pulse
height, 9.45 ,gsi; time scalc-, the same as jal.1

(r) Shot 1435, loose dry Ottawa Sand. (Calibration f-orm top
to bottom: timing mark at I per mi. nir monitor at 5.76
psi; 6 in. deep at 16.28•osi; 12 in. deep at 14.0 psi; and
20 in. deep at 16.5 nsi.)

(d) bl.ot 1435. (Capped gage, 20 in. d.ep; calibsation pulse
height. 2.98 psi; time scale, th,- same as (ci.)

Fig. 7 - Buried gag-, and capped. buried gages in dilfer-nt suiIs
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stiffness to be greatly increased. Therefore, provided a system of leasuring forces on
the leads tenio to act as elastic supporfr, fix- boundaries is used. By this stater,-n1, of
ing the gage location relative to the ooi'!t of course, it is ; -4 ,.ea,-,L inat stress conditions
anchorage of thr leads. The ideal gage would wilhin the sample are not changed, aftera rew
b. one that merely floats in the soil and pos- milliseconds, by the tact that the boundaries
sesses outputs related only Lo the stresses in arc: present, but only that these changes seem
the soil immediately surrounding it; no move- to be rational.
ment of the gage relative to the soil would be
caused by support of the leads, either during As had been noted in tt.e e:trlier tests gil,
first passage of the wave or during later ef- the outrrits of the ijuried gages alter System-
torts of the lead to elasticralDy reboLnd. The a.' wkt:i delih in the soil. The alteration
use of .;eparated thin vires, allowintz a con- is most noticeable as an increase in rise time
venient amunrt of slck and therefore random from the near shock. observed at the upper
bends, provides the .earest arrangement to a gages, to a finite value of nearly 1 ms A!t the
floating gage, and therefore an ouiput caused lowest. As seen in the figures, this change
mc(re nearly only by the forces in the soil at was much greater, at the same depth, in sam-
the gage location, ples oi lesser compactio. or wekcr soils.

The extent to which gage outputs are re- Some comment is tppropriate on the lack
produced at like points, in like samples, is of smoothness of these records. It might Le
shown in Fig. 6ia) and %h). These records are felt that the small vriations are caused by
ecom buried gages in samples, prepared with the arrival of reflected waves fror t,,e bound-

similar properties, as nearly as possible, ind aries. However, the firat Iiaage is a reduc-
loaded by similar o 'erpressures. In this tion from the initial peak, wheras the arrival
caE;, , e records have exceptional similarity; et L wave from a fixed bottom boundary would
even m,nor.difterences are hard to find. Each Ause a.. increase. T-. major reflection, dis-
of these samplei, consist.ng of silty clay with cussed earlier, indiczlet k'..t the. r.;tput nf the
a moinr-te content of abouL 5 percent, was buried gage will be positive whether a compres-
compacted to nearly the maximum attainable sive force is exerted on eithei the top or bot-
density (200 Wlows for cach of the six laycrs). tom of the sample. Arrival times also are
Also, rig. 6%c; •h:.*:b himillir records fcr Shot such, that this could not be a tensile wave re-
1408, a similarly comp•cted silty cla) that flected back from the soil surface. Neither
differed only in that the clay was dry. The does it coincide with the frequency of the fluc-
records for Shot 1408 are noticeably different, tuations apparent in the air monitor record.
showing that nnly a small change in -',ui prop- Instead hose changes may be caused by
erties is eomn to cause a change in the gaMe momentary failures in the arching of the soil

close to the gage. That is, the force being
carried by this arch to the gage builds up until

Figure 6(d) shows the electronic sum of the arch fails, probably in shear; then. atfter
the vertical reaction response for two legs small slippage, the arching is again effective,
(the same as test Fig. 6(a)). As these highly then again fails, and so on. However, accept-
compacted samples are relativaly strong, they ance of this theory requires one to accept that
provide less damping, an can be seen from the this failure-which might he expected lo be
continuing peaks. Outouts from the buried rather random in a structure made of soil
gag;es on the-e shots will also be observed, grains-happens in a very systematic way,
,iter the air-shock has decayed. The time cf because of the reproducibility evid,3nt in these
these later buried gage outputs can be shown details in Shots 1392 and 1393. Again, this
tu ;ompa~e rcaaonahly well with that of the reproducibility might . uppoAt the belief that
late ; cponse '•akR, by measurem,'t in ac- these are reflected waves, Axcept that the
cordance with the different time scales. Thus, gages were not at exactly tihe m.Fe location
it can be soon that these gages, when oriented on the two tests.
to read vertical forces primarily, arc affected
by forces exerted on the soil at eitner its top
or botto., ooundary This peak force, produced PRES.SURr -N. VOlDuc
by the resp.nse of tne supports, might be
called a major reflection and demonstrates In several tests, An attenipt vw,a .,,Ade to
the use of the reaction measurements In inter- observe pressures in the soil vold.. -. pur-
preting the buried gage records. Even in buch pose was to determine the ekctent to ,, 'wh the
small containers, therefore, one cannot say air s9.ck waq propagaw' I rchwgh the imds.
tlha reflected wives will confuse the records air or wate. which occupy the pore space.
to the point of making them unintolligible- Typical results are shown in the records of
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Soiot5 1428 and 1435 in Fig. 7 For Shot 1428, strained toroughout the tii!-e ol loading was
an overpressure of 30 psi -.,as :iwposed or. a used H1cwevci , certain irformation of an it.-
sample cf 5ilty clay %hic h hid been compacted direco. nature was obtained, including tWe- lime
by 200 blows on each layer at 15-percent of arrival of the disturbance at the successive
moisture content. For Shot 1435, a sample of bt.ricd gages, locations oi the burier, gages
dry Ottawa Sand -was pltced at the loosest der- before and after tests, the pattern of compac-
sity prartical and loaded by 5 psi. tion changes ill tihe samples after testing, and.

high-speed nolocn pictures of the surfaces of
In neither soil was a shock demonitrated a few samples during- shock passage. When

* on the capped ga,-e; in fact, the prese-~i.. considered together, these present a qualita-
chmqiru- only a few psi at the most. The out- tive history of the motions in Gaanples, par-
puts shown are actually a combined result of ticularly those which compacted significantly.
se veralI efftec. a- the ~'rersure ch;,'r.es in the

*voids, the movement o1 the gage leads, and the Figure A shows, the extent of compaction
internal forces in the gage, created by its of two silt samples after testing. One of these
acceleration in moving with the sofi around it, samples, Shot iý.3, was highly compacted
as well as perhaps Ahers which are not. under- initially, and therefore its surface was down
-stood. The combination of such effects may only approxir~iately 3/4 inch after a 20-ptii
result in the apparent negat've appearance of loading, during which 3 pounds of re.il were
the output on these records. In any case, such lost by erosive action. The pattern of density
a gage was used in several tests and always changes couud nct be detect-. iii it by tie
gave an output of about the magnitode shown, methods used, aL, was the case with most soils
positive o.- negative, but very small, except in of higher initial strcngth. The other sample,
a test using crushed rack in which it went r- Shot 1402, however, was a very loose silt,
scope at the same calibration, screened ini. Elhe container while at 15-percent

moisture ccnt,2..i t was ariginailly at a dry
This result is important to the design of density of 53 lh per cu ft; alter the 5-psi test

underground structures. If the air shock had in which it lost sllg#tly more than 4 lb of soil,
been found to penetrate the voids, then struc- it had been compacted to an average dry den-
tures would have to be designed for the full sity of 62.1 lb per cu ft with its surface down
surface overpressure because tbe soil over- nearly 4 icches as shown in Fig. 8. Naturally,
bu iden could not alter the force felt by the if the stronger soil of Shot 1393 had only been
stru.cture in any way. Also, the overpressure siubjected to 5 psi, its permanent compaction
cot .! .ot be conside-ed a .1iynamic burcharge would have been only about 1/8 inch, and niany
for ec--;, '&niing the stability of fouthig&s, for strong samples showed no measurable deflec-
example. Obviously, such a condition would tion under and', low loadings. Also samples
make worthless these experiments, or any si.,:.ilar to Shot 1402 were depressed as much
other experiment using an air-shock as a as It in. under a 20-psi load. In many tests,
loading mechanism directly upon the soil sur- soils of such we-knees were used to demon-
face. In an informal conversaton, persoumel strate the phenemena accompanying large
of the United Kingdom's Atomic Weapons Re- comtpaction.
search Estiblishmerit had reported such a re-
w'il, but thc .iir pressure over thieir sample The buried-gage reco.rds obtained in these
hAd a rallier lung rise time, experiments appear to exhibit generally low

velocities of wave travel. The time of arrival
The outputs of the us'itl uncapped burled of the initial signal at each gage can be n'.eas-

gages c,,. knea'e teosts _h.Lo are bhown on Fig. 7. ured quite Acurately from the common timt
In each test, the capped gage was located at of the calibratioc pulse, or from the later
the dcjth of the lowest uncappetd gage, and it break in each record ,hlch also serves as a
can bt; seen thai the disturbance arrives at time mark on the reaction records. From the
toth gages at very nearly the same time, differences tiiarrival times ind in depth, one
ThL'. also indicates that the air shock does not can calculatp a velocity for the travel of the
travel freely Lhrough the "oil Y.,)ids. The rec- first distuizance from Ih--inper n~ge down
crds from the normal uncapped gagek are con- te the next. Valises so calcudated apiwar to b'..

*sletent with !he earler discussion. quite low, at leaat In co..w.. tison to published
seismic velocities for sirli s oils under the
usual low-enirgy loading fo~. r stici meas-

STRAINS OF SAMPLE u,'ements .'. 'lcal values, :. ,im the rtcoirds
-. own in the figures, range from slightly less

No instrument for making, ':'irert incas- than 2010 fps in Shots 1297 and 1299, to p.)rhaps
urement of the pattern lr whilcn tile sample 750 fps in Shots 13~32 amd 1353. Even slower
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Fig. P - Soil samples Lfter te stir.1j:
(a) Shot 1393 and (b) Shiot 1402
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velocities would be cbtained by calculation of 5-pai loading. It was very similar to Shot 1402
the time of the first peak on to successive disceased -ailier. No eromion or cracking of
g'tge outputs, of course, hecauet of the in- the s, ,i mrrface appears to have occurred dur-
creasing rise time. The formation of the first ing th, passage of the initial shock. Inete;,d,
peak protably is related to the time required tie rurface remained intact and started down-
for development of arching in the soil near ward, an all areAs seemed to ruove Wugether.
the gage; this process way require a different The motion was not at a constant velocity, but
length of time from the rise time of the wave Irregular, appearing to almost pause every
front itself. The measured velocities agree few milliseconds. However, it did riot appear
with theory in the sense that they are higher to reverse. Approximately 0.050 sec after
in stronger samples; however, they aigpc i.ý initial shock arrival, the Purf-izz was level
be lower in a given sample, if the overpres- and appeared to be asoat 2 inchats down from
sure is increased. The least that might be its ort.gisal position. The surface then ap-
inferred is Itiw no value of wave velocity or peared to explode, erupting, up and out from
of a modulus of elasticity. measured for a the cosantln-r to a height of perhaps I foot as
certain soil at a low stress level, can properly a cloud of fine particles, not as a layer or as
be used to predict ito behavior at a higher lumps; thin appar:ntly is caused by the re-
stress except in a relative manner. bound of the supports, inducing in the sample

a compresalw wave which, to reflect at the
The velocities found from the buried-gage surface, requites a tension which the soil can-

records were eonfirmed by similar calcula- not support. Because the air shock has al-
tions from the vertical reactions. The reac- ready bused, the cloud of -.i is not swept
tion records, after the first few tests, were away but hides #to surface for nearly 100
marked by t time pulse common with the other msec. After that tlir-, the cloud had settled
channels. The records of axial forca on the and moot of it ,apparently had landed in the
indi% idual legs rhow a strong output almost contalner, le. ".ug a surface which was level
simultapeous with the air shock strrival time. and at a depth nf at. dt 3 inches, but rough. At
However, this early output appears to be this time, the reflected air shock arrived and
caused by an overturning moment rocking the the dowward motion of the surface resumed
container and it nearly van.--li when the oi- continued, lasting from then until the end
separate leg records are added. The starting of the film. After the test, the soil surface
time of significant response in the aim of the was fowd to be about 4-15/16 Inches below
axial forces on the legs, usually coincides well the origisel level.
with the travel time of the wave down through
the t-4l as measured by burited gages on the Measurement of the locations of buried
samc ' -st This fact also indicates that the gages, during fllIin and emptying of the con-
first impulse imposed on the surface of the tainer, were quite consistent. In Test 1451,
soil rample travels through the ui; to the described earlier, two gages at 20-1/4 inches
container bottom, rather than being trans- depth we found not to have moved at all.
ferred by friction and arching into the wails One at 12-3/8 inches was found at 12-11/16
which carry forces at much higher velocities. inchs and one at 8.3/8 =hers was found at

11 -3/4 Inches. In general, all gages were
Moving pictures of the sample surface usually found in their original orientation ex-

were made to observe erosion of the sample cept occasionally the uppermost, which when
suriace by the shock passage, as well as the very c'loss to the surface was sometimes found
surface motion. As mentioned ewtlie:, all t/ppe. in tests on all types of soils, however,
samples lost some weight during the test. the gage displacements cgreed with a definite
Losses ran'.ed from lees than I pcund, to pattern of corpactlon, in which the upper part
perhap 10 pounds in catrome cases. In Shot of the sample was greatly compacted, and the
1451, a fairly good movie was obtala•d at a lower pers hardly at all.
speed of uppriximaely 3500 frames per see-
ond, lasting from before the initial shock ar- The memsz..mets of d.ity changes in
rival until after passage of the first reflected the sumple showed a similar pattern. Unfortu-
shock. The soil sample wa. '-.e tlit, at 15- nitoly, thea. tor Shot 1451 are unreliable; it
percent moisture content, placed in the con- appears atht the lower layers may haz.- been
tainer loosely by being forced through a 1/8- more densely compacted •r. :ig filling. In a
inch mesh screen. tll~ially, thea, it hAd a great umber of othfr toSa, ."sver, in which
slightly lumpy structure ani an average dry the sample had initially bho: -te a depenoably
density of 52.5 lb per cu ft. After the test, it uniform density It was found ;-Lor the test
had ios* about 1-1/4 pounds and tad an aver- thi. the density at the surface wris slightly
age dry density of 64 lb per cu ft. caUtied by a greater; that the density then in.reased with
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depth down to a shallow depth, at which the to cliiniratce the distuit ng rebound. Unde4 '
densest layer was found; and that below Iriat such c-onditiroos. a mire accurate bt-dy of the
layer the dens~ity decreased with depth to it iarains and co, -ac,!oni VAttern1 shou'd be PHoie
fairly uniform valive only slightly above the rewir rtn& because it can be related to a smnle
protest value. In .ioil such as t0-t used in sho.,'a par .age.
Sqhut .4z;!, the dry densities in percentage of
the initial would be about 105 percent for the
top 3- inch- 1..yer, 110 percent for the next, 120 CONC I ".4tON
percent for the next, 110 percent for t!'e next,
and 105 percent for the lower half of the Anay:.n.;k the test results, the behavior
sample ol ti 1% il . ao-.pies did not demonstrate thosiý

featares uzaualiy prominent in bodies which had
The density chtanges in Ottawa Sand fol- rer.ained liucaily elastic. In particular, the

lowed the same patteirs, except that the in- wave '%eiuciticb seemed rather low, and the
crease wait not as great and the depth to the reflected waves from ihe boundaries were nuot
densest layer 4," less. Thus, SXot 1435 on obsc-v'lble.
dry Ottawa Sand-placed loo"e through a funnel Atog h ol sdi h xeiet
held clcuc to the surface At an average density descr oued wtre noti'cls ofe deirable oermnts
of 38.9 lb per cu ft-was quite uniform. After dstrucion maerial nor ' of thoseiordatbdel con-
a 5-psi test, the suriaca was down 3/4 inch; a Fablruc s, iaterias oriee tha thoe foudxtperir- r t
gaege at 8 inches, 1/2 inch, a gage at 12 inches, dbemositrsteds behvior thathema oexp*rifneall
3/8 inch, and the gages below thai. in their ini- sisidemosrae dynhnio Iwhz.inche cay e o, f rtheal
tial location. The &-tisities, in percentage of sisudrdnri oi.I h aeo h
the C...' lb per cu ft pretest density, were 107 more desirable Ana strcssi!.r soils, however,
percent in the top 3-inch layer, 103.5 percent tP. intensity of loading would need to be much

-t :icreaszjd for such IK-e .i;or to be demon-in the next 3 inches, and about 102.5 perr-t at rated-even by th Is ex:-! r'r. tent.- In general,
for ý,.etmirsferthe test results i;.Jicated the production of

great compaction in soil near a surface loaded
From the stage' displacements; and the with an ini,.. Is,, of appropriate rise time and

pattern of compAction. one can visualize a intensit). At greater diiitances from the sur-
history of strain in the sample which is con-~ face, the sh~pe of tI.e impulse changed and
sistent with the motion picture described ear- less'compaction was produced. In adaltiun,
hier. Duiring ,he first shock loading, th si techniques for instrumentation and for soils
surface mov I dlownward- largely "-eis ofj handling were developed and described which
c',ropaction -:.h.a6 greatest near the our- will be useful in related experimental efforts.
fAeLe. After passage of the first shock, In
some sample.3 only, this initial compaction
was destroy ed by a i sabound of the entire con- ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
tamner on its supports which caused a com-
pressive wave to reflect in tension from the The development of the tem~ir'g prog~ram
surface. After the material had fallen back was greatly assisted by discussions between
inothe s container, the comip.ction was partly AFSWC versonnel anti personnel of Armnour
i k.siore2d by passage -f1 succeeding air shocks. Research Fuund.ýUon whichi operates the Shcck
It, stnie samples, because of a different re- Tube Laboratory under contract with AFSWC.
sponse of the supports, the initial compaction The individuals -who contributed significantly
Patieri, may not be disturbed, of courso. A included: Mr. Wang, Mr. Sisson, and Mr.
planned relocation' )f the facility to Ita2ve the Kijn %II of AFSWC; and Dr. Schiffman, Mr.
tnd open, showa.d eliminate the refl..'t-d !.hock; Wiedermann, Mr. Gallagher, and Mr. Nagun.o,
also, the mountine can probably 1), kiq roved all of Armour Research Foundlation.
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MOTIONS PRODUCED BY AN EXPLOSION ABOVE A

NONHOMOGENEOUb ELASTIC MEDIUM*

C. ,.. Ablew, R. C. A.ve-oo. F. Gair, and F. M. Sauer
Stantord i-e.-earrch Institute, Menlo Park, Califoania

A linitL differencc nun.crical mnethol of determining t,. :ons and

stresses in ai, elaat.i half space due to a time dependent. axiaiil
syinm.'tric surface loading is pr...,.,tvd. The usual smearing of the
compressional and distortional wave fronts in such metond. is avoided
khy introd.icing A coordinate system following the front. !n this chardc-

I teristic Aystem regions of influence may be traced before determiningt
Ithe actual motion. Numeri,!al results are pro-ento ! "or cases in ..-._.ich
the coniptes.iunal :.,ve p•ped varies lincarly witn alep-r, while the
shear wavt sp•ed is ý-•.;xatant. The r:ethud may also; L. api l;i ,:#"
layered media where the eiastir pardivieters are constant in !.ch layer
but diier from layer to iavc r

INTPiODUCTION velocity :cnd compressional wave velocity
Increasing linearly with depth.

The stre-sses and dlW~isaements in an
elastic, earth of variable properties under The equations of classical elasticity are
blast loading are comiuted by a numerical to be integrated under prscribed normal and
meihod using characteristic e.ordinatee. The shearig sires on the plane x = 0. In the
p aL' )al advantage of this method of charac- particula blast wave loading conaidered in
teristics 1S that the location and mignitude of this paper, the leading edge of the wave front
tht ,uvidlin edge of the disturbance are arcu- on the surface of the earth moves with an
rately determined. A second advantage iethat initially sqperseismic velocity which
the differential equatfons are reduced in decrease* linearly with time to subseismic
dimension so that a numerical method of velocity.
second order accuracy is readily cinstructed.
The major disadvantage is the need for trans-
lating from physical to characteristiL coor- TIhe equations of motito are written in
di•tales and back again. characteristic coordinates and are replaced

by ,ifference equatigns in this coordinate
It is assumed that the surface of the earth system. The basic dependent variables of the

is plane and that uie blast wave loading is problem are the Itrat partWaA derivatives of

circuv!rly syinmetric about a point on the potenial funcm:ons iaom which the disulacu-
surface. The portion of the eactU, under coal- enalas may be computtd directly. The
sideration ls then referred to a system of numerical computatioa. ý! these tasic varas-
cylindrical coordinates ( r, , , .) in which the bles is carried out to a truucation error of
Saxis is normal to the surface through the second order.
point of symmetry and the plane r - 0 coin-
c .des *ith the earth's su, lace. Numerical differe;..,a.. .,i t c,ee com-

puted data is theit perinip•3;i• to obtain the
The earth is theii assumed to he an stresses in the tl ' cior cu. -ct to firsteorder.

t.ailic solid with a constant ahm.tr wave The oetaila of the metho,& I, . ncr "'w% some

$Tfo. research is sponsored hy the R csearch Dijectoi ite of the Air Force Special Weapons Center,

Kirtland Ami Force amsas. New Pe drio
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of the numerical results are Presented in the Eliminatý.n of ihh i-Li..,es and diaplAce-.
fallowing sections. ments from the zq'ianbrium equations givee

C 
• 2

GOVkRNING DIFFERENTIAL
EQUATIONS and

In cylindrical coordinates -, 0, .. nd z, C
3
?(cr + 0,, -L.0r

2  P it) '• (10)

the equations of dynamic equilibrium become
where

CL (X +2,/
3•" •c:z "s- • 3 ,

and
and = 'p

, (2) CL and c. bIing the compressional and dis-
r -03 Z;

2  
tortitmal wave speeds, respectively.

Where o,, a, a. and o,. Pre the usual Tha notentiaL equations, Eqs. (9) anl (10),
"radial, circumferential axial, and shear stress are r)-plAced by difference equationot '.low
components and u and * are the radial and and so.ved numerically. "he nolution In hest
axial displacement, and p is ma.ss density. carried out in a coordinat.- system acdpted to

the cluations and to the plysical ituation they
Ho ce'f lw gives •,present.

+ ,, As it stands, either pcLental cc.ation
contains second partial derivatives in every
coordinate direction. It is possible, however,

. " (4) to lntro&ruce new independent variables such
that the second derivative In one of the coor-
dinate directions is missing. In this form, a

XA * 2P (5) solution with a Jump in that second derivative
Is permitted without the added complication
of special junip conditions. Thus, in particu-

(d, - (6) tar, the correct discontinuity In stress and
velocity at the initial wave front automatically

:crc .a the dltation, z eamuIts without smearing from a foolutIon of
the equations which uses that wave front as a
coordinate surface.A , ,, " (7)

air a Such a characteristic coordinate system

and , and - are the Lame'parameters. for each ipoential equitaton Is describ.d later.

The solution of t-e above system of first
order eQuations can be reduced 0 solving a NONDIMENhIONAL COORDINATES
pair uf second order equations for two poten-
t,,l 1-.,• tiome pr'.vided thal p and . ar@ The particular variation of CL, considered

constant ad ) is Independent of time. The ia this paper, Is that when CL varies lines, ly
potentlati un,.iions, i Nad 0, determine the with depth beneath the surface of the earth.
displacements through ;n this instance, CL may be written as

, - o.0()C C1 0 ";,~) (II)

U - *, * S0 * 1'.r

where the Ulteral subscripts dcnote pertla. where C,(O' I s the valhe tif CL at A asnd

differen#taton. is a characteristic leny.th,
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The problem is then ccrop~'Aely nondi- A family :f waves moving Into the earth in the
mnensionallzed by introducing t:e nondimen- direr v.ia sf poaP"ve z h; represented in the
siooli n,'AntLties, as follows: form dj Eq. (15) by

Z . CL{0) a t-in(1 *r). (17)

(12) The time delavy., is seen to be the time when

a particular wave of the family coincided with
Ui a t the aurface of the earth, i = 0. Similarly afamily of waveb moving up from the interior

wh•'ri f is a characteristic length te) be of the earth toward z = 0 may be represented by

specified later. b (It Ir,(z). (18)

In the remaining sections of this paper,
the primes on these quantities have b'en The third family of wave front surfaces,

omitted with the understanding that in the
sequel nondimensional quantities are intended. c = t - b(r. ) .2(9)

is determined by requiring the c = 0 sueface

CHARACTERISTIC COORDINATES to be the wave front carrying the initial dis-
turbance into the earth. T*:.. is,

A surface, f(r. t. t) = 0, whk,•h & a
solution oi the equation .r. . 0 - t - fU. 1b (20)

(f 3 2 " s the souttl. :i of Eq. (13) passing thrc-igh the
* f" leading edge of the .oad applied on the surface

is a characteristic surface for the potentilt of the earth.

equations, Eqs. (9) and (10), where C is the
aopruzriate wave speed, CL or Ci. Sich a If the leading edge of the applied load is

surface can he conveniently thought of a a given in termr of a parameter . by

wave front propagating through the medium
with speed C. I the speed ts independentof 4r ). a T(- ) here o0r,, 1: (21)
time, the family of surfaces, then h(r, s) of Eq. (19) and hence c, is found

f(r. .t -t 1) ý 0 (14) by eliminating ', p, and 9 from

for vwriousLiialues of Umt 1.Jis delay t k are h (r. x) - T(r) * v
also wave fronts. A more useful form of Eq.
(14) is arcstch (-P1 - arczech [-p(l + x))

- t q(r. A), (15) r _ ; (22)

Ii threr distinct fanmlies of wave front
surlaces dre known, Eq. (15) determines thef T')'(') (in 0 _ !
member of each family passing through a given P " 0 (0) I . 0
point (r, s, *) by •ingling out the three values L -l T'(0),' (06 S

of 1,. i.uaversely, if uaree values of ta art The sip (i) In the expresslios for r and a
chosen from each family, the point (r, t, , ) at are to b interpr:ted as negative for
which the corresponding surfaces ittersect is 6 * rseech (-p) and p4A4Ve Otherwise.
determined. Thus three time deLays, mne for This hange oa aytic frorm is due W, the
each fanmJiy of wave fro-it, can be used as refractive turning back of the wave front.
coordinates. The surface, t, - constant, are The meth4 id integrating the first order
chiracterkatic coordinat. ,)[aae* each of which partlsW dilerential eq** fi-- Fq. ',!3), ubjeert
d.epreaents a wave front, to the boundary srfdltion o! Eq. (21) to obtain

the solution, Eq. ý'Z2), ii, r n in eevaral
The compressional wave ree.d in noni- sstandard teas, for exAn,-A, . it. C-'rant andmentktsaw coordinates it 0. Hilbert, We~hoden c: r *.,'hemaltpeh,n

Cl. - , , ,.(16) r.X , Vol. ,rh. V.
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In a -;.ijlar way, characteristic co,:rdi- ( a * - 2t, h " - 0, and a c o) but cor-

nates corresponding to the constant she.r wave responds to ;.imn er reýgion of Phvsical

speed space.

Cs k (23) The surfaces a -- 0, b = 0, and c = 0,
together with the disturbed region in physical

are space are shown in Fit. 1. The dsturbed

t - - Z:CA in chr:u'tristic c-ordinates is shown
(24) in the left half of Fig. 1. The rigli hand por-

I, t k I o! Fig. 2 indicates a typical mesh cube in
chara-:teristic coordinates. The partial dif-

and ferential equations are replaced by difference
_ . _. (. ,~equations along the iaces of the cube.

wherc i rii is determined by eliminating Under these changes of ..oordinates, the

', p and i from two p .tential equations '-" be. written as

i,(r, s) To) , s 
4

Ab •D Ac , D2 f (S -A) - DC - 0 (27)

r 9(,) k
2
ps (25) 4ig , D4Ac ÷ OsBc , ; 7c; 0 (28)

/}- ' - R' ( ) an 0_< i .,r

C-0•-( .i) '(n an -I :Sn- ;_< - ,

In these llat equations, the leading edge of the
d:.sturbed region has been expresaed In and the coefficients in these equations are

paralnitrc ferii ty given by

r 0• :• oo<; (26)
Dt 0 , ., . D,-• -2 ((, -t. ) c,- 1)

The effect of the refraction of the 7om-
prepsional . ! '6 L.4 to make a• possible for D - 1(, , C..)
the ,',• : e,i i egt,.n of the earth's surface to

outrun te zaolied load. Thus 3 and T are
computed as the intersection of the witial D, C. c, I DS -2 (C, C, - 1)

comprezsgon=a wave front, c = 0, with the

earth's surface, z 0. 2 2

P6 - C. (el e, -,,). 0,As a it'sul; oi i•,ting beth the ,0 and
. 0 ,urtatS thrrcth the same r icrsux t

(urCvi on4 , 'I A1d U, Mking ,-, = 1, tqatl04ls (27) and (28) together with the
*r.d ý agree at every point of * 0. Refer- equations
.nee to Eqb. (18l, (19), And (24) show that as

r , 0, a - aanid 1, a .,. Tonsit4entityof the
t," -.- ema of coordiiates on r= 0 is very Am 8.,. Aa NI

conveaseat whes the stress boundary cond~ilauf

are t.,fiv..d it finite dillerenct. form. Av a, •- - (C9)

The disturbed reeins of the earth at any Bc C'. Ca.
time t .. es bttwen t - 0, C" , and *he
initial wav., f:ot surface 0- - 0. la chardc-
ter.-Zic r-.vr.dtinate. !.•. reion i•cs tet,..-een become thae basic difftrcvla, a enustl-o'.q to he

the planc e , b 21 , A, " . 0, -*M *a atis;avd. The difference a .-jations mch

the last correfspodAmg to r - 0 where tht - represent the above dilfere.it.al .-; Is

plane w.ve a,, ftae, •a constant, mpeta the" together with the naethixq of con'-ut . the

i-,t.aW wave ur (at,. v . the sanae constant. stresses a- i di.ji'aea.t *:its Ior tVie - pwnd-
ent variah..-s are given in the final report !or

The region disturbed In shear has ru:' Contract AF 29(601)-1948 (to be publish'd)
sme ctaracteristic p!ane rmiida.p-es and are omittcd herein.
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Fig. I - Way,. sur.aces and .isturhed :.gion in phvsic-ai space
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Fig. 2 - Di-turbed ropion and typica! finit, !2 df.,.
lattic, cube in characteristic coordinate.

COMPUTED LEADING CASE 00

WAVE FRONTS .. ...ais,4?

Numnerichl computation of the leading
w,•. 'rants, 0 0, have been carried out and
i,*e resulit are shown In Figs. 3 and 4. These
cut yes have been computed for the case where
the leading edge of the load on the surface,
I - 0, moves accurding to the general rule, '0

R"l) = (11, # 2 )' - K, 1 0

T(,) = K2IT" .0

with IL - 92 - 3.5, so that the elimiUoatla, of t

gives

I 2- (31)
10 ACAa 1

The /elocity of the leading edge of the load is
given by Fig. 3 - Po oit-. ,, ,i ,c leadin:v

coine,k,'i. A ... aVe

dr ii •(32)
aind mapitude of the lee4taw. r-Ke ol the load at

I've- exqressions show that the velocity of va,!ous times ' ihcwn In Fv, 5. The load dis-
the l..'Iinu edge Is su•prseismlc with initial is,. ,ttlin In Fig. : was chosen to appioximate
nondimensionsl speed 2 and dacr'Axses .*o tl't the distrabution whica would occur lEA ,mi actual
it in locail) seismic at ., 3.5. rhet position bomb-blast above tha surlace of the earth.
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D'ISCUSSION

Mr. Mow (Allied Research Associates, is now outronning is still fast with respect ti,
pgston1: Is -thiere any particular reason that any velocity you'd expect a Rayleigh wave to
you chose the x being varied with depth and ~. have. it's still sunerseisntie.
constant? We knwthe shear wave also
changes velocity at we go down. Mr. Wei~ulinger: The discouthituity In Fig.

4, Is this a Machiifrc.at?
Mr. Alverson: This is an approxiun'tion

we made becau;,e the equations bccon;L i..cre Mr. A~verson: This first ap~pears on the
iuni m .aageable when you have also 3 shear curve at the time when outrunning of a corn-
vartablo. pre~alonal wave occurs. That meAns the

.cadiag edge of the load Is just at seismic
Mr. Mow: Because you can't decouple velocity and the wave that has reflucted and

the equation between the shear wave and the outruns im iraveling so that the point mnoves at
dilatational wave? super-seismic oicelcity. The difference which

means a little bit of a discontinuity in vc~ocity
Mr. Alverson: Yes. You don't have a reflects on LIC slope of z = 0 and will propagate

distinct breaing up into two separate equa- throughnut. It is pretty difficult to determine
tions in that situation. analyflcally what is its speed.

Mr. Weidlinger (Paul Weidlinger Con- Dr. Brode MThe RAND Corp.): 1.ir.
suiqltans) 1iiyour computations did you Weidijge, oid yvio expect a different kind
notice any fronts which would indicate the of reaction when the air N~ast is traveling at
presence of Rayleigh waves? the iiame ziwed as your ilaylolgh wave?

Mr. Alverson: So far we have not. What Mr. Weidl ner: Yes. I think Miugs has
we have here in a sort of traveling source o1 shown ...... thlaui~s solution N~OWsu
ltavleiarh waves. We have a leadiag edge of various tames. For Lnstance, If the veo= y of
the load mo% ing.. We have not studied It In the air blast matches the Raylie.g wave velor-
thiat detail yet. Ity these isentropic solutions blow up an vou

get lnto sinecial pi oblems. The samec thing
Mr. Weidlinger: Don't you expect that occurs incidentally, when the p wave matches

so -:Jiing will blow up, for in~stance at soon* the velocilty. It's a technical problem and I
win ;.c.re you will be matching4 Rayleigh think it raises questions in numerical com-

wave velocities with the velocity of th putatloss and in asymptotic approximation&.
advAucing air blast? Ut'&a mat real physical problem. Physically

it just manas the velocities have matched but
Mr. Alverson: It could for the case we it brings about all kinds of grief when you

have but that would happen at a rather large work with ItL
value of time. We start with the air blast
leAdi~kg edge moving superseiamically with Dr. Brode:. And, in fact, with a numerical
velocity 2 wiitcre I would be the velocity of in* proceduare such as this it might run right over
medium. The velocity decreases linearly It, mince it's only an insta~ntaneous and point
until it's seismic. In what we have, out- type singularity.
running occurs even before the velocity of the
leadintg euge )f the loA" is seismic. We
haven't really carried thu calculation Into the (At this point stire of the discussion was lost
wiLrinvzatint region yet. while the tape was beling changed.)

Mi. Wcidllnj~r: I amn not sure If!I Mr. Alversoc....We recognize that
interpreted the lAdt two figures correctly. I it's importaritt toa run out a series o1 parameter
nctir ed that Lit, wave fi on'. is outrunning v'grkigoma SM one o1 ti-r- O~ll t.- to allow the
".rward. Wouldn't that ~ndicate tliat you are wave speed to go through 11- Rayleigh wavr
inthe subseelmi., re,,lon? speed. This w6 do Ivy apapy -. riate change of

paramesters in the elAst.,: t. -ý. I a-"t think
Mr. Alverson: When refraction occuzrs, this will cauve any treci.Im - cause my recol-

it cur efoethe velocity of the leading V1100 ~tof what Miles' couici"Ace was lI that
edge of the load becoimes scismic-hut the y-Ai won't have a singularity at the Ray~igig~
velocity of the leading rclgu of ý!ic Iaia which wave speed, provided you're gning throughi the
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Rayleigh wave speed with a finite accelerntion analysis of the numerical scheme or con-
ordecelerat~on. We will see whatever hapliens vergence?
when -e have surface waves because the full
solution is exact as far as the elastic equations
go and the numeric-al methods are sufficiently Mr. Alverson: The finite difference
refined to show us everything that happ)ens. I equations are so complex that a rigid stability
also want to comment on the little cusp in Fig. analysis was almost precludcd, but we are
4. What it is really is the Von Schmidt wave- using a method of characteristics which we
well, call it what you iiay-we recognize it- know converges. We know that ii converges

•.-. ie k. ow that along Jharacteristics a
Mr. Zajac'_Pel.l Telephone L.arorato- trunca,.on error will be prupjagated but will

rie.): Did you attempt to do a stability not increase.
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A DEVICE FOR DETERMINING DYNAMIC STRESS-STRAIN

RELATIONSHIPS OF SOILS

Kenneth Kaplan, James V. 7accor. and A. B. Willoughby
Broadview Research C.nrporation, Burlingam~ie, California

A device for tha rapid determination of stress and strain in small soil
saripies under dyna nic loading conditions has been deve/-p.ud. Stress
ii. the sample can be built up to a constant value in t.mes as short as a
few tenths uf a milliibeo-d through multiple rcifections of *be input
stress ptise betw-en the two ends of ,he sample an. can be maintaineI
at this level indefinitely.

INTRODUCTION which the _. Atress rise time is smaller
than orve waec e t4 durati'ca of a few hundred

As part of a general program, sponsored milliseconds are not inconceivable.
by the Defense Atomic 9upport Agency to de-
velop techniques and instrumentation for meas- In trying to attain Uxese s'ecifications, it
uring stress -tad strain in soils under dynamic was found convenient to consider three rela-
loading conditions, a test device has been de- tively distinct problem areas: methods of
velcped at BRC in which stress and strain can containing the soil sample; methods of loading
be directly measured for very rapidly applied the soil sample; and methods of making the
loat'.- ,f "long" duration. ''.-.I paper describes desired stress and strait measurements in
the ,, !'c, discusfet some of its more inter- Ute soil sample.
.3sting design features, and presents some
typical ps'eliminary results acquired so far.

CONTAINMENT
In this portion of the over-all study, at-

tention has been restricted to the plane wave The problems of containment arise from
case, that is, to the determination of stress the first restriction, just mentioned, that we
and strain in soils in which stress wave prop- should consider plane waves alone. Ideally,
agation takes place in only a single dimension, plane wave studies call for unlforri, loading on

The desired specificAtions for the stress load- a semi-infinite soil sample, one which extends
ing (Fig. I) are: indefinhely far normal to the direction of

stress wave propagation; however, this is
1. T7, minimum rise time od the loading dlearly not practical. The next best solution

pulse ebould be between 0.2 &ad 1.0 msoe. Is to establish conditions at the boundaries of
a sample of limited extent which rescmt!.:

2. The maximum losding sowuld be as ctidititais w"thin Uie semi-infirtite sample.
high as O00 psi. Thes boundary requirements are: The sam-

ple must be totally restrained laterally (that
3. Tie maximum loading duration should is drain rto.mal to the direction of stress

be between 50 ana 300 maec. wave propagation must ow pi •vented), and the
boundary must be Jssenht.i4'- 'rictlonless.

4. The minimum time of fall should be on
the order of I msec. The approach we a.A, . ito saisi, these

boundary con.+ttons was to rr. ;e the sample
These specifications more or less reflect bI andary a loti,,• containad tube uf fluid (with

expected field conditions in that f,',r .,e stress a very light membrane separating fluid and
levels discussed, there should be few cases in soil). With a re!atively small fluid volume
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Fig. I -Characteristics of ideal (target) loading pulse

(the fluid being ne-trly incompressible), es- during the rise time of thle lo~aing: the
ser .'ly complete lateral restrAint should be gre~er the itumber of passages, tbh- more
provi~ed and the effects of bowidary friction *inilorm the loading --id the smalle.e the trants-
should be g~reatly lessened by the lubricating jent overstressing. bince shortening, 'he sam-
acti-" of the fluid. ple would allow more btress wave transits for

any Onie value of pulp.- rise, time, it seemed
that the use oL multiple-pulse technique re-

LOADING versed the sample length requirement, that is,
a very long sample is required for single-

The task of obtaining the lo;.! lime his- pulse loading and a very short sample is re-
tory on the J.- sired soil sample presented quired for multiple-pulse loading. The aver-
some periluexiag problems. For long-duration age strems-time pattern, in an idealizO~ clastic
pulses, if L 'loading were it, be applied sample for a loading pulse with a rise time
tihr..gn A single imlse unaffected b7 rellec- equal to 10 passage times through the nample,
tions, a ve.-v long. sample (perhaps 100 feet compared to the ideal loading, is shown in
berg) coaid bc necessary. It was concluded, Fig. 3.
however, that a single ýAulse would not really
be reqzised (that is, stress wave reflections
could be permitted providing that the desired MEASUREMENT!
shape of the toad-time history in the sample If simultaneous measurements 1 stress
e'iuld be obtained). The technique of allowing and associated sitrain in a Eioil samplde are to
tbtrcbh vk . reflections w.,o termied the be made, single-pulse loading techniques re-
:itultiple-pulse tc-Ainique. quire that strain and perhaps stress nac

The ootseroub rvhem.arisng hen ments be matde within a sample in such a man-
the most s.wv erletouasr prlerm.te risin whet n r that the sensors do not disturb stress wave

wavuiior tes condeitions a ae per istte,5t propiaga~tiusisi and tha they respond to the
nornuhiform stre ss coit-ion fclcal exiast e stresses and strains that would exist in their
th refusho ct texre samp fially loalttainedstress absence, Such stringent requiremcnit, need

!uati can bexseed ainallg. attaied shrews :.c longer bec met whent ..nltiple-pulse loading
pmlevel sth esditibtos can be seelnaist2w ich hw is used. Strain measurements can he made
poilsample s -tr has ditribtin s foran eai over the cntire samp~tle. Stress in the sample
stail osam le ts app eeli bjed to an In-ad muA~ be uniforin for such ineiuaurei..cnts to

stanansuslyappied rufrm ladhave any meaning; howoevvr, a1r." 'iAtely

uniform stress will be obtained tir- uwhout the
The degree ot nonuniformity of otr;v s in siil nstsyn h eur ' .ta

the sufr4?le AMd the magnitude of overstressing largle tnratsietsfvyi 'sng th equirve 'in ted.
.iAe in larg.' oart dependlent on the rate oi ag rfin VAJ~tbigb icvtd

sample loading and onl the nuimber of times I'*e TO Avoid problems of btress concentra-
stress wave is allowed to traverse the sampl., tion or stress relief in the Vicinity Of A stress
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Fig. Z - Stress versus time at var-
iotis points within a boil shock tube

S/.

TIME

k ig. I - Average- stl ess in, an el4stic sample for a loading p.',. aith a
risC' tune equal to 10 pa•za•c times throupph the sam,,. (Nute. Ti't, :leal
loading pulse to shown as a dashed line.)
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gage (due to differential motion of the gage, It is intended to ucie the shock tube type
with respect to the remainder of the b.:!,ndary), of loading for pressures up to ah0,11L i0ULU&i,
we chose to have the fixed end bounaary o-on- and a Boynto; ,kboratory model 500-psi loader
sist of a stress sensor of uniform character- for still higher pressures.
istics-in particular, a wafer of piezoelectric
ceramic. The a-senmblhd tester is shown in Fig. S

.and the various components oi the tester are
Measu.-ement of strain is made by moni- showwr in Fig. 6.

tWring the displacernent of the oppoaite end of
the sample. A variety of small displacement
sensors_ are available (linear variable diffcr- Ti,,.,
entizl transformers, capacitance change di.
tectors, and even an optical system). FP r The initial work w,:h the soil tester was
reasons of cost and 1l,•xibility, one whic)" de- devoted to a separate evaluation ol various
tected small changes of capacitance was cho- components of the tester. Figures 7, 8, and 9
sen for these tests. show he types of air pressure loadings ob-

tained from the shock tube Ilader by suitably
modify-ing the compression chamber. It is

TESTER DESIGN evident that these loauings are good approxi-
matioes to the desired loadings

A schematic diagram of the tester, devel-
oped in accordance with these requirements, The wafer stres gage was tested under
is shown on Fig. 4 The input loading is sup- dynamic contditions usin. an air shock and
pi,-" "Y a modified shock tube, consisting of fourd to operate satisfacorily. Thiý linearity
a larg ; conipztession chamber that is separated ;,.I sensitivity of the rt.rain gage were found
hom a small expansion chamber (the sample to be satisfactory by static tests and Cie
holder itself) by a frangible diaphragm. 13, changes in stray capacitwice und.ýi dynamic
suitably adjusting the volumes of the two # 4ading were found to be small.
chambers, the final pressure level in the sys-
tem can be rr.dc approximately the same as Some tests were also made to evaluate
the initial reflected shock overpresmsre. the fluid layer concept. In these tests, in
Baffling inserted into the compression chain- place of the fuUl-disk. soil-stress gage, the
ber (not shown in Fig. 4) serves to smooth the base of the tester was fitted with two sensors,
transition between the initial air shock loading having 1/16-inch-diameter sensitive areas,
and the fira. I-iading. minimiling any loading- one in the center of the base, and one near the
polec ocilILions caused by internal reilection edge. "Samples" of modeling clay were used,
of shock ard rarefaction waves, in one case, in direct contact with a steel

boundary (insetted in place of the fluid layer).
The loading pulse Is further smoothed and In another case, the sample was enclosed in

the desired finite, but very rapid, rise time of a membrane and surrounded by a fluid layer
the loading pulse is achieved by causing the consisting of a layer of grease between the
air shocV to pabs through a constriction in the membrane and the steel wd!!. The results
expansion chamber prior to loading the sample frow two such tests are shown in Fig. 10. Li
(generally the constrictliwn takes Lthe orm of a both cases, the center and edge gage traces
i.prforaied metal plate), resembled ecath other; but where the sample

was in direct contact with a steel boundary,
The air shock loading Is actually applied the stress recorded by the edge gage was only

to 1,h- sample through a very lightweight buffer 88 percent of that recorded by the center
whose displacement Is monitored to give the gage, whereas for the fluid boundary, the two
strain in the saurole. The Yals of the buffer gages read the same.
form one plate of a cylindrical conemnser, the
capacitance of which changes when the buffer In additional tests of this same general
is disIaced. (The sensitivity of the displace- type with rigid ho..a'ý ries, the edge gage
ment system lo such that a 0.001 inch move- re3dings varied from .0 to 90 .. ;,. ui ilet
meuit elthe buffer causes a 1.3- inch displace- center gage readings, ond !ra sonmo r %ses had
ment of A Vot on sn oscilloscope.) Note the different rise characteritl.'_.i. Frc; .ie fluid
fluid layer surrounding the sample and t.,e boundary, howmever, no eiffereurw ' -.. e ob-
piezoe.eclric ceramic water at the reflecting served. Figure 11 shows the r..su!.o qo far

.obtained :th simulate- oils and sh: ,so 'he
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II

F',g. 4 * Schemavir digram oi the soil tester. -56nt,,,o aompc.,. ta as
follows: (I) c T..' .-esatzi, chamber.(2) plunger0(3) fra.gib.e di...;; amn,
(4) expansion cha.•..i r, (5i screen. (6) air-pressur gage, (71 bU.. i. (8)
sodi sample. (9) fluid boundary.(lO) war r soil-ntre ga.p, (JIl j,-ber
membrasie, (.Z) displacement sensor I. Ate
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~IA

k'ig. S - The Soil tester
(assembled)

Yki'. 6 So&il tester compc'nenitt, (left to riilit): ýh wafer *tress gage e:the tester
I-amee the lightweight buffer; the displacement aatl oir-prevlqure gage hoitsing, the
sreen tt~ screen holder
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Fig. 7 -Air-prescýre gage (A~FI). pressure-time records fro.i.

pression chariber pressure of 76.9 psi. (Nute: Iimning traces are
I -kc-per-vev ~quare wave. Modifications consist oi a wuodcn cone.
a pipe nipple, and a cylindrical screen, all within the compressicn
chamber, and a tcrc.k... -m~mediately above the APG.)
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Fig. 9 - A.r-pr-ssu,- gajc (AI"), j.ressice-tiine records iru.,in . -
ified (left) and modified (right) tester, with an initial comprcssion
ch!amber pressure of 24.2 psi. (Note: Vhe timing trace is a 1-kc-per.

.q,.3re wave. Compression chamber modifi.ations arc as in Figb.
.,i;d b. *. ' the screen immediately above the A-O has been replaced
it I a 1:, e diaphragm-immediatcly below the frangible diaphragm.)
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K : :;

F ig 10 Conmp.i aion of cower 6oit-st.ess lgage (CSSCý anJ edgi, oii-stress ,,Aipe
(t5C() rL.,dings oi stresi versus time for (left) a bample in discreet cantaf.L w.th
a itcel boundary and (right) a sample separated from tne boundary bý a rt.bl'
me:i.branc and ;rý.ase l.yor. (Note: The timinil traces are 1-kc-per-sc iquia r-
wa, es.)
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All PRI%1SUI SOIL STIFU SOIL STRM

Fig. 11 - I racts from a single tee, with a r.,odeimg clay "sanipi,."
(Note: The sodj-stress records in the center are from the full-disr '-"-.fer
stress gage. The soil-strain records on the rtqn ir', of thtf uutput of
the displacement sens-ijg system.)

type U records that Broadvie-' researchers begin. All compoinonts and coacepts have
can epect to analyze, been tested--Aiit with ir.,ultea soili--with

all comowats operating satisfactorily.
The tester is now developed virtually to

the point at which lesting of rial soils can

DIISC I •SSION

Mr. Clough Burhank): Do I might have a little difficulty in staying with it,
infer that therc ts l.ttle or no attenuation of bit the load on the sample can be maintained
these reflected waves during the time of in- lmhdfiaitely.
terest of the extperiment?

Dr Brode (The RAND Corp Chairman):
Mr, K"]an: in the cae ,if Aii elaotic It is nota-matater ofdt-is"s-ilon . .

sampTe, there would be no attenuAltuin since
twre is no attenuating minchanism. Mr. Kaplan No, it's a static situation.

Mr. Clulh: How realistic is this in the Mr. Hammer (Shannon & Wilson)' Whmt
casme samples 9  

wereo-i. p-rTi-my--ret--l--y-ou--is5-P-t-to got by
testing actual soil samples with this device?

_Mr. Kaplan: For real soils timere would
be atterualion. TYuu ouild expelt the oik ills- Mr. KapIlmn. 'rho relationship between
tions I" damp out, as in fazt they aid. ,trees--sir-ain in particular materials un-

der dymmitc loading conditions. The knowl-
Mr. Ckrauh' Then I am puzzled by the edge of tC,. elattionshii, serves, I think, for

Aum11l.0Lly w1ic'h said, "t'he stress wise can many purpOses as an , +.: ý,-r C.A 3tatc. Dy-
he maintained at this 'oval indefinitely." namic Itre"straitt, relattune .a.ould differ

from the static.
Mr Kaplan: The co-npreaian chamber

Is pumped up to, say 77 psi, AMd tOe frangible Mr. Hanrier: T'.,aii I'. are after tte
da.hragm is ruirturod, The preteurte sAys ',mviraii iT• • osTuf dill- int loading times?
there, in the rhamber. You car k- p il up As
long •s the seals last, The ri'cordsiag mystom Mr. Kaplan: Right.
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Mr. Weidlinger (Patul Weidlinger Consult- A Voice: I did not .nderstand why you
ants): You inserted a screen in your de, ee to had the compreseiot chamber a gre'ter diain-

--•uce a rise time in your pulse. .vriy vter than the c -anjion chnbeor. It may hve
wouldn't you prefer a clean shock? caused some ou the difficulties that were in

your records.
Mr. K.pian: A clean ;htick bounces off

the oppositeie---of the sample and increases Mr. Kal: You axe probably right that
the stress. It is necessary, therefore, to slow aume o' the difficulties :ire caused by this.
ýhe loaning so that only a portion of the shock Our first thoughts were tnai the volume of Ul.c

reflects from the (4 .,)osite end at any one time. conmpre ir, chamber should be very large
In this way. many reilectioas of different por- "A,,,, - to the volume of the expansion
tion3 C4 the pil-.= allow the actual stress chamber. If this were so, then the final pres-
withiu the sample to build up over a per.!A ,f sure would, es'.antia-ly. be the" initial pres-
time- You have to m- `r, the s,'] samp-e sr-ll sure; however, there were much grroater re-
enough so that many transients are permitted flections than we hati anticipated--shocks
before the stress attains its final level. If the bouncing off, and rarefactions form'ng at the
sample is too long, the stress transient will shoulders. We have used .,inpression chain-
increase above the luial stress. bers the same size as the expansion chamber

for different purposes. We still see, of course,
Mr. WeidliNger: Is there any problem of the reflections back and forth through the

TLteral reflections from the side of your sam- combined expansio| and compression chun-
pIe ? You might have dispercal effects-lateral ber, but not quite to the degree that A. have
.ropagation ? now. The present batflir.g ,i the compresbion

chamber has materiallv aterez-ed its size,
Mi Ka.pla_: We have just equipped the sa ar first concept isn't holding. What is

tester with a poil for making lateral pressure :.cd ,i sonie mecn, .,m for smoothing out
pr measuremeiLs in the fluid boundary. ihe reflections whether 1.,,.. small or large

compression chamnberz.
Mr. Miklowitz (National E tenn.

Scien- .)C, Onthis point, the clo-e- ou A Voice; I was not too concerned about
g-it to the lubricated interface the more as- the reflections from the back. You can always
tsurance you have that there will not be any make your compression chamber much shorter
dispersion to& the plan.- wave case. This is than your expansion chamber.
just a slice mit of the plane wave case for the
two-dimeasii - --* model. In other w,,wds, you Mr. Kaplan: But you will still see the
w.Ai ,t ' !;a,# .• no mode conversion? reflei-ci-n-isToir-long duration loadings. You

may not be worried about the reflections from
Mr. Kapi,.n: Yes, Ideally you should. the back of the compression chamber because

your interest does not extend for that length
Mr. Chllton (Stanford Research Institute): of time. But we want to go on lomg enough for

I amparltic'ularly interested- in yiur-strain-- the rarefaction from the back of the conmpres-
K;a.. ar I w((ierld it you can say a httle sicui to impinge on our measuring scheme. So
a.mut At speed And freiquency response? I there must be &s-m way of smoothing that out
noticed in F'•. II that you got An Attenuated
aive. I was wondering whether that was due A Voice: You can get a free region in a
to tte :iample or due to the strain gage. shouIttiSIseveral milliseconds during which

you will be free completely of any reflections
Mr. Kaplan: Nu. Tho strain Zage has a from any p;ace else ir. the tube.

natural frequency of 30 kc. The recurding
system is quite rapid, much faster than is Mr. Kaplan: Yes, but :or IC msec you'd
needed for rise !iines of greater than 02 need bl a-3--feet-long chamber. We are
,wsec. Tne rounding wa not due to the re- sholng for hundreds ot milliseconds. It then
cording Anyhow. becoii.es extremely difficult.
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IMPACT WAVE PROPAGATION IN COLUMNS OF SAND*

Qlaine R. ýIarkin

fh•:•-i-, ' rp<orAtion

SUMMARY cxperlmesal results on the propagation of
stress waves in sand are used as a basis of

A phenomenological theory is aeveloped comparison bet','.mn arperiment and theory.
in urder to study the propagation of unidimen- The present theory g-ves satisfactory agree-
sioabd ccrupre.rsion waves in columns of sand. ment with exreriments on two dry sands. In
Thc medium of the theory it treated as an additioa, the theory ti used to investigate the
elastic-plastic continuum. It '.• z::,med that repoete c! drum-type pressuz- &ages to im-
each element of the -,hat,.-c-- exhibits a pact loading wA problems - tutected with the
strain-rate effect such that, at a g;veaa strain, deriv'atic of "'lyr.amic" stress-str~tin cut yes
the plastic strain rate is proportional to the from experimcuatd t1rcea histories at fixed
difference between the compressve stress - , p3ints in a sand. Conditions derived from the
the particle and that stress which wnt"M ac on theory whic; -a.ight permit the proper scaling
the element under static condltlAiii. Published ofizboratoryrv-tAW. arediscussedinthtspaper.

;This paper-on the Sppnh.ina.i.-r List for the 29tr. Symposium--is being px.blished by the Amer-
.,n Society of Civil -:narirc r- in Lhe J.ournal of the Sir~l M".hanics and Founo'ationm Division,
April -6h1.
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EQUATIONS OF STATE STUMIES FOR SOIL'

M ich ,- ' A ': . .. - '
Armour Research ecu. Jation

'ý- :,-ago, Illinois

The pressure-volume variations of several `-ffcrent solids. ¢rom
atmoiApheric pressure to millions of atmospheres. are concisely

presented to illustrate the possibilities of compression of solids ,inder
pressure's which are possible from nuclear explosions. Ran' jin-

Hugoniot tequation of state curves are developed for silica glass and an
aggregate of the silida glass azd air, i.e., a d-y "sand' of silica glass
globules, from the isothermal equation of state of the silica class. The
" waste heat concept" is derived from iundamental therm-.y!..sic
principles. This paper shows that the thermal eneroy rc*rresao ,sing
to the entropy change in a shocked porous or solid nmaterial is iartiaiiv
" ý asted" in raising the temperature o' .. %e material and a small frac.
tion of it is ,tilizcd as hyz-codyi-.i•i , a-rgy. Laboratory .-.. se experi-
Y!ýr-nts for obtaining eqii.sio1ni of state data for soils, up to pr, , o.. of

milLicns oi atmospheres and downo to the elastic pressure range, dre
described.

INTRODUCTION experiments. A Ranklne-Hugonlot curve is
constructed for an aggregate of the silica

The Rankine-Hugoiot equation of ntate glass globules and air (i.e., dry "sand" of
for a soil pa. -des informaticn esseuatial for silica glass), using the Rankine-Hugonlot
pediL':.g shuck wave propagation In the soil. equation of state curve of the solid. Theterm
For hard recks, Rankine-Hugonlot data from "aggregate" is used for this simple combina-
as high ab hundreds of thousands of atmos- tion of air and solia because it is desired to
pheres is necessary in order to predict the Pstahlish a generic term which will apply to
shock wave propagation from a nuclear under- many combinations of air, water and solids to
ground explosion. Conversely, the seismic be studied. "Aggregate" as used in this sense
pulse at suarj d,ýstancu from an underground is defined as c:s.fluent solids with iluids filling
explosion is premised on the equation of state the intergranular spaces.
of Vic soil zt the low pressures in the transi-
t.im regiOn. The relation between the thermal enertry,

the entropy change and the "waste heat" is
The extretaelv high preisures generated explained. It is shown that the "waste heat,"

by r.".'lear exq!osions challenge the imagina- which is the energy loss that attenuates the
tion beyond normal intuition. Iligh pressure- shock, Is less than the thermal energy due to
density latA obtained by divcrse means tor a the entropy change from isentropic to ehocked
number of solhd, and for al', are presented conditions.
in this paper to illustrate the eifects of high
pressu. •s. The temperattUA C of the silica glass and

thc fquilibrium tem4perature of u., a--regate
The lta.Akine-Hugoniot and isentropic are found and the transit rion, c ..g.) " the

equations of state are derived tK'low for aggregate, wherein the str-aitg ' hanges
solid eili: .- glass from its empirical iso- to a seismic pulse, Is analyzed. *.i' . glass
therma. equation of state based on static was chosen for this Pmdv becau.,a ,t'a a is a

'This ,..ji-, was not presented at the Synposium.
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major constituent of mc.st soils and fortui- 'a0

tously there is high pressurc density Cata
availa'jle for it. Dynamic experiments for
determining RIankine-Hugoniot relationships
in porous media are described.

COMPRESSIDILITY OF SOLIDS

Underground nuclear expioslons cc
prea buils to millions of atmospheres and
in..•,ntaneously reduce th°im to .x.II fractions
of their initial volumes. The precise deter- ,7

mination of isie pressure-density relationship
in the soils at these extreme pressures is yet _--
to L3 accomplished. In the attempt to provide
answers to thc questions raised by nuclear

exlso& it tE. necessary to make the best --

possible use of all information on extreme 14 -

pressures thut is available.

Experimental data on shock waves
generated by explosions with peak pressures
of hundreds of kilobars (1 bar = 0.97 atm) are
available for aluminum, copper, zinc, and
other metals [(1. One type of exper..nent - -
measures the free surface velocity aad - -

another is of the impedance-matching type. ,
Certain innovation must, however, be i
mirt.iuce, to such experiments to make them Jill
useful for investtigting the pressure-density w
relations in porous matsrials and aggregates. ' _

Recently silicon dioxide glass was sub- - - I-
je,' -• r to static prebsure ranging up to 200,000
atmospheres 121. Below 50,000 atmospheres, ....
B:1dgmAn provides pressure volume data on cumvS 'NA"L so Mm
silica glass in increments of prcsaure that a - AvoiIC t .S4 .I

I TOMIC NO,10 4 -are usef-l in computations (I3. These expert- --- AtoMINUMoas 4 -

mental results are used in the investigation of - a 3 a
the behavior of the aggregate of silicon dioxide A ,? A-SI

globujhb, ,W•iidlly in a normal atmosphere of (•t~ s A L,3T ..
air, which are then subjected to strong shocks. 4F .s r pt* p

"rTMe Fermi-Thomas method of quantum
niechanics has been applied to mateidlaili Much h
as iron to expioict •p pressure-density reia-
tionw at extr.omely kkiga pressures [4-,*.
Those results provide an insight Ltto the
behavior of materials at pressures which are
beyond the normal realm of intuition.

Representative examples of data obtained
from some of the above pessure-deasity i---
dttermlnationS are shoawn in Fig. I in order Loi
provide in a concise form an illustrAtive refer- o
-nce of the pressur? -density hk havior of solids. 0 0.; 0L 1 0.6 1.0o

The curves for iron and for atomic num-
bers 18 and 54 are shown in Fig. I merely to Fib. I - Preaaurm-density of
illustrate the possible cotrpr,'i•sbiliies oi variout. .ulida am:d air
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solids at ext-remely high orvsures. Tho TABLE 1
curves for carbon and potassium are use-1 to Depefldeilee of Percentage kVczidua;
compare the trends of static compressibiiity Densi Chaiige on Pressure
experiments and quantum theoretical calcula- T___
tions respectively [6,7j1. The curve for silica FPre.ssure_ Percentage Change
glass is based on the static compressibility (kilobars) in D, -ty
experiments. Thc method of artiiving at this
curve a.a,. its use for developing equations of 00
state !or silica glass and an equation ox state
curve for an aggregate of Filica glsass globultes 200.
are presente' i I tnib Paper.

40 0.2

SOILS AND SILICA GLASS 60 0.8

The type of soil is as important with I 80 I2.3
regard to the transmission of pressui es frcuii
nuclear exp.usions as it is for pressures from 100 4.2
chemical explosions i81. In field experimenits,
the rintrumentaion andis application afect108-
the "scatter" iii the data. For the purpose of
mxaking a quantitative estimate of the actual 2013.2
equation of stale of joils and to develop the-
meLAi. Af obtaininxg a Rankise-Hugoniot equa-
tion of state from static pressure-density The presaurc-vo-nie variation for the
data, a dry silia glass aggregate is used. silica glass above 40 kilobtar'c is premised on
Silica IS A major Lunstituent found in many the assumption that tne vo uri. of the glass
soils: for instance, the tuffs at the site of the will decrease beyond thmat at 40 kllobars by a'
first ýindctrLrotind iuclear explosion, Rainier, least its correspondence to tt'r percentage
consisted prmiirciy of glass with phenocrystii change in density as shown in Table 1. The
:)f quartz and orthoclase [91. pressure-volume relationship based on that

premise is showin in Fig. 2. Some overrun of
The pr- tiu re- density variation of sall.c the volumetric change is possible.

glatsb is give- int the literature in I~cn-tents
of ;ý, ussure c.. ."N' bars to 50,000 bars as a
rc.~u.t of stal *ic expcriments [13. Above 50 EQUATION OF STATE
kilobars, the- presasure -density relation may
he approximated from er~aaan the Solid
c:ompressioum of silica glass beyond the
elastic limit, up to 200 kilotiars !21. A curve representing the Rankine-

Hugoniot equation of state is found by appro-
I sp it Ieit-' '-rever sih, Iy ('1 cuflprcssic. li it, iy' , ( iht' ,I;(c(k wave factors to the

foi s,,~ ri .ihei ma I c 01 op e vs!;;us, the use of iSkl.1 tJOI 0 ;,J tAIi~ Of St~itc. It IS 811OWn I0ti
"..reversible 'prebsurr-density data in the bxkause of the small ditlere'ices betweun the
present paper is feasible because glass will isentropic and i'ý,Athermal compressibilitles of
return to 1~. ~, iginal dtnsity when anaealed t"e solid, the isothernial equatior, of state
j2:.lu. it is snow" later that ,;hcr-ked silica closely approximate& the. isentropic equation
aLt.*ini anneal 14 temp~eratures. The Irre- of state.
versibic compressibility of silica glaso was
found by nitasj't'ments of the t hange in The experimental isothermal compression
density ef the glass after the prebsure upon c~irve shown. in Fig. 2 eprves as a reference
it was relieved. The percentage change !n for determining the constants in an isothermal
density of the sheca glass is shomr, in Table I equation Of istat w:...-: will take into account
for varicoo,4 pressiures. Thai the silica g;Ass the nverrun (if the volurmetric .~: ,A,
retaimied considerable elastic iiy even after shown by the experiments.
"irreversible" compresscsnita shc'wn by the
fact Iý2# 'ic rapid reduction of pressart often The isotht. r'nal equation of sl
'--,ulted in thme "blowout 'of the spe~cimeti expressed in the follov ing lorm ; ti
from the redA;.ing ring.
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B (v P0  
B ' Where

where 0

2.c- e -k (). specific vr!,nw

1`
2 ,

The p,.ý'ameters a , ,, and c are functions of ,ansiy~ty,
teniperature a-vi currespond to the coeffi- lecg

cients of thermal expansion, isothermal arid the other Lacturs t_ý Previously
compressibility, ana th, :ha-ni,. c onyr:, defined.
sib~lity with pressure respectively. They Rre
.ound at ambier.' pressure on the basis of Up i~ substitution of appJropriate values
physical argumrents from messured data, into Eqs. (3) and (4), it is tourid that the iso-

The aritios o paametrs , i, ad c thcrmnal compressibility is about 5' percent
The ariaion of araeter _ ,, ad c greater thar, tlie isentro,,ic compreýssibility.

with tetaperature and pressure ovcr the The curve of the isentrop~c equation of stae
entire rslige of conditions to which tesiliva then lies somewhat '.o the right of the isother-
glass is exposed are not known. The coeffi- mal curve in rig. 2. P'Ai-ie this eise.ace-
Lients A and 0 are approximated by fitting Ir. nient of the isenuoptic u, v. wo-ald be onliy
the cx''rimental curve. The values for A and slight and beiause mhe de.'r.'e oi -.xperimental
B are U. ,000 and 1,850,000, respectively, a, uracy, together with the validity o! the
These numbers are of the ordcr of magnitude assumption matie with vegai-d to the irrevers-
of tiiose found for A and R by suostitution of iiiie coinp ressabfit y, ma, ýý jw~t -A ýhis orkier
the appropriate measured iitloes of theofnaniu-,twptelsthr lcrv k
paranietcrs a, 1,, and r into Eq. (2). The oflc to renitutAe the lote isothermal curve also
emIpii IIA Iý.~ W %t tat#, found by substi- :cntre srithitirocruval.
tutini 'z the valuiý' of thv coefficients into From, the itermodynamic conservAtion of

F.(1) is tihown as 1hu ,olid curve on Fig. 2. energy the chiinq~ in internal energy caused oy

The iscnitiopic equation of sttei a shock ofpieak pressure P is
required to (v' .4'e "Ra,'Aine-l'ogon.A C 5
reietio!.i' ~i oi. It is shown below E. - E.= (V.-V) 5
that the , ,othiernia~l ajid isentropic equations02
of state for a iiolid are practical'y the sarne. w'here E., P0 , V. are the ambient ir.ternal

The reiationship between the isothermal energy, pressure and specific volume respec-
and isentropic compressibilities is derived tively of the material. V is the specific vol-
fronk the two T 11'ý cvpui:.ins of ct'se.,i ume at th~e shock front. The energy change

~ -, ' Ž ~ . reqio~itred to attain !1he a;' 'ii final voliume V by
ui isentropic (jnipression (can be foaciod (iuti

ý_T (3)W
k% -Ev ýF Pdav (6)

wh,tt:e K-T and i. are the isothernia: and
isentrople com~preaslbillties re'spectiveltv a~ad hr steatrnleeg tcntn
r. andt C. are 'he heat capacities at constafit eeE i h tria nry tcntn
presbure and constant volumc respectively. enitropy.

Th-?specficheatat onstnt pes5,jreis he difference between. the shock aaid

a slowly varying parameter in solidls and for snroi11et r.rgsatcnat
these purpuscs~ can be takcrn as ioinstant. The voluisie in the thermal energy "Aused y the
valu~i of tic sppclfi( heat .itt ICu,,lnt vol'ume ilv shock, i.e.,
appro~rnmutv'l by use of the Ne rntd -Lnde i..aznn

P V
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F'or 2ny ,~rocess at constant volume, the The Ilanki'e-Hugontut curve may also be
change in energy may be writter ý I C, IT. iitted with Eq. (12) [121
wriiing (IT = (ýT II'), dp, the time7r; ... ncrgy S

Ili- AE, j C 0 (W~cP (it P

Because C, and (IT.`P), are slowly varying, where
they are taken as essen;'ally conbiazit. B-
combination of Eqs. ('?) ajid (it), there is
obtaLwie Eq. (9).

P +V.V.C, sc.iic velocity
2 (V. - V) - P.']V

_____._(9)= ambiefl, -'enafty.

The imporlant (act to observe is that the
constants in eit.mcr ar equation of the form of

With some algebraic manipuation, and without E.()o .(')xmtb ee~iidb

lurther approximations, Eq.. (9) is readily curve fitting of a predeterm.- .z Rankine-
transformed into the follu-ii'mm explibit dou Hugoniot 4. pru~:n!. On the basis of expe-

tion for Pf - ti, given in it.rmm of P. -athcr rience with seveit,.- solids, the constants in
ha fadr a nE.t) the equations mnia be estimnacu to provide

han P a~d . as n Eq.(9): oughly app,'& '!:ice equations of state uf
similar solids.

------ (V0 - ') -JP.UV

1, -- ___ (10) Waste Heat and Thermal Energy

& (TI ( -V
Opi 2A mathematical expresslusm for the

Rankine- Hugonicit equation of state, though
TI-et relationmship between the shock peak convenient to have, is not essential for the

arar r.. and vc'e, which it_ eaidily found prediction of the shock-wave propagation ina
from _Ili,) becomes solid. a curve showing the pressure-vol lime

relations from the shotck compressionm is suf-

r*. P) licient. Tie dAta required for integrating the
.(V. - V) -Jp~dV blast wave to obtain the p ressure- distance

(11) relation for 'bhe shock front are readily
( V) - obtained from time graph by graphical integrz-
-, "tion 112!.

Crle,, 'pirf,614,i Olit'ri, IS alstslr.i'd In. the
Trit 'I ln~me-HumKomowt' equation of state shock wave propagation as "waste heat."

as determined from Eq. (It) is shown In Fig. WAIte hCAt is tke residual energy per unit
2. An adiabatic expansion from any point on nmass remaining in the shocked material after
the Ronk Inc -HugoniuL curve would end to the the immterial h~a expranded adiabatically to Its
right of P.,, V.. This increment of volume initial pressure. The waste heat is obtained
w'ou~ld be very smuJI however bucaui..e of the from the geaph of the Risnline-Hugoniolt curve.
Lemail i'iiect of temperati:re on the expansion It is illustrated as follow.:
t'! tnc .... The adiabatic elpansion curve
in nearly coincident with the Rankiitie-Hugcatmo(. The energies per unit mass that generated

The tanineHugotot-,,ititionof ',ae *y a shock vz- .' Are:
Thc tankne-ugonut .1 ualonof sateTotal energy b-hind the s,..oci Iron,::

may be vxpressed In a torrn similar to 14q (1).
Hoax-err, a third term, .i cubic. to take itio , V * ,(~
;ic, ,in addhtiona~l * mm ja-, in timeri axl expan-
h~un Anti rccipressinilit y incurred by the M.,,ok Kinetic energy:
procer in, masy I&e requsired to~ otAamn A closer fit
to time Itankine-Hugoniol v-it ve than i'4 pssibi.-F (Pý -ý (V V (4
wilth Pq. (1). ~- 2" V-)(4



Internal energy: proportional to the -ntropy Chnge that occia s
during the six... .ung process. Because the

'P~ . (5) material expat .s along the Rankine.-Hug3nint
Ej- E. 2--~ (V.0 V) .rather than anng the isentrope, it can be seen

in Fig. 2 that the waste heat is less than the
The energies are identified graphically on thermal energy change from the isentropic to
Fig. 3. The total energy is the rectangie with thc shock process. It follows that the
the altitu~de P~ and base (V. - V). The kinetic increased entropy goes partially inta) waste
energy is the upper right triangle. It follows heat, and the remainder into the h:'drodynanuic
that the internal energy add~ed to the material :..gy. The hydrodynantic energy added by
by the ý,nock I's Irhe trapezoid beneath the line the ch~age of entropy corresponds to the
between P and P.. graphical area bounded by the Rankine-

Hugoniot, the isentrope, and the ordinate of the
compressed volume.

rURVE OF qANK NFE. 'GO..'IOT
EQUATION OF .;ATE Porous Media-Aggregate

- _______________A porous specimen of a solid, or as
defined above, an 2ggregate, involves a
greater increase in entropy than the -,i

KINEIC EERGYalone. Because of the greater entropy change
KINETIC EwRG C~.lz a4..cked aggregate, ahigher pressure

is rrquired to compress tiie aggi-egale than
t ia solid alone to a gi. -n Vo~lume; also, a

I greater waste heat is obtained in the aggre-
gate. An empirical equation of astAte based on

0. that of the solid can be derived for the aggre-
gate.

I The Rankine- Hugoniot curve derived for
\WASTEHEAT a dry aggregate of silica glass and air is

~ shorm Ln Fig. 4. The aggregate is of spherical
silica glass grains ranging in size between 20
and 30 sieve. The density is the maximum
that coul'd be packed by vibration: 1.53
ggin/cm 3 or 69-percent silica - 31-percent

ENERGYC air. The crushing pressure of the aggregkte
is assumed to be approximately one kilobar.

"P because of the pressure scale o1 the graph the
transition region appears as the base of

SPECIFIC VOLLVIE pressure-volume curve. The waste heat cor-
responding to a pressure of 100 kilohiars Is

Fig. 3 - Ene.-gy re,-ktions on. the graph shown as the cross-hatched area.
of the equation of state

Figure 5 Illustrate& the Rankine-
Hugonlots for the aggregate and the solid

F~or practical purposes, bolids expand silica-glass taken from Fig. 2. The scale
adiabatically along the Rankine -Hugonlot of the ordinate is enlarged below one kilobar
curve to the original pressure P. and volu~.Lie in order to t-Aett.- show the transition rewioe.
V.. The area under the expansion curve Is It Is readily %ipparent th.- the waste heat or
available caergy. The difference between the the aggregate is considerably greater than for
total internal energy and available energy the silica glass. T.Iat *,reater waste heat of
must be the waste heat, which is the lens- pLtr_-i. media accounts for the 9,4*akir dnociL
ahaped area between the diagonal and the attenuation in them.
Rankine-Hugoniot curve.

The difference in internal energies, TEMPERATURE R1Br
Eq. (7), genet azed by a shock, and an
isentropic compression is the thermal energy The temperature of a solid caused by an
caused by the shock. This thermal eneirgy is Isentropic compression ia found from t he
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Fig. 4 - Rankirc-l1.goniot curve and
waste heat area - aggregate

following equation, derived from the first T dS The equilibrium temperature r. of the
equatim ui thermodynaralcs 1131 aggregate is tmd from the following heat

Waln II equaetio.
T, T = Toe '/C (V ,0 -Vj (13) *(6

To- o Q. ÷Q. ( 8

whore CI

T. - isentropic temperature where Q. i• the heat in ,w,; . ana Q the heat
in the solid. Ti-e spcific t.-.•t C, is practi-

To n ambient temperature caily tCe same for t thW.e -r and the solid
at and below the equilbr'-.- -mper-...e [141.

p = volume expansivity The m msof tLe solid i4 , ; '-at of air.
r waste heaL w designated iy Qcp).

t = isothermal bulk moduka.

Thc other quantlties are Asde:zinedprevicu•ly. Q. + Q. Q(p (17)
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Fig. 5- Rankine- liugorniot trquation
of state . solid and aggr~-gate

The waste heat isiii aud by grapwacal Integra- malleable isotropic solid with negligible air
tiost of the Rankine-Hugoniot an Indicated on content. In such a materi-a! the shockweatcnis
Fig. 4. from a strong shockt with decreasing deforma-

tion of the solid until at lower pressures It
The temperatures found by Eqs. (15) and gradually changes Into a sonic wave.

(16) ar- graphed on the pressure- temperature
curves in Fig. 6. In a *Joroo": sz!id or aggrer:'e -4t r

appreciable air content, the uaock pr-pagatio-.
changes considerably in th' tk~kififtI'1 front a

TRANSITION REGION strong shock to an "elia.tic" wave. .- ,eak
shock pressures whiclt ,~re gre.2 ' r :..'n the

The transition region in which the shock crushing a, -cngth of thi wqr-etate, th- shock
chJinges to a wea, Hhoek which propagates a* proliagatlitu is designated as hydronynamic.
an elastic save is tot especially dlstinc# f'3r a Near the upper limit of the crushing strength
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rerpraur at the shock front

there is a transition In the shock from hydro- For the dense rock, there Is a relatively
idyitAir.Lc bef~avior to tha&t of propagation such small decerase f, ulhaiua~l energy at P,ý.
that for each sihock peak pressure there is an The pressure decay in a dense rock is
inva'riant reduced volume. Further decay of p'- l/R.3 whereas in the aggregate It Is
thek r'eak overpressure by attenuation of energy p -. iu 6 . Tiw result is a strong seismic
by Okermal and work lowses ca~ses another pulse at pressures somewhat below the
trarý..". ' wherein the material changes to crushing limit of the rock.
plastlic behavior. Continued energy losses
reduce the shock to a seismic pulise. Figure 7
Illustrates the transitions. The upper crush- EXPERIMFNTATION- LABORATORY
Lag limit is designated by P,,,; the lower PJ. AND FIELD
The vertical lines show that the crushed "
aggregate remains at essent~ally the volume Laboratory- scale experiments utilizing
to which it is reduced by Pc. high explosives to generate strung shocks in

metals have been in use for sevetat yoars
Some rocks wiUs few pore spaces, such as [151, however, special provisions are required

sandstone, may have PY curves in the transi- to apply one of those metthods to soils.
tion region such as shown by the "stop" in Because of the low-tensile strength and brit-
Fig. 7. This type of material has a narrow tleness of dense rocks and the porosity,
crustLMa pressure range, If any range at all, looseness, and melting upon rarefying of
at whilch it crushes down to during the hydro- aggregates, the free-w.irface or splitting-off
dynamic phase, but below which If compresses method is nat suitable, but the impedance or
elasto-viscasasly &ad finally elastically. deceleration n.-?hod Is applicable to thor.

materials.
For a porous medium, such as the aggre-

Irate, the small fraction of bomb energy (less A schematic arrangetnc..t, icr the' Imped-
than 3 percent) that remains in the shock wave ance me'hod is m'.jwn ini ?ý' 8. As shown,
by the time P,. is reached is largely dissi- with the aluminum naso y'. --- V" cthod is
paled in crushiug doe solid fract~.an. The !o. prcssurer 'A 'he ~itr.;i. -3 of kI'jua.-a
4i',ctk overpressucre decreases beca-ise of the range. For Ir.x-r ,iressurex. especially below
crueliing work losses and divergence. tV complete-c. usiaing presasares, a material
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must be found for the base plz.:s which i
tb.:haves hydrodynamically, yet will not melt
upuik rarefying. 4REFLECTED 5HOCK

Aluminum is used in the Lase plates 1.4 ALUt I I

because its equation of state and pressure-
material velocity curves are well deter-
mined [1,15]. There must be similar data for
any other material that is used for bascp!ates Li
in this experiment. R-AREFACTIO' 10

•/ • ~AL U. I 1:4U.

.VLhough a porous specimen is acslgnated 4 \
in Fig. 8, thU- arraJreement •a eqi-plly appit-
cable to dense rocks. The upper base plate is L .r
used to contain the specimen and permit a

means of determining the velocities at the -
upper interface. It is mandatory that the
thickness of the case platen and the specimen /
be so chosen that a rarefaction wave will not
propagate from the lower surface of the bot-
tom base plate and interfere with the proper -- ----.-- - -

measurement of the shock velocity at the top
surface of 'he uti,.er plate.

With ahe equation of state of the bmcs7
plate lkown, it is necessary only to mneasure . , I
the times, dstances of travel and the shock
wave velucitaec at the top surfaces of both Fig. 9. Typical graphical solution on 24 sr
base plates to acqui.e sufficient data to aluji,inum pressure vs inate-ial velocity
determine the pressure-density relations in ;.rvcs
the opecimen.

When [ca. u ) base rlate] , ((p. u)

spe(" '!•', a rarefartli, w-l1 propagate back. Another experiumntal method for the
war6 .. ', '!ie lower base plate. A shock is transition region is that of a ram Impacting
transmitted iium te snocked specimen into upon a specimen to measure the crushing
the tspper base plate. With [(p* U) specimen) characteristics of the specimen. In this
< [(p. U) base plate], a shock Is reflected method the impulse of the ram and corre-
,rnm the upper uase plate. sponding volumetric change of the specimen

are obeerved. From these data approximate
In Fig. 9. Curve '. is a set of pressure- dynamic pressure-density data are aeter-

material vel.city states for aluminum. Curve mined for the specimen.
7 1, a complete set of pressure-material
velocity states fo- reflected rarefactions and An experimental arrangement to measure
shocks specified by Point I from h se-surface the material and shock velocities of the spec-
velocity measurements. In F!g. 8, the part of i.nen and the imnplas of the ram should
Curve V Weow Point I corresponds to the incorporate high-speed cameras and inatru,.
lower Lass plat# sad a porous specimen; the mentatim similar to that aesociated with the
part of Curve 2 ahove that point corresponds upper plate o t&e impedance method (fig. 8).
to the lnwer bate plate and a denau rock.
Shock pressure-density relations for the r'utut. flek. toots, with nuclear explosions
specimens in determined by using the base shlimld Lnclude ILstrumentatian to study the
plate equation of bta" 10% me:sured ahock t.-w.lstion reaion, lustru,nointstion, ePich as
ven•-*h.r and the conservation equations for accelerometers abd p.'estmre gages, !.ncvuld te
momentum and mass, Eqs. (18) and (19), placed before, Is, and aftcr , predicted
respectively. transition rgtom to at•quirt -

P - P. - ý.uu (18) SI•MARY

UIs Equations of state can ka approalluated

- ' from static Isotherm" compressibility data
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foi solids and aggregates. More accurate thermodynamic prinript 's. This concept is
equtations of state may be obtained from ti~e the basir. of the bl ",' wave integratinui, a
experimental methods which arp r,' i, powcrful tool i: 'ho..k wave propagation
above. To be complete, equations of state analyses.
must include the transition region. Quantita-
tive solutions of the transition region dependTetmeruerief hsldhog
on c-xperlmental data. The transition region reeati emylpdesatget u tof anneaslingthug
is of particular interest with regard to soil inltenitly. Thwdes get up taurof annealigggt
motion at a distance from the source of the ineswelinto. The anneijcalngrane. ofthe agrgte-
explosion. i elit h neln ag.Tetm

,;,;urr may be uqpful ii, demnolitions~ explo-
It t..s bern shown that the 'waste heat sions i..-ar underground petroleum storage

concept" is more than just a graphical ',a~- tak b~eause ignition of the fuel provides
dence; that it is, in fart derivable from additional explosive energy.
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COMMENTS OF THE CHAIRMAN - SESSION 8

(FREE-FIELD PHENOMENA)

If. L. Brode
the RAND Corpuration

Having failed to exercise a chairman's natural media. We are still wondering aboou.
privilege to comitient at the end at the session, the stress field directly below a cratering ex-
I do not intend to abuse the practice here with ploitcin, and e;bewhere at great depth. We --re
a len,vthy critique of the papers presented. I still at odds about the sigroficAa.ce of plasticity
shoulJ like, rather, to comment an some gen- and strain-rate effects at intense stress levels.
eral trends characterized by the work reported We are still ccoucerned abou, dhe influence of
ini this sca-ion on free-field phenonwnA, and phase charges -4Wl~ of other more subltle solid
then to reach beyond the speakers to urge the state changes on ahc.w. wave propagation in
attendces toward mn,,e impressive accom- solids. We ore sintll unable to predict with
plishments. in this rerearch. Becaus& of my useful definiateneh* the hize and deph --f
fu~rther involvement in the prograff. as a co- craters from Iutikueuai~o,i exploelons in any
author of the first paper, I will leave it to the medium except water-washed coral sanid. I
observer to evaluate for himself the merits of have heard it proposed that hard rock over
each paper (a not tou difficult task for those "ti rock was the best configuration above a
who stayea Awake). Let me, instead, make deep lnstallation-that soft rock over hard was
t.io incontrovervial (if trite) sitatements which good, that layered media of any sort was help-
may buff ice to epitonsize the papead &aA only ful, that homogeneous material to great depth
of thsi "esion but of all the p-otective con- was safest-all advrieteed, some supported,
stru. 1,in 'reqsions: (1) It is clear that a great none proveot. Htow directly in the current work
deal of fWort is going UL4±o the various aspects aimed 4at enenring such questions?
of 1irotective construction research, (2) It is
aliho obvious that there are rlenty o( problems The unlikelihood of full-scale experimlen-
left. tal explosions In dry soil or rock media will

force us to depend for many years on the lab-
Although the level of effort is impressive, oratory experiments and tW6 theoretical de-

and no one could justifiably claim that the sub- velopments typified by the papers oi this ses-
ject lacked sponsorship, and although tt.erc suon. Buta I can toresee two immedmite dangers
mt*v exist more government contracts con- involved in tUals indirect approach. Witoumt
cerned with ground-efiock effects than have occasiatial chsecks on lab work and on theory
been written for any other nuclear weapon ef- througi tests in full scale, a variety of plau-
fect, there is evidemace that the effort has not sible tut divergent conuejti can arise and can
been as fruitUlI as hoped. I do not resubscribe persist uareslvcd in an atmosohere of rival-
each yewr to the tenet that we dorct kmw any- ries born of cumzlitments and conivictions
thing about~ the subject (and so miost have a which in turs are often genierated more from
huge program initiated immediately), but I d~o lv~ge investiments in established methociology
recoWuze a number of burning questions, and apparsatw rather than from genuine diver-
three, four. and e'ean five years old, that ap- sity and utIlty of approach.
pareitly heave a good fuel oupply, beci.ue thew
are still burning. A second danimer Ptee Ii #he tendenicy to -

ward enphastulne the prot,. nan which can be
Some of us are still waltini, to be told Most easily lavestigated -% "aes@ Vnd les"

what the important differences in dynamic concern for teies relv.,uii.,, t, a nuclear ex-
Tebp,.nso of hard rock Andl soil are. We are p -stoma in as& '-Aral envlrutan'vat. Bo~t theory
stili walling for some measure of ul i appli- Andi lab-work leait In this direction, as the
cability of elasticity theory to fiva reaponme if months simces the last atomic toot mor.as
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become yeara and we pound our Ottawa sands "using" service (or ty -,ASA n response to tn
and flex our elastic media with Licreas-g expressed requireiwent from some 'ervi'ce
confidence. T7-e central problems tray 'hIs branch), and a • sueI is directed toward kwme
remain inviolate, safely preserved for future immediate requairement and aimed to satistv
programs, as so often is the case with "clas- some clearly justifiable need for design cri-
sicat" fields-a process of ossification within teria associated with an misting or developing
the dignity of scientific manner, weapon system. In spite of the short range and

urgent nAture of these -ims, iuch contracting
T.. improve the understanding and the va- agencies manage to enccur.ge i fairly broad

lidity ot prediction of free-field phenomena and bas'- program of research, this without

most expeditiously, both t!.ose working in this a.3 .:erted coordination between agencies
subject area n., those with re.xmsibillty for and with no strong guidance or monetary spon-
the funding and direction ot thias research reed sorship beyond the purview of their designated
periodically to evaluatec each individual efft missions.
in the light of some well-defined goa.l and to Control or spervision of research i
encourage those projects which bear most di - n rol a se v ervkin with is
rectly on the immediate design requiremeos. alwayf a sensitive subje-. loaled with philo-
At the same time, we must all allow (as we sophical and ethical lmplications as well as

surely already do) that such conctration on questions about ultimate efficiency; and I do

criteria for practical protective design must not suggest that the "general and basic" re-

not preclude or seriously postpone the more search 1,w subjected to any control other than

rnmdamental developru.eat oi knowiedge along that of the interest and time roqulre. , ts on

canonical lines in associated fields such as the individual researchers or groups involved.

soil mechanics, rhelogy, gr s , and I do wish to plead for the : stablishment of

seiHm., y. However, in my opinion, .,his more forceful and pragtauic dirtction of that
lutter requirement is generally overstmessed, t :•ort aimed at e.tiital 4.•,;ng better design cri-

since none of the useful programns (existing or teria for hardened in.Wallati--s. and )rimarily

propcd) to improve prediction of ground- using defense department or aervice funds.
shock phenomena from nuclear explosions Much of the work in this category Is both large
Appears to be eseciffc enough to interfere with scae (and expenuive) and of long duration, and
or be i,.:ompat ible wIlh any of the more gen- we can ill afford to shrug it off as a necessary
aral research. expense In the research surrounding new

weapons systems-if, indeed, it cAonot con-
An outila'naif deficiency of the program, tribste dirctly and decisively to their design.

then, lies ina ,o apparent lack ol str.,L4 over- Specifically, then, I would urge that either
all srpervisi. ,f .• .A apl.catioss-oriented more and brnad,'r authority and support be
p=1t of the work. Coordnation betw vart- given to the existing Defense Atomic Support
otis theoretical efforts and between theory and Agency or, if that role is unalterable, that
expeEuatuV does not seem to be effective. As some advisory group be est.iished to period-
,.xemplifled by the presentationls a this meet- ically review and recommend-to occasionally
ig, where there was llttU i or no effort reported get out am help our underground trolley back
in comparisons of either methods or results, on the track.
it would Appear tas individuals or groupb are
woriing in comparative Isolation, interrupted Where the broad and basic efforts may
",vly by an occasional symposium. never suffer •rom ove-diversufiicaion and the

inefficiency of leisurely ruarching fc,' re-
f thi sounds like a couademsmtion of the sea-ch, the critical decisions in design cri-

efforts od such ar-rlee as the •.tnsor of this teria for our weapnn systeme may well be
Sn•posium or oi the Delene Atomic Support quite urgent and our shelter programs mny bo

Agency, whose remspnbilties includle coord- seriously lacW. The consaqnu..ces of this
loafien or smpea'I.sion, or both, of much of his applied effort may be lifesaving or cataclys-
effort, it Is not. Most c the direct applied mi6, and the day of thctr testing may be closer
offort is gaeersted and sponsored by a mlwitary than n.ost of us care to consider.
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INI

Section2
INTERACTION OF SOILE WITH STRUCTURES

CHAIRMAN'S IN(RODUCTORY REMARKS - SESSION D

G. A. Young
A~r F~orce Special Weapons Cener

As an introduction to this mornine's sea- motions, was the subject of discussion in
sion, I would like to take a few m~inaute, for Session 5. yesiarlay afternoon.
the benefit of the uninitiated, to define our
overall problem, and then take a few additic '4l In order p. ~operly design. our prctective
mitioi~es to Indicate the specific axee of the structurps, and to !%ock isolate the contents
overall problem with which we shad be corn- of such structures, we require a knowlekii,_ of
cernt this moaning. the pressure* and motions transmitted from

, 11 the gproun to the structure, and of the motions
The primary function of a protective transmWitte through the structure to the shock

structure is to provide an environmment in Isolation systems or to unisolaled equipment.
which weapons and equipment, And in mnany These problems, the design of the structure
casesa personnel, can survive the effects ol and of shock isolating equipment are the sub-
nucl.ar weapons. Survival in~ this case indi- jects of Session F this sfternoon and Session Hi
cue% ','at these respective items shall be able tomorrow. The problem of obtaining the pres-
to perlorrs their essignad functions duiringt, or mares sam ustioms transmittad to the structure
sh~r~ly alter, being &*b)ected to an enemy 'ma- for use in design rmpresents, the area for our
clear attack. Please not& that the sesalons of discussion this morningr. We. ~eec .9 this
the 39th Symposium dealing with plotective area as the soil-structure interaction prob-
structures are concerned with only (me aspect lem. We abshld recognize that the word "soil"
of nuclear weapons effects, I e., with the phe- is probably nat the best descriptive word In
nongena of shocit and its *ssociated effects this case, since we are cooc.,trned with the in-
upon protective st;-ucturew and upon the con- teraction o1 undararoumd atri.aturco with a
tems of protuctive ol'ueturcs. This, then, is wide variety at soi and rock media.
our overall problem.

&A makimagso analytical approach to the
Todev we are greatly coacermsed with high soil-structure interaction problem, we are

level* A protection. T'hat is, we desire to currestly inlllad to rely heavily upon ap-
provide structures which are capabie ol pro- proscesa whic assume the earths& me"i to
tecUng their contest& from the "cIlaee-im" ef- be ideally elastic. There are t-o reamsol for
fects of maclear Weapons. P~rotective struc- thi. approach. wirst, in some cases, such as
bares are being placed underground in nearly in rock or deep underground in soils, the be-
all cases. Homee, we are confronted with a havior uf tia, arth media may be nearly etas-
coirplex problem ol design, 21id I might add tic if the magnitudle of ta. pr snore w-ves
withoill exaggeratiog, we &aiw also Lolllroidad wider cussbdersbouaarealit* cessive. Hlow-
with a complex problem of researvh. 7he de- ever, I am sure th"a each eia., aer present
ssan problem requiresi a knowle4bv of the who has carcf'zlly "le&' .. i - APAo0Pi. C.. 8,
overall soil molimi resulting from air blast and the beharfor ad rochL dun; - onasiru. '1(.n
andlother form* -9 eergy released by the or rations. wiah "a feel ccomijrtaiilc if we ru -
detonation of a nuclear device. Thisa Gros of for to rock as a homogeneous, isotropic, esau-
the oterall problkaa, the free-M-ld erowid tic material. The second resnon for utilizing
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an elastic approach is perhaps of greater con- We are extrerTeiy fortunate this moraing
cern. To -saume the earth onedia to b;, any- ,o have a coitrction of papers whict, treats
thing other than elastic in an interaction study, with both the eal a,--i nonideal aspects oi our
complicates the prcklern to the extent that problem. W* have, foc example, two excellent
based upon our present acccmpllshments, we papers by Dr. Baron and Mr. Wiedermamin
have no analytical solutions. Thus, our de- which consider the elastic properties of earth
signs in the immediate future must utilize the media. We also have papers by Drs. Sisbon
results of solutions based upon elastic assump- and Grine which contr:t)ute greatly to our dis-
tionas as well as a liberal dose of intuition And cussion by introducing the raon-elastic proper-
good judgement on the part of the designer, ±a,• of ,oil and seore u. the energy absorption
partic,,arly -when the earth menia under con- char-.teristics of rcck. In addition, we have
slderaticn i aecidedly nonelastic in beha,-.•r. iome of the very practical aspects of the prob-
However, this requirement for the use of in- lem presented in a paper by Tom Morrison.
tuitiun am good judgement on the part of toe
designer, is not a new requirement for exper-
ienced engineers.

C *
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PRESENT ROLE OF SOIL DYNAMICS IN THE DESIGN

OF UNDERGROUND PROTECTIVE STRUCTURES

G. -,S.son
AFSWC

Kirtland AFB, New Mexico

Some as,)Octs of the -%tore of knowledge available to the designer of un-
d-. ground protective structures are surveyed. Particular attenltion &&
directed to the role of "dn mechanics "n to the ca-fidence which a ciw-
signer may place in current theories and empirical methods..

DITRODLZTTON STATIC DESIGN PrABlLEIS

Modern military requirements dcmmn hi Louz.L!.-ring the first question, the
large Laderground structures to resist hiot design protiletra issociatod with static or
overpressres ropulitng from nuclear blasts. conventional loadis, it Is appropri~te to look
Thin demand places a challeniging 'burdesi uptn briefly at current design procedures. The
firms ctigaged to design am* &I thene otrue- construction indostsy to of gigsAaic propor-
tures. Not only is the structure cxpecteid to timse sat in ~Aw nation alone, involves the
retain its integrity over periods, meassued to annali sapsodtua of simie 50 billion dollars
yirs but for at least am brie spectacular al private and pubilic funds. Sices all of us
aaiarval which may last anly one second, It contrmbde to these eupendituries ams might

m- t survive the violent ý..4sans rem" tin logically ask, 11Wk.-a assurance do designers
from- !.c blast. Therefore, the designer asks: have, prior to the expendture t4 'I million

dollars per mile as a public highway, 10 mitL-
1. Whag normal or convenionlos problems lion dollars for a stngle large structure; or

must be consisfdered in the design 4f #be etruc- 300 million dollars for a large dam, that tha
ture f tructure being designed will nt collapse aind

remit in lose of lives and investnmot?7" In-
2. How does the earth aiediwn behave deed he has no complete assiarance as wit-

when subjected to thes abvy-k effects of a nu- neseed ty occasional i~ghi) pubilic izad fail-
clear weapon? urss. This has been mankind's experience

for many gessratiass. The leaning tower of
3. What farces and motiass does a struc- Pisa stands toayt only Whaugh a propaerty

tore, btried isn - earth medium, expriensse which we might call grace rather than the
wbin the .arth meduivi is mdlJ*csd to the foresight of Its dsimners. Thn wides-pread
shoca offset& of a mecleer wepon? damnage seweeemrring In Motico City is oc-

curring for ressaos v~dch we can now eatplain,
Defaa the dabignmr is flaia~zed, he Will IPA the effects were not pradketed prior to the

asd many more very imsportant qustigons. initiation of siasideine in this ares. However,
Since the primary purpose of the structure is in the peast 30 years and mome partlettlarly in
to piotect the conest&, ho will sak how the thec peat 10 yeern, knowle&P~ of the behavicr
ccatasw respond to the motionsi of the atiau- ad soIs under muerIuyoses lands It.*s beconirn
ture. He will also study all the problems much les" miject to opiaý." and whim, and
associsted w~th quickly 'buttoning"' up Me much moan anisablo Cc. m~ r-21i reattaent.
Installation whas an attack conues, aid of op- This has resulted larg,47 'cis tha scientific
airating during the buttooed-tqa per~od. How- amplicatton ut vail known lad~ao mechanics
ever, the following discussion deals oiL~y with .. the tbehavlur of solls. Although soil me-
this three questions above. chanics Is silk regarded by mnany as an ant
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rather than a science, Dr. Karl '7erzagthi quantity which may ba ap ""aý_ to sril in nature

combined pa~t classical treatments of the :,e- wnrdic is a florC~?tic &e.,ni nztinlce mn~ii.! I
havior of materials with many empirical and which is als .icnhcr-..,earceois and ticn
crutches to enable us to api.roach a de-iign isotropic
problem today with a very high degree of con-Ifidence in the Successfu~l performance of a A judi-iouq uc,: of theories f,;,mulated LyStructure after it is built, such me ias Boussinesq Colourin, and Ran-

kcine. co:uiriiied with eaper enrie intellig-ent
It must be noted here that when the de- sampling testing, and int~rpieta~ion ot tes'

silner of prcteptive construwtion asks his -_" f"11 SOI sois'n wh' "h structures, are
first question, WhrNt are the' to:ventional placed, onatitute the pract,ce of the top de
prriolems in the iesign of an underground sigp firms in our present-cay construction
structure ?," he doe-s r.-& have a great dial of industry. Thus, although ma.ny challenging
experience on which to rely for the r'siticuiar questions arise, the designer his coiaiden:.e
kinds of structures involved. However, he in Answerning hi:; first question.
has a great many facts at his disposal. Hf,
;u eam cp!c, hý I! :ntr~sted in the dc.aagn of
a large structure, buried so that its top sur- BEHAVIOR OF EARTH MEDIUM
face is near the original ground st; rface, he is
interested in the horizontal and vertical corn- The secuiA question facing the designier,
ponents of force which the soil u& rock impart "How does the earth tredium behave under the
to the structure and ho-.. the strietur, rearts Wjast load "" is ninre d; fhc'ilt. An Cac...ragliig
to these forces. He 1Jready ha3 considerable first step would btt to havec .. theoretical solo-
oxperyei e in cstillating vertical stresses in tion fcar the dynamic Bous, ncwqm :rob'em,
the soil under the foun.ýIatocs of structures. ft mn w'ý:ch strebsee. F'raircs, and particle
For example, a la.rge structure mnay trarisifei motionS could be resony determined Il11 How-
all its weight and lodad to isolated points of ever, instead of the Bosi,'~poiWi torfe oin
support which are the column foundatzions. the !;ur-face of an ideel body, it ib necessary
For settlement estimates the problem reduces to conside*: a surface nuclear blast load which
to one (if deter mining stresses 7Md strains initially acts with great intensity on a rela-
within a semi-infinite Solid which is subjected tively small area and then expands in the form
to roncentratsd locud acting normal to its free of a ring over the surrourding terrain. This
isirface. Towai-d the end of the nineteenth loed travels over a nonideal body with a vari-
century J. Etc '-'-neaq considered ttr !)rob- Wbe velocity and intensity, and induces comn-
la!-,sivpn a jw..'.7 !'rce normal to the free pressional arid ihear body wives, and butface
sui lAce of a hiomogeneouss, isotropic, elastic waves, int the earth. in the vicinity of the
body of semi- infinte extent, what stresses burst, 3n important Aspect uf the blast load is
are produced in the interior of this mass, and the sysCna.i of forces directly induced by the
what change od position do various points crater'ng process.
-within this mass suffer, as a result of the in-
nuced strus~ws Izi 1885 Wnui~iinesq irihi~shed Hiere again, the classical wort of such
A s.,lut usciU, - uidt- :1 i,,e pi ,AcWm, A ands a men u:i Imve', Lainh, R~ylvigei, jand t'"Lets
result, io procedure is availAble for emtuiimaniig furniihed the hasis for formulalinoic' )ielligent
Jeisired stresses and strains at any interior qusstfons reftaiiding the specila conditions
point of a soil mass. Thus, thcoricti~ally the relevant to the bWaat design c4 structures
designer has only to determine the total force burled beneath the siarfAco cl the earth. The
acting in each colvmn of the structures, Wn classical theories have been of inesiiumable
assume the coliu= forces to be acting at value to goophysicists, lartictilarly seisniol-
points rrniral to the surface oA the earth ass- ogifits, in discovering lhe ztructure of the
dlium. The do'cign problem then becotues Prim- earth, and In many irospecting applications.
ply one of assigring column load* to tha struc- They have nlso been of treat help to the con-
ture which will insure that the stresses In the sCructlon itsfustry ln the (iold of eazth'lua~ke
m-.w;iuw. :on.ain with the elastic limit 44 the ceieulg it o structur.:. It. is probable that the
material :irl that deforrnAtlc.ns are hell within cir-it-Ocisis were not even intere,'"e in'th

allowable l~mIts. Unfortunately, this approach rather vestricted prublem of an expaidtng
taxes theory bevond its capacity to supply ring load oni the airfare of -in ideAi dy, but
useful ''lurniation. Of all the vital bits t,. in- whatever the reason, the &act ret-tiic ..A we
!fc mAtton yielded by the Bciussirneaq equations, do not have a readily tstable & -AAj. ., somu-
the hard facta. 4i experience teach that (1.17 the tion to eve' the Ilouani sq poitit frorf, prob-
determination of vertical stresis (and this 10m.
tempered with )udgment) is a trustworthy
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Several research efforts are currently under dyrauni,. rather than static loads, but
being devoted to this end. As An matter of fact, soil r.-ay exhibit large dii,:r~n.,cs in both
work ir progress im e'pc;tt.-d Lo yield theoret- moo, - ajid strength under dynan.ic lords.
ickl solutions not only to the three-dimensional These differences are shown on al Dter plot.
problem involving ideal elastic media, but
lAyeri:ig and some form of damping will he Most soils in nature exist at dry densiti ea

introduced; this is at least a step closer to a lying betwten 50 and 135 pounds per cubic
medium which behaves somewhat more like foot. Over wiuesprcad areas these densities
real soils. Research is alsr, underway on conmmonly are comlin..d between rimrower
problems in one and two dimenb-ons wh;-. in- limits of perh..pc 80 to 115 pounds per cubc
volve plastic anm locking media under dyiamnte foot. Many invctigators who are engaged in
lor.d'. In the meantime, desigrwr? ,re being theoretically predicting the behavior of soil,
furnished empirical predicitnit methods hased but have had no pi evious experience with sodl
on full-scat. .,uclesA, "eld test d..ta in order mechanics, are startled to find that even for
that current design and construction may be extremely dense soils only 80 percent of a
tasc'l on the most ad-anced state of knowledge unit volume is mineral material. T, eoreti-

* available [2]. cally, at least, mere is a 20 percent potential
for volume change. At the other extreme, for

It is ii order, at this time, to examine a 50 pounds per cutbic fuot A~il, only 30 peo-
realisticAlly some of the implications result- cent of a unit volume is mineral material
ing from the departure of soils in nature from which implies a limiting vabip of 70 percent
odeal mania. On Fig. I are plotted the static volume change. Perhaps an extreme example
stress-strain curves for several relatively of low dcnsity s.,lis is associated with the
ideal con•ruction materials (steel, aluminum, case of Mexico City, previously mentioned. It
and concrete), wnd on this same plot is in- was found that certain portions of tho 200-foot
cluded a region in which soils bohave unae. thick clay stiatiim underlying the City actually
static load. The stresses and mr ins sh-,nw contain 92-pP.,i%,,, vOtid b:;ace. A 200-foot
are all within practical ranges for the me- thick stratum of such soil, if it wLre to be
chanical behavior of materials. They are compressed to a new volume containing even W
plotted on the same scale to indicate the rel- as much •s 50 percent voids, would neverthe-
ative differences between soil and other strut- less suffer a surface settlement of approxi-
tural materials. It is true that steel, alumi- mately 170 feet. Fortunately much of the soil
num. and concrete behave somwwhat differently is denser than that noted, and set*iements of
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this order are not anticipated. It is also true *0
that no simple relationships exist betwec-# the
amount of voids and the' compressibziiiy ofa

soil, but it ho of int;'-rest to compare the voite'
quantities for commonly en.,intered soils

than 1 percent vcids.

Thf important point to be made is that bI
much of our protective construction will be
placed in~ soils which commonly contain 30- to
40-perce~t V.id space. These soils are char- _J
actorized by a very low stiflness (in comipari- 0 T05 010 OMi G20

son to concrete, Plumlnrww, and oLeel) whici.
may become even lower for some range of
higher stresse.. depending on the kind of con-
straints to which they are subjected. It is not
implied that they are bad coinstruction mate- 0
rials-on the contrary, they may prove to be
the very best media in which to place certainM
Liast resistent structures because the damp-
ing provided by the soil , the energy attenuation
characteristics rela'ed to its nonlinear behav b
ior, !,.'* the economicsa involved in its use 0 00 0,0 -0.~ OP
make it nlghly desirable for many purposes. VS~~
In predicting behavior, howe,.er, atteýmpts to
.deali7- such behavinr must proceed with Fig. 2 -Confined ar~c: un'vnir~d
care and caution. stress-strain relaitionships for

soil
Figure 2(a) re~presents at static stress-

strain curve for a confined soil sample while
t ig. 2(b) represents the same material tested that the strain recovery or "rebound" phase
under unconfined conditions, both statically also continues for a considerable time after
and dynamicP"ly. While Fig. 2(a) is an %ctual the load has passed. There is an implication
str~ess-straib ! 'rye for a part~ciaar clay with that during the time of significant response,
lateral strain prevented, Fig. 2(b) is intended the material behaves as a nonlinear visco-
only to repreisent the kind of bohavior charac- elastic material or perhaps even as a plastic
teristic of a comparable sample under uncn- solid.
!iued conditions 13,4,5,61. The attempt here
is to illustrate that confinement implies large Figure 2(a) also offers a possible expla-
differences in strength and stiffness charac- nation for the relatively high seismic veloci-
teristics of soils. Even for unconf ined condi- ties which have been measured in the field
tions (Fig. 2(b)), there are also significant and from which the "elastic" moduli for soils
strength and stiffness differences for condi- have been derived. Whether or not the initial
tions of static and dynamic loading. Since steep otlope noted in this curve is character-
relatively little woak has been done on static istic of most soils, or even for some soils
mid dynamic testing of soils under various under dynamic load, has not been fully deter-
cf,crxiions of c--nfiaemt~nt, these curves can mined. However, laboratory tests using
be evaluated only Ii a qualitative way. Impor- "sonic" method2 whorein o-Aremely low
tant features to note and which deserve addi- stresses are produced have shown that the
tioual study are t'. changing moduli at various modell dstermilned using classical wave prop-
stress levels. the hysteresis loops under both agu~on theory range uroers of magnitude
confin'ou and unconfined conditions, and a tea- higher than those d-termined at some opeci-
tare not apparent from these plots; namely, fie4 high-stress level (7]. It io rP-mu~hlI. to
the stra~in-time relations during both the load- postulae that soil behavior. '.aaler thq .x-
ing and unloading portions of Mae curves. tremely low-stress levels soca.:with
Static tests on confined soil samples commonly seismic measurements, is eseent'r-V ..astc:
exhl'ibt strain recovery persisting over lon whereas the behavior At high-stve.,. !t-vels is
times after the load is removed. Dynamic distinctl' different p1 !u-eno on. 13e,'molo-
strain data from full- scale field tests miner' gists utilIa2e the relationship
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S•( I - vcome into play, the structure, having a stiff-(1- 2n) (o A DhSS lifferent from thu, '4 srroundingsoil, I remeutally acquires An effective mass
v a Compressional Wave Velocity different from its cwn and thus alterb the
9 - Young's Modulus forces acting on it [111. Because of its changed

effective mass, it then responds in a differentS= Mass of Medium fasiuon. The changing effective mass is aseo-

-= Poisson's Ratio ciated with arcning efect in the soil. In its
simplest form arching may be best visualized

for the compression wave velocity in a to- -•- -y considerin;g t' static forces indicated in
dimensional ideal medium. It is apparent that Fig. 3. The force acting on plane x in Fig.
the compression wave velocity may -izy 3(b) is simply the weight of the material above.
widely 1f "£* fluctuates widely during the re- Figure 3(a) ie tho same section but a rectan-
spouse of soil, to dynamic loads. rull-scale gular unlined opening has been excavated with
field test data also suggest that the energy its roof at plane x. The roof of the unlined
absorption process at hIgh-stress levels is opening will rct necessarily collasse in spite
accompanied by an attenuation off -ress, of the fact that no material exists in this re-
strain, and particie motions t8]. Soil tests In gien to carry its portion of the load. (Whether
the Air Force six-foot shock tube and aayt- a small porti, oif the roof falls out or not is
ical work on the behavior of "bi-linear lock- not important to this argument.) Since the
ing" media (i.e.), thcue media in which etrain, total load remains constant Ahove plane x, it
occur largely througi progressive compaction follows that th. stress must dow" around the
of the material, furtlier indicate that the near- opening tnd the intensity of the stress must
virface behavior of the soil plays a prominent be altered. Since all prlnci.tl stresses are
part in the total response of the earth to bla in thus altered and each face ca the nfinlng is
loads g.101. These phenomena are of direct acted upon by a different sot of forces, the
and immediate interest to the designer who arching act.on vil. uccur uu evwry face in P
must estimate the free-field behavior of a different maner. If a structure which is very
potential construction site which may be sub- stiff, relative to the boll, is placed in the
jected to a nuclear blast loud. There is wide- opening, arching will also occur but in such
spread belief that current prediction methods manner as to concentrate load onto the @true-
are adequate but conservative. Investigations ture rather than to permit it to flow around
based on more realistic material behavior the structure. The manner in which this arch-
promises not only more economlcal under- ig effect occurs for dynamic !oads on under-
grou':.? construction Lut may well reveal ad- ground structures is a matter of prime int.erest
vantages which current conservative methods since the design will be vitally affected by the
do Aot recognize, manner in which the structure is loaded.

Even if it is assumed that the structure
LADDING AND RESPONSE remains elastic throughout the dynamic dis-

turbance and maimtains a relatively constant
Having utilized empirical and theoretical stiffness, the preceding boil stress-strain

guidance the better to determine the antici- curves illustrate that the stiffness of the soil
pated behavior of the earth, the designer is may vary appreciably. When the interaction
now ready tor the third question regarding between a buried structure "'Id the onediu, is
loading and response of underground struc- better understood, it is hoped that the arching
tures. In considering his problem, it is wcU phecnmenon may be used to provide even
to reugnlae tat when dynamic loads begin to greater assurace of eurvival during attack.

Figure 3
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CONCLUSION building blocks to the ar swers to designers'
questions. Thiere is great hope and eontider~ce

The prrceding discussion has indical --d that a wise mar-"ag'! of srience and engineer-
that the designer is at least on somewha-t ing, tempered %Aht experience, will continue
famiuliar ground in .;onsidering problems in- to lurnish guides to intelligent and economic
volving sWa!c loads on underground protective design of underground blast resistant struc-
strictures. For dynamic loads, he 1E cur- tures. Even though hardened construction is
reatly utilizing every bit. of theoretical and only a smnall portion of the national conatruc-
empirical knowledge available, although much tiiin progi amn, ii is presently beiy'g fuided at
remains to be done in the field of nonlinear an iznprersive avintial rate. it deserves seni-
behavior. For the soil-sRtru.cture interaction az. .', ,.on since it is an irn~portant part of
problen; theri,: in a3 yet. little in the way )f a our defernae posture.
rational approach. lnstead, there is a great
dependence upon outm.'rding eneineers and The overall effectiveness and economy
scientists who have in the past demonstrated with which design And construction are carried
ability to exercise intuitive judgment in re- out depends in a large measure upon the suc-
gions where knowledge is limited. An active cess of a research program to furnish knowl-
research programn is methodically adding e'fLa of the pnenoi~e~aa itivulved.
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r.19VUMON

Mr. Weissman (Ammmn & Whitney): Mr. Siqetorn' When I discussed the dynamnic
When you wera referingi t6oi1W sress- strain charAc.Mristics of the stresis-strain cuý.ves, I
curves for the soil, you mentioned that for was nnt talking about somefting thi-I !- - -s really
desig purposess the present methods were Ieen pumped into design today. We cir - oaing
cusserv-4tive. Were you referring to a method seismic velocities to estimate beh.4!..- s of
that '-de based on the seismic velocity? materials in the field. !~In not quite on _ what



4
you're asking. We're not using for these wi- determine its tlastic constants using classical
derground protective structurE - design meth- wave PoWagation theory. llowever, when you
ods which are directly anaiagoub to the design subjei this soil mass to a pressure of 100,
of a structure under satic loads. 200, 300 psi, I'm not at all convinced this is

the case. I think in the meantime if you must
Mr. Weissman: I'm aware that we are design, you must use something which ycu caa

usirg the seismic velocity as a means of de- say is ., or at least which has some basis in
termining a modulus in the design procedures. theory or fact, rather than someoae'b opinion
You pointed out on the stress-strain curves such as my own. I'm i.ut enthusiastic about
that the modulus associated with the scisr ir the use of seiswic velocities for determining
velocity is much higher than the actut mouu- elastic constnts for soils.
lus ?1t;.E would probably occur undir the pres-
sures that we design for. I thought you Implied Mr. Wei.sman: I was wondering why you
that these pro~edureb, using the sesmic ye- mentioned that it was conservative.
locity, were conservative. I didn't quite
unde,'stand thai. Mr. Sisson: I don't know what conserva-

tive means. If you're primarily concerned
Mr. Sisson: Well, let me say this. I rep- with displacements and if you're using a seis-

resent a research organization and I like to mic velocity %Alch indicates a very high stIff-
discuss the question from the standpoint of ness, then this it not conservative. I think
whiat I consider a fair question. It's my opin- this is a design problem and I think you'll have
ion that it's highly Lkely in nature that a soil, to agree on wh.t you're ccm..rned with.
subjected to sufficiently low stress, will be-
have lineaely elastically and therefore you can Mr. Weisumn: t;hank you.
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A CONCEPT FOR 5OIL-STRUCTURE IlMaERACTION

DUE TO GROUND SHOCK WAVES

A. H . Wiedermann
4-mour ResfPvch Foundation. Chicago

This raper presents a theoxy -r concept which can be used to es trnate
the forces acting on a buried structure when the structure i, .ubjecte
to a ground shock wave. This work was intended to be applicable pri-i
marily lor soils which are elastic, at least in tn approxinmate n.anner.

INTl,. IUCTIOf

A diacussion of the free-field varlables is given together with an idealizatiin of the ata-ess
wave farms oi interest. The basis of the saId-structuit Interaction concept Lies 'n the absumption
of the sature of the forces acting an the bauled structure. The force acting on the structure is
awnime4 to be composed of two parts. One, the wave force, Is due to the sudden nmotion of the
surrounding media and the subsequent state of stress Ia the ground shock wave. The other, the
arching force, is due to the local deformation or displacement of the structure relative to the our-
rounding me.-tu. The motion of the structure is governed by the usual equation of motion; how-
ever, in this treatment the forcing term ham been mpht into two uncoupled terms. The wave force
term to a fu-liom of time anti the are"kn force term Is a fanctio oi the relative dfepl.-. cn
befteen the t,.,'ti;re surface and its correapondft soll posltioa.

The reimoese of the burlod structures is given for a rane of ground shock wave parameters,
structure configurations and structure parameters, tad includes &.Auc Analysis of shock isolation
systems.

The results presented is tas paper represent same work1 recently completed at Armour
Research Foundation under the sponsorship of the Structures Divsiotu of the Air Force Special
Weapons Center.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

rI•,zasonal ,rmboi Dimensionless Symbel

AmplItude of Opcllatim A

€' Selimic Velocity

C, Arching Coefficient

0 Diameter of Structure

K Modulus of Elasicity of Soil

£AFSWC- TX-60- 3, Appeiadix Ri, C•ntr,.pc 1 D. AF33'4i6)-1169.
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Dimensional Symbol D0'nensionless S-yrnhol

Eh Modulus of Elasticity of Buffer I
F. Arching Force

Fb Force on Back Face o. Structue 3b

F, Force on Fr,,"t Fare of Structure 3,

Fb. ArchLv, Force on Back Face o1 Structure 3 b.

eb. Wave rorce on Back FAce of Structure 3
b.

Ff. Arching Force on Frot Face of Structure 3,,

Ff. Wave Fcrce cn Front Face of Structure 3,.

K Flexi1ility Parameter

SBuffer Thickness £

L Leigth oi Structure

L' Compresied Lagth of Structure

. Mase of the Structure 0 2, m

t Time T

t8 . t. Critical Times of Free-Field Waves

u Particle Velocity of Soil U.

Velocity of Structure U. Y

Velocity of Structure at T n U"

X, X. Displacement of Sol! X. X'

y. y, Displacement of the Structure y

Displacement of the Structure at T "

i, r' RelaUtv Displacement Z. Z'

Stre" Relief Parameter

ta, I Strain in Soil

Buffer Parameter

pDensaity of SoU

p, Ambient Density of Soil

C. Stress in Sod

A Constmnt

OXI MY Y, Og.r •'l
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FREE- FIELD VARIABLES

The free-jicild variables are necessary inputs for the study of L. interaction of ground shocks
with buried structureus. It Is the purpose of this section to delineate these variables and to elabo-
rate, somewhat, an the assumptions vwhich must be made to make the prublem tractable.

In general, laerest lies in ground shock disturbances whore stress leveIe axe in the range of
hundreds of pounds per square inch. The range of earth media of interest is es&mntially tunlimited;
thus, at the level oi airess of interest, we are dealing with media which behave physically in vastly
different ways; that is, the bechavior of the vario-..., -d~ e~- be described as elasitic, plastic,
iluiJ, elastic-ala -'Ic, visco-elastic, etc. Any attempt to formulate a simple description of thle
behavior of the tru"-field variables must be tempered by the r1uysicP1 behavior of the media of
interest. In general, W.,~ spee'fic report will deal with a medium which is essentially elastic In
its grass behavior.

The typle oi ground jiock of interest in this work was
restricted to plane waves which do not attenuate significantly
in dietances of the order of the size of structure of interest.
Also, no boundary effects of the medium are cons dcred (i.e.,

9'-------------------the medium &s infinite in ixtent). The distu~rbances considored
live fronts which are discontinuous (step pulse) or har- !Minte/ r~ses; the stress fields behind the front are either uniform or
decaying with time. Figure I illustrates thc gen~eral stress-

Tis. time variations and the following equation isi an ideafi~ation of
thi variation.

Fig. I - illustration of generaI
sties*-time variation (./)tt

4  o a ()

where -is stress, t s time, Pad a., tal and t. arerconstants. The results discussed in this
Paper are limilted to the step pulse cans where the stress is constsant (a - a.). The propagation
velocity of the disturbance, e., is assumed to be constant and a function only of the media.

Since the :z.-trbaace is plane a.J1 Is an Infinite medium. only aue nonzero component Uf strain
exists in the fri'- :..4d, e., az (where a is the direedica of propagation of tMe disturbance). The
stress components are related to the strain component, but this relationship is unknown for tMe
general case. For an elastic medium the most importairt stress is the normal stress In the
direction of the propagation of the disturbazite (a..) to a.. (i.e., a.1, and a.,). For the purposes
N~ the following anaysis the normal stress a.,X a will be the only stress considered.

Across a discontinuous front or quasi-stationary nondiscontinuous front, the following equa-
tions are vs'4 d.

Continuity of Mass;P pce P p(C.- U) (2)

Continuity of Momesitu=* a, t PO coU (3)

where:

p.a amnbient density of the earth medIA

p - density of the media at the stress level a,

c. sound velocity

u a particie velocity of the media at the stress level 0.

!t AxWOul t - pointed out that the disturbance Is advancing into a medium which is at rust ant at a
4c ro J.1 of atresa. Thus, the sress due to gravity (owerburd. i) is neglected when conipurea Eo
the a*,m.
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Equation (3) yields a reLb.onshlp for u, directly,

U (4)

By using the equations for the propagaUon of a disturbance in an elaoi'tc medium,

C.2 Z-it (5•)

we OiLaln

u = •%(6)
U-

where I is the modulus of elasticity for the medium. Is any evt, the particle velocity is pro-
portional to the Asrtrso wf-"e the constant of proportionflity is a "t1mtn oi the properties of the
median. The velocity-time variation cannot be derived; therefore, it is assumed that the instan-
taneous partcle velocity is ielated to the Inntanta.eous stroes by Eq. (4) or Eq. (c;. The ambient
density of the medium, p , and the souad velocity, c., are readily obtainable a-.t should be known
to a reasonable degree daccurac.

NATURE OF THE FORCES ACTM ON k.
BURIED STRUCTMUE

The purpose of this section is to preeset and discuss the types of forces which are assumed
to act -" a buriled structure whes this structure is struck by ground shock. The state of the art is
quite meager at the premaut thee, and a considerable nuaount of work, both experimental and theo-
retical, must be dam before the interactn phesnomnso will be mtisfactorily tuderstood.

For the purpose of this paper, the geometr of the buried itracture in taken as a cylinder of
dIa.Oster D and length L. Secjces other thea a circular section can also be treated in a similar
mawr'i. rwith indor modtifcatosz. The direction o0 propaption 01the plae disturtance it in the
axial directilo Such that the Ineractio first occurs -a the ead 01 the cylindr.

Whatever forces are applied to the buried structure are applied to the three surfaces (front,
back, and side) of the structure. Theo surfataes will form the bais for categorizing the forces
in the following treats. -t.

'or that purposes of making estimates of the response of a buried structure when subjected to
ground shock, the following types of forces are assumed to act on the structure:

1. Wave Forces
L Archin Forces
3. Rkear Foreso.

These for"s, which are explained la dota U in the following paragraphs, deb ot have& nam basis.
However, it was tbougat at this Ume, that the problem could best be approached by making
assumpatios as to the nature o0 the forces li)v'nved raaer than malng assaimptio about may
other physical parameter,. In addition to the aloes forces there n..i exist normal compressive
forces an the sides of the structure. Thes normal forcies are ejanamtrically distributed and do
nm gire rise to any not response In the direct.ca of wave proPagsoi. Tho eifeuoa of thee forces
are neglected In this work.

Wave Forces

It ti well known that, when o5 .".justic wavc reflects uwulally fruJ an Infinitely rigtd boirtd-
ary of InfnAte extent, the Intemity of the disturbance is increased bi a factor of *-.10. If the
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bcundaiy Is another inedia of identical pnycical properties, the disturbarac will be transmiited

without any reflection and the jnmensitv ni hne disturbance at this fic,~Iou3 bourdary wil' tIC equailI
in - grkitulde to the intensity oi the original distjrbance. If the acou .ic imped~nce of the bound-
ary mned a lies sor iE~ whe re betwet-n the above tw- cases, the intensity n! I-" reflected disturbance
(i! the boundary) will vary by a factor of one to two.

For the purposes of this paper, it is assumed that the ri~ldity of t1e front face ol the struc-
ture will be considerably greater than that of tne surrounding media so that the reflection factor
will be equal to two.

We are dlealing hcrc with structures Of finite size, such that any lWcal wvave reflections will
be relieved in a period of tirme which is a functien of the properties of the media and the size of
the structure. To a fir,* approximation, this timne will be proportional tr the Si7te, in this case
the diametcr, Do and inversely proportional to the propagation velocity, c..

When any forces are applied to tie structu'e, the struct .re will begin to nvw-' as a whole or
to deflect locally. This motion will not, in general, correspond to the motion of the Surrounding
muedia. That is, there will be a relative displacement of the structure and, is the neighborhood of
the structure, the displacement of the media will be distorted from the displacement which would
hav'e occurred if the structure had not been present. In atterr.flin to separate the forcca whicýh
act on a slinge face of the structure, we are assuming that the streasse in the media whict :ve
risc to these forces are also separable.

E* ?arating the forces acting on the structure, it is possible to determine the magii'ude of
t he wave ivrce on the frant face of the x.ructure alter ucal r'-flectiona havt. keca relieved. The
term "wave force" here refers t0 those forces which are due to the sudden mnotior ai ine surrota~i-
big met'.!- and the subsequent state of stress an the P~romll shock wave as ditarrent"Laed tiona those
forces arising from the local deformation or displacement of the structure relative to the sur-
rounding m~ila. Thus, the magnitude of the wave force an the front face of the structure after the
local reflectious have taeen relieved io equal to that force which would exist if the structure-soil
Interface were. diaplacted so that the suarrounding medium was not disturbed by the presence of the
s3tructure. Thc magnitude of the wave forces will then be equal to the product of the front face
area and the intoantanoous stress (a,) in the soil due to the ground shock wave.

Fcor the ca.A: -,f f-step pulse disturbance, the waye force on the front face, Ft., ha&3 an initial
value of 2L' ý1D24 anid then decays down to a vaiue equal to o~wD2/4. To formulate the problem
analyticall;, it is necessary to make some specific assumptions as to the relief time of the
reflected wave. We, therefore. assume that. the rellc...ime will be characterized by a time equal
to a D/2 c where q is a conutznt which should be of the order of one. We will use. a value of a - 2
,or numerical purposes. Thus, the wave force on frost face corresponding to the step disturbance
can be written as

Ft,. x ar02/4[I 1c 0 (7)

where t- 0 when the disturbance reaches the fIt ant of the structure. It should be empbasi,.ed
here that the wave force is only a function of time; that is, the response of the structure itself
doc~s ownic tfect this force.

A wave type of force also exists on the rear face of the structure. This force will aot come
into effect 'sintU the disturbance reaches the back facei, that Is, until t a !/c.. The time requdred
for the disturbance to propagate the alight -.dditional distance that the rear face of the structure
has movou during this period has We.~n neglected. When the disturbance vou e reaches the rear of
the structure, it will propagate around the back cormer at.( begin to increase the wave L.Act, it bor
from zero to a value corresponding to the free-field value of the disturbance. Thti build u,' time
is similar in character to the retief time; heoce, the sarne assumptions and constants wII were
used irk cOvelupir~g the wave force on the frust face of the 3tructure will be used. The -,v" vrce
on the back face can then be wiiUeu as

t ft2c /&D.L'ud(6
Flo -o'wD

2
/4 i.'

The wave force is itiuatrated in Fg. 2.
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Arching Forces

Those for .s acung on the front and t ear faces
of the structure which arise from the relative dis-
placement ,.c defermatton) between the structure adl

-- -the surroczidng medium are called the airching forces.
This term I% perhaps not the best term; however, it
is useu here for the lack of a more descriptive one.

0 ~ ~ ~ ~ TkI. L-o*.onsider the s~tatc force which exists on the
S~end U. A rigid cylinder when the cylinder Is forced

axially tito an earth medium. The deflection of the
a cylindea face from the posiion of zero force te given

by v and the fricttotld forces on the side of the cyl-
-- ider are neglected. Then this force, called the

archir g force, F. is approxiated by the simple
Ill equ ation

a ' r * "101. T F. ="-4-- C. s (0)

Fig. 2 - Wave forces on front and Awdere C . ie a conidant. Tems type el relationsh(prear fac,.a n( atr.rtyre does aot take esto matsiderio the mais other
f Ictcrs which exist such ac londig rates, hysteresis
euecte. ambient str.-,I Is .l, etc. For the pequlastic
case, the arching coefaicient, C., Is knuwn for the
cylinderz to be: I

C. = ME-(10

The fining the a f illastrated In fo . 3. Figure 4
leusretrate some eaperimental resultd3 with coy-

c aactedoOttawareAdtadeylnstredtheatEq.(e)
yields reasonable estimates for this soil.

I e is powsrile for the arching force t n be comenegative; that Is. It is only necersary to i equtre that

the tofl rtrcn acthac fa the Let o bc eace frt oi partileof the
structure st zero or e Ireater. Since the tetal force
actieg as tfo front or back face of the structure isSequal to the amn of the arching and waveforms, the

0o *roducm i arching force can become negaive te the extent that

FgI- Aruc hi~nge forcles the wavi force 4p positive.

In defining the arching force as we have time,

we are actually assWwlag that the end of the cyl-
Winer es ad deflect locally, or if it does, tog the relative displacement must be large1conlared to any local deflections.

It is now necessary to write the mrawe speciatlzed equations for the arch/n g forces acting on
the front and beck faces rea~ect~ively. Lat x be ihe absolute digW6c meat of the soil particle att
.he position of the front face when the structure is -vt present. VAt y be the absolute displace-
ment o•f the front face of Uic Atructure. Then

2 - X - y (t

kYove, A F. H., "The Stress *ýroducsd in a.Sermi-Infir, 'a Solid by 1-..aure on P-.t U. the Bon4

,ary." Transaction Royal S•ociety jL-A.•on). Series A. pp. 3?/-4ue,. tv,•b.
W36~ TM ,21O-1. July 1944. "
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FAW -

'A I IN $M= WAV
* / A(*'-----US CL.L

DOSTAMkC
I /

force durve s ohtabi3ed with~ compacte-1
ot! wa "And

Is the relative dispiacemiefft. U a*, y,, and s' are the correqPoadfa Variables (Or the back Ikce
of the structure, then for the back face

W0D2 -i D 055/*(2)

and

b.-T S (y,- X') 1./c. -j"2 i (13)

It abouid be noted that a' - 0 duaring the Uwes interval 0 ± t 1 'c*..

A asbar force between the aids of the atructure sad the our ~Ia ne outu will exitg. This
force. wlf resist aal re'iatve ni=±ag betweer the soll AMd the structure. Foir the purpose of the
work itleas osam aaed that the shasri-V fore can be mad. vamlailagly snual by properly treat-
ln# the side surfaces ad the structure amd hbowe the shear force ha. bessam ohild frcro n themb-
wequest aslysis. This fwor is of aeeoudur7 importanice in Uts influence oo the arcthing pbsuam-
mom W does ianfuence to somes degreeo the resonmse c4Ivi.ried structures.

RZWIONS OF BURIED STRUCTURh8

The provtoua aectsoms laws delineate the free-field variable&s an' the subs quent to- ~
which &.e assumeod to act am the buried stractuw. The resonmse of the buttled structurt ill be
tat ated IntIs Weaotioo for the special cams uf a rigid structuare lared In #, elastic melik. .i.

The term "rigid structure" Ia used 0-. -e t% teastruate the treatmett of the resposs of the
structure as a sin&l degree of frmedont ayiem. Thus, the ebeabute deflection of the otrw~turawse
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a whole (and tho absolute deflection of both the front and back wir." es) can be characterized by a
single variable, y.

The equation of motion of the rigid structure buried in the earth media can be written in di•-
ferential form as

N.j - Ff.* Ff. - Fb. - Fb. (14)

where M. is the mass of the structure and ; is the acceleration of the structure.

For the purpoies of ilusttration tha s.,.,au. w- the step-pdm uform field will be treated in
so•,. d-ail. Figure 5 presents a w-.e diagramr which illustrat.- the motion of the structure.

It will be mvenicr-. at this tlrit to introduce a set of dizmtan ,,- varlab!es and to obtain
the solution Lu terms of thva' new variables.

Let.

T Cot./D, r L/D.

±- "2 4r '

•nd I3 P 4)A,2

FD , etc.

It follows directly that

Z X- V. X wT

If. I .*-T. 3, 1/2 Z

3be . /2 Y, 0 T. T s r

s 1/2 I[i -)I- . 3b. - I o (- -) T ( .

]'atbmms j14) cam mow be rewrittsn La terms ad the dumsaloolow vartaimes

V 02 . 0'2(j,1 T) S'T9. a S r r (15)

03V • r +03 .-') vj, ir. os 1-A. (0

i'he ,olutm to ECq. (15) for the initial conditioum YO) -(o) 0 0 is

Y I T 63T)~,j~ * (,IT). 0 S1. T (17
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Also

U " -1 sin UT)2 coS fGT), 0<T_ . (18) 1
We definc

(19)
L" - U'•

henc.-;

"' - r .- - cP, IF, $lain (66)

U*2 L t1 
(2)

and

2 LT
The ioIvutiE of Eq. (16) is

S*- "" *J e-o.• -- ~~~ .i I• + e " - - c o s (P ý ) c o s G Ma T

+p sin (0- TY + 3i

L _ "
"i' j 05_"2 i, ( T) -

0.w ,i~~ c 17).a A) j - [1 + e1e-T32_,
ST. (22)

Figure 6 illustrates various results for a specific case.

The diaplacements given by kq. (17) exhibit an oscillatory nature, superimposed upon a mean

veloclty of ow-haU the frer- ficld velocity. The expofential term, due to the wave forces, decays
quite rapidly d in goeneral does LPA have say apgreciable effect on the regults except during the
very early portls of the interaction.

The effect of tWe mas parameters am the structure velocity appears prirsArly in the period

of oscilation; the larger the mass, the greater the peitA. The variation cf the net force (3, -3J
is al• - sclil.tory in stature and is. of course, affected by the mass paromoter in the same manner
as is leth velocity. The normallzee deak acceler.tion icc-ca;;,a approxilnately lUnea'ly -I'h

increas•,it structure mass. The arching forces acting on the front and on the back faces of the
structure and the total force or the front of the itzsicture increases quite rapidl", with ta,.. Thc

reason for this is that the reainsve diaplar.-ment increapea with time since the ,,esan v.-. of
the Ptruture is only one-hall of the s01'w velocity.

Since the value of the relief time parameter a was velecte-, intuitively, a comparison was

nlade of the total force acting oa the from rAcw " U,€ structure for the selected value of a (- 2),

for • 4 and for the limiting cai e of .a. 0. The results do nt show a great devlation between the

too
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three cases. It should be pointei out, hcwr..er, that the limiting case, inhercntiy, posses•s.
reflection coeffi lent of unity as opposed tu tlhe factor to which is b, nig ised. The above varia--
tion li. a represents a variation of t 100 percent in the impulse (for - = 2) due to the reflection
and relief of the shock wave; that is, the impulse due to the force in excess of 'o.-D

2 '4.

The mean value of the total force on both the ,ront and baick faces of the structurp is equal to
I * (n 4)- • the term (- 4l)7 is due to the relative displacemc.-.1 off thc structu.e face and the soil
particles and the term "unity" is due to the free-field stress. The length paramncetZ'r, -, is also
influential in another manner. Since taere is no damiv,.h factci involved in the above equation, it
is expected that oscillations, if set up, will persist.

The magnitud, of these osculations will be a iunction of the atru.Lural parameters, j,2 and
The amplitude, A, of thp ;scillat:.;: nf the diE4'acement about the mean is given by

A Tl [ eY - -U (23)

A number of other tree field and structural paramctcrs v re exv.ired and the results are
discussed in Reference 1.

A brief discussioi. of the effect of structural flexibility and a zhock isolatiui, systemi will be
summarL. ,d here.

The isolation zytcrn zzonsists of surrcaedang the buried structure with an efa•.jc buffer. The
materiai should have a modulus ot elasticity which is smaller than the moc.ulus of the earth
medium which surrounds the structure.

For this isolation system, the arching force is modified in that smaller forces are required
for a given relative deflection. A layer of material, characterized by an elastic modulus, Eb, and
a thickness, ?, is placed at both edc of the ktructure. In general, -1 D, so that the edge effects
are not predomiuant.

The arching . becomes

[ T1T (24)

where

Figure 7 ilustratep *he effect of this., paramter.

The mean value of the total force on both the front and back faces of the structure is equal to

In treating the flexdble structure, it ahould be pointed cut that it Is desirable to use a single
variable to determine the position of the structure. In this analywis, the urdinate, y, is used to
specify the absolute displacement of the center (the mass ".enter) of the structure. It w.;! i.;
further asiiumed that the structure will be shortened uniformly and proportiona-l i the fcr,-
applied to the structure; that is,

L' = L - •K(f + Fb) (25)

where L' Is the length of the structure corrcaiipadng to the compressive load (Fr 1 Fb) aaid 9 Is
a ,Iexiolihty parameter of the structure. !L Is possible to use a more equitable form for Eq. (f2),
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Fig. 8 - Mean arching force for system with isolation

0T

Fig. 7 - Effect of including, such as one which allows Ut two halves of the struc-
an isolat.on systcm ture to be compressed to differont lengtha. The

change in length be.ug pronortional to the load acting
on the respective hAl. wju.•I ,-oiplicate the analysis
considerably and may not improve the resilts appre-
ciably. It is thought that the use of Eq. (25) will yield
a good first order solution.

The resulting equation of motion to independent of the flexibility parameter. Therefore, the
motion of the mass center, y(t) is identical to that presented previously in this paper;, however,
the arching forces acting on the structure are reduced ad nay evem be neiatve up to the value of
tMe wave force. The mean fox ce acting on each face of the flxlt/e structure for the step pulse
cast

t 4 [T 121, -I F+ 20

where

•D2 nE I

where the term unity is due to the free-field stress and last two terms are due to the relative

displacement between the ioil and structure. Figure 8 illustrates the mean arching force.
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THE EFFECTS OF NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS ON DEEP

UNDERGROUND CYLINDRICAL T'INNELS IN ELASTIC MEDIA

M. L. Baron
Paul WeidU1,ger Consultants

Nc York City

Stress-time Liswry. velocity, acceleration and displacem~ents p-oduocd
at and near a tunnel boundary by waves from a 20 MT surface burst 1.e
given at various pressure contours. Stresses arc shown for both P andS waves. Gencral influence coefficients are presented to allow widerj
application.

INTRODUCTION The solution to the general problem cf the
diraction of the rather cumjli~cated ustreas

Nuclear explosions on the surface of an field by the cavity in an elastic medium can be
elastic hali-space produce a complex stress constructed for cases of interest by the super-
pattern In the medium. In the most general posltion of the results obtained from some
case, the circularly-symmetric surface pres- basic, less complicated, problems, which will
sures from the' excplosion, which expand radi- be described In this paper. Specifically, the
allys outward from Ground Zero in space and diffraction of the stress field produced by P
decay in time, nroduce a stress pattern at (dilatatiaial) and 8 (shear) waves respectively
points in the in. !.im in which the two prin- with plane wave fronts are considered. In
cipal ftresses change In magnitude and direc- hoth cases, general solutions are obtained for
tion with time. The diffraction of the stress a srtep pressure In time, and these solutions
field by a cavity containing a hardened under- can then be used as influence coefficients to
ground Installation must be considered in give the results for waves with arbitrarily
order to obtain the following Information, time varying pressures by means of Duhamel

integrals.
1. Stresses produced by the dynamic

loading of the cavity wtth a view towards The solutions of the diffraction preblems
determining th~e strength of the cavity as a for the P and S waves respectively can be
'Nnoic. In addition, the velocities, displace- used to construct Polutions for the gcneral
meats, azvl accelerations of Points on and near case in which the incoming stress history has
the cavity boundaries are requited for the a more complicated character. Moreover,
detcrn~iiatons az's evaluadon of shock effects they are of direct use and importance In the
and for the establishment of failure criteria superseistaic: range (v :-:1 In which the
for tWe cavity and itP contents, loadin on a cavity has been shown to consist

of P and 3 wives with plane fronts carrying
2. Shock spectra for (a) total accelera- pressure components whic-h decay in time

tions imparted to the contents of the cavity, (1,2J. For this range, fl'ie solutions represent
and (b) the relative displacements wi Lhe an approximate answer to the actm~ I I -:icm!
contents of the cavity (relative to the cavity problm and can be used directly.
boundaries) wahen the cavity Is easveloped by
the stress ~aves produced by the explosion. The general diffraction problemt it. - and
The c2avity contents may be shock mountedand 8 waves with plane fronta his beer eo'l. tetely
tac shock spectra are required for optimizing solved for a Ylindrical q jity inaneliapýUc
the design of the installation. nzedum and the theoretical work has been
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reported in [3,41. Results have -'een obtained The ir',.ong recurring symbols are used
with the assumption that the cavitv containing in thlz paper.
the installation is unlined. Practically speak-
ing, the problem of the cavity lin.g-struc- COO Velocity of pressure (P) waves
tured or anti-spilling-ia quite important in in a linear elastic solid.
the design of these inatallatis aned ,must be
studied. A method of attack i whicb the el Velocity of shmar (S) waves in a
re&ulta obtained for unlined cavities are used linear elastic solid.
as influence coefficiens in integral equrtlons
for the corresponding solutions to cavili I t O 0
wit) iiings has been presented in f. Com- U(t) Unit step function -
putatioula have been started cn aotu% problems V n t < P.
of this type.

The next section of this paper gives the 5TRESUS, VELOCITIES AND
results for streases, velocities and displace- DISPLACEMENTS PRODUCED
meats prcduced at the boundary of a cylindri- IN AN ELAffIC MEDIUM BY
cal cavity in an elastic medium as it is THIL DIFFRACTION OF PLANE
enveloped by prane P and S waves. Curves "P" AND "'r WAVES BY A
are presented for the cae In which pressure CYLINDRICAL CAVITY
inputs in the waves are step functions in time,
as well as for waves with particulbr eecaying An ininitely long cylindrical cavity In an
pressures produced by a hypothetical 20 MT infinite elastic homogeneous and isotopic
surfa&e burst, medium is acted on by a plane shock wave

whose wavy ,-ent Is parallel to the axis of the
Tho final section of the paper presents cavity. The shtock wave propagates through

shock spectra curves for the total accelera- the medium wieh a co'ntant velocity cp (P
lion and relative displac'.ment of installations wave) and envelops the cavity (Fig. 1). For
which --re shock mnouteI in the cavity. Here- generality, it is assumed that the direct stress
tofore, te shock smpectra used in this type of components carried by the wave are au( t) and
de••gn were computed from free field input taU(t), which are respectively pmrallel and
predsures, sea the effects of the diffraction of perpendicular to the direction of wave propa-
the waves by the cavity were neglected. The gation. The solution of this problem for the
abo.!, spectra which are p:caswaed bere include pressure :iants aU(t), (t = 0) or ioav(t) only,
the 'i;a..tion effects and they are conse- may be used to construct the solutions toprob-
quently more appropriate; they will now super- leos in which the free field has a more general
soda the free field spectra and should be of use nature.
in obtaining more accurate design data for the For the vperselamic range in which a
shock mounting of the cavity contents, component of the input may be considered as

QMtI COS4 t'

Fig. I - Plans shock wave enveloping cavity
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a plane wave, [1,2), the value of c for a plane major effects such as maximum hoop stresses
wave front must be taken as --1/3.* occur at the cavity boundary at times which

are considerably shorter than the arrival time
The complete piane strain solution to the of the relief wave from the plane surface at

diffraction problem has been presented in [31 S - 0.
for the stressem and in [1], Appendix D) for the
velocities and displacements which are pro- Figures 2-10 c..w the hivn, stresses ago
duced in the medium by the incoming shock produced at points oo the cavity boundary by
wave. The present paper presents some the P and S waves which envelop tie cavity.
computed results for both incominS P (pres- The stresses are presented at two points on
ahire) and S (sheaL) waves, the cavity boundary: & a 0% the point at which

the shock front first hits the tunnel; and 0 = 90,
The true physical problem utnder can- the point at which the maximu,, stress concen-

sideration requires a semi-infinite medium tration is expected. Figure 2 shows the hoop
with a roughly plane boundary at z a 0. In the btr-ss at the cavity bhundary which is produced
range of practical interest, it may be shown, by an incoming plane shock wave with a step
[61, that this plane boundary has no significant pressure aistrithutto in time. 'hp ?-emdlta
effect for tunnels where the depth "D" is obtained for long times must approa.h the weil
greater than 4 to 5 times the radius of the imnw static solution for a cylitil..:1 l hole in
cavity, "a , since for such ntallatioss, the a unlaxial pressure field. i.e., a it .. - eon-

centratlon at a = 90* of 3 (compre:, on) white
*ALI computations given inthin ;ispor are based the stress -At 0 a 0° is "eniion eo ua, in
on a material in whsich the Larni constari:, . gnitude. to unity. The stress amplifications
and ;. arc ccual; this correspondo to • due to the dynamic loading are 3.28 to 3 at
Poisson's ratio of t = 1/4. - 900 and 1.16 to 1.10 atO = 00. It is also of
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interest to note that for a step pressure input, direct stress component 011(t' In the direction
the muaximum stresss are produced at about of wave propgaition, a transverse pressure
4-5 transittUines of the shock wave across the composemt with e a -1/3i. L., -1/3 U(t). The
cavity. atress amnplifications due to the dynamic load-

Iins are 2.92 to 2.667 at 0 a 20* (comnpression)
Figure 3 asmows the corresponding resualts and 0.11 to 0.00 at 3 a 0" (tension). These

for a plane shock wave with a stop presusre results may be wood directly In the super-
Ut(t) In the direction perpeadimtlar to t~ho sieisi ransp 1A which the shock waves, which

propagatio direction of the wave. envelop, a cavity, are essentially plane waves.

The results of Fags. 2 and 3 may be used The Woi itrems a#.. procluced by a sock
to construct, by suitable 1xibegrutlons, solu- wave with a unit step p~mre' or Gl~ribution in
tions for 'Axes In which Une free-field pros- time may be uded as aaa influetwe function to
sure Is of a more general nature. determine the 'torrespondum. -tress produced

by a wave with a tim~e var -- n,,? 3ssure. P( t),
Figure 4 scw thestr~ess a., ata .0' by theDuhame. lntegml4OW'4 ri),

and ? - 90' for a step shock wave with a plans
front progressing through the medlair- with a *For a discussion on the range of pressurevelocity c (the statidard "P' wasvu of Uauear distributions P(t) fnr which this procedure
elasticity theory 1. The riquireinentof aplane can meaaingfially be applied, the reader is
wave front ncesstitaLes, An addition to the referred to Ref. [IL. PC. 99 and 102 ft.
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NO P waveS with deraying prebsure time his-
_ .tortes. The pressure histories in the waves

were taken as those prtjhced on the --urfacc
oft he medium by a 20 if surface burst at
the 6500 Pei and the 2000 psi pressure con-

P.L tours respectively. Them presure-time
curves have been given by Brode [7]. Thecavityi Wal assumed to I"vw a radius, oc 17.3
feot, in as elastic medium in which c, I 17,300
It/eec. OWd C a 10,000 P/eec.

It Is of Interes I .,ote (a t the ampilfies-

iris. S - Duhamnel integral Uot of the compressive ntress at. - oý, uverthe peak pressure P in Whe icoi'|V "ave
was 2.25 for thtm W00 pat imiftoz and 80 for
tWe 6500 Psi kliaft, as comparet -.9.2
for a gap Pressure loauing. inc. . tLi,.0 + 00 * u**,(t -') dr (1) presuure-ti.e decay for 2 2000 pr. W-avc
was considerably slower than that for te
6500 psi wave, the hoVp streass are closer

To Illustrate the above procedure, FIgs. a aWd to those produced by a step wave for thdi
7 present the hoow W.o-sees produced by plane cae.
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Figure 8 shows the hoop stress* ',• at through the meediumn •re standard P and S
S• 0° and ,= 45° ior a plane step shear wave waves with plane fronts. buth and Cole have

with a plane front and a constant velocit•" -, shown that thaese waves can be consioered to
(ine ucandard S wave of linear eiaaticity the- have U~a samne pressure-time ht~try "as the
cry). AL long times, the stresS approaches surface pressure, snd amplitude facto-u which
the static solution fot a cyllndri~al houe a a ate delined by the Mach numbers, V,/c and
bi-axial pressure field that produces the ahear V c•. [Pee Appondia A, Ref. [1], Fig. Ii]. If the
stress t'..ributwon wbl, r• the wave carriew, cav~t) is located at a sufficient depth so thtat
i.e., s stress amplification at ' • 48" of 4 surface wave effects are negligible,e one can(compression). The ampl-ficatis of the obtain a realauic picture of the stress build
stresm by the dynamic loading is t.3s to 4 at up at time cavity boundary by stan rimposng the
7 ) 45' and occurs at about 2.5 transit s mhe ir.oaing P anw a waves with their proper
of the stwave acros the cavity amplitude resam rs etime delays dhie to

In the supelsoismic range (tae velocity os - p
tie air shocl v on the surface is greater than a ae dfthnCole bythMtiozhner wave prugreasind
b), the pressure wav.s which propaathheacros the suef....e of.. 1,-infinitg slastic

half space doe. not m8ci. •0. ,ayie'ii, .urlace
wais effects, Fssr a a i t.n a 4ion of ths effect

e: Rayieign .•,• on ir-, -field str,.,sese( tceoretical derivation; for the diffraction , roduc.b d in the elastic mtr dium by th a rface
of te waves by the cylindrical .. vity.are given fxplosior.s, the reador is referred to Sec. (6)
t., Appendix C, Ref. [Iiw and Appendif et o# a -ef -irenr- oie.
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different angles of inclination and velocities of The theoretical development of the
propagation. An example of this superposition expressions for the displace.ment and velu-
is b.own in Figs. 9 ar.t 10 for a cavity of ity components ., ., 6 and ý which are
radius ý ý 17.5 feet, located at a depth of 500 produced at pcints in the elastic medium is
feet at thc 6500 psi surface presbure contour gven in AppelndiA D of Ref. [11. Numerical
;or a 20 MT surlacu burs t.. The P and 8 results are presented for these quantities at
waves which travel through the medium and pohnts in the cavity boundary. As in the case
ei-s',clop the cavity are Wiown in Fig. 9. Due of the stresses, the velocities and displace-
t,: !,i difference in propagation velocities of meats produced by a step shock wave may be

the two waves, the delay tine between the used as inflhauce funt-ctiliu to determine the
arrival of the P and S waves is considerably eou.reuqxnding quantities produced by a wave
In excess of 5 transit times. Consequently, with a Utme varying pressure e'( t) by Dubamel
for the particular case, the peak hoop streo lanteirals similar to Lq. (1). In turn, these
is pr-liced by the P wave alone at 0 - 90* results can be useW n input functions for the

and at early times before the arrlcas of the S defermLjstina of the arceleratim .. !is
wave at tic cavity. It should be noted, how- placement shock spectra wtit.h are r.'oen is
ever, that a considerable Impulse is Imperted Sec. (3) of this paper. Frg'.r:cS 11 :" 12 sehow

to th, ravty by the 8 wave at a later timt. and the radial and tangential velocitl-.. ,..d ,

hence, any shock spcctra for instalLations respectively, which ar: producc-' b,,. 'aLas
which are nminted on the cavity must include slop pres, .:e wave (P .. ve) at varlo., ptAuts
the effects of both the P and 9 waves on the on the cavity L ,oundary.
cavity.
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The mean (rigid body) translational loading. The DuhameL technique can n'ja•n bp
motion of the cavity boundary, in whcan the applied to obtain "iese results for ilncoming
cavity retains its cylindrical shape and sr.ock waves with time varying pressures.
translates in the direction of the shock wave
propagation, is extracted from the total motion
of the cavity in Appendix D, Ref. [1]. Figure StOCK SPFCTRA FOR INSTALLATIONS
13 shows the mean (rigid body) displacement, IN CYIYDRICAL CAVIIAOS !N
velocity and acceleration of the cavity bcund- ELASTIC MEr)IA
ary, under the step pressure shock wave

i i, ,otion of points on the boundary of a
P -6500 PSI cavity, subjected to shock waves, impart

accelerations to installations which are located

V.200F /A within the twaiel and are attached to these
points. !n many cases, these installations will

P . - be quite 'hock sensitive, and consequently they
_ , -_ - .may require special mountLas to absorb the

x -05 7 shock effects fioduced by the pressure waves.

Co in order to optimalize the designs of the..09 shock mounted equilpm-ent, shock spectra tor
4 ' - (1) the peak relative dic=laccment of t..

installation, with respect to the motion of the
/ points on the cavity boundary to vhich it is

at .. hed and (2) the peak 3bsolute acceleration
wl.,ch is imparted to th. .nock mounted instal-
lation, are required. The sap.:r spectra give

Fig. 9 - P and S waves the acccleration design requirements for a

Fig I -I~ol,.t'e.. o#. =,:00 al •=40. fe0t
d 0 I z5 • O7,u000 s /c.

OF 0 P- AT 00

Fig. 10-l~ tea 0,8 :eP ,ýSOO Pp~ae '175 feeL,
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Fig. 13 - Mean (rigid body) motion of a cavity. Shock
loading * P wave with unit ater pressure ard 1 -1/1.

given shock mowitned ,i.LaiLdtiton: the former For 't;t'e p'-rposes, shock spectra
give the clearance requirements fur the for cavities acted on by incoming P w.ves
mounting of the instaliation in the cavity, with Brode presaure inputs from a 20 MT

surface burst are presented in this section.
The theoretical formulations for the As a comparlbon, the free field acceleration

dctermination of these shock spectra for spectrum ts also shown in each case.
wai',i which corry decaying proabures as
given by Brode (81 are presented in Apperadir It should bh noted that the a' ick spectra
K of Ref. [1]. This analytical treatment which are presented here as tilestrative
includee the diflraction effects produced by examples, are based an an input of a slh-rp
the diftractlon oi the shock wave by the cavity. fraited pressure wave *ith a zero rise time.
Heretor.re, shock spectra used In the deeign
of underground instalation. were P"mputed
from the trI!e field input pressures only and *For practtcalapplications for avxtieo located
the diffraction effects were neglected. Con- at a given point relatic.'e to Grvu P- Zero in

sequently, the shock spectra presented in this the elastic media, the inp6. dispIP, -. vent for
the determination of the shock ,; ..-. . . mas'

pope, r aa more accurate and should supersede be evaluated from thev com-!-te ,'essur*
the free f.iiW -,IuLtra, particularly for instal- 4oadingon "ie cavity. P. inh super, .vismic
lations ia which the shock mounted eqipment rarge, by .ae combitted effect p-oductrd by the
has high-frequenry components. loading P wave asid the trail.ng S wav..
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Fig. 14 - Idealized imathematical model
ustu 1, conhtrtcting shock. spectra

For the case of a presauie wave with a finite Figure 15 shows the acccleration and
rise time, the intensity ot Obe high-frequency relative displacer-..nt spectra for i•asses
portious of the shock apet tra would be sub- which are wounted in the cavity so that they
otautlally decreased, react to .he avrrage motion of the cavity, i.e.,

a r.'gid body translation of the cavity in the
Figure 14 ahows the idealized mathe- direction of the shock wave proplgation, An

matical model used in the construction of the example of such a mounUin % . uld be whc re
shock spectra. The problem Is Idealimzd by the mass ib cowcctcd as rigidly as possible
considering a linea, oscillator consisting of a to a stiff structurat lining. It io noted that the
0oncentrated mas" 14 o a linear spring of peak accelerations are consiaerably smaller

constant I. The oscillator is attached to a than those gv'' - 6y the free-field Rhock
suIn, rt which is subjedted to a m'ion equal spectrum.
in mag•uitude to the displacowent of the point
or points on the cavity buAmdary at which the Figures 16 and 17 give the corresponding
mass is attached. Letting the displacement of shock spectra for masses which are mounted
the Euppoi t anad of the mass, both related to a by a linear spring to the cavity boundary at the
fixed datum, he 0(t) and Y(t 1 respectively; points a a=0 and 0 a 18W. In both cases, the
"_hr.,'lative motion of the mass x with respect spectra allowing for diffraction differs con-
to the support Is Y(t) - U(t). The equation of siderably from the free field spectra. The
moatio of the oscillator is peak accele.'atlons for a point 0 - 0° ate con-

siderably increased by the diffraction. How-
y + .2(V - Uj] = o (2) ever, the opposite situation prevails at

d - 180%, In which the shock accelerations
where iAcluding diffraction effects are lower than

the free-field values.

2  . (3) In each case, a pressure wave (P wave),
carrying a Brode input prcssure from a 20 MT

For Initial rest conditions, the Solution of surface burst (rP - 6500 psi) was considered.

Eq. (2) is given by um aa.cic-raal It Is obvlous that the most favorable con-
ditions for shock effects will be encountered if
the equipment can be shork mounted so that it

t --r) . (4) will react to the average (rigid body) motion
", I the % vity as a whoile, rather than to the

o oi uncvtdhala points on tho cavity
For a given value of .., the peak ac,ýelereti/a boundary. However, such mountigs may be
of the mass , ,NAV - in*.,,. and the peak ver) difficult to '.tan pracUcally. Moreover,
relative displacement, v-U."._ are eval- one should note that mort points on the cavity
uated and the peak absolute acceleration bo]ndlary wit .adergo both radial and tan-
spectra and peak relative diaslacement gential displacements ans snao• spectra for
spectra are constructed, both directions w.l1 be rrq.4 . .
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I5

A SIMPLIFIED THEORY OF THE INTERACTION OF

SHELL STRUCTURES WITH SOIL

Thomas G. Morrison
An,- .•can Mach:: , and Foundry Csompany

Niles, Illinvis

This paper approaches the problem of structure-soil interactic 1 by sin-
plifying the basic problem to its essential elements in order to minimize;
the matnematics and bring out the essential phV sical relationships in-
volved.

INTRODUCTION tl . response of the str-.ziure to dynamiic Icad-
ing. These are the damping effect of the soil

T.w, majority of underground structures and the resistance to motwia offered oy the
for hardened installations beink; constructed soil. We normally think of damping as a con-
and proposed for future construction are shells. version of mechanical energy Into heat. How-
These includu artches, domes, cylinders, coni- ever, if a vibrating system is considered to be
cal shells and toroids. There exists a consid- a system within which a cyclic interchange of
crable volurne of literature on the design of energy between the potential and kinetic states
shells to resist blast waves above ground. takes place, a more generalized concept of
Lowever, the field f dynamically ioided damping is any mechanism which removes a
uederground baLl 1 o'ructures is still in its portion of the cyclic energy from the vibrating
infaitcy. It is not surprising that the work that system during the course of a period of
has been accomplished has shown that the dy- vibration.
namic behavior of underground shells differs
mnarkedly from the behavior ot similar above If a structure is set into vibration in a
ground structures. vacuum it will exhibit a spectrum of discreet

natural frequcrcies. If this structure had no
It is the purpose of this paper to consider damping the vibrations, once set into motion,

the general behavior of the shell structure in would continue indefinitely. In air the vibratiorn
'he underground condition rather than to go of even this theoretically perfect structure
into a detailed mathematical analysis. It iR would slowly decay becaise a slight amount of
the intention to take an overall look at the energy would be removeo by radiation through
problem, considering only the major physical the air dWring each cycle of vibration. Now, if
efivcts and utilizing gross simplifications the same structure was to be immersed in
where possible, so that the picture presented soil, regardless of the aariined propart tea of
will be simple physically and unobscured lb, the soil (elastic, elastoplatic, or other), free
mathematical details. Thus the results oh- vib.ations •ould be damped out at a much
tained will be far short of a final solution to greater rate because a larger portion of the
the pr-hlem but will have the virtues of total cyclic energy "tnild be radiated during
simplicity and intuitive reasonableness. The each cycle. The single property Ihnt %:u•t b:
results bound the problem and direct attention postulated to insure this e!t#-ct 11 that the soil
to areas deserving more rigorous study. he capable 3f transmitting (:crgy w:'.t-s, re-

gardless of the mechanism of the •' r .. ission

DAMPING AN'D RESISTANCE TO MOTION The at. urate genei .i solution of ;:,is prob-
blem Is quite complex even for an assumed

When a shell is immersed in soil thore ideal elastic soil. At least two types of waves,
are two major physical effects wi'ch influence the compression waves and the shear waves,
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uiust be considered. These t: -vel at different have reiatance and, thprefore, the circular
velocities and are induced by different crnipo- free .-ency of the structure vibrating in soi, is
nients bf the same motion. But the mathe.matical irc, ýased over the value that it has v.brating
problem can be greatly simplified if thn hypo- in air. Making the simplest approximation
thetical soil within which the structure iL i4in that one can, we assume that the rms..,tia~g
mersed is asrumed to have identical velocities force is linearly proportional to this displace-
of propagation of shear and compression waves. ment. Then the relation between the circular
Oi course, we are not likely to find real soil frequency in soil and the circular frequency in
having this remarkable proper!y. However, air is found to be
we can determine something oi the nat4, • =
the -oreral phenomena by assuming such a 1.2 r ,2 (2)
material. It turns out that the net response is
rather lns- ":itive to differences het,,:efn the where
propagation velocities of shear and compres- 2
sion waves and that acceptable accuracy can K = c-
be obtained by using a weighted av:rage of the -z(! +
two wave velocities. A method fur computing
the weighted average is given lia the Appendix. ,, = undamped .-hell circular frequency
Its value is generally over 90 percent of the in vacuum %rad/sec)
compresslonal wave velocity.

K soil resistance;: ior (lb/ift 3 )
With this simplification of ecia.! seitmic

velocitie. for shear and compression waves, a . gravity constant (it/aem2)
the equation of free vibration of each normsO
mode beconjes identical with the equat~rn i C -.- .! cuupression wave seia-mic
free vibration of a mass-spring-aashpot sys- vehorit- (ft/sec)
tern. Solutionot this simple equa~ti, results
in the following formula for :-, the ratio of -. = Poissor's ratio of the soil
actual damping to critical damping for a soil
immersed shell structure: - a characteristic Length of the

structure (ft).

"2 wil (1) The prolportionatlty factor, K, depends on
the structure size and configuration as well

wh "' - soil density in lb/ft3  as on the soil properties. In fact It ia nrob-
able that a sophisticated analysLi would show

c - weighted seismic velocity in ft/sec that it is ant a constant over the surface of a
given structure. However, since even the

v-* shell unit weight in lb/ft 2 and simplified equation (Eq. (2)) involves Poisson's
ratio, a tenmuus constant for soil, it is doubt-

s' - undamped shell circular frequency ful that the value of K can ever be more than
in radian/sec. an estimate. For cylinders the characteristic

length. k, is the cylindrical raaus: for spheres
An .mluort.Ukt result of the application of it is half the spherical radius.

Eq. (1) is that, for shell geometry with which
ve are ordinarilv concerned, It turns out that
the firm# several modes of reasonably propor- DYNAMIC LOADING AND RESPONSE
tioned structures are over-critically damped.
That is, when immersed in soil the modes will The dynmumc Loading of an underground
not ring, but will respond to an .mposed defor- shell structure differs signitt.antly in at least
matioi with so-called dead-beat motion. Tho uoe respect f.-,m the conditions discussed
phenomenon can be observcd very easily. Tpkke previously. The energy of motion does not
a small bell, ring it and plunge it into a pan of tegin witsi:, the structure and then become
water. The vibrations are danmped out insta~i!y. radiated through the ,al L;. the motion of the

structure. Rictacc it is b-.- iround shock
Were it not for the direct restraining ef- waves proceedi, mrooýh .'ie soil which

iect of ie soil the circular frequency to be impinge os the structui... se will ,;::sider
used in Eq. (1) would be just the circular fre- the effect ef !his diff',e'r-e Figure 1 illus-
quency of vibration as ordinarily computed ,ates three a,•.:essive inb.ams during the
for the structure vibrating in at" o, more history of the engulfnient of a cylinder by a
strictly in a vacuum. Howev,.r, the soil does ground shock wave which, far Lonvenience,
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of soil par~icles 1.3 represented by i and dhe
re-tv dis, ce'-ient of structure with respect

~ i)~ 9 Ato free-field *aoil particles is represented by 5.

0 Figure 2 shows the vector equu,.zrn with
the terms regrouped. Also it shows the corre-
spont'pnce betwi-en the 'terms and tme terms in

7- K - *o' DEL W)+m(I#I) the equaticn of motion uf e. simple mass-spring-
jf dashpn' system. It should bp noted that the

'-.uctonfr the vector equation is equal
.~,,6"' ~'to the algebraic sum of the free-field pressure

d/ P , the deformation pressure Kai, and the free-
field acceleration of the structure, mn 1. Now if

Fig. I - Reflection nf watve from~ shell we assume that thr damping factor, C, uf the
second equation It, sufficiently large that the
system is over-criticotii d~amped, then the
rcaponse of the mass- spring-daslipot system

is assumed to have an azorupt rise at Point 'A" appears as shown on lie accainpanying graph.
the pressure would be the wave front pressure, Whether or not the response, x, overshoots
at Point "B", however, the pressure would dif- the st..tic displac ement tdependtai on the rate of
fer from that at "A". Depending on the char- decay of tht. Init~al portion of the JoG ic dis-
%ctcristics of the structurc and the soil in placement. in aziy eve'it, !or a monotonic
which it is immer 3ed, the pressure at Point static displacement the resr-wrse asym:)toti-

"Z .ight be either lower jr higher than at -ally approaches the static displacement after
"A". Actually, the pressure at "B" can be a certain time inttr-. ' .. If the static displace-
considered tu be composed of thiee comxpo- ment has a significant ri~qi It .ae "ten the re-
nenit. when 'iewed from the outside looking in sponse almost invariably lies below the static
and of two components when viewed from the displacement.
inside lookinu mit. The three components are:
(1) the incidenit wale or free-field pressure, Each normal mode of the structimra can be
(2) the pressure Introduced by deformation of represented as a mass- aprlng-dashpolt sys-
the Soil hy the structure which we might term tem, though admittedly for a real structure It
the "deformation pressure," and (3) the pres- might be a considerable task to determine
sure result~nr from the wave refioit~n. accurately the shape of the normal modes and

In eastc maerils his hir presur is the history of the various waves of energy

prprionaelas ateral the eoisyo thePird prssre" propagating through the soil. However, the
proprtinalto he elocty f te Pint"B" over-critically damped modes, whieh include

on the surface of the structure with respect the important modes for most realistic struc-
to the free-field particle velocity. The two tures, tend to approach asymptotically not the
components of pressure whose sum is equal static displacement corresponding to the free-
to the sum of the three components just field pressure but to the difference between
enumerated are: (a) the pressure due to We~ the static displacements corresponding to
deformation of the xtru'ture; for a statically trec-field pressure and the deformation pres-
loaoted structure this wýiuld be the entire sure, the term m; havint: practically vanished
interface pressure, and (b) the pressure due
to the inertia of the structure, the so-called
aui.rtia force. + 4Pe,. 004S). 11-K4- M1

The vector equation of motion of the pma* CA + to *

structure, in reneralized form, making uae of
the sitaplific at ions previously introduced, is or STATIC OtMCNMN
shown in Fig. 1. Each term in the equation TC11
can be Identified with its physical counter-%
part. The terms are not-ordered In the usual
way but grouped as just discussed. For a J
statically loaded structure all terms, except s
the first une on the left and the first oflu on
tb.Le right side of the equal sigp would be equial Ti
to zero. Tnis. in fact, defines the ger..raled Fl,,. 2 - Analogy betwcee bturied
linear vector operator L. Note tha in thiC structure end mais-spring-dashpot
equation, the absolute free-field displi.cement equations
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shoirtly after structure engulfment by the deformation pressure then, if the shell has
,round pressure wave. The Lomputations been adequately proportio.€cd, it, will achieve
ne (essary to evaluate these factors with any an e :iliorium configuration in which the
degree ef accuracy are quite tedious. How- interface pressure is nonuniform and the shell
ever, certain physical arguments obviate the is not ovr.rstressed. In either event, the ter-
necessity for carrying out these computations minal configuration of the shell can be deter-
and at the same time bring out certain impor- mined by static analysis.
tant design consideration. It should be noted
that the response of the mass-spring-dashpot One further point is worthy of note. If the
syst:r-- shown (Fig. 2) is essentially qu,- 1- shell has a widely spaced spectrum of natural
static alter some time t', that is, the re- frequencies then the most severely excited
spoisse obtaued from an uccuraLt olynamic modes are generally those of the lower fre-
solution is practically the same as would have quencles. Thus, if the first few modes are
beern obtaineo had the instantanoous load F been over-critically damped, by the time the lowest
applied as a static load and dynamic effects frequency and most severely excited mode
neg".•cted. The time t', it is true, occurs has reached "ts maximum response the other
shortly after peak respo.ise. However, the modes will have already reached the state of
decrease in displacement from - aak displace- quasi-static response wfth their corresponding
ment to that at time t is very small. Thus forcing functions. Therefore, if for a partic-
we can conclude iur each normal mode of the ular structure It can be established that the
shell structure that by the timc tlat peak dis- significant modes are over-critically damped,
placement and pýeak streso are developed, the then for design purposes it ,s necessary only
stresses wnd displacements will be very to determine ,ft- frequency of the fundamental
nearly those developed by a quasi-static mode and the time requaired for it to reach
process. maximum rospanse. The various components

of pressure, norizontal and vcrtlcal, existing
in the free-fiLld 4t that particular instant of

Membrane Structures time can be determined and appllud to the
structure as static p-essure. The static re-

Consider now a restricted class of struc- sponse can be determined by conventional
tures - the so-called membrane structures. techniqueo. The resulting design will closely
These are shells having walls sufficiently thin approiimate the results of .% true dynamic
that the pressures resisted by bending are analysis of the structure. It Is probable that
nerligible in comparison with the pressures errors introduced by the use of such an iinal-
is, !'ted by tension.; and ennpressions of the ysis would be of smaller order than those
miodle surface of the shell. If such a struc- inherent in the variability of structure, soil
tore is immersed in soil or other media which and blast wave parameters, though further
develops pressure to resist deformation of the study would be necessary definitely to estab-
structure, anm if a nonuniform static loading is lish this conjecture.
applied to the structure through the soil, the
structure will tend to deform in such a way that
the interface pressure between soil and struc- DEPTH OF BURIAL
ture is uniform. The degree of uniformity
actually achieved dependn on the characteris- One problem remains -- how deep must
tics of buth soil and structure. For develop- we bury the structure in order that the cover
able shells such as cones and cylinders the be adequate to enable the structure to respond
degree of uniformity it %ery nearly perfect, as assumed in the foregoing analysis? Again,
limited onl) .y the departure of the real shell a mathematical determination of the deptit of
from the ideal membrane shell wId the changes cover is an eAtremely complex process. How-
of radius of curvature r.wIting from defor- ever, a simple graphical methnd can be u.cd
uiation. On the other hanu, !or nondevelopable tI estimate the depth of cover with acceptable
structures, such as domes and toroids, there accuracy.
is a limit to the amount of deformation that
the shell can undergo w!thout rupture. If the Figure 3 shows a .-vO-f-icn- rch shell.
s*ll is so stiff that the full deformation pres- The criterion alonted for sfficlent cover is
wure can be mobilized at a fraction (f the this - using the !,-inclple,.. -f geometric optics
tolerable shell deformation, thn these shells the cover shall be suffsl "-:. ' deep that no
also will achieve a state of nearly uniform more than 10 percent ,-f . energy retlected
irterface pressure. On the other hand, if the i'. the aurfac uf te shell• ;i•' subsequently
soil is very soft so that large deformations ie-reflected by the ground eurface shall im-
are necessary in order to mobil'Je ;lie full pinge upon the shell. To meet this criterion
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CENTERavailalulity of big!ý strengt~h concrete. In this
-7 case !i;;0O !'- "tncrete was use~d. The cir-

L7 NE/ LOCTIEDOCP00 cular trequeui-y of vibration of a structure of
the geometry shown in air is about 54 radians

PUCTU uper second. In 3G00-foot per second seismicvelocity soil the damping factor computes tobe abiut 1.1. Actual dp.-;ign was carried out
COWE for a damping factor of 1. Yo., will note that

/ 7 oz .?- u a the earth cover and the dome shell.
' '~- tThe purpose of this layer is to decrease the

restraint of t"e cover on the dome shell,

CRAM thereby reducing the K factor to a small value
and avoiding increase in the circular frequency

Fig. Giahica detrmintionof the very heavy shell and eonsequent r aduc:-
oi. f Gphcovdeermnio tion t.; the damping factfr-. Expanded light-

weight aggregate might be an appropriate mate-
rial for this fill.

the cover required for a semicircular arch
turns out to be slightly less than on-hl of Figure 5 shows the ground pressura wave
the span. This, of course, is actually quite asatimed. This approximates the 'i. enuated
arbitrary in that the 10-pt rcert figure ad,4,4ed ground pressure wave fr~,m a very large bomb.
is li-hitrary. Comparison of the results of The response of the structure assuming unity
more Aaborate studies should iltimately yield "Ansping factor also is shown. The eTqializa-
a reasonable value for the percentage to be iion of vertical and' e rizontal ground pressurL-
used and thereby provide in conjunction with has been neglected. Evon ý:a the inecessary
the graphical method a simple way to deter- static design pressure for tine shell turns out
mino the required cover. t.) be only 1650 pounds per square inch.

For a dome stri~cture in which the reflected
waves expand sphcrically the ratio of cover to
span required tu tnsa out to be considerably less.
than for the arch. For Instance. for a 90* cen-
tral angle 1,;&qe the cover over the crown works
o -ut t- n e atv..a 5/ 16 of the span according to
this criterion; for a hemisphere less than 10 / mo PRESSURE SAVI
percent of tne span. It it; interesting to see .,
the results of these simple theorien when -
applied to an extreme example. DO/ ENS

Figure 4 shows a large dome shell having
an interior framed structure providing a total
of 165,000 square feet of useable floor apace.0
The dome is designed for the lu,(i00psi sur- a -0 to 30 40 Is

face overpressure region. In order to achieve TIP(* MSEC

vuch a large structure we have to-assume the fig. S - Assiumed grouTnd
pr.e.sire wave

CONCLURION
awl 44 Cin41'

WAS. ~In conclusion v.. aLate dtal the theories
pr.csented in this paper involva a nLenber of
simplifications and approximatis.n-. There-

7 I fore, they can hardly be ronsideres nbiilidly
"&Moim? established design theories. k~. r, they

don Indicate that if tralicient reueare effort is
.~ *s. -- carried A in the directions outltneu it should

he possible to construct very large structures
Fig. 4 - 10,000 psi doine * ntevr ihoe-presiture regionis.
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APPENDIX

DAMPING OF A STRUCTURE IMMERSED The area integral is taken over the entiie
IN A VELOCITY SENSITIVE MEDIUM surface of the shell. A rather long de-,iop-
1 C~nidera lhiear, elabiic, statically ment shows that the functions 7 alw:tyi exist.'

loaded shell structure. The result of loading The Ni are constavt a, termed the norms,
can be represented by 7f the orthogonal system.

n L (u) r f (1) The circular frequencies • satisly the
relatioas

where

D is a scalar constant
U the structu. . is subjected to a dynamic

u is the vctom displacement of a load o then the equations of motion become
point on the shell

DE(u) +'w p, '7)
P is the vector pressure at a point on

the shell =

L(,) is a linear vector operator, a rune- And have a soluLto, in the form
tion of a and its spacial coordinater

The equations of free vwhration of the above 1(t)- 7 (8)
system in vacuum are then (damping neglected)

T: . (2) where T,(t are the solutiga of eqitations ofthe form

Bn(•) 0 (n I. . ... (3) '?Ti- (9)

whert The functions i- are given by

u is the unit mass of the sheLl, a
fanction of the spacial coordinates f - 1 -• dA. (10)

Ba (a) are the boundary conditions.

Consider, now, the free vibrations of the same
Equations (2) and (3) can always be solved structure immersed in a velocity sensitive

in the form medium. (The medium is assumed to off.•r
resistance to velocity only, nrA to displace-

-, - .,A, , ,t ment. Water is typical.) The equation isUP At,&i ( it "j (4)

D1(1 ) +c 1,., Pi',. * c"•.*m• o (11)
where

where A is the unit vector normal to the shell
A, ae ar! 41trary eoastants and i is the uuAt ýuctor tangent to the shell

and lying in the plane defined by A and
0, are arbitrary plase angles.

ci is the compresional eismic velocity
to are a set of orthogonal vector functions

of the spacial variables only 3atiifying the c2 is the shear sp.r... cluLKiiy
boundary conditions and tue orthogonallty
relation P is the unit asass of e medium.

f ~ .,dA =0 ... if i :
(5) Is . tot inst.i'. r. Air Frorc a pecia, Weaponu

'ertur Technical Report t1t-j59-2 "Protcctive
- Ni if * 3 Construction," T.G. Morrixo-, Part ili Unci.
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The boundary conditions might or .. ight FREQUENCY AND DAMPING OF A
not be the same as those of Eq. (3). STRUCTUIB - VIMERSED IN A

VELOCITY AND DLSPLACEMENT
The sulution of Eq. (11) is cxtremely SEN&ITIVE MEDIUM

complex. A much more tractable equation can
be obtained by assuming the seismic .eiocz- Consider, now, the free vibration of the
ties to be equal (an unlikely condition for real shell tiamersed in a medium that is velocity
materials), sensitive and also offers resiE*tawe to dia-

Pnacemwtnt. Denote the displacement resistance
Thus set conu: .'t A. Then Eq. (13) becomes

Ci = c2 c C (12) )E(u) , Ku , c.q , -=- U. (20)

Then Eq. (11) becomes Agaip taking the sorution to be in the form of
Eq. (I')

tiL(a) + cpu,-' :+m 0. (13)

Assume the solution of Eq. (13) to be of

the form This simplifies to

U Zu :k6 (14, T -c .. .+ 0 (22)

Then, substituting Eq. (6) into Eq. (13) and Denote

writing the equaloai for r• 2

T i O W 2 7 + c l, , i , + . , • m i O . ( 1 5 ) "( 2 3 )

This simplifies to ft '+ Ka

S2T, ., 0. (16) where

f0 is the undamped circular frequency
£quialcn (16) is of the saaw form as the in soil

equation of a damped maso-spring system
having the damping constant Wi/s. s is the gravity ensitant

If b is defined to be the ratio of actual u is the unit weight of the shell.
damping to critical damping, then

Then the damping factor is given by
2•i b • (17)

2: (17 (24)

unit
where Y is the unit weight of the soil.

CP -(18) Whem writing the "lo'tion of forced vibra-

tioe of the shell immersed in a velocity and

Thus for a atructurp having a npectrum displacement sensitive medium accuunt must
of modAl frequencies o,, ... all modes tc. taken of the free.ficid motion imported to
for w, the voil by the for'-ing function, '.e., the free-

field gruaund pressure wave, j. Thla eninfle-
nent of motion is denotedi i. Jrn•tiq by a
the relative motion betw.een a pi•u. n ,he
structure and the frse-fieWi the -.*I.. .k of

are over-criUcally damped. forced vibration is
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+[ • ÷ i c p U, + m, (6 • •, = • (2 5 ) f C O22 d;=p2 s = 2 ,, A
If the motion is assumed to be quasi- I 4A

static the time derivative terms vanish and
the interface pressure, D L (G, becomes The litegrate in Eq. (31) rý:preqon- lnn

square values.
6'( ro 7 P - K . (26) Denfe

Thus a developable membrane strut tore
which deforms so as to achieve utiiort' ... 2&- I d -
fae•. prssure reaches equilibrium with the I .LZ co,2* (32)
average value of prt ssure around the struc-
ture, the conu',net vi takng the form neces- t r
sary to eliminate the nonuaform component • .in2 dA sin20 . (33)
of free-field pressure.

Then
DETERMINATION OF WEIGHTED

AVERAGE SEISMIC VELOCITY C ci cos20i + c2 ssn
2

1 i (34)

The value of c can be estimated by setting -c2 coS-2 (35)
the energy radiated by the second tcrm• of Eq. c -)2
(13) equal t. that radiated by the second andthird !erms of Eq. (i11). The value 1• Eq. (34) lies in that, even if

the modal e-. oeti-y is known only appraix-

Deuite the energy U. Then mately. the mean v.•!ues cos -0, and i*ro
can be estimated qcuie accurately.

U u-- CPOl 6 C i p (aUF-hAs an e'mple consider a cylindrical

+ cpiji i,• - (•41 . f. (27) shell. A pintamtsaufaceisdeIinedbythe
coordinates 0 and Z. For simplicity con-

Deacte sider only those modes which are independent
of Z. Further fio simplicity consider the

42 . (28) inextenasble midMle surface theory to apply.

,Then Then the nmal components of the modes
are

U n cos = at cos it (36).
U

U (29) and the tangential components ar#.
S:in in; inp1i = b, sin iO'. (37)

where is the angle made by the velocity
vector u, with the normal to tho -ur'acc of the By *,he faewis~hle theory
shell. In general it is a function of position
and tUme but its modal -...? tponents are fune- n
tions (d posttioa only. L (38)

Fur the ith mode the energy equation Thus

then becomes
2 2 "-•(39)

'• i , (cIP co g22 , + c sin2 l)a 1 2. (30) 
(

and
The terms cos 0i 6i d sin 01 4', rep- A. -

r& -o"e.t, physically, the normal co.aponsnt and ta0 n - (40)
tuigential component of the velocity.

Integrating over the surface of th, cos -: (
structure /12 * tan2 9 (41)
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Integration yields The soil resistance factor is definnd to
satisfy the equ 'ior.

S(42)c~s 'i- i* X ,K P . (47)

Then Thus

C "I \ c 2  ', F - (48)

or since
Values of c ct are given in the followiag
table: I 1 2 --7 (49)

C2 c1 2 3 4 5 0
1_ 1.00 .00 10001.00 OW where cl is the compreb..uin wave velocity

1 1.000 1.000 1 000 1.000 1.000

i is the gravit tional cuistant and
S0.944 0.958 0.967 0.972 0.976
69 Y is the soil unit weight

S0.889 0.q17 0.034 0.945 0.953 C 2
(K )R(50)

2 0.835 0.875 0.900 0.V17 b.931 The factor K can be re;- -esented in

general

ESTIMATION Uo SOIL RESISTANCE c2 Y (51)
FACTOR K K - (+ +") ,k

By the methods of the theory of elasticity where A is a length taracteristic of the
it can be shown1 that the variation of t'e radial structure.
stre.Ls in ani - ite elastic medium containing
o .(!rutiar '.iindrical hole containing unilorm For a spherical shell
prebsure P is

p. R (52)S-p - (44)2

r2
where R is the spherical radius of the shell.

where R is the radius of the hole and r is the
radial duitance to the point at which the radial Dter..nation of ,, for more complex
stress, .,, ot.JLns. geometry is a tedious process and of question-

Able value becauie of the indeterminateness
The radial displacement u, is given by of Poisson's ratio for soils. However, noting

that for a cylinder
(I +,") (45)P

": : • -- 2.0 (53)

where E is the Ycung's modulus of the me-
dium ard is Poisson's ratio. whe,'e V is the volume

S t. the asrfave area
At the surfave of the hole

and for a sphere

(t + ) Pi (46) 1.V
is " "it is suggr .ed that for ..izre comp'ex ihllv

be taken as
ITin~oshenio, Tieory of Elasticity, ki,ýft Edi-
tion, M-Griw-H,.1. Cnaprcr 3. x 175 (55)
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DISCUSSION

Mr. Stallybrass (Stanford Research Iniiti- Mr. Mnw (Allied Research Associates):
tute): I am wondering about your assumption Did iou say you used a membrane analysis for
of equal wave velocities on your postulate of the shell?
an ei.astic tkvtikim. If I rerremuer rightly, the Mr. Morrison: I did, aid you will notice
two _sujt'& constants, . and .. fcr an elastic
material have to be positive. If ycii asu.'- that the thicknesgpr are very high.
that the dilatation;U and Ahear wave velbc k-_!; Mr. Mow. How do you account for the
are ccv-l, this is equiv-'c,.t to , - -,, which msiden ju-p in luading? In tthe membrane
makes , negative, theory when your loading has a sudden jump

then your soiuton will encounter some diffi-
Mr. Morrison: You are quite correct. culties because there are bound to be local

That assumption was made, perhaps I didn't bendings.
emphasize it strongly enough, for one purpose
only - mathematical simplicity. The details Mr. Morrison: This-has bcen looked hito
leading to the assumption are given In the in very conside.a-ble detail. I reter you to the
appendix. It turns out, however, that as far Air Force Special Weapons Center Report
as the total energy capacity 0f the shell is AFSWC TR 59-2; it consists of three volumes.
concerned that, If we had a and b seismic The various far.tors were irwvtotgated andi it
velocities - compreisional and she_- - an does turn cut thaW you can use the membrane
average valLe can be used purely for mathe- theory for the dyn4 mlc..ly loaded structure
natical purposes - no phlysical reason. The without being in gross error - 90-95 percent
resulting seismic velocity, the a'tifieiv! o., perhaps. Tldb .aay not be true for structures
will be anrthe order of somewhere between with a radius to ",aicl.ess ratio somewhat
100 and 95 percent of the compressional seismic higher, say 15 or 20 or greater than the 11
velocity. It just doesn't make any difference that was shown in that last structure.
in the de=±gn of the structure.
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DYNAMIC STRENGTH OF ROCKS

D. 11. Grinc
Stanford R..'.r `i 1 -tit :e

Menlo I-ark

Pr~outctionof new srface area by fracturing of rock behind an.ý2xpl kvc--W.iiated high-dimpimride wave is, probably an important mechanisn for
-- rgy absorption in th, regwn near an explosion in! ock. In this paper.
fracturing of rock by high -arnplitu.-- pulses and the '( 1 hcts of such~
fracturing an pulse propagation are considered.

INTRODUCTION second in large nuclear !ýhots. Fxperiniwnts
with araves In metals [21 have sh.'Wn that, in

Tht! ability to compute the stress field in wbneral. yield points, -'- su-nsitivc to ratec e
the wave produ~od by a specified blast in -Lun- strain. In brittle materials such as rocks.
tact vVJL, a apecified rock would be useful ii5  the dynamic compresaive strcngths may be
design of protective underground construction similarly sensitive to strain rate or duration
anid in studies of production of seismic waves of loading and therefore differ for small ex-
by underground explusions. lIn such computa- plosive tests from either the strengths or.
tions (11, it is normally assumed that the me- nuclear shots or the results of static tests.
dium possosseis a dynamic confined shear
strength. When shoar stress in the computed Another diff iculty in determinatiop of
field exceedr this strength, the rocir hc'avs dynamic strengths of rocks arises fromu the
plastically or .:?drr~dynmicahy and the wave fact that 'tress distributions in lamg ampli-
sh*4 and amplitude change more rapidly than tude waves normally are not the same as
they would in the elastic case. A change in those in static tests. All waves of practical
the assumed dynamic strength of the rock will interest in rocks arv in diverging geometries.,
therefore change thc calculated shape and am- e.g., spherical or cylindrical. Any diverging
plitude of the wave in the rock. This paper elasic pulse affects an element of the medium
concerns experimental methods of determiata- in which it propagates In a qualitatively simi-
tion of dynamic strength if rocks. lAr wAy [31. Intially, an element undergoes

radial compresdion with zero t atetial strtin.
Any atte~mpt to compare a "dynamic" Tangential stress is compressive and has the

strength with a "static" one is; qualitative un- amplitude needed to maintain this condition of
less the. -'niple-te blreaa-time histories o1 the unlaxial strain, This initial effect is the an
dynramic evens and atatic teet arp gives. to as that cd a plane wae". Thea, as shiells at
&ctwieA!i, iitrenss;th or yield point is a coatious- materlil rnmonoing the blast move outward,
oue function o'f the 'tress tensor awl its tineo taygetl aJ tre" dropi 'N aero while radial
derivatives. '1)ynamic' will ba arbitraril7 'treas is still high. Dariag this drop of tan-
xv*Ao in this paper to refer to events lasting ge"stla 'iss the difte'eace batween radial
less thAn iun second. However, strength of a and tagenfial 'tress tie., shear stress) to-
substance might vary as much between loads maims high. At the tI'ne when tangential stress
la~t~ing one microsecond and one secoind as Is "ro, a condfition of untaxi- zf~i: a.
between on* lasting one second sani a 'tati Finsally large tangeatial tcasi~ab, rxcrmonly
test lasting~ a week, called heap stresss, are d~velolp4d - hie

radial 't""s gradually falls to ze:
A high amplitude wave in roch produces

'train r~aes of from 103 to 106 pcL.r second. iteqe jo of rockc -.Pin& the ru,',enly,
Duration of load ranges from a few microfec: applied initial radial compression near the
o-nds ins cmIi tests to several tentho of A blast will be by close-owaed microfmactrling
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at the w~ve front when confined dynamic were recovered. Damage to all three cylin-
strength is exceeded. Outside t'e region in dere was mminar to that shown in Fig. 1.
which initial com~presslon iq sa.,f'teint to pro- Abou4' 45 millimeters 4f the exd nearer the
duct .- ."ref!racturing, the rork will still fail explo. .ve is missing and another 45 milli-
in shear somt, distance behind the wave front meters left as a conical shape. Neglecting the
as the confining tangential stress falls while failure akAg a quartz vein, the rock vi-,s ap-
,!,ear stress remains high. Since the confin- parently ede.'naged by the compressive wave
Ing tangent•Ptl stress is removed gradually, beyond a hundred millimeters front the charge.
the craeks would be widely spaced. Formation The cylinder was divided into 10-spalled frag-
of one crack has time to relieve the idtrcsses ments by the tension wave reflectea from the
tending to fracture nearby rock. Outz.di .,c free end. TUese tension fractvires are approx-
revi',, ,af coarse shear failure, hoop stresses imately perpendicular to the cylinder axis.
prodcep widely spaced ra&dal cracas. Finklly
the wave paur.-.s outwyard as an elastic wave To calculat dhe axala stress u., in a
which does not damage tho rock, at least until wave at a pist in a rock cylinder, we use the
it interacts with a free surface. equation for the conservation of momentum

=ross the front nf a wave moving with veloc-Experitoents on small sAmples of rock ity, U, into an undisturbed medium of density
lead to the qualitative picture of interaction
of a stress wave with rock given above. A .U
description of these experiments and interpre- (I)
tatlon of their results form the body of this v$a the particle ielocity a-.,::iated with #he
paper. wave. Th de&•!#v of the rock was computed

by dividing the mnasoutred weight of a sample
DAMAGE BY WAVE OF UNIAJUAL STRESS by its volume.

ixplosive-initiated hlgh-ampl'tude pulses A schematic d'4gram of the experiment
in cylinders of rock were studied to determine ured for dstermwmw particle vel icity at a
the pulse amplitude needed to damage the cyl- point in a rock cylinder is given I a Fig. 2.
irlers [41. The cylinders were surrounded by The damaged cylinder of Fir. I was recovered
air or loose sand with much lower acoustical from such as experiment 'T.le explosive cyl-
inim•idance than that of the rock. Radial stre•, inder on each shot was .5 millimeters long
at the cylindrical surface of each sample was, and the dame diameter as the rock cylinder.
therefore, near zero. Axial strass of the low- The greywecke cylinders were 30 milLmeters
e.iplitudo wave vwhih dAmages the surface in diameter mi toot: 50 grams of C-3 explo-

a4 :t . cylinder w!U be cemp•rod with axial sive. Forty-two millimetcr 4•i•-eter !lme-
Stress attained in aa unconfined static test stow coroe were sabo with 98 grams of C-3.
beforc. failure of th.e same rock type. We at- DI.a from om greywacke shot using a hundred
tempted to produce uniaxial stress in the static millimeter length of core are plotted in Fig. 3.
teM by capping the ends of test cylinders with The initial velocity of the top of the rock core
sulfur. Test cylinders were all cut to a length was 99 meters per second. Particle velocity
equal to their diameters for the static tests, of the wave at a distance ot a hundred mili-

me'ers from the explosiv..• charge is 49.5
Thtee cylindee of the greywecke rock meters per second. The appuroximation that

used in most of the explosive experiments velocity of a free surface is twice the particle

Fig. - Darnage to greywarits cylinder
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CAMERA SACK LIGHT

-' -. ROCA K CI.Mru

-- -. ~.. N04 EXPLOSIVE (C-!)

* POX BOOSTER

36 CAP

Fie, 2 -Partiaci velocity experiment

7~ T---T TFT - 3.
AVERAGE WALL VELOCITY

10 20

ve2.8it

velocity~~ 0 of an incide AL TaOe isdscsEd bTY shtogrwk.Teavveiyite
!'cee a 51 I s oo apoxmtin o ~ewakcaz~ loel0.t0heprvou9

wackeig. threeisplffement ltngthdaof from pattie.
veoct.epriethe eemnto fwv eoiyi

Tepoatinvelocity of an largn ae sdicsed by shothen greywacke.Te was e vel'bypoctogaping ah
floe wave apisntudees osarvdin the garewask that stried ceor ity af searl campiuera waves.
cofe au isa very ickae.y Wave velgeitiesowrce pf hotogaph veofiyi the eperimen lmesat2ofe
determinted fina twoways.Ted firess mzethod vreoetelngho the smaccmorfleaea and iaveraged
usaied took fouratageeofnth radials ovemrent Thve smerpoorp.astknti
plotted az taverae wiferltl engcths of Figm~n. 3 ltaindaogtecr xsa ~h h

Rock.~oes eresho uner ate sotha ths iag;te, seen . is of whit of wase vneloitdI
Taeihue lrpaateravlmocty~ wofualdrg produc healogrethe wast by a robtn pirrograprouinga

waeserine the twate wayic hcolbe firstmethod the smarcamera white aires s!hown at we 5. g

Figure 4 shows two frames nf the uz'les~wnter smear camera record. As the wave In the core
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Fig. 4 - Wav- -eiociLy ýxpariruent-
unc .. rwate- shot

\WAVC 1U*L OTONAMS PSOMXITS

m.IT

Fig. 5 - Wave ve~ocity ."cperiment-*tripeot cylinder
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passed each stripe, the stripe moved and :'e was cruslktd by a pulaJ with an axial •resos
line representing it on the smear camer~a r,•:- le3s than twice i ! static strength of the rock.
ord bent. The bends thus determine the wave Maximum stress level in the limestone de-
arrival. The slope of each line on the smear creased much more rapidly than in the grey-
camera record gives a .-.Liue of the axial corn- wacke.
ponent of particle velocity of the cylindrical
surface at the corresponding point on t- rock.
Wave velocity in the greywacke was hi ier WAVES OF UNIAXIAL STRAIN*
than that for *mall waves for the first jO
millimeters of the core but equalled small A lkýge amplitude plane wave is unstable
amplitude wavw velocity along the rest of the ever some stress range in any substance hay-
core. ing a finite rigidity modulus and capable of

We had planned to use the particle veloc- withstanding only somp limited stress differ-

Ules obtained fr)rm the slope of the lines on ence. Tne argument for instability is given

the smear record of Fig. 5 in computing axial on pageE 10 and 11 of [Ref. 51. The one-

stress along our rock corer. In Fig. 6, these dimensi',nal compression curve shown sche-

outside axial components o :-..tcle veocitt maticajly in Fig. 8 represents the Incus of

are p~lotted together with values obtained from preesura-specific volume points attainable

ot-&ervatioi of the motion of the axes of cores by passage of the do.4ble wave sy.-tem. 'ne

of different lengths. Agre-.ment is poor up to precursor wave of amplitude, P,, is tl'e

a distance of 100 millimetes from the explo- largest elastic plane wave which can propa-

sive. ".'.ues of particle velocity observed on gate in the substance without exceeding the

thc core xes were used in computing the dynmic stress difference, Y, which the me-

stress levels plotted in Fig. i. di .'.n can withstand. It Lropagates with t

The nonporous greywacke was not dam- *This work was done for the Lawrence Radi-
aged by a compressive pulse with an axial ation Laboratory, Livermore. California,
stress 6.7 times t•e static compressive under the auspices of the Atomic Energy
streauth of the rock. The porous limestone Commission.
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Fig. 9 - Precursor wave experiment

velocity of a sai'1; plane longitudinal wave. on the record. A still picture and smear rec-
The 1 iynam.e yield point of the medium may ord of one shot are shown in Fig. 10. The
be written time AD is the time taken for the precursor

wave to traverse the granite pellet. Wave ve-
rLi] locity is taken as the pellet thickness divided

Y Pt (2) by the time AB. Particle velocity is very
L nearly half the free-surface velocity. The

stress, rl, normal to the wave front of the
is the Poisson ratio of the medium. precursor wave iL the granite was 36.5 kilo-

bars. Poisson's ratio of the granite is 0.272.
r, can be computed from Eq. (1); it is the Ubirg Eq. (2), the stress difference at which

'iawt as r., of that equation. Figure 9 is a yield oreirred can be calculated as 22.8 kilo-
diagram of an experiment used to determine bars. This figure agrees very well with av-
wave velocity and fiee-msface velocity in a erage stress difierences observed in granites
pellet of granite from the Nevada Test Site of by Griggs et al ([l for granltcc constrained by
the Atomic Energy Commission. The moving a 5-kilobar hydrostatic pressure. The strain
intersection of the free surface under each rate in the wave experiment was ibout 105 per
tilted mirror with tUe mirror is photographed secouc, the strain waa 3.6 percent.
with a sme-r camera. The veoulity of the
free surface is then calculated from th: smear The amplituie of prmecursor waý r :- reel.;
camera record by the formula can probably be predicted from static rYn-

pressive tests on jacketed speimenu il,'er
k (ton a) (tan b) hydrostatic constraint. The cotwtrax. , "

be servo controlled to give uniaxia! str-in.
0i'cre k is a constant determined by the image We wished to ',vdict prec, bor waves in
magnification and film writing speed, a is the rocks without elaborate equipment. We there-
angle of inclination of the mirror, and b is th3 fore used the results of Brace [f'1 who found
angle between the time axip awn sme.r trAce that the stress difference withstood by rocks
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under constraint was nearly equal to one third constraint imposed by uniaxial, strain in a
of tne Vickers hardness of the rocks. Vickers plane wave. Small rock particles would be
hardnesses of many minerals are Ilitted by free to move tangentially into pore spaces.
Mott 73. They were used lwiln Eq. (2) to pre- We expect dynamic strength to be much low-
diet tft' ..t.plitude of the precursor waves in ered by small percentage* of pore space In a
salt and in quartz. The predicted amplitudes rock. The nonlinear effects which lead to wave
of 1.8 kb for salt and 60 kb for quartz agree attenuation should be import.unt at compara-
well with the observed values of 1.4 kb for tively low stresses. The rapid attenuation and
salt [91 and 65 kb for quartz. The quartz pre- crushing observed in limestone cylinders with
cursor was measured by G. R. Fowles of about one percent pore space supports these
Pan iter Laboratories using the inclinud mir- predictions. We hope to do experiments on
ror technique which he developed. The more. precursor waves in porous reeks in the future.
elaborate testing of samples under hydrostatic
;:onstraint must be used on rocks which are
coarsely crystalline because an indentation ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
test gives sea~ered renults.

The expoiLizenial work described in thi.
Our determination of dynamic srength paper wa finswnd by the United States Atomic

by observation of precursor waves has boen FZnergyCommisaitiatuxib. contract AT(04-3)115
done on rocks with low poroolity. Thes pres- and under projectagreement No. 26-U.C.L.R.L.
ence of pore spaces vi.'uld runove the subcontract ft. talt.
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SOIL DISPLACEMENT INDUCED BY AIR BLAST*

W "ii.' R. I erret
Sandia Corporatiun, AiL juerque. New Mexicu

The paper describes part of an experiment designed to study transient
ground displacement caused by an air burst. nuclear explosion.

INTRODUCTION screen and dry densities viried througha
range from 75 to 95 pounds per cubic f--)t.

Response of soils to staic loads has long A typical profile of density .--.. seismic rc-
been of concern to designcrs of fwiadaions for locity for the ervirrnment is shown in Fig. 1.
large structures and of earth dams. A vast The high velocity reg~nn near 20-loot depth
fund nf knwlwede 2A an "-,Aerstanding of tI: Is a result of locally increaeed cementation
reaction of soils to such loads has beWel, dv .i- rather than a .:41erence in material or corn-
oped in the field of soil mechanmcs. BLt the pactioc.
response of soils or rocks to high dynamic
loads, and most particularly to transient loads
of the iyp. associated with air blast from INSTRUMENTATION AND RECORDS
largc explosions, is neither well understood
nor has it been very comprehensively explored The experiment plan included four eta-
until recently. tions at ranges between 650 fcct and 1350 feet

from ground zero on a blast line extending
!"iai paper describe* oriefly par of an westward. Relative positions of the instru-

ex.periment pe -4nrmed at the AEC's Nevada ment stations and burst point are shown sche-
Test Site duritg June, 1957, under the Prim- matically in Fig 2.
cilia Shot of Operation Plumbh•b [l1. This
experiment was designed to study transient Instruments were installed at each station
displacement of Me ground caused by the blast to measure relative displaoenem•ats between
wave generated by A nuclear explosion equiv- the ground surface and five gage anchors at
alent to 40 kisotos of TNT. The explosive various depths it, 200 feet. Figure 3 shows
charge was suspended from a captive halluon some of the details of a station. The surface
700 feet above a dry playa lake bed called slab accommodated transducer elements of
Frenchmwi Flat. relative displacement gages and air blast

gages. Accelerometers wore installed in the
slab and in mos. displacement gage anchors,

THE 9.01L. ENVIRON.tN4T but their purformance is not relevant to the
purpose of this paver.

The soil environment of this experiment
is beut described as a 200-foot-thick nass of A relative displacement gage, shown ex-
weakly cemented sandy i-At of remarkable uui. ploded ia FIg. a, consisted of a piano wire
formity. No appreciable change of material stretchad uinder continuous tension between a
was found in the sample a.,d instrument bor- burild anchur and a spring-loaded drum in
Ings at depths shallower than 201 feet at which the transakaer unit. An auxiliary helical
depth gravel was encuuntered. Analysis of gpring, protected in a rig!' '"bc, cnsured
numerous undisturbed samnples +aker, from sufficient loading to kee, tV wire taut. A
borings in the test area showed that 80 to 90 flexible metal tube uur&,-,-. .d eacl. In.11no
pe.ent of the material passed a 200-mesh wire to peru, free movein-.. of the wire

''his pa. r w-,' ,.,-t pr, sent,,-U at the Symposium.
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I Fig. 1 - Soil denxity and scismic velocity
/ profile for Frenchman Flat
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Fig. 4 - Relative displacement gage. exploded view

within the tlU.•,;y compacted sand backfill, a similar pattern. Initial compression Is
Ralatin., mov.wme of the anchor and slab followed by an expansion and a final residual
rotated the drum and drove a spiral potenii- compression. The long-span gage record in-
ometer whia, gav- varyirp resistive signal cludes one of the minor data analysis prob-
directly proportional to the motion. lems; the ex~ansion peak of the 200-foot-span

gage was clipped. Similar clippit, .ccurred
Gage anchors were placed in the boring, on several other records. Evidently, as the

bonded to the adjacent son by quick-beiting surface slab rebouded after its initial down-
concrete, and dry sand backfill was comupacted ward motion, the b-ase of the rigid prutective
above the anchor to the elevation of the next tube moved up against the bottom of the heli-
.incior. All five truanlucer elements for the cal spring, and further zeJl.ve motion signal
displacement gages were attached to each could not be generated until the slab started
.-irface slab which containmi ui a;.. piudiure tu ,ove -own.ird again. Fortunately, the
:;-ga to provide a precise record of air blast- rigid tubes for three other gages at this sta-
overpressure history at the otation. MIA go_*es tiG were long enough to make the springs
were connected through appropriate caoles Wn completely free throughout the motion. Since
a 3-kc carrier-amplifier system, the rectified all gages were attached to the same slab, it
uutput of which was c€onvcrted to an FM signal Ia :easonable to c,'rr..ct the peaks of the 4D-
and re-ordad on magnetic tape. 200 wad 4D-100 curVeS by superimposing

correspt.Wing parts of the unreitral'ed r•e-
Incident overpressure records from the ores.

four stations are presented in Fig. 5. Peak
values- were 270, 187, 120, and 59 psi at 650, Peak compressive displa.'cen•,', -"ues
850, 4C5O, and 1350 feet from ground zero, are plotted in Fig. 7 gs a functinn .. gage
respectively, and positive-phase duAt'ons span. As ",'oud be exi *cted, displlac,,dentu
ranges from 210 to 440 millise:onds. IRela- are greatwr for greater overpressure loading
tive displacements for the station at the fSO- and for greater gap spans. But in all eases
foot range are sowwn ae a f'-.nctlen of Wiae In relative differences between data fruin gages
Fig. 6. Records ?r )m oAher statlous followed of 100-lo.t adi •uu-ioot spOa are either
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0 plot contoni- oi peak-downward displacement
,oa 9.1 270 W on a vetical cross am. !on aJ~tig tie instru-?a 501 :67 00 ment I e' as shwni in Fig. 9. The scales are
vsW. P5. distorted for emphasis, but it is apparent thatj bowl-like surfaces centered at ground 2.ero,

GO eqandta downward displacements occureasefat
s lower rate as depth increstses.

This raises the question of primary in-
tereut to designers of underground structures:
How do the displacements decrease with depth?

'11 FigureIU is aplot of logarithms ofpeak dowo-
I -120!- I ~ward displaceneien versus 6*pth for each In-

I j strumented station. Data for each station de-
$40- fines a etraiglit line within precision of the

experiment, andi zopes al the lines are ide,-
1 1 4 tical. This information may be described in

the form

where Sis miiximum displacement imiuced at
depthi D in Frenchman Flat truil by airblast0 2 4 s 10 12 14 Ic iding which nrod'uced a suilace displacement

PfA RE LATIVE DISPLACEMENT (inches) of s.. Nate that Frenchma FlA- t al must bit
Fig.7 - lea reltiveaisiaceentspecified, becatuft the coeifkcienis So and

VCs 7 ."Pak geagie @apian ec 0.017 are both strongly dependent on soil
~~ uharacteristies, although S. is also dependent

on the inciden overpressure as indicated by
ne-gligihle -, at least small es~ough to imply the values shown on eac-h curve.
that anchori of thes 200-Soot gae& did Dot Obviously, the next roquirement in to de-
move appreciably. Remember, the Ln"'ii rive a relationsellp between thes incident over-
surfL. - was loaded, anid l(Ating ps... is pressuer function and &.. Several theoretical

ar s high that the upper portions of the po- approachies maoe to this prcblem, assuming
rour., weakly cemented soil maust have acted purely shelsi response of the soil, have met
inelasticall'y. It then becomes reasonable to with qualified success. Results include an
assume that displacemen of the anchors 200 exponential term of the form found In the
feet deep was negligible, and the 200-toot Priscilla experiment, but theoretical coeffi-
span record represents absolute or real down- cients of D to the exponent have been smaller
ward motion of the surface slab. than n.017 by factors as great as 6.

A part, If not all, of the difference be-
DE=U~bON OF THE RESULTS tween thejoretical results and data from this

stutly mntst stem from the fact that porous
From this prom aie it is a simple step to granular materials such as soil, respond in-

find ak~xolul. dksplacement of the anchors of elastically in varying degrees to loads. and
each qhorter span gage by malaractiing re- the azean to la"c, departure from elastic
corded relative d~sptac..meuta from dafta at reaction affects response becomes rapidly
corresponding times ior the longest span greater as peak leads and duration of loading
gage. Absolute displacirments derived in this increases. We d& not now know precisely how
manner are presented in Fig. 8. These curves soil respor.;r varies wnder dynamic loads, so
are nst quite as smooth as the recorued ones, It Is difficult to develop z, i.~a modul
paxttcularly for displacement at the 100-Loot suitable for dsscr&!uig tho &r'a from ý,ur ex-
depAA, eiince we are dea.~lng here with the perimeet. Soil metitanica _-:-3ratories are
ssiaall differences between nearly similair beginning to study dlynamt" -_ -. nse "I Pioils,
quantil les, and precislot' noicessarily suffers. and within a vear or two we~ &..' vald be'better

ab'l, to dovek*9.. 1-Atsonabl'. -athematical
What can thene records tell ut; a iut model.

motion of the ground under load? Firbt, we
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The next four illustrations, Figs. 11, 12, Finally, Fig. 16 giv( some confirmation
13, and 14, present the Priscilla displacentent of gage performance na reliablhity. 4 '•hUWb

data in a form particularly useful to ineoreti- permanent dir:p! -. er.,ents measured by first
cal studies. Deflection contours are developed order surveys oi a series of monuments and
at each of several deptht, as a function of in- th. four instrument slabs before and about six
cident overpressure and time; an analogous days after Priscilla was detonated, together
set of maps of deflection contours as functions with recidual displacements of the slabs de-
of depth and time have been published in the rived fr',ii gage records. Data from the two
final report of this project [1]. Some idea of sources agree within 0.2 inck:, considerably
the displacement history as a function of depth 'ietter thk i the expected Precision of the dy-
may be derived from curves plotted in Fig. 15 umnt# " 4pla.ement measurements.
for one tatioi. at several spicific times.

REFERENCE

[1] William R. Perret, Ground Motion Studies PlumbboI , Project ".5, WT-1405, HQ/FC,
at High Incident Overpressure, Opration DASA, Albuquerque, New Mexico, June 1960.
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Sectien 3

STRU!JU? L DESIGN

THE EARTHQUAKE GROUND SHOCK PROC.LEM AND ITS

RELATION TO THE EXPLOSIVE-GENERATED

GROUND SHOCK PROBLEM

Gec "e W. Housner
CaLitorni. institute of Techmolo g y

The earthquake ground shock problem is sufficieht& similar to the

Ž?xplosive-generated ground shock problem that theftechniqueb and
instruments developed to solve the earthquake problem. such as shock
spectra, reed gages, and accelerometers, have beta applied to the
explosive-generated ground shock problem. However, there are cer-
tain uignific t uifferences, such as in the character of the specrtra, in
the degree of ground coupling, in the relative scale of phenomena, and
in the influencf of soil properties, which make the earthquake problem
the simpler of the two. It appears that certain difficulties encountered
in the earthquake 'roblei. which retarded pro:-c-- •.a• "I cn
countered in the explcoivc-gene rated ground shock problem.

INTRODUCTION Although sporadic studies of the earth-
quake engineering problem were made as far

The problem of designing structures to back as 1850, serious and continuitg work did
rcsist earthquake ground motions is similar not get underway until the earthquake that
to the problem of designir.g against explosive- destroyed Tokyo, Japan in 1923. Following
generaed ground shock, so that an exposition this catastrophe, groupp were formed in Japan
of th'e methods used for the earthqsiake prub' cm and in the United States to collect and study
may tarow light upon approaches that can be data on destructIve e,'thquakes. These steps
,usea for the explosive-gen rated ground shock were only the beginning and subsequently the
problem. The features of the earthquake pr.Ai- work gradusaiF built up over the years, receiv-
lem are better known and in certain ways are ing an added impetus from each successive
simpler than for the expicsive-generated destructive varthquake. It appears that the
ground shock problem. As a consequence, the major reason for the detay o; getting the work
earthquake problem is more easil7 explained started and then built up w ,. a general mls-
-:nd more readily understood. This paper will apprehension as ti the re.)It- -yed by seismol-
disc •s the earthquake problem, calling atten- ogists. There was a be;j- :i at sieu a..any
tk(.n to the Amilarities with the explhsive- sotsmologistr' were studyinM. -arthquakes, and
generated ground shock problem and also -,nce namerous seisiograpaic stations were
pointing out those places whert there are sig- recording ground motions in many parts of the
nificant differences bet',een 'tie two problems. world, it was ondy necessar. to walt for them
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to provide the data needed to solve the -ngi- frequency range uver which therp are sigiifi-
neering problems of earthquakes. It w-s only cant compor-.i's 'n the ground motion is pretty
gradually realized that the interests of the much the sau.e as the range of pertinent irc-
seismologists were rn far removed from those qucncies of vibration of structures, and in !his
of the engineer that hardly an% of their studies, sense the ground motion is well suited to the
or their seismographic recordings, had dircet prob!cm. This means that the details on the
bearing on the earthquake engineering problem. accel~rogram are dirpcily pertinent to the
It was only when this state of affairs was gen- structures under consideration.
crally recognized that the engineering work
really got underway. This tact is stressed 're explosive-generated ground motion is
here since ii I' a situation that might well not, in general, well suited to the engineering
obtain in the explosive-generated ground shook problem in tL, at it may contain strong compo-
problem, namely thl- the perw.-ns studyir.,', the iients having frequencies far removed Itrom the
explosive-generaeed ground shoc! problem and pertinent frequencies of the structures under
measuring the ground motions may have inter- consideration. In this case, the instrument
ests different from the engineering proLle,•s used to record the motier may give a record
of ground shock and hence their studies and whose details are not pertinent to the struc-
their measurements may not be really per- tural problem. It apr.ars that the decisions
tinent to the engineering problems. This may as to proper iwouiunent characteristics, what
be summed up by saying that if it is desired to meý,sure and where to measure it, ttc., are
to solve the engincering ground shock prob- more critical in the case of the ext,. sive-
iem, it is essential that the proper enginr,,'r- generated ground bljhk Problem than in the
ing studies and engineering measurements be corresponding earthquikv problem. This
made. -ieans that it is impoartauit that ihe persons

making these dect,,. 1 have a good under-
standing of the enginerin: .problems for which

SELIGIC INSTRUMENTS FOR the measurements are to be made.
EARTHQUAKE ENGINEERING

In 1926 ii Japan !I], there was con- EARTHQUAKE GROUND MOTION
structcd an instrument for recording the
earthquake- induced vibrations of a set of A typical strong-motion earthquake aecel-
thirteen cantilevers covering a range of erogram, recorded approximately 30 miles
natural fre....creies of vibration. This was from the center of a Magnitude 7.7 shock, is
'the (nrerun.-, .:! the reed-gage now com- shown lin Fig. 1 (Taft, California, July 21,
nionly used to measure explosive-generated 1952). It will be noted that the number of
ground motion and similar excitations. After zeros (crossings of the axis) are approximately
the nature of strong earthquake ground motion 10 per sec, the maximum accelerations are of
was better understood, it was realized that a the order of one quarter of the acceleration of
much simpler instrument could give the re- gravity, and the duration of the strong motion
quired information. One hundred of these is of the urder of '0 seconds. Figure 2 shows
simpler instruments, which consist essen- the i.itegrated ground velocity and ground
tially of a single reed of prope- period and displacement.
damping 121, have been rstalled in California.

Tho Magnitude, N!, of an earthquake is
!n the early 1930's the U. S. Coast and defined in terms of instrumental measure-

,'.odetic Survey .Arong motion -',ecelerometer ments 141, physically '% is related to the
was developea 131. This was the first instru- energy released by the earthquake in the form
ment of its type to be designed specifically to el seismic waves by the approximate expres-
record engin.'rirng data. Thre instruments, sion 141
which are still in use, had a heavily damped
pendulum with a natural period of approxi- lori0 E = q.4 + 2.14 V - 0.05 M2  (1)
mately 1/18th of a second which g•ves an
accurate time-history of earthquake ground wi'.cre F is the energy in erp;. No carth-
acceleration. The instrumeat is designed ho quakes-having Magnituies greater "..an 8.6
that its natural frequency is greater than any have been recorded. A bidgnitude - earth-
of tha natural frequencies of structures per- quake releases approximately -.; " irgs of
tlnent to earthquake resistant design. The energy in the form - siress waves. This
natural frequency of the instrument also ex- would be -eleased by bhaCAr-type 'iliping over
cccds that of any of the significant frecpmency a fault plane of the order or 100 miles in
components of the ground motion. The length and 25 miles in vertical dimension, so
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that the energy release is far frorr being a eartho'ttkes hd the properties of random
point source. A Magnitude 3.5 ear.hquake can functione, f7] .ud that the sigijiticant average
be treaied as a point source of energy release properti , of the ground motion should be
and the strongest ground motlust in the epicen- determined. For engineering pu:poses, the
tral region fo" M z 3.5 is just on the threshold most inform;.tive property of the ground ro-
uf being felt. The usual California earthquake tion is the so-called response spectrum [&,9,10j.
originates at a depth between 6 to 15 miles This quan.1tv to defined as
beneath the ground surface. Figure 3 shows
the ground acceleration measured at a dis- S- (A2 B (2)
tance of approximatcly 10 miles from the c
ter of a 5 3 Magnitude shocK [2,5] which may
be compared with the really Atrong Loxon of where
Fig. 1.

For comparison with earthquake-induced A ie •#'t") cos Or,) d"

ground motion, Fig. 4 shows the ground accel-

eration recorded approximately 1000 ft from
the detonation of approximately 200 tons of t 'ire
buried high explosive (Nitromnn) used in a = i" ze sin1 d-
quarry blast [6].

It was recognized in the 1940's that the where S, is evaluated at the time t that gives
recorded groL nd accelerations of strorng-moton the maximum valuo attalned by (A2 + 82)1, 2

8 =hi.

Fig. 3 - Ground acceleration recorded in Golden
•o•- ' , Gate P,&Ak dur;r-. the 5.3 Magnitude earthquak.! of

" "me. • 4 5 5 " 22 March 1957 in San Francisco
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during the ground acceleration ;. In these 'rou.nu accelerations r--oduced by air bMast
expressions, T is the period of vibration and have I en measured during bomb tests and the

Sis the fraction of critical damping, so that response spectra have been computed. Be-
S is a function of T and •. S. has the cause of the wide range of frequency compo-.
dimensions of a velocity. nents in the air-blast induced ground motion it

is customary to plot tle spectrarwilh frequency
It is seen that s. is, in a sense, a gener- as abscissa ins-ead of period as is dcne in the

alization of the Fourier spectrum [11]. If, in case of earthquake speztra.
Eq. (2), ! is set equal to zero and the e"'sa-
tion is made at time t correspokiidi, :1-1 car- Only a relatively small number of spectra
ryin• tLe integration over the como'--te range have been computed for air-blast induced
of i, then 3,. corresponds to the Fourier ground shock so that the average shapes, atid
spectrum of i. Theft is a practica advantage the trends with yields, distances, etc., are not
in using the response spectrum rather than the so well established as in the case of earth-
Fourier spectrum. This arises from the fact quakes. Moreover, the interest in the explosive-
that structures always have damping and hence induced ground sduck is not only in the spectra
the response spectrum is directly indicative at the ground surface, but al, ) at various depths
of maximum response of the structures. Also, beneath the su..face. It is desirable to estab-
the accelerograms of strong earthquake mo- lish the typical shapes of these spectra for the
tion always show two phases, the strong phase conditions under which they are to beL applied.
(direct reception) followed by a long tail
(reverberations). It is known thau we tail has
no significant effect upon the maximum RESPONSE OF STRUCTURES TO
stresses produced in damped structures, an . EARTHQUAKE GROUND MOTION
if the tail is arbitrarily cut off of the xecoru,
the corresponding dan. pd responsc spect.a Fiure 9 izuicw.ues a ntructure resting on
curves will be little if at all affected. How- the ground and subjected to recorded earth-
ever, the undamped response spectrum and quake ground acceleration 1. The way Fig. 9
the Fo,,ir.r spectrum would both be signifi- is drawn implies that two special conditions
cantly affected by the exclusion of the tail. It are satisfied by earthquake problems. First,
is cistomary, when computing the response there is the implication that all parts of the
spectra, to cut off the tasl of the record.* In structure that are in contact with the ground
this case, it is found that the Fourier spec- are pulled baek and forth with the same ground
truhw tas essentially 'he same shape as the motios, or in other words, the shortest wave-
u,ulanped response spectrum but with ordi- lengths In the seismic motion are auLficiently
nate3s approximately 5 to 10 percent smaller long compared to the dimensions of the struc-
than the undamped response spectrum. hure so that there is no significant tendency

to produce differential displacements of the
Response spectra have been computed for parts of the structure that are in contact with

a large number of earthquake ground mo- the ground. In the case of explosive-generated
tions 18]. A typical set of spectrum curves ground shok, however, the wavelengths of
is shown in Fig. 5. Grund motions recorded some of the strong components of ground mo-
in the general epicentral regions of large tion may be apreciably shorter than the
Magnitude earthquakes -re found to have dimensions of the structure. The structure
similarly shaped spectrum curves and the will then interfere with tie transient defor-
shapes of the average spectr-,im curves are maliom of the surrounding soil, and in this way
shown in Figs. 6 and 7 to an srbitrary the motion of We surrounding ground, as wull
scale (121. as the conaequeti 'notion imparted to tao

stiucture, is modified Ly the presence of the
It is also found that the spectra of ground structure Itsef. This makes Wn explosive-

motions recorded close to the centers of sm:dl genersted ground shock problem more difficult
Magnitude (short duration) earthquakes are to analyse thna is the earthquake problem.
relatively stronger in the .,Auort period end.
Trti spectra of ground motions recorded at Even if all the wavslenfp.hs of the ground
largcr distances from the epicentral region motion are long compart,.G .:, the dimensions
show a relative attenuation in th- short period of the stru , there Wn'y - .autual influence
end. This is illustrated in Fig. 8 where the between the ground motloaL • 1d the utiulning
spe.-trim curves of three such earthquake m,.tion. Une.; ,he proper ctaditions, such as
motions are shown 112] . sAit ground, massive structure, etc., the inertia
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Fig. 6 - Av.vragý vclocity spectrum curves for ground
motion recorded lit Lthe e~pice-ntral regions of large
varthquaket.
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Fig. 8 Undamped veocit) ~pectra of -troi,.ý
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Fig. 9 - Single and multiple degrLt of freedo b, b•ruictureE

of the moving building can impart deforima- Tnis rcprescntu r. oscillatory motion which
tions to the ground. Altho(ugh this type of at its extreme vialc€ .uinicides with the envo-
ground couplirg, .nd the type described in the lope S of Eq. (4). It is iound that for earth-
preceding prargrap , have been observed quake ground motion the maximura value of •
diring -. _-__-quakes,Isignificant effects are given by Eq. (6) differs only slightly from the
observ.d only under very special conditions maximum valuz of S in Eq. (4). In this case,
and ordinarily ground coupling can be neg- Eq. (6) can be used to calculate the spec-
lected in the earthquake problem [2,5,13,14]. trum SV*

If .1 e structure of Fig. 9 aas a period T, As can be seen from Eqs. (3). (4) and (5),
and .ractiui of critical d&mplng .1 , the motion the maximum relative displacement, relative
produced by the ground acceleration i can be velocity, and absolute acceleration are given
written by

ST S (3) .. T

- S co 2" 3) (4) i.. (8)

( i + ý)M,, : T S,. 
(9)

+ 1 : Ssin(2" -y) (5)
T 

T

where, in t~~~~~he noaino q 2g vesodiretly th sone spectrum reatve vlitys
w . here, in the notation of Eq. (2): 

gives directly the ir?ýim um relative velocity,

Y..., which also determineb Whe maximum

9 (A2 +*4)1 displacement afti accot-Araition. The displace-
ment spectruyn .d and the acceleration spec-

and a, ", Y are phase factors involving A and trum S. are frufned by:

B. The foregoing equations make use of the
approcimaticn (1I + ý 2, 1 . Equation (4) S .-- S
can also bLe written in the more commotly
cnountered form 27r

,2.'. s

S- - sin T (t - , (6) Figure 7 shows the average accelcration bpec-

trum corresponding to ,he velocay spectrum
shown in Fig. 6.
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It is seen that the value ff S, is a measure of the u-,xirts by which the right side of Eq.
of the maximum effect of the ground motion (13) exc~eds the Icft side [171.
upon structures. The spectrum intensity of
the gruurnl motion is deiluied to ke [1t]: It is seen that a knowledge of the rc.,ponze

spectrum S, permits very informative calcu-
2. S 'ations to be made as to the maximum re-

(SI)t S, dr. (10) sponses of structuren. For practical purposes
o. It is, of course, necessary tiiat the pertintent

aaracteristics of the expected S,, he
The rvi-,t of periods 0.1 to 2.5 seconds cover% predictable.
the range of commonly enzouil -red buitiding
periods in Cai4 .rnia. Th~e spectrumi intensity
is a furection of the damping, c, and btrong THE EFFECT OF GROUND PROPER-
ground motions recorded in the United States TIES AIND GLIMOTUD COUPLING
have had valtues of (SI) 0 ranging from 4.5 to
9 ft per sec and the sAme motions had values In the case of earthquake ground motions
of SI0 . 2 ranging from 1.9 to 2.7 ft per sec. it is still a moot question as to the precise
It may be noted that the spectrum shown in .nfluences of local geological conditions, and
Fig. 6 has CSI,)0 1 ft per sec. bimilar questions arise concern~ig the effects

of the local geology on explosi --- generated
Ti the structure has more than cuae degree g.,w.-nd motlion. Uttially, the effects are prcb-

of freedom, duch 'as a riulti- story building 3bly much greater tor the explosive-generatcd
ibratina in the pl-zmpne, the !ateral dis- ground shock than for the cat-lhquake ground

placement y is given by: m~otions. Fc-of -amuple, earthquakes always
originate ii. the s"m( geological stratum, the

T, ~ earth's crust, and the seismic waves travel
Y - 3 T 2 si e T, through the crust into the region of localI

2" ~ geology where the structure is located. In the
case of the explosive-generated ground shock,
however, the significant seismic waves will

sin 22. (t -') d7 11 usually originate lu the same geological for-
i mation th" costains the structure and hoenc

wheAIL is the shape of i - th mode of vibra- the effect of ground properties can be expected
i lull,, is the perir~d of the -th mode, an to be magnifieo. Again, the energy source of

a large earthquake Is a large area of fault
J, (i dmover which slipping occurs. The dimensions

a___ of this area are large compared to character-
istic dimensione of local geological strata, and
hence tia, sidlence of local geology can be

with integrals being taken over the mass of expected to t% less pronounced than in the
the structure. By Anlg wi!h Res (4) and ca3e where the dimensions of the enerfy source

le) I are of the same order as the characteristicthc, i forpgoing Eq. (Wi ~an be written: dimensions of the local geoiogy, a.i m..-y be the
case for explosive- generated ground shock.

61 1  
(12)Sr, _.~ Also, in the casm of earthquakes the significant

- z*ji ~S 1  snTto) wavetngths in the Fround motion tend to be
I. klong compared to the characteristic dimen-

An upper bound for the maximum responbe stons of lo0al geology which is usually not the
may be written cae" for explosive-generated greund shocKk.

(1i The efteot of ground ccupling can he ex-
Y.. < ~S, (1) peced to be Iimportant in -hoe r',Sw nt explosive-

generated ground shock. In this case tCis
dimensions of the Mt-nctui e ... ybe large

Shin'lar expressions can be writte-i for the compared to the wav,.4engt'i.,4 - 2gnificant
mnaximum velocity* the maximum accelera- gromnd motion, amad the riai.Lly of the striteture
tion, the maximum shear force, etc. Those mar be large er. i-u.arad to the .i.gidity of the
cases where the oscillations of atructs-rea ssus~ounisng soit. The effect of these condi-
during earthquakes have been rccoi-ded 611.w tions is that the structure will inhibit the
that the spectrum af.;)roaCiu gives givod re- natural deformation cf the solil, and because
sults In16. rvest i u-0ions have been made of this, the structure will be subjected to
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certain forces. Also, because of this the ,have a,, adequatu factor of saiety ? and second,
motion imparted to the structure Aill be dif- are the "reagtlis of the various parts con-
ferent from the motion the ground would have sistent' that is, are factors of safety of the
had in the absence of the structure. Purther parts the same?
studies of the general charActer and influence
of ground coupling are needed to clarify tht The first of the above questions can be
situation. uasivered only oil the basis of a quite arbitra:y

decision for it is not possible to estimate the
Anotler difference between the earth- v iximum grourd shock to which the structLrc

quake problem and the explosive-generaie.. lay be subjected, nor is it possible to evaluate
grounc' sock problem is that in the t.•e of accurately the probabilities of occurrence Tc
the earthquake the stresses produced in the achieve uniform. factnrr. ,.f qrfty is highly
soil by the seist.:-c wavcýc are not very large. desirable, particularly to avoid points of weak-
It is, in general, oruy in the vicinity ol the wiss. Design specifications are aimed at
hypocen'er of the earthquake that the st:esses chieving this uniformity of strength but be-
are sufficiently large to produce failure and cause of the complexities and indeterminacies
3training beyond the elastic range. In the in the ground-shock problem, it is not at pres-
case of the clx.,ivc-5 .,.erated grwintd shock, ent possible to write an airtight design specifi-
however, the structure mlay be at a location cation th•.t w.il cover all aspects of the problem
.where the seismic wavev produce atresses in with equal validity. In fact, th, nroblem is qo
the ground that are far beyond the limit for complex thaL it will, probably, never be h ,r;.-
clastic stresses. In. this case, the effect upon ble to co. ,•e seeh design specifications.
,hc structure may depei~d strongly upon tne The designer must l;eep in mind that the s~eci-
n nlinear properties of the soil. fications are not completely correct and in

deciding how to apply the design specifications,
he should he guidL, Ly the mvenat to achieve

THE RULES FOR THE DESIGN uniform factors of safety.
OF STILCTUR-b

Design specif.cations often emb.ody ideal-
Both in the rase of earthquakes and of ized spectra that are based on free-field

explosive-generated ground shock it is quite measurements in a particular type of soil.
impossible to predict the ground motion that These specifications will not describe accu-
the structure will actually experience in the rately the ground motion to be expected in soil
future. 'N is thus also irpvusble to predict having different properties or having other
th,t stre;:;,eb that will be induced in a struc- local geological differences; neither will they
ture by some future ground motion. It is describe accurately the motion to be xpected
important to realize that expected ground if a structure is built in the soil and there is
motions and expected stresses can be dis- significant coupling. This requires that con-
cussed only in terms of probabilities. Be- siderable judgment should be used in the appli-
cause of this, the dcsign of a structure can be catio., of the specifications, and the difficulties
judged only from the following two points of encountered in applying the specifications
view: first, what is the probability that the should serve as an indication ou the propýr
structure will be overstrseri !-:hf ;,7 , '-remcnts t.j tc made in fthture tests.
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DISCUSSION

Mr. Stern (General Electric Co.): I wonder Dr. Housner: Yes.
if you would comment on how you calibrate the
instruments that are usod. The reason I ask Mr. Burns: Would yod consider this typi-

:iLis is that a while back we were concerned with calof• '--tmd disturbances, including

bWilding a reference platform for calibrating nuclear weapons, or would you consider this
Inertial devices. I got into the business of peculiar to earthquake environments?
measuring mieroscism,; I believe these are
very Gine earth tremors. Apparently no one Dr. Housner: The effect is more pro-
has a satisfactory method for calibrating, real nounced in te case of the strong- motion
line earth tremors which might be equivalent earthquake because of the lof, duration. On
to calibratine real accurate inertial equip- a very short dtshtrbance the effect of the
inent. D, you have any inmormatlon on this damping Is very small.
or have you done any work along these lines?

Mr. Burns: In effect you are -.uggesting
Dr. Hounner: No, i can't answer that that iere -is a faix amount of resonance and

que osiT"-Y. ) i-"e now asking about ground the damping depresses this in the earthquake
motions that are outside of the scope of the applieatina.
engineering problem. :n our case the instru-
ments we are interested in are the acceler- Dr. Housner: Yes, in a zr ie, if it has a
ometers and those do not need to be call- long duration, if we're talking..- f.*t 15 or 20
brated as accurately as I think the iistruments seconds which is a hig eartk. .,:.e.
you are concerned with must be.

"r. Burns: Wu you have any reason to
Mr. Burns (AMF, Greenwich): ! r-o.iced suspect tht this in not typical of a nuclear

you fi-ad acceleration response speutra there weapon?
that seemed to Increase In r:agwtude with
increased dayrp;ng. Did I read It right?
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Dr. Housner: All I would oay 's the cor- propertV, ý of the earthquake. Sothat part of the
re•ss&petra made from explosive sen- statistica. theory has been worked out quite in

erated grouni shock have different shapes. detail.
For one thing, the high ircquency end is much
exaggerated in those cases and the duration of Mr. Blake (Lockheed): When I was working
the ground motion doesn't by any means come or' Navy shij:. shock we used the earthqaake
out to 1t or 30 secords for the explosive gen- spectrum and called it a shock spectrum. We
erated giound shock, ran into a difficulty which wa. that the shock

V' ctrum taken at tne foundation of a heavy
Mr. BPndat oe: I would piece of equipment showed a pronounced dip

like i'a- a question tutr stttical at the antI"osonanro of thal equipment, some-
analysis of the dOta. Your use of the word thing which is utually called the natural fre-
spectrum was quite limited ard displayed only quency of the equipment. You associated a
velocity information as a function of period, peak with the resonance of a building and I was
In other connotations, and particularly the sindering whether .'t have things backwards
analysis of random phenomena, the word spec- or whether the same sort of thing occurs in
trum usually has the interpretation, let us say, earthquake spectrt?
of the mean square acceleration per cps as a
function of frequency. And besides this com- Dr. Housner: The same thing foes not
mon idea ao power spectral density function, occur in earthquake spectra. T'.. peaks we
there is also the requirement for making observe are the inulu.nce of the force exerted
statistical ana:yses of amplitude probability by the building on tlu- foundation on the ground.
Au sities and.distributions for the acceleration Now in your case it sounds to we as if you had
data. I wonder if you could comment on bpth a e!tuation in wh, h some of the energy was
of thee: '.tinal requirements for f.rther being pumped into snmi. mass and, as a con-
Lairsticai information, sequence, the point at which yca were measur-

ing did not vibrate as much as it would have
Dr. HOjsner: I can say this; the spectra otherwise.

show'ncre-f Te s-called response spectra.
They are not the Fourier-type spectrum. Mr. Blake: Yes. A crude analogy is that
Studics have been made in the came of earth- it acts like a vibration damper. It's not a god
quakes that show that the earthquake grouPnd analogy but a crude one.
motion "i. be considered to b- x i.indom
function &.'10- is a sample from a population Dr. Housner: That is not observed in the
of random furctions. If you compute on the case ofiearthiqake. Largely, I think, because
basis that the random function is gaussian and of the random nature of the excitation and its
whit,' you can duplicate almost all of the long duration.
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MODEL EXPERIMENTS PERTAINING TO THE DESIGN
OF UNDERGROUND OPENINGS SUBJECIED TO

INTENSE GRO6,4D SHOCKS

John S. Rinehart
Mining Researcn Laboratory

Crolorado Schc A of Mines

In these experiments explosivca were detonatud e4uve openings precxtA
in five brittle rock-like modeling materials. The shapes of the ope"-
ings and the depths from a free face were varied. Th.- paper deszr,]esl
the results of some two hundred tests which provide an e;..eilent insight
into the rature of failures.

INTRODUCTION Two hui,:ed tests were run. Fifty were
used to determine the correct size of explo-I Mode experiments pertaining to the de- sive charge and the proper size model. The

sign of underground openings subjected to in- remaining one hundred and fifty were used in
tense ground shock have been initiated and the actual experiment on fracture patterns.
preliminary observations made. Most under-
ground openings, in practice, are designed by
uslnl•rtatleally determineo rock properties MODELING MATERIALB AND
arnd liuerai safety factors. In an opening spe- PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
cfie.ally designed to withstand dynamic loads
it is the dynamic properties of the material Five simulated rocks were made up and
and the rapidly changing dynamic stress situ- used with these basic constituents: Ideal Port-
atlov ihat must be taken into consideration, land cemeot, Type 1; Red Top, No. 1, moulding
These experiments were begun with the thought plaster; Tex-Wax; vermiculite No. 1; salt;
that they would eventually provide certain water. Tabie I gives the actual compositions
guide lines for the design of underground of the five different mixtureF.
openings having sormewhat increased resit-
awce to failure when stbjccted to intense tran- Six physical properties of the model ma-
sient dynamic loads. terlals were tested: hardness, compressive

strength, tensile strength, shearing strength,
to these experiments an explosive was modulus of rapture, and the velocity of sound.

detoste above an opening preeast in several For each physical aroperty three small spec-
brittle rock-like modeling materials, plaster immns were prepared •d tested; the test
of Parts, paraffin-salt mixture, and so forth. specimems were cubes I Inch by I inch, and
The explosive charge, 9 grams of composition A-raiiMaplr;Ieds 2 inches by i ocwn by 1 inch
C3, and the over-all size of the models were ad 6 inches by 1.5 Inches by 3 Inches. Re-
kept constant. The shape cf the opening and Lalats ar lHied in Tablesi 2 an 3.
the depth to the opening from a free face were
varied. Five modeling materials having dif- To test the compresn. : strength and
ferent physical properties and tree general hardness, the specimens wr !trot allowed
shapes of openings were used. To simulate to dry for twc weeks. Ilar eas of Uiw ,peci-
an infinlte medium as would be found under- m,.ns was dett-cined befoire .ompression
ground, the model was confined durng the w.ch a Shore scleroecope. The specimens
Sexperiment. were then placed between two pieces of
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TABLE I
CcrWpobitlon of Model Materials

Composition (Percent by Weight)

Material Plaster Portland Tex Wax Vermiculite Salt Water

Plaster

of Paris 6__-4__7

Plaster of
Paris-Cement
(5-1 ratio) 53 10 .37

Plasfter of__ __ __ _ _ __ _

%5-3 rA.tio) 39 24- --

Vermiculite- [[3

Cement - 13 1 53 8

Pa-qffln- -
Salt - 83 --

TABLE 2
Physical Propertks of Modeling Materials

Physical Properties

, Compressive Tensile Shear Modulus
Material Hard- Strength Strength Strength of Rupture

. qs nlb/in 2) (lb/in 2) M O2) (lb/in2)

Avg. Avg. Avg. Avg.

Plaster 1 1460 296 641 224
of Pakis 4 1465 1502 299 270 498 548 266 246

1580 215 504 248

Plaster of 1910 415 430 234
Paris-Cement 5 1960 1866 396 426 712 585 236 235
(5-1 ratio) 1730 466 V 6 12  234

["Plaster of 1 1490 274 525 222
.tPris-Cement 6 1450 1433 240 263 575 552 245 235

3 ratio) 1390 557 237

Vermiculite- 310

Cement 0 356 319 - 10 10 lu - 10
(4-1 -aio) 286

Paraffiu- 306 141 146
Salt 0 295 322 - 10 92 119 15-. 137
(1-5 ratio) - 364 125 j 41
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TABLE 3 The rneUtA of testing for the modulus of
Velocity of Longitudinal S.••m Wave rupta-e was to lay the apeiracit on two knife

edge; 4 inches apart, and load them in the

Model Material Velocity of Sound middle by means of a third knife edge, until
(it/see) failure. "IM modulus of rupture, mR, was

Plaster of Paris 7579 - 9088 calculated from the equatiT:

Plaster of Paris- MR r 3/'P

Cement (5-1 ratio) 8530 987'
where P is ibe load in pounds; L, the distance

l-iaster of Paris- between knife edges in inches; b, breadth of
Cement (5-3 ratio) 8300 - 8497 the specimen in inches; and d, its depth in

inches.
Vermiculite-Cement not measured The velocity of sound through the mate-
Paraffin-Salt 7447 - 8497 rial was measured by placing a barium titan-

ate crystal on each emn of a prepared speci-
men. An a',t-i•cal pus. e was produced by it

cardboard anti loaded to failure in a testing pulse gewerator and carv erted to a mechanical
machine; the rate of loading was uniform. pulse by one of the crystals, the transmitted

pulse then being pickcd up at the far end of
As tih specimpnens had a height-width ratio the specimen by tne other crystal. The time

which was greater than one to one, the results it took the pulse to travel Plong the specimen
were converted to the equivalent 1:1 ratio t v was measti--I by means of an oscilloscope.
the fellowing equation: Knowing the length of the specimen and time

of travel of the puise, the velocity of sound

= Cp was readily determined (see Table 3).

0.778 + 0.222 -

THE EXPERIMENTS
S::hire Cc is the compressive str.•rgth of an
equivalent cubical specimen; C , the compres- Selection of Size of Model
sW• strength of the specimr. having a height and Explosive Charge
gre.i.,r toman the diameter or lateral dimen-
sic.n; D. the diameter or Ia al dimension; An 8-inch cube was selected as the best
and h, the height. size for the model, three factors being taken

into consideration: (1) ease of handling, (2)
The specimnens were prepared for tensile economy of material, and (3) ease of cbtaining

strength determinations by gluing circular results. Early models, A ivwhe hy 8 inches
steel plates onto the ends of the specimens by 4 inches were found to be too small for de-
with "plastic steel." The plates had a threaded sired results, while 12-inch cube models
female joint sunk in the renter, the male end proved to be too large for easy prepAration
of a universal joint being screwed into this and handling.
plate, and this in turn was connected to the
testing machine by means of a bar. They were Openings simulating tunnels were formed
then pulld to failure. by castin the model material around a wood

block and removing the block after the mate-
in the case of the vermiculite-cement and rial had set. Tunels of circular, saw-toothed,

the ppraffiu-"U no ultimate fatl-.re load could and r"tsinular cross section each having di-
be obtained because the s,'ecimens failed ir. mensions o the order of an inch or so were
the testing marhine before a load could be made in this way. The stratagem was to try
applied, to make t_? opening of such size and to so

place it with respect tý t'h: %-q-,:ave charge
Shearing strength was determined by that various qualities of fai'ure wouId manifest

placing the specimen in a shearing device themselves.
which consisted of two cutting t .lges, the load
being transmitted by means of a plate and ball Determination of ioe ?,-- of the explosive
bearing. Tiv shearing strength was calculated ,: .s a major I. nhlm. Blas.tng caps alone did
by dividingthe load bytwicethecroi.;-sectional ;,ot produce the desired effects and charges of
urea as the specimens failed Ws double shear. Composition C3, proving more successful,
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were used. Cylindrical charges of 1/4. 3/8, as the plaster of PRris and plaster of Paris-
1/2, 5/8, and 3/4 inch diameter and leua:.hs cI cement modeý- above.
2-1/2 times the diameter were tested, the
charges being inltI•tted with an Engineers
Special No. 10 electric blasting cap. The 1/2- Firing Tests
inch diameter charge, f) grams in weight and
2-1/2 inches long, gave best results. In most Prior to firing the explosive, all models
cases tho charge was placed on end in the were itkoected to see that the surface t) which
center of the block directly above the ccooter the explosive would be affixed was perlctly
of the tunnel and detonated from the top. In a •iu-oth The open endb of the tumnpl werc
few ca•os it was placed eccentrically, taped aut and the mciel was placed in a hole

of deoth equal to model height. Dirt was
The sizes, shapes, and locations of the tamped around the ,n'lel to simulate an infi-

many model tunnels cai, best be &ppreciated nite medium and the explosive was placed on
by examining the numerous drawings in the the model with the detonator in place.
Appendix. Thi ee general shapes of openings
were used: circular, rectangular including After firing the charge, the model was
square, and saw-toothed, each opcning running recovered. In some cases the model was so
the full length of the block and having uniform badly fractured thid it w.s of no use and was
cross section. The circular openings were disposei of immed'.tely.
:-3/16 inches and 1-5/8 inches in diameter
and were placed 2 inches, 2-1/2 inches, and
3 inches below the rurface. One group of Preparation for Post-Mrtrem Examination
open'. : ranging from 1 inch t0 3 inches in
width h.,d saw-tuoth shaped roofs with one, After blasting, th- model was sectioned
two, and threi, notches. jirough the crater perpendi-ilar to the ixis

of the tunnel. The cut face was clexned and
lithium-grease applied to bring out the minute

Preparation of the Models fractures clearly. A fluorescent paint and
black light method did not prove satisfactory

Cardboard boxes of the proper size were although it did show the compressed and
ubed for the molds, with the wood b!cck tunnel crushed zone around the crater quite clearly.
molds placed at the desired distance from the
bottom of the box and held in place by screws. After measurements of the crater and the
The box wad. .- tfined by steel plates to pre- fractured areas were completed, drawings,
v,•it bulging of sie 1. sheets I through 15 of which are reproduced

in the Appendix, were made and arranged six
In paraffin-salt models the paraffin was or nine to a sheet. These drawings are cross-

brought to a temperature considerably higher sectional views, showing individual fracture
than Wt: melting temperature, after which the patterns. The depression at the top of center
salt was stirred irto the melt. The salt and of each sketch is a cross-sectional view of the
paraffin were thoroughly mixed and after being crater produced by the explosive, the dashed
molded the mixture was allowed to cool for 24 line being the orijiial s••rface of the block.
hours at room temperature. The paraffin-salt The fine lines define the fractures and the
aodels required no additional treatment, heavy lines the rhape and location of the orig-

inal opening. Where a part of the opening is
The other fvtý types of blocks were pre- blown clean away, the original opening Is

pared by mtxf,!, the materials with the re- shown dashed.
quired amount of water and then pouring tho
mixture through a No. 4 sieve itto the box.

DYSCUSS1O1r OF RESULTS
The plaster of Paris and plaster of Paris-

cement ,aodels were dried in an oven for 48 When an ecplos*; • charge It detonated in
hours at a Lei•rature of 85*C and left there Int!mate contact with a massive L.A., uch as
an additIo.al 24 hours after the oven had been one of the models descritbed here, % t.•h-
turned of. A different method was employed intensity t1-rnicrt stress w..ve move -. out
to cure thb coment-vermiculite models. .'.fter spherically from the source of tb o-. .Jsion
removal from the paper molds and removal of leaving damaged material in its .akj. The
the tunnel la.A,! t•hey were placed under water pattern of '-.mage genei -ied is usmll..I com-
for five days after which they were treated plex with the origins of certain fractures being
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obscure and others being reas&ably well un- TABLE 4
cierstood. It is usually not possible to specify Ap :oximate Typical Crater Dimenstons
a priori which of the many possible fracture
patterns will predominate. Crater Dimensions

The attempt to choose the models large Model Material Diameter Depth
encugh to eliminate the boundary effects was (in.) j (in.)
substantially successiul, 'he models in general --- ________

acting as bodies of semi-infinite extept r .•.int Vermiculite-Cement 3.7 1.8
in tOe area surrounding the underground open- !
ing. I Paraffin-Salt quite variableS2.5 - 3.7 1.1

View tem..porally the damage fanls into -3.7 1.

three categories: (1) that occurring concom- Plaster of Paris 2.8 0.9
ltant.y with passage of the initial wave; (2) that
which waits until the stress wave has been in- Plaster of Pars-
fluenced by one or more buundarien; and (3) Cement (5-1 ratio) 2.0 0.3
that which takes place much more leisurely,
arising from the diverse residual velocities Plaster of Paris-
imparted to different regions of the mass as Cement 15-3 ratio) 9.0 0.')
a consequence of passage and interference of ......
stress wa'es. Crushing, cratering, shearing,
and radial fracturing fall into the first cate- collapse, there is a quasi-hemispherical zone
gory; bpalling or scabbing of the tunnel roo of heavily comparted or crushed material. In
and walls into the second; and caving into tne this region, ute affected plasei of Paria 1i
third, less pervious io liquids, inS extent being clearly

delineated by soaking in a liquid dye. The re-
All five materials reacted, qualitatively, gion extends in plaster of Paris down about 1

about thc same except for the paraffin-salt inch below the bottom of the crater, being
mixture which, being more pliable than the thickest at the center and tapering off toward
nthers, underwent considerable plastic distor- the edge.
ti,, iii situations where the other, more brit-
tle, materials did not.

Shearing

C satering In several instances (listed in Table 5),
the force of the explosion was sufficienUy In-

When the explosive detonates, rock in the tense to shear the model material clean
immedisat noil horhood of the explosion frac- through, plugging the tunel. The weaker ma-
tures and is blown out, leaving a permanent terials, as was to be expected, sheared most
crater shown in cross section in each of the readily. Compare the three vermiculite-
drawings. Since in these tests only one size cement specimens 61, 62, and 63. Sheet 6, and
of charge was used, there was not opportunity th, three paraffin-salt specimens 21, 49, and
to observe effect of size of explosive on size 52, Sheet 3 with similar plaster of Paris
and shape of craters. Approxinwate typical specimens 17, 27, and 301, Sheet 9. A photo-
crater dimc:a-lonm -re given in Table 4. Cra- graph of the plugged opening of the paraffin-
ter dlimeters range from 2 inches for the salt specimen number 52 is reproduced in
hard Wlastr of Paris to about 4 i.nches for the FiV. 1.
soft vermiculite, it being expected that some-
what larger crater-- -',' to made in the The three olaster of Paris specimens 43,
weaker ,,,aerialb, vwrmiculite-cement and 4u, a:,,l ;; -t'.. clearly the effect of size of
paraffin-salt; the crater depths were.Wbcut opening, tIli 3-Inch-wide tunnel having sheared,
one-half to one-third crater diametera. The while the 1-inch and 2-i '•e' ',nnc!: did not. It
quantitative correlation between any one phys- is significant that the resitt'nce to ieear,
ical property and the crater dimensimns is not proportional to Lhe area to .,- sheared. is the
especially high same in each oi thu thre . n., o, but 0iat. the

total force avil'able to proL._ý.e the shear is
Crujited Zone g,.,atest •or ti 3-1lach tune,.. All three sim-

ii,,r tunnels, specimens 61, 62, and 63 sheared
Immediateli below the era,", in tlose in the rermiculite-cement mixture, a material

cases where the in, mel eid n,"t cormpletely with about one-fifflth of the shear strength
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TABLE 5 circular or saw-toothed. Shearicng. of couise,
Cases in Which Pluggingr becomes less ;.'ke'y to occur the deeper the
Duse to Shear Occurred opening is btu.ed. Many of the specimens

Tillustrate this point but drawings on Sheet 6
Sheet Specimen T Material are especially germane.

II 113 ParAffia-Salt
Pernmanent Deformation

2 122, 128 Paraffin-Salt
2rn,,! paraffin-salt material was the most

3 49.!!2 Paraffin-Salt pliable of the materials used for the models
and showed a marked tendency to deform

4 134, 131. permanently, a circular tunnel opening 1-3/16
132 Vermiculite-Cement inches in diameter, buried 3 inches, assuming

a more or less elliptical shape (specimen 120,
5 137, 141 Sheet 1, shown-also in 1,. 2).

144 Vermiculite-Cement

6 61, 62. 63
64, 65, 66,
69 Vermiculite -Cement

12 31 Plast'r of Paris-
Cement (5-1 ratio) . ,ri

- - . Fig. 2 - Permianent deformation. A circular"",•unnel opening 1-3/16 inches in diameter and
buried! 3 inches. has assumed a more or Lebo
ell.ptical shape. Material, paraffin-salt.

Radial Fractures
Fig. I - Shea.rinlg. The plugged opening of a

parafitm-salt specinmen No. 5Z. In some of the specimens (see particu-
larly numbers 18 i_0. 26, Sheet 9), several
frqctures extend out radialy fr,-,r ,'", crat-r

of plaster uf Paris. Only two of the tunnels, area. There are five such fracturep in spec-
the 2 inch and 3 inch, specimens 49 and 52, lmen 18, spaced about 30 0.:grees ý.-trt. It is
Sheet 3, if the paraffin-salt models shemýred. likely that these radial fracturet; 1, ".p as
This material had about one-fifth the shear the .phrically expandting shoe w-. ,. mover
strength of plaster of Paris. Generally the outward, *.,e fracturr- "6:,ing a direc, covne-
probability of shear occurring :s greater with quence el the hoop stresses which are indige-
square and rectangular openings than v, ti nous to the front of such a divcrging wave.
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Spaling specimens, except perhap.s for specimens 17
and I- Sh et9.

The roofs of many of the tunnels spalled.
An example is shown in the photograph repro- The shape and size of the opening deter-
duced as Fig. 3, plater of Paris spccimen 26, mines the manner ini which the wave :n re-
containing a 2-inch-wide tunnel. Spalling can flected. There will be almost no coherent
arise when a sharp-fronted transient compres- reflection from a circular opening so thaL
sion wave reflects from a free face, generating spalling will not in general occur. The cor-
a tension wave, which in interfering witl. the rectness of this supposition: is borne out by
remainder of the compression wave ebta.. inspection of Sheets 1, 4, 7, 10, and 13, no
lishes., high concentration of nct tensile spalls being present in any of the a-scimcnu.
stress. Occasionally when the intensity of The wave-interference pattern about the saw -
stress in the '',cider.4 wave is quitt? high, sev- toothed shape openings must be ,xceedingly
eral spalls may be formed, complex and the complicatcd nature of the

fracture patterns around these openings at-
tests to this fact .ee Sheets 2, 5, 8, 11, and
14). The situation is relativelV simple in the
case of the re tangular openixis since the
rnof is plane, the only complication being the
influence if the corners formed by irierbection

V .of the walls with the roof. Ir -s unfoiturnate
. that no fiat pLates, openings of infinite width,

- "have been testA; for !t would be interesting
* 'f' • and instructive to compare spalling within

these platcs -..:.h spalling above the rectangu-
lar openings tec'.ste hcre. Such tests are con-
templated for the future. It appears from an
examination of the fracture patterns that the
walls do influence significantly the spall pat-
tern. Specimens 22, 50, and 53, Sheet 3,
spatled paraffin-alt models, having tunnels

Fig. 3 - Spalling. An example in a plaster of 1 inch, 2 inches, and 3 inches wide, respec-
Paris specimen, No. 26, containing a 2-inch- tively, and buried 2-1/2 inches, illustrate
wit" ,unnel. these e.1ects splendidly. Substant.ally similar

effects can be seen In plaster of Paris-
cement specimens 47, 38, and 35, Sheet 15.

Single spalls are clearly evident in spec- Two apls of approximately equal thicknesses,
lmens 21 and 22, Sheet 3; numbers 17, 18, 26, were produced ia the 3-inch wide and 2-inch
28, 29, and 30, Sheet 9; numbers 43, 40, 44, wide tumn.Is, the spalls being somewhat thin-
41, 32, and 42, Sheet 12; and numbezs 46 and ner in time 2-inch tunnel. Only one spall de-
47, Sheet 15. Multiple spalling is evident in veloped in ýhe 1-inch-wide tunnel, edge effects
numbers 50 and 53, Sheet 3; and numbers 35, evidently preventing the second spall from
37 and 38, Sheet 15. forming. The second spall forms as a result

of reflection of the wave from the freshly
The stress in the wave lessens as it created surface of the first spall. For the

moves throjzgh the materipl due to both diver- 1-incn-widc tunnel the surface of the first
gencc a;,m attenuation so that at some point the spoil is so narrow that not enough of the wavo
stress is no longer sufficient to produce a is reflected to give a second spall. The thick-
spabl. Note from the drawings (it Sheet 3 that ness of the spall is nez-ly consitalt across the
spalling occur: in te tunnels buried 2-1/2 span, thinning out near the corners. This is
inches, but not in thobc bur icd 3 inches. to be expected .rom the nature of the wave

pattern.
The thickness of the m'iall is an indication

of khe sharpness of decay of the wave behind Generally, the ppall pal.s.rz- arc In ac-
its abruptly rising frunt, a thin spali indicating cordance with predictior..
very rapid decay and a thick spall, relatively
slow decay. Usually, a wave lengthens and its
peak stress decreases as it travels through a Frcturvs Aic-,,d Openings
maleriai. thus giving rise to thicker and
thicker spalls. This effect, for anme ,2nex- In several cases fractures developed
plainable reason !s not discernible in the which ran outward from 4.he t.nnel walls.
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Such fractures, usually running out either
horizontally or vertically; were particulpriiy
prevalent around the circular open~gi (suc
Sheets 7, 10, and 13), although there are sev-
eral runnin , from the corners of the rectan-
gular openings. The origin of these fractures
is not fully understood. It seems probable
that they are caused by tensile stresses de-
veloping during guss deformation of the
opening. Consider a circular opening sub-
jected to a strong compressive transient
shock. It will, dtring compression, first , j.
transform itself into an ellipse with its mojor
axis parallel to the wave front thalng whicat
time tensile forces perhaps strong enough to
sunder the matcrial develop along this axis.
On release of load the material will expand,
overshowting its original Rb'pe to form an
elliptical opening oriented perpendicular to
the first, the horizontal fractures forming it

'i. iam•e. Somewhat similar stresses will
develop around r~ctangular openings.

Fig. 4 - Cave ins. An ea.m.I.•1 in a saw-
Cave In toolh opening which had 3 notches. Material.

p,.ster-ement (5-1). Specimen No. 88,
Sheet II.

Whet, a mate. ial spalls, considerable
momentum can be trapped in the spall, ena-
blirg the spall Lo break itself away from the
parent ass, ote with violence. A otreasons. The net effect (see Sheet 11 in pa-times the momentum is insufficient to dislodge ticular), was to produce an arched structuremes the m entm Is i n to d e yabove the area where the saw-tooths formerly
by a fracture. Spalls were diing in spnc- existed. Further analysis of the fracture pat-by afratur. Sa.U wer dio-d-a n sec- tarm is needed.
imcns 21 and 22, Sheet 3; numbers 17, 27, a e e
30, Sheet 9; a.- number 40, Sheet 12; and re-
mau-ed .` place in ",,merous other instances,
particularly the specimens shown on Sheet 15. CONCLUSIOI$

Specimevs 46, 47, 37, and 35, Sheet 15, This series Pf tests has provided an ex-
exhibit another interesting fracture, a central cellent insight Into the nature of the failures
brmak-. in itc spall. This must come about In around zndcrground openings subjected to in-
the following way. becaise the incident wave tense impulsive loadb. The nine specimens of
is most intense at a point directly below the Sheet 3 form an almost complete panorama of
point of appli-i-ion of the explosive charge, the several qualities of failure: radial frac-
,e central part of the spall begins to move tures, single spal. for'mation, multiple spall-

with a higher velocity than the edges. In addi- ing, plugging by shear, no fracturing at all.
ti..n the edges are constrained and nr.uit be
shm..r•4 from the parent mass iI the spall is The tests carried on in this experiment
to pull loose. The spall thus acts as a beam, were entirely preliminary with the intention
fixed at both ends, bending anl breaking in the of covering as broad a field as possible in the
middle. allstted time. it would bv very desirable to

The most complex fracture patterns of all run lurther tests with several models of the
,r,,•r-!d with the saw-toothed stipe openings; same material. tunn.,; !hape, and depth with
these patterns art very difficult to analyze. a vi.v- to gathering qunmtitative d(aa ,, spaii
In general, the openings caved in badly (see thickness, crater depth, crat.r are. -. I re-
Fig. 4), undoubtedly the combined result of lating this data to such varitAes as 4, )th of
spalling, corner fracturing (each saw-toot, opening, area of opening,, physica) :-...ttes
being a good corner reflector), and for other of the material, and shape of opefang.
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APPENDIX

Drawinga of the Results of the Model Experiments

For the post-mortem examinitm.f.n, the ai ranged six or nite to a sheet. Sheets 1
models were sectioned and. after measure- thr'ugh 15 are reproduced here. For ease
ments of the crater az~a fractured aceas had of reference, two lists, A and B, are also
been completed, drawings were made and given to asbist in the location of specimens.

LIST A
List Showing on Which Sheet Specimen Numberr are Located

Sheet Specimen Number

1 113, 114, 115, 119, 120. 121

2 122, 123, JZ., 125, 12.G, 127, 128. 129, 130

3 12, 22, 23, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, .4

4 13, 132, 133, 134, 135, 136

5 137, 138, V%9, 140, 141, 142, 143, 144, 145

6 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69

7 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60

8 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82

9 17, 18, 19, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30

10 92, 93, 94. 95, 96, 97

I1 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, Ul

12 31, 32, 33, 40, 41, 42, 44, 45

13 71, 72. 73, 110, 11. 112

J4 98. 99. 100, 101, 102,. 103, 104, 105, 106

15 34, 35, 36. 37, 38, ý9, 4e, 47. 48
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LIST B
List Showing Specimen Ntsdje.-r and the Sheets on Whi(:, They are Located

Specimen Sheet Specimen JSheet IISpecimen Sheet Seimefhe Specimeun Sheet"N3. No. No. No. NO. NO. No. No. No.

17 9 43 1 69 6 95. No.12
18 9 44 12 70 96 10 122 2

19, 45 12 71 13 97 10I 123 2

20 -] I 15 ij 72 13 98 14 124 2

21 7 154{ 73 13 99 14 125 2

22 3 4 j 15 74 8 100 14 126 2
23 3 75 3 B 8 101 14 1 27 2

24 7- 50 J 76 8 102 14 128 2

25 9 51 3 77 a 1C3 14 129 2

S9 52 3 78 d 134 130 2

27 9 3 9 a 105 14 131 4

28 _ 54 3 80 , 8 106 14 132 4

29 9 55 7 81 8 107 - 133 4

30 I 56 7 82 a 108 -. 134 4

57 7 83 11 109 - 135 4

32 12 58 7 8411 110 InI 136 4J

t 34 15 60 7 86 1 A 31 138 5

3 :3
15' 61 6 87 i 11 * 13

36 15 62 6 83J jJ 114 1 140 5
37 15 63 f iv 11 115 1 141 5

K38$ 110 64 6 90 11 11
39_15 _5___9 11 7 14340 2 i : 6 92 10 16 144 5

41 f 7 16 9_ _ o 10 119 1 145

42 [_12 68 16 94__ 10 120
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DISCUSSION

.. C• .zeyka, Armoar Research Foeu- Mr. Chaszeyka: Well, I believe it's more
dation: You deacribid a pressure wave as like a trapezoid approaching a square wave
friangular and you said that in Rainier it was with a slow drop off. R has a slow ri&' time.
, mething like that except the front was It's not an Infinitely steep rise time ab you

sloped. Would you care to define that more would have in a gas, but the fall off in pres-
precisely? sure is not quite as rapid as you would indi-

cate with a triangle.

Dr. Riijehart: I don't happen to have it

,-;th me, -FU-t i Rainier Shot is well docu- Dr. Newmark, Chairman, Univ. of Illinois:
mented and you will find it, I think, in some This iwl-d--- not cause'spalls to occur quite as
.f the U4iXtL Itports. readily as you were Inferring.

Mr. C'aszeyka: Would you say it was Dr. Rinehart: If one takes the P.ainler
more a trapezoid approaching a squAre blast and figures out where it's ,avlled, whtA
wave ? occurred, the rock in which it occurred and

the bi.•st that was sat off, you will find the
Dr. Pbehart: No. I would 3ay that it spall tould be about 225 feet thick. This is

was like a triangle with a sloping fr.-rt. As roughly wh.t it should be and there warp lJy-
I remembcr it, it was aLnost a right triangle ere which apparently separated. They were
with the hypoenuse lying along uihe axis. abcut that thic,. Whether this is qiaL .g or

not I don't know.
Mr. Clmszeyka: It was not an infinitely

ihaip rise tire ? Mr. Cwzeyka: Wie' ,'he reason i;zuse
layeis epa, teadis because they dropped

Dr. Rinehart: No. down. The soil was loose enouga, it was
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crushed out to about that radius and it fell Dr. MLklo~jitz NESCO: I'd like to asL
down. But as flar as the radial --palling is Dr. 11Jiehartt_ ;;;&r o he has considered
concerned that went out to about 400 feet. takini. *ovae motion picturea of this fracture
The damage ~ah found in the tunnel was to phenomenon around the hold ? It seems to me
AleOsA 400 feet, where the rails were actually you have an excellent chance here to say some -
dirsplaced. thing about the wave action abc~t the onle.

For Inst anc, in one case that you ahowed
Dr. Rinehart: I think the primary point which had a vertical crack above the hold and

I want to make here is that whcaa waves have a vertical crack belwh the hole, at 180* oppo-
an opportunity to reflect they can impprt e site the initial roe, aamuming the earlher pic-
strtactive mýAions to various things. I think ture showedt the first crack and the later pic-
this is the main point. ture showed the second one, you would conclude,

of course, th-2t the second crack occurred
Mr. Chaszeyka: Your point is well taken, later; It seems to me that the umloading waves,

I was ju~st queistioning the type of wave, very tyjpical of the kind of thing you talk about
in scabbinag, c=ul be creating the second

Dr. Rinehart: In most structures in crack. In other -words, unloading waves from
which you will be finding yourselves, the ma- the upper crack propagate aroAund circumfer-
terial isi not strong; it may well be soil which entlally, supiledpose at the lower end, and
has no tensile strength at all. It may be cause enough tension to create the becond
heavily faulted and fractured ground, etc., so crack. I think there's a littlo support in this
that in general you will not have to fracture from L'ie fact that yotu also t.;,owed one which
the materf -d. The material will already be had again a sw:o..lary process of a similar
fractured. All you do is to throw it off and I nature with two horisuotal 'ra.As.
think this is the most important point I wan Dr. Rt. Lar. Yes I'm very cureous as
to make. There Is a mechanism whereby you to wh -a- from and I think about
can throw this material off with a !at of veloc- the oniy way to get at it is to do just exactly
ity and if there is nothing to impede its motion what you aiggest-to take pictures. And, for-
it will keep going. tuniaely, these occur in exactly the same way

in haoles In lucite specimens whhch are treatedMr. Saffian, Picatinny Arsenal: Maybe i this uly. go that one could, I'mn sure, take
nfirathis__IiI7 ýin~iiiII this model pictures of these without very much troub~le.
experiment, I assume the idea was to be in a I think it's probably a two- stage process, a
lporiinn to predict what would happen in a sueigth~is way and an expansion this way.
lar&=- scale operation of some sort. In setting (tikhsispoalwatape.
th13 Up. especially with explosive charges of ikti spoal hthpes
thin size, has any consideration been given or Mr. Ste-n~, General Electric Co.: Let me
will it be given to the shape, the geometry of suggest, if you want to take pkictres you can
the charge, and the possible deviation of this use photostress. I know it has been used ex-
charge from the axis of the cavity in the rock? perimentally on window panes to show the

stress distribution as a bullet goes th. ough a
Dr. Rinehart: Yes, Consideration has pane to get som~e so~t of a picture of what

been g~iven to thc shape of the charge but our happenn when a. bullet penetrates a steel plate.
decision was simply tha we k"i. ai.. cylin- If you hav'e this on a concrete model and you
drical charge. Now if one took a charge of a were Iti taie color high-speed pictures you'd
different size you wouldf find the effect to be actually see the stress pattern running through
somewhat diuerent in magnitude, but I think it. In fact, with lucite, if you had polaroid
ant La principle. Now an to putting charges light you can do this.
off c*,uter and that sort of thing, this is cer- Dr. Mains, tieneral. ElectricCo.: Onae
tainly the direction in which model studies dfl&a"R - roxtes
uboald be extended. These were very prelim- You don't havr to havea a lucite model because
I= v andt e~oplriary studies mand the~ve sic a what you am s ia back reflection technique.
uboae best of other model studies which I
thinkwol yield extretuely fruitful Wnorrma- Dr. Rinehart: Yet, Psiz, nwtt.dr of fact

11cm.we have in our mwm labiorat'auy now a reflec-
tive photoatress meter. i ;.tva a student who

(At this point sonse of the diacu.ssion was lost is working on tIN& very pet. 'nbut he's not
Wbile h"~ Iqies.) very far aloig yet.



IDESiGN BELOW GROUND ARCH AND DOME TYPE

STRUCTURES EXPOSED '0 MbU(LEAR BLAST*

E. B. Laing and E. Cohen
Amindnarn and 1.hitney, New Yoric City

Some of the problems encountered in the design of hardened ehallow-7f
buried and earth-mounded arch and dome type structures 3rc -ics -seed
Design equiations for determiining idealized loadings, frequencies, re-
sponse values, and stresses are oroposed. Eftects of change of arch
curvature, nonrig5.'d subgrade. arc. ing, and comn,,utibiiitý of erig'! die-
placem~ents ar-: discussed. _________ ___

BLAST LOADS

Geometry

Figure 1 illustrates the assumed geometry of an ideal air induced ground shock at a typical
,,rch ty.pe sti-ucture. This ground shock .asa be~ eLlwis twperseismic or outrunning depending on
the pressure ieveL and seismic coreiitions t1,21.

Beijed A rchev

A complete anaiyessw of an underground structure involves the diffraction of the Whock wave
around the reinforced cavity and the response of thei structure ahell as an elasto-plardc liner.
3tuch a solution considering all the important parameters, which is applicable to design, is not yet
available. In the interim a simplIfied reasonably safe approach ist needed. In this paper it has
been assumcd that the dtiffraction effects in the soil around the structure may be neglected. This
is consistent with most of the peak pressure data recorded on buried test structures r3-8j. The
distribution of the applied blast pressure on a buried arch during the transverse transit of the
..hnck front is shown in F~ig. 2, in which the appL~ed loads consist of nonuniform radial and tangen-
tial forces. For design purposes this loading is replaced miLia a comblnatien of idealized modal
loads. Figure 3 shows the typical pressure-time curves for each -if the modal loadings considered,
i.e., compression, 6eflection, aW.'ndn-oprsin Figure 4 lilluatrates the ahape and mag-
nitude of these loads. For the compression tiode the vertical reaction at the springing line is taken
equal to the average surface pressure applied over half the span and is based on tLe assumption
that the full radial and tangential forces arc tras.jini~ted through the arch. The extent of the
bending-compressIon mode loads have~ been chosen to ;take the vertical re;adi~ons in this mode
zero. These recommendations include an allowance for r-distribution of the applied loads as a
result 0f the mobilization of pissive pressure but do not inclule archin6; e.dects (which may be
negative or positive), or the ef.'ects due to vertical accekration of the supports. P, and i, in
these Ifigures represent the av.2rage blast pressures on the windward and leew~aid surfý.,c of the
arch, respectively, and are estimated by passing the inclined ground-shock front across -"ýe Rrch
and comrputing the pressures on a hydrostatic basis. It is further assumed that the &p;; 4.ttenua-
tan, factor (k, shown in Fig. 1) is undity, i.e., there is no attenuation of prenqure with deptt 'or

* This paper is based in large measure on studies made by Ammanis and Whitney for the Office ot
the Chief of Engineers, Do~partmi-nt r! the Army, under Contract DA-49-129-ENc.-464.
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Fig. I -Assumed geometry of ideal air-induced ground shock
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Fig. 2 - Distribution of blast pressures on buried arch
during transverse travel of shock front

shalow-burled structures. This in combination with a zero rise time assumption, is admittedly a
somewhat co.nservative upproach and may be modified whcn amd if these factors become better
establi shed. The magnitude of the peak modal pressures shown In Flig. 4 are obtained u~tng the
folowh;Zg assumptions:

* ~(1) A semicircular arch with an average Jt~th of cover equal Wi one-half the radius is con-
qidered as fully buried and will be subjected to fuill compression mode only. Fully buried implies
that sufficient passive prespnire can be mobilized to pzcvent exceadive flexur'l mf#tnn [0,l01.

(2) A semicircular arch with the crown level with the earth's surface will L.* subjected to full
compression mode plus full deflection mode. The modal loads for semicircul- . `es with inter-
miediate depth of burial are obtained by interpolation based on the 2 werage den.4., of cover. , M'hes.

(3) A ~3O-degree (interior angle) -rch is conuiddered fully buried if it has an average depth of

cover equal to its radius andi wiLt be sutojected to a full compression mode plus a full bending
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I Fig. 3 - Time variation of modal loadings
P,~ ,~I for buried; rches

4b) oDFLECTION MODE

| ec.4.-ilG COMPRESSION MOot

compression mode. The bending comprassion mode in this case has a peak pressure equal
co 15 r-rcent of the peak compressinn mode pressure.

(4) A 60-degree arch with the crown level with the earth's surface will be subjected to the
fhll values of all thiee io desa. For intermediate burial, modal loads are again determined by
intterpolation. The beinding compression mode recommendations given for thi, case will result in
utr.ing moments comparable in magnitudc to those obtaired if tlie cornpression mode pressures
were applied vertl.zally rather than radially.

(- For arcbes havang interior angles between the 60 and 180 degree limits, a double inter-
polation is used to obtain the modal loads.

Buried Domes

The blast prpssures on buried dumes are tUken similar to those on buried archeo. rý •l....
pressure will be mobilized essentially only for the antisymmetric loading, and to a lesser ',xtent
than for arches, thus resulting ip. less pressure redistribution than obtained wit) the mort flexible
arch type structures. Since most of the lctding ir. domes is carried by membrane actt-wn...

n.c!...•icn of a bending compression type lowd is unimportant, and therefore only the c-mt. z, -,sion
and deilection, modef, are considr'ed. These idealized loadings ',)r the dome are obtained tn 2
s.inilar manner as for the arches.
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B'ast Pressures on Mounded Surfac~s

Figu~re 5 showe the geometry Wi a typical earth miounded arch )e structure. T~he deterni~vA-
tion of the design "'adings on a structure of this type has the saanh uiicertiuuities as ter toe hurwid
type plus tWe problem of determining the time variation of thc pressure (on the moundedl s~irfare.
The nmcthod currontly employed in the Corps of Engineers design manual (Ref. 12-EIA-413) for
obtaining the pressures o~n the earth mound consists of two parts, (1) the determino.tion of the
retlected pressuies on the windward slope and (2) the dete! ,'.ination of the drag prossures over
the critire mound. "2hese are combined as descriL.ed in Ref. 12 (EM 413). The iefluctions on tht
windward slope can be estimated with reasonril le - -rn'cy -sing the avail-.1Ae inflection coeffi-
c ientsi !,)r inclined surfaces. Tic effects of this reitect.o. in the horizontal and leeward slopes,
however, is i!(A well defined and may justli:'. tome aaditiciaii study. The drag pressures are
obt~innnd in the manual1 by' use of an "equivalent circle concept" in which the me!unded surface is
replaced with a circul;ý. arc loi which emipi.-ical drag coefficients are i'ecomnne tded. 'These coý.I-
ficients, however, are based upon steady-state flow around a complete rylrnder and may be sig-
nificantly diff~rent for a segment of a cylindpr set directly on a ground plaae.

A second approach, "'ransonic wedge," to determining the enveloped p"ase drag pressures
has been made recently [131 utilizing a combination of theoretical and einp'..icat results for
steady-state transonic flow cver double wedges. The general features of the flr~w depend on the
!..ach number of the given conditions behind the original shock wave. Witen all parts of a flow have
a Mac'h number less than one. tt'e flow is called subsonic. If the Mach nuni, er is evfr-.W,-rp
greater than one, the flow i's cidled supersonic. It the Mach numiber is less ihaa one in some
plaor :Nnd greater than one in other parts of tihe same flow, it is called transonic. Most initial
flows a.. gcometries currently; 'Ling used in the deF, ;ai of earth mounded structures fal! in the
transonic range for which both experiments and theory are relatively scrcl-e and complex.

In the subsonic case the usual concept of pressure coefficieiits, c,,, to be multiplied by the
dynamic pressure, 1 2 eV 2, are applicable. Coefficients given for incompressible flow mpy be
used with le-3s ihnn l--percent error for Mach numtr".3, m, from zero to 0.1. This covers the
range intei-Ked for most wind load coefficients. From Mach numbers 0.! to 0.5 the incompres-
iable pressure coefficients mw,, be used if tirst multiplied by

(Prandtl-Glazzert rule, see Ref. 14.) For large Mach numbers, more elaborate methods must be
used.

In the supersonic csse the flow pattern is illustrated in Fig. 6(a). On hitting the corner at A,
the flcw forms a shock wave which turns the oncoming flow abruptly, SO it i 3 parallel to AB. This

F

~-SHOCK FRONT

Fig. 5 -Groineiry 'n' c;p~cal ar~th mounided arch type structure-
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Fig. 6 -Stý&4.Iý-state flow over wedge.
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causes a pressure rise. At 8, the flow tijes thru a Prandtl-hte;er expansion Ian which tt':tin turns
the flow, this time, with a pressure .cdu...ion. At C there is anotl:- e,.pansian fan ani then a
compression shock wave at D returning the flow to its original d&rtction. rhe. changes ot pressuare
at each shock and expansion can be conveniently figur~ed. The pressure is re-ativ'ely uniform on
each of the faces AB, BC and CD, being of course greatest on AB. The shock at A is Called an
attached shock wave because it starts right atr A. As the Isach number decreases tnward one,
there will be a certain Mach number (Fig. 7) at which the :.t:tched sh~ock wil; no longer be possible
for the given angle fl. Below this Mach number the shock wave Is detached as ýhnvr, in Fig. 6(b)
and the flow will'I- in the transonic rwige.

In the trin~nic flow shown in Fig. 6(b), the flow is sup~ersonic throughout except for the
embedded subsonic region EFBAE. The initi~d flow ie assumed sup,;rronic, i.e., M. > 1 [15]. 'M1
the Initial Mach numht: decrca.-tog to it th..ý Jetached shock forms further ahead of point A. When
the Mach nuuibei tails below 1, thse typical situation in the transonic range is as shown in Fig. 6(c)
with one supersonic region embedded in the subsonic flow. The conditionti shown apply to Mach
numbers not too close to one. As the Mach number increases and approachet. une, the supersonic
region grows, finally cove-Ing the mound from B to D. In this condition there would be a bhock
wave starting from D as In Fig. 6(b).

The flows show-i In Figs. 6(b) and 6(c) have certain features of interest in common. In ooth
cases the pressure at A isi equal to Ltii stagnation pressure of the subsonic flow upatresr.. at A.
At L; the local Mach number is always unity at the start of the expansion fan. These facts have
been --tablished experimentally and theoretically [16].

Further, it has been shown that the pressiati dIL~ributiun on the face _.. is the same for a wide
range of transonic flows, for a given angle r., when !he pressure is express,ý'~ ',. terms a1th stag-
nation pressure rather than a pressure coefficient 117 1. Tbese facts are the basin for the following
metliods used in computing the pressure distribution for the transonic cases at hand.

In the case wher, lhe initial flow is supersonic the first computation is to find the stagnation
pressure in the subsonic region. This may be cnnv~niently done using Figs, 8 and 9. This stagrai-
tion pressure at point A (Fig. 6(b)), is obtained by first determining the supersonic downstream
pressure corresponding to the free-stream Mach number, m, = Ni from Fig. 8 (using -y - 1.4),
then using F .. 0 to determine the pressure at A. For points between A and B, there is theory,
and, esr.,rlmei.ts are available, giving the ratio of the pressure at any point x (Fig. 10) to the stag-
nation pressure which occurs at A. For an angle of 26.6 degrees (2:1 Slope) these ratios are
summarized in Table 1.

It will be noted that the experiments and theory in most of the references deal with wedges as
shown in Fig. 11. The structures considered herein are effectively one-half of the wedges tested.

The test results and theory available are concerned primarily with the face As whict. is the
most heavily loaded reizinn ind' th,-'. d.Za given in Table I is applicable. Unfortunately, equally
Vrecise data Is not available for the faces BC and CD. On the basis of examination of test results
anid of the underlying theory the following procedure is tentatively suggested.

*40
35

* 20Fig. 7 - Mamm defiectioz; Itugh f.-r r hich
' 5 the shock wave will renmaj, 3ttacht~- [L81

-10

* I 1.5 20 2.5 30 3.5 '.
M - Moth NVO601
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Fig. 8 - Ratio of supersonic sltagnation prest-ute to
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Fig. 10 - Definition of i andU
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:0 Lk ,4 if to 20 22 2.4 29MW $01140A W, The pressure at B, on the BC side of
the corner may be computed by sssui .ing
there is a PradUN--Mayer expansinc . ipn

Fig. 9 - Stagnation pk tsure ratio across starting from Mach number one on ,ho
a normal plant shock (psia) down•t•ieam side of the corner as "', liet

effect on ont overexpansion ard co'npensat-
ing compression at the for"'e. This pres-

sure may be obtained by determining the Mach number, m2, on the ec jude of the enrner corre-
sponding to the deflectiri angle o from Fig. 12 and then enteriag Fig. 3 -.ith tik d.:,ue to obtain
the pressure, P. Depending on the length of the top surface msc) the flow hay fir '. , not 1w
1 eturned to the pressure of the original supersonic flow upstream or £ beforo tn.. trner C it
reacred. In the absence of sufficient data a linear distrrIutlon of pr. 'Vre betweeis a and this
point is assumed.

The pressure on th-3 downstream side of C may be e-'.m2ted by assuming a Prandtl-Meyer
expahi.lon fNo mt.Art.n, (rot., the fre.o-atream Mach number. Along the face CD, it 4 suggested that
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TABLE 1 the pressure be assume& uniform. The pressure on CD
Pressure at x, p may be ebtained from Fi, . 12 ard 13 at follows:
Pressure at A. p, frr = 26.60 1181 (1) enter Fig. 12 with free-streanm Mach number to._ . obtain the Pran.dtl-Meyer angie, ,; (aagle through which

( a supersonic 5.ream is turned to expand from d = I to(Fig. 0) • x > 1, (2) add t t,) the deflection angle (26.6' for our

case) to obtain the Mach number on cr/ using rig. 12,
0 1 (3) usirg this Mach number enter Fig. 13 to obtain theS0.1 0.875 ratio ".1 . ,'1L, re '" is tih,! stltic pressure on face CD

0.2 0.840 and P. is the tot•t pressure downstream of C. Since

0.3 0.822 ti.ee are only isentropic processes between A and D,
0.4 0.703 F, is the same as at A. lherefore, comute P from the
0.5 %1.772 ra:'n P/Pt
0.6 0.743 ,
0.7 0.723 In the case v aere the initial flow ts subsonic, the
0.8 0.687 pressure at A is the stagnation pressure and is obta'ned

.9 j 0.655 from Fig. 8 by entering the figure with the tree-stream
0.527 Mach ni'mber to oAA..n the pressure ratio. The coeffi-

cients given in Tah'le 1 apply for the region A[, ,sing
the i4.1.ation pressurp for the angle 0 = 26.6°.

The pressure on the downstream side of a I, computed assuming an expaosin fan from Mach
number one and may ue obtained from Figs. 8 and 12 for 0 = 26.6- as for the super.onic initial
flow cat.

The downstrekam pressure at C is estimaated 2ccording to there being a se.-pi-.ai.on of the sub-
sonic fiow at the corner and with the help of experimental data [19]. Simple inviscid theory would
indicate that the flow expands to zero pressure at the corner and thereafter resumes free-stream
velocity. Howeves, ,ince for these Mach numbers of approach to an edge of such a large angle as
that at C, the flow separates, viscous effects cannot be ignored [19]. The pertinent data in Ref. 19
(page 28 for btation 12, 16) applies to a 30* flap deflection at an angle of attack of the flap of 9*.
It would Ie aesirable to have data for a leading edge flap deflection of 26.6" at an angle of attack
of the flap of 0' but the above data is the closeat we have seen at this time. The pressure coeffi-
cient, P = (p - . iq indicated by the bove test data is hetween -0.6 and -0.7, wherL p = the static
prezsure, (pala), p, - ire*-stream pressure (psia) and q - the dynamic pressure. From another
standpoint, if we can apply data from a wedge to represent flow on a half wedge following a straight
section, as we did on the forward face As, then we can apply data from a sharp cdged plate at an
angle of attack of 26.6, with about the same validity. The data on pages 18 and 19 (zero flar
deflection) of Ref. 19 shows that the flow is separated and P is constant over the entire chord for
a > 15%, so it surely Is also for a = 26.6'. The value oa P is about -0.6, and this Is used In this
case.

0o t!LL-

10 1a 1.4 is Is 0 to 22 4 U

Fiv 12 - uefu.z;ion angl. required to expand

t,, a given Ma-•! number
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Figures 14 ana 15 show a comparisoi. of the total pressures obutinel using the 'traniorniC
wedge" and "equivalent circle" pruczd&,r'. for steady-state flows c- IN' and 25 psig and ideal
dynamic, q, presmures. The comparista of these methods, and the obvious shortcomiings of both,
Indic ite that it would be worthwhile to obtain additional shock tube and wind tunnel test data on
wedg 's, arcs, and spherical segments (including data on dust laden flows) in order to better
establish tWe drag effects on mounded surfaces.

Eaxth Mounded Arclips

Since the w.;,tge approach has not been dpvi'loped further, the equivalent circle procedure has
been retained for the present in Ref. 12 (EM 40S) to estimate the prcssures on moun~ded surfaces.
The modal loadings arkm .imil4z in shape to t~oeof the buric'd arches. The average pressures on
the arch surface are obtained by computing the average windward and leeward pressures on the
equnivalenit circle within the angle obtained by passing the r2dii through the arch springing lines
and using theac values to compute the corrapresslon and deflection mode loadin0 ,.. The bending
compressio~n mode is comrated as a fu~nction of the average arch central angle similar to the below
ground arches. The main differences between the loads on mounded arches as compared to burled
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Fig. 14 - Cncnpariioý- ul wedge mnethod wit', equivalemta
ciý-c- m.reth'od (pressure =200 psig)
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Fig. 15 - Compatrison of wedge method with equivalent
c-rcl- method (pressure = 2;. psig)

arches (aside from the reflection effects) is (1) the deflection mode loading f.r the mounded arch,
due to the dy.samic prcssures, may last sever.il times longer t.an in the case of the buried struc-
ture ana t2) the availail) passive preh.ure for the mounded came may be ionaiderably less that.
for the buried case. The Jeflectinn mode preasures are used without 'eduction if the arch crown
is at the surface level ,r if the top corner of the slope is located directly aLove the springing line
(or closer to the arch centerlinc). If the average cover of the arch meets the full burial require-
ments aesenibed for the below ground archets a.:.r if the top of the s•ope is located far enough away
from the springing line to preve;t transmission uf the reflected and drag precaures on the wind-
ward and leewr-d slopes I.nsuriig pressures transi.aittcu normal to slope) 'o the , reh structure,
me deflection mode may be neglected. For intermediate cases the deflection mo, e reduct!4o rmay
tc estimated by double interpolation.

Earth Mouoded Domes

The equivlcnt circle procciu'Jre nas teen retained tintIatvely in the Cu-ps oi Engineers manual
(Ref. 13 - EM 413) to obtain pressures on mounded surfact~s over dcmes. The modal loadings are
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similar to mounded arch structures with il~e exception that the bending compression mode is
omitted.

RESPONSE OF ARCHES AND DOMES

The dynasrric response of arches andr domes depend upot the natural perwod of th~e member,
the load thape and the exten, of deformation permitted.

Natural Perio.I

'rhe preposed equa,,..ns foi. the natural ;-2riod of earth covered arches and domes for the
variouq modal loads discussed in thILs paper are as follows:

ARCHES

Compression Mode

Hinged Ends:

CI 4 Sin2 2L ./o32() 1)

Fix~ed End.

2,L2Fi
FL-edTo En:=

ARCHES

BefectinCo~nped Mode

Two Hinged:
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Fixed End:

Tnbc - C4 L// 1 TA

DOMES COMPRESSION AND DEFLECTION MODES

Tnc rn , R Y117

The mass in flece expressions represents the mass of arch or drae pliu the mass of the average
earth cover per unit of arch or dume surface area. The upper limit of the average earth cover
used for obtaining the earth mass is taken equal to the span of the structure. The gross moment
of inertia is used in the arch compression mode e4 uations wherea.3 th,' average of the gross and
the cracked is used for computing the arch flexural mod~s. The periods for two hinged Arches are
between 1 and 2-i/2 times that of the fixed end arches in the comp,'ession mgdee and between 1-1/2
to 2 times that of the fixed end arches in the flexurol modes.

Lead Shape

The time variati-n of the modal loads m;-, in most instances, be approximated by triangular
loads with or without aI rise time. Conqerv. ,.ve estimates of thL isc time can be obtained by
assuming that thc rise time at the surface, if any, does not increase wit', depth. Then. for large
inclinationb (with the horizontal surface) of the ground shock, the rise time cau be estimated by
dividing the arch or dome rise by the soil seismic velocity. A similar situation exists for the
deflection mode, however, as the ground shock inclination falls belew one-fourth of the interior
angle the deflection mode pressures begin to decrease rapidly. Although many unceitainties are
involved in estimating both the natural period and the load rise times, it is expected that the rec-
owua.rded rise time3 will provide conservative results in those cases where the rise time may
havi appreciable effect on the response.

AI!ewable Deformations

After the natural periods and idealized loadings are established, the structure can be designed
for the desired degree of protection. Allowing plastic deformation will usually result iL. a w';jstan-
tial reduction in required strength and material and it is proposed that this be considered for all
modal loadings. The ultimate uniform compressive strain in reinforced concrete is normally
taken at abciut 0.0035 and increases several fold if the reinforcement is bound [261. The resistance
function uscd for deter.,mining the cmpres,,iun mode response is usually based upon an initial
tangent n,,xiulus which peaks at a theoretical elastic strain of 0.0010 (for a compressive strength
of 3000 psi), less than one-third of the ultimate cylinder strain. Using this approach the allowable
strain in the compression mode could probably be taken up to at least twice the "elastic" value.
This still !'eaves some allwrwaace for possible subsequent loadihts plus additional compressive
strains (such as compresstan, hinges) normally not provided fur. Also, since the probability of
several repeated loadings of the same magnitude is quite remote [271 mis approach appears to be
reasonabil. The ratio of allowablr plastic deformation to peak elastic deformation In the deflec-
tion and bending comprenniui modes should L-.' limited W0 three unlcc., a check of the actual
numerical value indicates that further deformation would not result in significant deflection amnpli-
fication and excessiv ,%trains at the compression hinges. If sta0. amplificatiop occurs it may be
necessary to investigate the arch-soil interact',.n in more detail [28] to obtii.. a .-asonable
approximation of the !oad capacity. Charts for determining the elasti; or pla.'i.i responbe values
for various load shapes (with or without rise times) are found in Refs. i3, 29 -. "' 30.

Other Factors Influencing Responsc

The r-',oonse to Wie variou n r-,odai loadings discuased will be !nfluenced to sonic degree by
many ottiir tnctorr such as the presence of a nonrigid base and rotation of the foundation at the
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springing line. In most cases these effects will result in a reduced primar3 structural respojise.
Several other secondary factors, howevet, such Lis curvature charges arJ horizontal sprrading o"
the springing line may result in incrz~e stresses or strains or Lt "i, .jid should bc g~vcn coni-
sidera ion in design. Soil arching is 4ni~uenced by the deformationai charactcristics and motion of
the structure in addition to the excavation and backfilling procedure~s us, and may; increase or
decrease the arch loading. A load rpduction due to arching should not be applied without firs! fiv-
ir~g all factors thorough consideration.

ARCH AND DOME MODAL LOAD STRES3 EQUAT'IONS

Arches

Equations for the iA:.=~ent:;, she~ars and Viiusts for two hinged and fixed ended archeG are givnn
in this section for the blast miodal loadings discussed. The effect of 2srch L.hange of curvature due
to the axial str'iins has not been included in the basic equatio)ns as this effect can be computed
separately assuming that the loads remain raduial after axiat shortening. Figu, , 16 gives an ir'di-
catio)n of the magnitudes of the elastic ber9 ir,g stresses and strains in a fixed enided arch caused
by this curvature change under the compression mode loading. Figur~e 17 sý ows the reduction 3f
axial load capacity caused by this bending, computed by conventional ultimate strength theory.
Since the flexu~al strains arc not sufficiently large to cause iailure, the stress increases and load-
capacity reductions can be omitted in the design if there is no objection to ojastic compre -ion
ýiinge formation. Similar stress increases *,lýIl occur in two hinged arches, tiul t

o a lesser extent.
It shovI'rl be noted that in flai arctics the change in curvature in the comprsL-b..ia mcede may also
create v -,~iniifirpit change of radius resulting in an ir -ease of thrust. This dirl~st increase, for a
60-degree arch (fixed or two hinged) for exampl.-, '~ ; pproxintaaiely 10 per-a;~t for a 0.0010 strain
and 20 percent [or a 0.0020 strain. Both ~iiit strain atid thrust increases will to _mplfif ed if there
is a spreading of the springing line and shouuld be checked accordingly fo. any particular depsigai,
Another aspect that may sometinjes require checking is the numerical magnitude of the flexural
nmode dvflectioioý to insure that the deflections are not so large as to create large secondary
effects. As an examplh, if we consider a !60-degree fixed ended arch having cradius of 20 feet
2nd a thicknebs (.f 12 inches we obtain a peak radial elastic dzJ1tdion mode displacement of about
1/4 inch per psi ill resistance. A jj,aLbic to elastic deformation ratio much greater than 3 may be
unrealistic in such a case. It bhould be noted, however, uiht if the ratio is relatively large, the
passive pres.- i mobilized on the lccward side will increase considerably due to the blast sur-
ch~irgŽ mid the zon.Puted deflections in this mode will be conservative. For preliminary design
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the arch dead load (earth plus "oncrete) may be assumed ats a uniform radial i.,au i,1 combination
with thp propused Niast loads. The magnitude of the deau "oad flexural stresses may then be
checked using the relations givcn ;n AppcndL' A and the design modIled' I[ nec.... ry.

Two Hinged Arch Modal Load Relations

See Figs. 4 and 18 for notation.

Deflectiun Mode Load

v 
1 , R I- (1)

tan "

IuA H8 PdR(I'- Cos) (2)

"A - . (3)

At any poib.i defined hy the angle the moment, thrust, And shear relatlr.-"hips are as follows:

• =VA 1k sin • - .i "- '• HA ... .( - cos .. k-si R.r,2 2 (4

all sin' - i 2 (4)

VA. VAt°in i - H o(-s ,)- R ens ,,(5)

VAc Clog it H•.S.. (;- ) - Rsinq5. (6)

.... ,,esson Mode Load
a

VA ;VIs = PC sin1  (7)

2

HA HD5 = P R coen (8)

No =P R (9)

NA - .,0 = n; So = o. (10)

kig. 1•- Notation for two hinged v'f>-• \ ".

arch indcr blast loading

I3
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Bending-Compression Mode Load

V = B=0 ; MA MR~ 0(1I

HA rH9B Hý -Pb R Cosa (12)

where

Hý 2P',cR [C1 + C2 *C' +

C, sna snp-0 sii, a sin 6

/0 sin 20

L2 a Cos sii9+nosv i

k 4

r3 ~ 2 2

0 (-) si a _

si2 - Cos -a-U) +os24

a cns
2 

.1

sCn, 3 - sin- a

for 0 : ~S z2

mon2F, R 2 2 in 9 [sin-- Sin I] -H;I [COS( os - cos (13)

No 2Pbý R sin 0sin 0 + HA Cos~ - PbV R (14)

S, 
2

Pb, R sin Cos (P HI sin (15)

for 0 5 p

M# 2P,ý R
2 

(sin 0 lin - + Cos Coes - HIR (Cos * - Cc: (16)

N, 2PLc R(I ;!- 0 Cox 9) + "I s CO - PbC R (17)

S# 2Pb, s in 0 cos 0 - HI sin P. (18)

Fixed End Arch Modal Load Relations

See Figs'. 4 and 19 for notation.

Dct'-iction Made Load
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.1

Fi.1~ NAtxnbrIx n rd arch VA ivR

under bd-It to•,ialZ , /

\,\t /

"VA - v P r Pi, S- (20)

where

P, R (co~ -4cc-- v.3)

R? i2 I-X sin ,

MA N.R 'd 2 2 2 (21

At any point defined by the angle

MJ. Sc R sii -
2
Pd R

2 
sin

2
' (22)

S% Sý cos; - Pd R sin (23)

N, Sc sin ; Pd R cos . (24)

Compression Mode Load

VA ý V B Pc R sin 2  
(25)

HA t H13 P, R cos - (26)

NO = Pý R (27)

.A = = o; SOo. (28)

Bending Conmpresslon Mode Loading

/ 2 sin\
MA = I. -NBR =o ; 1- R 4P n (29)

HA = H. = H.-P, R (2 cos 6 .. ) (30)

VA -- o (31)
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where

M- 2 P P ' .C o % T C " S ,

! 4 rI - C")\H. Pb,,R I ( Is , V°

% in 2 () 3 s in 3 ()~V n2

3- 4 + -3

2 -- sin - IC7 = sin cos -
2 2 \ 2,

C8 % sin -I _ V" in ) i - + si

for 0 < <

M M- H (d- y) -4 : k 2 
sin 

2  (32)

'i S¢ =N H. cos 4, - 411be R sin2 2 1; R(3
N~lco~ib~jn~ pb+c (33)

S - 2Pb R sin H - sin € (34)

ior V'. 2'

.' Mo - R. - y) - 4Phc R2 si(3)

N' H. con (A + 4Pbe R sin 2• s in • - PbC R (6

SO 4Ptc R sin 2cos 2 H., sin ýP (37)

wht-re

R ( - y = R (I - cos 0i.

Domes

Equations for the dome stresses produced by the two blabt ,odal loadin-,s discussed are
jpwepnt-d in this section including the equations for the cdge moments for each of the modal loads.
The membrane stresse-, for the asymmetrical load can .e cornnuted by u: ing a Fourier series or
a harmonic mode procedure to approximate a uniform ou nonuniform antisymmetricz, "•. ::.Ing.
The edge moments for this loading are approximated by computing the peak cdgr dilsplr. 'ment for
the menmbrane solution and using this disolacement in the moment displacemen' c.qtaticr,. for a
unif,.rrI radial compression load which are available. These moments are adjusted t.: . ide
close agreement with the more exact (but much more tedious) method usec by Haved aJ:i, by
derived scaling factors. Deflection mode fiexural stresses ar higher that lh'n-se comp-t=3 for
the compressio?• mode flexural stresses per psi of loading, however, the rate of decay of the
moment away from the PdgP for the attvr.Ametric case is similar to the uniform load variatiumi L32].
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Both the moment and thrust effect penetrate deeper into the clom,. as the interior anq:e iq ru'dIePCd.
The edge. b'resses due to fle%,.: ;-. a fixedt ended dom&s ran be of the sanie oiidei of magnitudc as
thc mernbrane stresses, the -cfcre, if complete fixity is .be r-tained, provision should be matte
for these~ stresses, If there is rno objection to plastic comipression hinge forriatioins 'hesi edge
effects may be disregirded. If there is also -a substantial srreading of the supports tile st~aio's
shiuld be checked to determine whether they are sufficiently large to cause a local failure from
which a general failuee could develop.

Fixed End Dome Modal Load RelaLicn-

See Fig. 20 for notation.

Compression Mode Load

N C coti - j.)in (ý ~) R H(8

N - c os(, )-1( 12) bin +-) Pc R (39)

-CR ( *~(0

,.,2R I (K.2 K., 2K
1  

+ Z-) + 2, 2 + (41)

L -

Fig. 20 Blast load an.o notation
for fixed end domnes - M, = rnm' (a DEFLECTION MODE

m.. ,M. r- rneridioxial momnent.

Ný o ri:. ýxial thri-, N. = ni-rid-
ional axial thrust, and N* ,, hear
in pione of shell

W) COMPRESSION MODE
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Co

K2  1 ~ ~ t. .

V' "nundary- effects arp ncgfleced the aLove equatmons simplify tw

Sý R (42)

'. 'i 'I(43)

Deticct~on Mofic Load

Co~s (44)

36 %ins~: t. J 6C0

1 316-~a

-cot-

2,

CEt
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2" %in
a2 - "13 i -

;14  -(c ) F

A

Ft 'I . . c ,m

C, I I v 1. (2 X,) -X,'(2 -X, ,2

(-X,) 4 x _ X4XI' , -CX,(2 - X,)

•( 2 3 2•, 3 -
S... .~ 3r "

C- X, 2_X") AX, - X,, 12 -Xe, log(2 -Xe ., 4 (1X,)

x X, *X, 4 4C3 X(1 2

In fI 2• -, Ip ", 4X XX •X ( -

Io•. -2--- ) 1C - 4-

-c2- 2 _ 3

-22-X .) X4 X-. 2X-)

N. - . N (45)

where

RA (cs * .s 3

Nj~b + *2\ IS .- l, M~bv

where

- RA _(2 2os 3 sin2; 2
• 3 %i,,3"

N ' - • J io ,,l.. .%ian
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+ %in (47'

where

Rool. R0 t
2

+t CO .. , '4 sint

ee 64.. 21 for) Cost(48)

12 R

Se Fig. 21 fo notastilon. doato

fir iampiy s--pported4,)mes - No -

ri,i., mornmelt. M, 'eridional mo-
ment, Nj ring axial thrust, No
."-ridional axi~kI thrust, ant; s.0
oi~ir in plane of shell P~

N~
L -

(b) COMPRESSION MO~DE
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Compression Mode Load

See Fig. 21(b) for notation.

C ent ýL- 4 i, Qd+' cR(

- 2A 2

N• C [2 [ Cos ("' + . K.' sin - (50)

4&2 [ ., -o b +Ii sill(\, n (51)

Me, = +-) K• +K2) - 2K2 j co" (2÷ * -in ('÷\0 + )l '52)

IU boundary effects are neglected Eqs. (36) and (37) may be ubed where

PR(.v) e 7-7

(K4 + C3) S nr

3(1 -• )

K, 1 - 2h- cot (

l - 1+2& cot

I - 2v (a
K3  I 1- 2A

K4  ! 1 C 2o

cot y - +J_
X3

Deflection Mode Load

O =U , "' + b) cos e (53)

where

40. iasn as for c:•-,c with fixed mupports

F l b =r -n

P1 (a sir a)
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1.316

2

Ft 7,

AR 2-cos (- 3 sina • cos432
A3Et sin3n" 2

N, (N , b) C, (54)

where

N (2 3 cns 1 4 cos3;)" in"S:

• h 2'•h.e"- cot' 4 )

N4 ( , * ehb cos t. (55)

where

-RA (2 cos € -J sin
2 ; - 2 cOs

4 .$i
3 £in

3 ;

- sin (C-

N#8 (NiO. + * b) qin (56)

where

feib[- ý.e* P [co. - - -cot;) ...

LJ

Me - , ob) Cos 0 (57)

where

-: t2

121 sainJ Nt

M - b co t cos AL4, + C14 C 4 sill e,,

Mb 6 s in2  ~ l,,'V1' J

SHELL ACTION IN ARCHES

End walls or Intermediate ( iaphr:agins, or both, can modify the arch response, strength, and

stresses under the dtLdction rr.de ioadiig by providing a longitudinal transfer of part (,i this
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loading to the -walls or diaphragms. Some estimate of the relative shell versus arch action can be
obtained using folded plate analoty or by analyzing each .1aLif of the arch separately as a shell
satisfying common boundary c, aditions at the crown. The .iagonal tension stres.ses caused by the
longitudinad spanning should be estimated to determine whether enough reinforcement is provided
to insure against local failure which could cause a reduction of the arch capacity and progr,,s.: to
general failure.
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APPENDIX

Arch and Dome Dead Load and Eartm Load Equations

This Aprendix contains the arch relations for fix,-! 1 • i and two !tinged arches subjected to
dead loads, earth loads, and temperature change. The, .. ations given include rib shorteiang.

TWO HINGED ARCH RELATIONS

See Fig. Al for arch notatiop.

Arch Dead Weight

VA = V8 .t R (Al)

K _ (C9 - C__ (A2)
H A ý H B = e.

where

¢• (- 3 -'o~ - oW•), 9asm
2, • 4 1 4 8

C t2

Co = (sin a -a cos a)

c|i [ T (2 * co0 a) - 3 sin a] + t-(a + sin m)

w r unit weight of concrete.

F LJ sym. Is,- it~~t~~Li iU I .... ,
I '

V4 : i

Fig. Al • Not;za:-;. f-r two hiaged arches under dead loads
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Vertical Earth Load for Portion of Far-x Above Crown

Load I in Fig. Al.

VA - Vo - vHR sin WT (A3)

"^A H0  i R • -12 r,, (A4)

%% here

Cl - sin3 • n 1o sin2a si-n-

C12 3 2 2 2 4 Jt 2 : •,n 5)

2 3 sin aC14 1 Cos2

t
2  

/I sin

i unit 'eit"ht of eirth.

Vertica.l Earth Lo.xi for Earth Surface at Crown

Load 2 in Fig. Al.

VA -t V3  jR 2 
sin!- sin 4- (A5)

A- cf. + C17 + C 1  (A6)

where

C1 6  ( a8 sin2 *12 r.s±ICosa

96a in -i i2 . 2

17 ý (i-T '- s
2  

-2 c. 2 3 54] -
Ssin 2 2 a 2

Fi ~ C-1. 2 f
2  

sin 
2
2Cos~!

C Sa • 2 2 2 329

C18

1
2  

snin 1 oLsa It 2 s in"' 2
C19 12R2•• 6 2 6 3"

C 3 1  [a (2+cos a) -3 sin a] * +Iin a,

itorizua.l Earth Load for Portion c" "art!' Above Crown

Load 3 in I. AL.
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VA -0 (AT)

HA =Hs )'KH0 R
3 (C n Ci (Ad)

where

( in z " d a sin a 5- cos 1

C20 sin - IT 4 - t 2

2 'aCS af1 2R2 4 2

C11 -"-4- (2 LUS ) - 3 sin -j _ (a + qin a)

1 I sin ý.K =
I 4 sin P

and € is sngle ei friction of earth.

Horizontal Earth Load, Earth Surfact. at C.own

Load 4 in Fig. At.

VA = VS = 0 (A9)

"UA = Ie = , KR4 (C2 2 +•C2 3 C24 ) (AlO)

whLr,

n (319 7 sin.2  
3 cos 1- sin Sid

C22  12 4 2 -- T - -

C2  C034~-! COI 1 O2 co 5 Sc,!.!2
C2 ra( - ___ 2 _ -+ _I6 4 8 8 32)

S • •2 s2n 3o •- _
C 14 122 4 2o,8- 2 - s 2

C11= 2 [L(2 + cos a) - 3 sin a] + (a + sin %)

K : sin 4t

,I is angle of friction of earth.

Temperature Change

VA a Va 0 (All)
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Et¾ 31T sin
HA HB 3 .c 3 . (A12)

3R'1 r-(2 + -3 :ýin -a] + L + sin a)

where AT = change in temperature

S= coefficient of thermal expansion.

FIXED END A',H RELATIONS

See Fig. A2 for ai .' riotrltcn,

Arch Dead Weight

HA = "S 7 0 (A13)

VA = V8 -- (, .2- P~ - ) (A141

(2 sin 4 sin
2

MA M. 2 iR 'ini-- [4 I (AI5)
2 os VAR S2I

wher-.

Ho  . t R3 (C2 s-C 2 9 -C 30 )
C31

CL 02 oet2e1a. si
28- 2 sin

-Load ' ey . '

"NC

VA , ve -"

Fig. AL - N';tatijn for fixed end arch ur.jer blast loading
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C 2 9 : - o - /
t22

C 3 0 - 9-t
2

(sin a - a cos a)

12R2 ' t
2  

is l
C3, = 0-• - ( ;i... -ý 2p• -- TJ•l

I-L ' 2 - 2 --2~'sins l in 2 -2c,)% oi - I 1 _Ri) - 2)i

L - I

= unit w-ight of concrete.

Vertical Earth Load, Portion of Earth Above Crown

Load I in Fig. A2.

A- Vq = "yHR sin (A16)

IC3 -C31"•A = (B ) 01,2 2" S n (A17i

= y HR2(-Sid. sin 2" HAR (A18)

where

C32 = 4 in 6

t2sin

C 12 R2 t. 2
C34 t --- 4•-g- ( x + s in a)

2R
2 

__

y = unit weight of earth.

Vertical Earth Load, Earth Surtace at Crown

Load 2 in Fig. A2.

VA a R2 n( -a a a4

HA HD H.- (A20)

MA **:fl Mn MU + Hi R -!-'-cos (A21)
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where

NI. 4, 2 2 2 Cos -3,• sin 4 4 cos
12 -2 si 2  2 2 2 21

', a 2 1- 3 in

j La (7 6 c'~)-. 2 k lo

(N\ C39

sin (2 .
136 = 2\ 2--- 2- 3 ,...

L '

C37 = 3 co2 3 + sin S - 3 cos 3 cos2 I cos
3

a t_ 331-

C38 ( - + s in(•eS 2 36

12R
2  

+ t
2  2R

2  
si...2

C'39 - - - • (•+ 'in 2x) - -- -

Horizon)tal Earth L..ad, Porlioi of Earth Above ;.rown

Load 3 in Fig. A2.

VA = vB r 0 (A22)

fi = HB = -11o * ,KH'R - coo -2) (A23)

S(2 sits, '=! y KH,. 2 (. ,,

= M. +H. R .a R2 co)- 2 (A24)

where

W, cR -- (31 sin .4) - 2 sin -J

2 C

..H.-- R
3 

\-Y,, )

in smin 12 sin

sin 2
C41 4 !(a + sin a) --- ý---(ccos a + 5)

1242 + t + 4R' a in2'I• i•r42 : 24 #a + s r )a 2T
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* sin-K r . . - -. .
| Sill

- angle of frictinn of earth.

Horizontal Earth Load, Earth Surface at Crown

Load 4 in Fig. A2.

VA vII 0 oA2•)

2 sin- 'R
2  

Icos (A26)
•A -- !411 'N Mo+H • Cos6

HA - HD r - t + 2

where

R2  ~ iin~( ~ 3 1H 
2 a - n 

--

24 ( 21
,Cos

3  KR - Cos3o"

j43 si T35 .. .- - 6 cos2) + 80 3 3cos3 1)+i271Ln_ a

/ 2 sin 2 _!a + 3 sin 2 si -

C 4 4 
=4 (1 - 4-2-!!1(11+C o +2 CO

L4 4 1
i• .a co -2 4 "0"3

C 4  ( a + n s in 2)-si n- I /

12 R2 + t 2 2R/2 sin2

C46 - - T4 (a 4 sin -) - . 2

Temperature Change

HA = HS = H. (A28)

VA = VB = 0 (A-29)

'V.~ ( sin~9

MA M1 , (A30)
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A-. <*i •..- .... ' •!
-4I

where

4Et
3 

'.\T sin 1

S06-!2  
si12

(12R2 t
2
) (• , sin i -

"ST r temperatt:re chmive

coefficient of thermal eIxpa.. .in.

FIXED END DOME RELATIONb FOR DEAD LOAD

See Fig. 20 ýor nomenclature.

-co-,- - o~. a0.(A3 1)

- ' 2 Vs in~i7 1 2 (A32)

cos '' ~ * ~ ('.** -(A33)

'-'2-I1

-;2 1 -+2) '2K Cas (¾2 sin (A34)

2-/si•5 -- •

%here

C w RK' smný K3 sin;

I I
-K3(2 ; sinnL 2on

2K'

u 2 I I- + 2 z0 c.,

3( 2,,, )2
o

-1 I + 2,
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SIMPLY SUPPORTED DOME •'QLATIONS FOR DEAD LOAD

See Fig. 21 for notation.

N, - cot -2 - • ÷ -s ,sin(,- . ) (A-5)

1 1 -2 ( 5
( Cos - 2cs K .K) sin (K4 (35

m= R'C- K 4[ cos + sin ((A

SRC 4(1 + 2) (K,+ K,) - 2Kr cos (kp +L2v sin (A4')} (A37)
4:*

where

wRK'

-| 2

S(K 4 + K) si y

cot - - K3

r -

I -C

34 , (1 - 2) 1_2

%tl

K1 I 12•- ,:,t (~-

2  2! c-t

2A. en

S*I # 2v

K 4  Co.- 1
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ANTENNAS FOR HARD RADIO COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS-

A PRELIMINARY STUO~Y

S. I-'. Nlorgaý- and E. E Zajac
B,1 reephonie I i-tjoratorkes, New' j, tzey

FThe study cnr~idero.d sn particular the~ problemn of dvSigr.1rg radio 1
an~innas to soirvive at the 

5 0 0
-psi point un~cr tis-tipie attacks by

nuc iaevtwipons in the !egato .r.nrg.. Tht- ttudy %ýas based uponI
tnnc~an-ni~i physic.U prorctpisq r.,th'r than "h rdtnaing u! vxibtin-

iN. *RODUL AO A ND. SUMIAU iii Iscadla;i'.a..- comn-

inunication linig (of iiw; voice cliannelit or
o.s apcr rwpor,ý a f.'ats~it %tudv it, z"o.cPrtl TV rh t~nv~s.

vt r 'v haid radio communication systems. The
iluatittn vnvi sico.'d is that of a buried control

cvnte, !i:ihlo i- .!(tquarters which is ex- NATURE OF rHE ENVIRONMENT
p- ted to survic. in k~ple near nis ses by
P.-.cfear -.-t2Ao- in tiie mieg-iton range. Figure I shows a sketch of the crater for

an 8-MT surface burst obtakiied from data
Onie wcu'Id like a communicatioin cwlnec- given in an unclassified handbook Ill. In addi-

tion f!niti~ a stngle radio antenna on Win, Ref. 1 gives the following values at the
tiop ,, a i~urivnl cownrol center, thc .antenna '500. psi point fnsr this location:
being just a, hard ,s the cent, iitself. Such
an antenna would present a point target, anr,' Range from ground zero: 3R50 feet
xi~ufd rcq-.ire the enemty ito knock out the cvn- Static our ipressure: 500 psi
ter itself in order to destroy the antenna. A Dynamic ovierpresaure: 1000 psi
radio conamun'catiion s,-s!ten (it this sort Duratioia uf Ipobtivv ph4ase. 1.3 seconds
could -Ar cc as a substitute ior, or at Icaist is Velocity of Air shock wave: 4000 mph
a oapplen nt to, a hird communication ~vs- Wind velocif, behind wave

1.in wsir;ý iiL; d2 In thins ).pur wec -,haill front. 3300 oiph
'!ý s.tructural probtinis i~rvoun- I'vak. reflected over-

teied fin designing such a Psysttm, We shall prc_-ýurc: 35010 pbi.
oraiv mention in paqsin.' 6onic of tho! interesting

4L! - ti . al quev:, ions tha.t are involved.b

We have considered a cr~pe of situations
which st-tin to blanket a range o1 pos'sible I

ob,ectivus. Fit tt we liA..t considered an *.

omrud~cictional sylitein with ;i range oif ;ahout .v.% 5 O.J
25 mil'es and a aimall cominunicat.,isis capacity ~ ~ . i ' 7
of one or ;4 fw voice channlt.., For the hard-
ness leve-l we have more or Itass~bh i
Adoptej 56C0 pto since at much higher ovf-
nisi .isure le oo ie is inside the plastic zone iI''-

suiruuiwig itt both) cr'Atpr. An a st-cond .

type of objective-, we have considered - vers 34 W,

Iaiad radiao rela) s-satem, Again At anl ov. r-
prebbuure -A 7-00 1p. 1. tý,ifi cast we !kAVe Fiji. I '1k L ~ of crat.-. fur 8-MT :jurot
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The data on ground shock that are avail- RFATR

able 121 give us only very crude estimates of _______ - LN
what to e-.pect. For example, it seems rea-
sonahie to expect Sui facc accelerations at the STEELFC ~ ~ j
500-psi point for an 8-MT burst to be at least ýýRT OL

100g, and p-n-sibly much more, with displace-
ments P, the order of a foot or more, and
velucities something like 30 ft/,'sec.

it was assumed that the effects of thermnal
and n~uc~ledr radiation on the meci..ical
strerf!*h n. th 2ntenna structure would beFi.4Anlrs-tadto
negligible, a.t'hougn it is expected that a sni. a. nuarg*liad~o
amount of material per shot would be lost by
ablation. The important thermal aivi nuclear
effects on dielectric materials worild have to MECHANICAL D)ESIGN
be studied further in any actual antenna design.

Omnidirectional. Flush-Mounted Antenna

ANTENNA TYPES We have assumed a center- plug (Fig. 2) of
reinforcedJ roawrete, surrounded by a Ulu;~ skinThe t,-pes of antennas fall into tooe of two of stec:!. The n0!.-pst air-induced ground shock

broad classes, flexible (or disposable) struc~- has been assumud to double upon reflection,
tures, Anid inflexible structures, Examplei *ji sending a lP"O1-psi stress wave into the plug.
the fir't class would be: (1) A vertical roa We design against -haltering af the concrete
mouiited an a heavy, helical spring. The rod by a three -diiie n si toa 1 system of reitiforeing
ducks down during the blast and then rePi-ns. rods. (This systein is discussed later in. the
tu its operai-ii g positioni. (2) A conductinj;, ire case of the microwave tower,) With a suffi-
held &1pr '.: by a captivE balloon. After~ '4 ciently strong dielectric, only a thin skin of
Waqt a dispenser sends up another balloon to steel in~ required as the outer conductor. If

e~'ie the one that has blown away. All such such a dielectric is unavailable, electrically
s--chmes, however, require wome mechanism invisible bolts made of a fiberglass-rolnforced
wi'!ý noving parts which cmi -xithstand the epoxy resin can be used to transmit the load

en;. ý. hocks and prf sui-ed of the 500- from the outer skin tu the inner plug.
psi envi i oiment; and it appf-Ars that it would
be casier to prove the feasibility of rugged,
completely stationary structures. Microwave Tower

The best solution for an omnoidirectional Roughly speaking the problems of design-
radiator ý.ppears to be a flush-mourted annular ing a 25-foot microwave antenna (Fig. 3) are
slot, shown schematically in cross section in
1;.!, ') All conductors are made of steel, and
tile feed sitructure is filled with a refractory 206GW0MENSIONS APPR0X
dielectric (fused silica, fused ini-ina, fused
mevl1t'. fuqed stabilized zirconia, and recryb- 4
tallizei :!lass Are poualmlities). Radial steel
bolts may be placed across the large coaxial * C0.R

for I~inpedance- matching purposes and also to r f3ýf3 Vadd mechanical strer.gth. The ceniter plug of 3 s T'Z Z.,
the antenna may be made of reinforced cor- 4ft

crete. At 30 Mc, the diameter of the propitsett ~ i.
antenna would be about 16 icet; and its depth/ .-
would be about 4 feet. .~

The best type oi microwave av'.,nna for
the point-to-point sy.4tem apptart to be an

_f~ '4 ;t'tsltted wave 'uid#'-%. filled with W111UD FI.~

a *r. irtory dielectric. The electrical studies *UU - ..... AT TO OF . OL CnW.11471 frWIN

.ndicate that A reasonable op--ritir,; freqmtiency
for this Arrav would be, 1000 Mt AJiO th~lt it Fig~. 3 - OOU-?v~c brosd.-ide aluttcd
fhin.-u!A he --bomi~t 25 feel abe*-.e gruxind. wa%-guid" a, rays



four types: (1) stresses due to the 500-psi / 2.
envelopirng pressure, (2) anchorage oi ;he
structire to keep it from blowing away, (3)
stress waves generated by the impact of the
3500-pAi reflected pressule, and (4) stresses
due to the drag loads.

The buckling problem dictates thick-
walled structures. For example, the 2tandard 30'. 3 ,
formula [3] for a steel cylinder yields a
thichliess-,t.-radlus ratio ot 3/25 to prevent I ----------- - - -
static buckling under the total btatic Plus u.,ag FRONT VIEW

pressure to 1500 psi HINGES

Similarly the high drag forces preclude
the use of a frame structure. For example,
pin-ended members made of 100,00O-net
yield strength steel wot!d require a length-to-
diameter ratio of 6 to 1 for the drag loads -t
hand. With such stubby members, a strucwure
would be very difficult and expenFive to ___
fabricate. o

a are thus led to a structure made of
solid or very thick-walled rather than thin- 4* 3SkeLh of microwavý, tower

walled membtrs, and one which is malp of
one Z-r a few stubby members rather than a
great many stubby members. Two designs ground. If we assume a coeffccient of friction
look promisisz,. One is a truncated, thick- of 0.3 between the ground and the tower, we
walled steel cone filled wih cuw-rote. The find that the wind forces translate the tower
concrete provides a solid inner core that horizontally at a considerable 9g while the
helps k,.ep 1hw thick-walled steel outei cylin- total vertical force acting on the tower is cap-
der from buckling. Lacking an analysis of the able of accelerating it downward at 40g (Ap-
dynamic bl-kling strength, we arhilr.rily take pendix). On the other hand, the data of Ref. 2
a thicknest .t -rp'ius ratio of 1/10 for the indicate that the ground acceleratior may be
outer steel shell. Because of the concrete more than 100g. Hence we may have a situa-
core and the short time of lowing, it is felt tion where the air shock pushes the ground out
that this thickness will be adequate. from under the tower while simultaneot.sly

striking the tower with an enormous hcrizon-
An alternative structure is a tower made tat force.

of a single material with A tensile s t rength of
over 3bOU psi. For the purposes of this study, To overcome this problei. one could tic
we have considered reinforced concrete. The the tower into deep piles, or else deepen the
amount of reinforcing steel is very nearly the foundation so that not only the tower but a very
same as that coatained in the thick steel- large volume of earth must be moved in order
walled design (18 percent to 19 percent by to translate the tower horizontally. Both of
volume). Thus the weights of the two Kruc- these alternatives inay be feasible. However,
tui iI are ruZghly equal, and the subsequent both lead to a very speculative dynamic soil
discussion will apply to both. mechanics calculation. WP therefore use

another scheme which is amenable to simple
To support the proposed antenna, the c--culations. Th.s is io attach to the tower a

tower is required to have an 8-foot :quare bur~ed "friction brake" or "root" structure
section (Fig. 3), at a height of 25 fstt. We (Fig. 4). The brake: extends all aro'jnd tho
take the jiall opening anglc of thi tower as 25 tower to a considerable ihitaje trim it; tht,=
degrees (Fig. 4) as a compromise between a blast wave advancing frnm an: d.: -ction first
various eit-trical and niechaiical factors. clamps down on the brake and umn:, - s the

friction force. When the wave ru,.r:.i the
Anchorage Problem abovc-grr',nd wirti,.I "•, the tower, I., tower

has slre= ly been secured against horizontal
Horizontal Displacement. Consider tirst motion (Appendix).

that the tower is sitting on the surface, if the
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We envision the brake to 1., made of Internal Siixesseai Due to il.ý
piv'oted ljink sections of gri!Jagg- (Fig. 4). Rt: -c~td Overpressure
These act like wide flexible strings that can
transmit wily fuA-ces iii their planes and can- In the case of a reinforced concrete. qtru!-,
not '4at1smit shear forces and beieiinr mu- ture the 3500-psi peak reflected overpressiure
m~e'lts. The grillages ride along with the is a problem. For onc thing, it is of very shc'rt
ground motion, and the ground transmits torcc duration (5 mililseconds for a 25-t'oot high
to the grillage only by virtue of its relative tower), and one cannot compute the rcsulting
irotion tangent to the grillage. stresses from an equivalent static load

approach. For another thing, i-j "cnt tests

Overturning. In order for the 2'.wer not indicate that when reinforced concrete fails
to rotate, the sum of the moments of all forces dynam~ically the oontl between the concrete and
abovut the tovvt. 's center of gravity must be the reinforcing rods is broken [4]. It is felt
zero. We derign. to this condition by inclining t~hat the impact-generated stress waves travel
the gr'illage. We assume that the inclination faster ini the steel rods that. they do in the eon-
angle is approximately constant during the crete and thus break the bond. Nnwevcr, It is
ground motion, th~at the forces from the gril- not clear to what extent this diminishes the
lage acting on the tower are directed 1mwng the strength of re-aforced concrete, and failing
gr ihiage, and that the reaction forces from the more knowledge, we shall assume that rein-

grudin contact with the structure are nel- forced concrete can be used.

gible. Under thiese assumptions, the inclina- i h aea te-aldtwr h
tior angle of the gi illage necessary tu give no hInh reflectedatvasteel-wallcanober, ex thed
momient about the center of gravity of thehihrfetdorpv3u cnbxetd
structure itý approximnately 28 degrees to 1be substantially reduced u.pon passeo,4e
(Appendix), through the tn,&k steel outer cylinder Into the

concrete core. lica;,ver, -.Žven iff the concrete
VertcalMoton. he ownard orc on core fractures, no harmi will be doie since the

the tower is limited, being essentially a coef- cr eeypeet ukig
ftcavnt (if fitoatimes, the projected area of Tehg elce rsuelast
the g'rillage times the overpreusure. Dptailea sa g Thehigh reflecte prsilsuraed lead toL m
c~lculations are given in the appendix; the spactong Thod(is .efec os aIprustraed byuthetn
result is. a 33C acceleration of the tower from patO ard(g.5ofaresepus
the 6-twiward grillage fore, s a~ane. However,
the is ,-,tc-r value of tne stresses resulting Meslt
from this i4cceleratlon is low, being an aver-
age of 450 psi over the bottom cros. sectionW
for the reinforced concrete tower, and 2360
psi for the steel-walled tower. These stresses Tme

are further reduced by the 500-psi overpres- t

sure pushing down on the tower. M-

In the extreme tsee, tht 33g iorce of the O!,, pmt ~ I7~
grillage will combhine with the~ 40g downward
force of the o~erpressure to give a net 73g
downward acceleration. As we remarked, this (C)
still may t,.: lptss than the- ..iownward acrelcra- IMM. Taw

tion of the ground; that is, there may be a
tendency to uproot the tower from the ground. l
To prevusnt this, we have placed tho bottom of ~
the twer (Fig. 4) 5 feet below Ube ground. kEP.s.. - F1

Coin.ressive stresset; .auasd by the up-
wird 'grouno :-ntion do not appear to be a prob-
lem. For example, a 200g upward acer'leratton
contributes an average coimpre~s've stress at ,
we tobottom cross sectionof Only (200/33) x 450" AS

2730 psi in the case of the reinforced concrete 111"S C~tL-
and 14,300 psi in the came of the steel-wall
tower. Fig. E lementary theory of @palling
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which initiates a compressive stress ",ave. (x, y, 2 in Fig. 6). The resistivie force in each
Upon reilection as a tension wave, thic p.li.e rod will inc -as unti. the rod is -t its vicld

may ( ause a rod that has a low tensile strength. -. nally, when all th- rods are at

strength to fdii. An elementary theory of their yield strengths and th,. stress on the
spalling due to Rinehart is in,'luded in the •hrcu urthoi.na! planes is 350:) pm., ; •tatc
appendix. For concrete with a tensile hydrostatic tension will exist. Thus, the stress
strengt'. of 100 psi aod a stress wave wvioc- on to, plane ABC in tltas casc will also be the

ity af! 10,000 ft per sec, it indicates that a yield stress of 3500 psi.
350.-psi, 5-millisecond pulse will aroduce 35
spalls, each 0.72 feet thick. ,'he amount of steel required by this

scheme is high. For example, for a 60,000-
The 3500-pi peak reflected pressure psi steel, IP percertt nf fhk- tctal volume is

acts uver only a si.Al porlion of the frc..' of steel. Further, we wish to cau~ti(,- th, wu
the tower and tapers nff toi the amhient 500- have arsumed thAt the snear and bond strength
psi pressure at the sides. Also, the stresc of tl'e concrete will be sufficient to trwisfer
wave generated by the peak pressure disperses the load from any plau... tu the rods, and from
in three dimensions in the bulid, tvub reducing rod to rod. In any serious consideration of a
its strength. On the other hand, reflections reinforced concrete design, these assumptiors
off the base and sides and subsequent xecom- and the assumption that the dynamic strength
binatlon may lead to local stress concentra- of reinforced concrete is not overly 6iminished

tions that exceed the peak reflected pressure by the strippiag phenomenon wouu iave to b,
.uf 3500 psi. checked by experimentA

he rod! model indicates that a rough-and-
ready design is to reinforce so as to give ttic Inter,,al Str~sse. . to the Static
tower a tensile strength of 3500 psi in aiv and Dynamic Overprer ioep
dlrection." We assume here that the isotropic
strength requirement may be achieved by a To determine the stresses due to
pattern of rlb spaced uniformly along three the static and dynamic overpressures,
mutually orthogonal directions, with the ratio we resort to the usual structural dynamics
of steel arva to the total aret in epeh of the assumption, namely: For loadings of long dura-
three orth.gonal planes made equal to 3500/ tion compared to the fundamental period of the
Glv (", is the yield strength of the steel in structure, the peak dynamic stress is less tha-n
psi). For a pull is exerted in 'ae direction twice the corresponding peak static stress.
of o:a of to:, y&Lems of rods, a stress of 3500 Hence to compute the effect of the 3300-mph
psi is reouired to cause failure. A pull in an wind, we assume that the wind pressure is
arbitrary direction such as normal to the plane pro!%ortional to the square of the normal corm-

ABC (Fig. 6), will be resisted by the rods in ponent of the wind velocity, which is in turn
the three mutually perpendicular directions assumed to be constant in direction and mag-

nituae. We then compute the stresses result-
Ing from this pressure applied statically and
take twice the resulting stress to te the dynamic
stress. We assume that the enveloping over-
preesure results in a hydrostatic state of
stress of 500 psi which is superposed on theSruesstresses resulting from the wind loading.

' ' a The calculations, based on beam theory,
are given in the appendix. W find the resultn

"drying maximum tensile stress to be 18C0 psi in
-• U.te case of the reinfc.•ned concrete tower, and

""- --- 8000 psi in the case of the steel-walled tower.
Thus, 'n neither cu.ee are the ttress levels! iIe.%celidve.

/ CONCLUSIONS

Th,. upshot of the present study is that it

Fig. 6 Stress on anarbitrary p'a.o appears feasible to get any amount o! radio
in triaxially rinIrced concreoe communication up to band'widths of maiy
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megacycles in a 500-psi sy:±tc-- - if one is (3) Lia are required on the strength of
willing to pay for it. As is alrrady clear, how- vari,,.,srefrarterydielectrics under meciian;:al
ever, there are many unanswered questions, and ti.-. :.jal shock, and also on the effects of
which fal, into three general categories. neutron irradiation of such dielectrics.

(1) We oeed further information on the
strength of reinforced i-ooi rele under shock
lodzig and undr mri.tidiinensiu.iai reiniorcing AC-KNQWIXEDt ME '11

in order to complete the design of the tower.
It is a pleasurp to thank R. C. Prim for

'27 More extensivw "1 alialyses promoting the present work, and F. T. Geyling
to discover cheaper de ,)rder. For for nimerous stimulating discussions. K.
example, by "4 more ,'krei. . ;, one prob- Bullington suppliod radio-propagation data,
ably can design a thick-wailc% .. nforced con- J. C. Willimns consulted on questions regard-
crete hollow tower that contains considerably ing dielectrics, and J. M. Hardesty and R. A.
less steel than our steel-wJlied or solid rein- Shunk provided iL-.rrmation on structural and
forced concrete tower. mechanical problems.
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APPENDIX
Design of Tower

HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL
FORCES AND ACCELERATIONS 1/

Horizont4L Force

We azsume that the normal pressure is V .. H
I 2• v. 2

. where is the velocity component ...
normal to the surface. Further, we assume X
that the wors* alt'..tion oc'.urs when the blast J_
wave a~pproacLes horizont~ally. Then if V isI
the magnitude of the particle velocity in the
blast wave, we have from Fig. 7 . ..

VO Cos t CosV

and hence

1 2

whe.e p - /' V2. 2 is the dynamic pressure.
Let Fm be the total horizontal load: then Fig. 7 - Wind forces on the tower
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'h For f =0.3, Pi,500 psi, and p= 1000 psi,
FH (r Cos: o,, we find

all 9W.

where

a '-z Zat! , GRILLAGE ANGLE

giving LU, r. and Fv be the rebultant horizontal

? 2 -b2u . ,tical wind loads due to a horizontal
FH  4 •,D(h

2 
- h

2
) sin 4 cos •. wind. The grillagc mnust resist with a hori-

zontal 0oad F,, in order to prevent sliding.
Therefore there is a couple Flit acting on the

Vertical Force tower (Fig. 7). To find this, sum UiLh muitio nt6
of the horizontal wind forces about 0 in Fig. 7:

The vertical wlnd load due to a horizontal
wind against the tower of fig. 7 is given uy Fmý rpa d.• -dz- cos 1 Cos -2)

L3/PO3Lb%)]-= 3 PD •iii. cos€c•I _-•-J 2

2 - h
2

j sin2
.t.

4 "'urthez, the momcm. the vertical wind

Let '-A be the vertical load due to static over- forces about the oenter rI t.eav'ty !s

p ,'e s s u r e P s : th e n 2 2 r , . sC

CA '! ,2 tan
2

;. M - . I ]a cOS

and the total vertical load F,, is (h3 
- b3)

~po sin clto; tan2 4ý 3lFv = Q'd , A =' - Po (1(h - b2

Assume that at the points of hLtL,.. i, L

sin
2  

+ p5s-h 2 
tan 

2 ,t to the tower the grillage is free to ".,ove tan-
gentially, that is, that force is transmitted only
in a radial direction. The pull on each pie

Vertical Acceleration section of the grilage in therefore radial.
Since the pie sections are of equal area, the

Neglect 0,2 and b0 compared to h2 and ha. force, say T per unit length, at which silppage
Then the vertical acceleration due to statLc and relative to the ground begins will be •,qual in
dynamic overprissures is magnitude for cach section. For horizontal

equilibrium we have
F 'v a. P ° Ih ) 2 ( 33 4_ 0 C-. .

FPa = T cos I coa Or do = 2Tr cos .

H,,rizontal Acceleration on a where ., is the grillage -angle; or
Surface with Friction

Le, f be the coefficient of friction. Then T 2r c

-sqH (H) The vertical component of the gr,.in ..nit

force is T sin .. Tht resultap! n,.: .nit MVG
7sin forces atxout the center of gravity is
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Tr d;" 2fPs1R
2

1r
2
- r2)

1 J
• i r 

Tr r fpS(R 2
-r

2
).

4 (h
2  

)21 H tan2,,
-S pr) 2 H n From the previcus section we have that

The total moment about the center of T FH

gravity is Tr i? '

tM.FH. + lf' *VG and hience

With our pre.vious assumptior that 1)? and b
3  

F
may be neglc.t~ed compared to ha snd i.3 we 2 - 12-

obtain

We take f = 0.2. Then for
2I - i,'H i,., . cos

28.5 aegrees,

Stan
2

.. _I h sc2] IS feet,

Setting the brackeked term to zero to find at and the value al r. used previously, we get

which the moment about the center of gravity 71 - 43 feet.

ib -eru, we get

t an. - h see2. 2 Size of Members in the Grillage
3 H

Consider the inner radius r of the grillage
or 28 5 degrees, h H = 33.6/38.6, and (Fig. 8). The required cross-sectional area A

S28.5 degirt es. of the radial members of the grillage for one
foot of circumference is given by

DESIGN OF THE GRILLAGE T
r PUCTURE A ý -.

OL)er Radius Here T is force per unit length of circumfer-
ta hydrostatic pressure ence at the innc.r radius and , is the yieldwe assm~me that a yrsai rsue strength el the i•teel. For e'v. = 10s psi we

field of Ps = 500 oi. exists in the soil and tha't snd

the coefficient of friction between the soil and

the grillage is f. The resistive friction force in. ' r :;teel
per unit area of the grillage is 2fps and the A = 12.3
force per unit length T is given by (Fig. 8) ft of circumference

So, for example, we may take rectangular
cross sections of 2-i/8 inches x 6 inches
spaced on one-foot centers.

T

r ,VERTICAL ACCELERATION OF TOWER
,, I DUE TO c14:LLAGE FORCES

The net jownward s-rillage force is

" - 'p. .. / "

..+ '• . Pn2 1 °-• ,,
- - - -a - -T".s giveis a vt. eticial accele- atl.n of

Fig. 8 - Fnrcet i-i the ;.'iJage V q - jiH H stli '
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ELEMENTARY THEORY OF INTERNAL STRFSSES DUE TO
SPALLING* DYNAMIC AN) STATIC

OVERPRL.%SURES
Assume that a triangular pulse of mayi-

mum prnssure r,, and duration t. is applied We assume the tower ib a tapered beamn
at one endl of a rod (Fig. 5). It Is easily shown and comp.ite the benaing moment 'JU about the
f-om elementary rO theory that after the pulse point 0' of Fig. 7. This has been done carliur
is appiied, but beforc it is reflected from the in the appendix giving
other end, stresses travel down the rod at a
constant veceity •, disti ibutcd linearly ove, -in F7 , " :vw"
a distance r. i as shown in Fig. 5(c). Reflec-
tion from a tree end is shown in Fig. 5(d), 2.
where the reflected "ave haq traveled a 4+s- I P0  Sill Cos

tance d back up the rod. The stresses may
be obtained by 'dding" a distance d of the 4 -;114 2
original pulse shown in Fig. 5(a) and subtract- L - - 3 * tii i.
ing the "folded" portion from the puise. The
result yields a tensile stress returning to the or
impacted end. By simple geometry, we have

".19.6 107  
ll)-ft.

.2
- - oFrom elementaty strcnz,,ih of materials theory

the bending stress is

or

S2p. where Z is the section modulus. For the rein-
, forced concrete tower z - 3000 ft 3, while for
#he!% equals tlie t n,;ile strength of the rod, the bteet-walled tower Z = 810 ft 3. Hence
a spall flhes off. This creates another free
end, and l,:.-ves a triangular compressive pulse
in which the ratio p. et, is the same as in the 1150 psi (reinforced concrete),
original pi.!-. If the peak comprs;bve stress
in the new ,'..' :.xceeds the tensile strength 4250 psi (steel-walled).
. of the rod another spall wilt form, and so

on. Since the peak comprpssive strengih is
diminished by a. upon the formation of each We multiply by 2 to account for dynamic effects
spall, the total number of spalls will be the and superpose the hydrostatic compressive
integer part of r~. stress of 500 psi. This gives

3-J. S. Rinehart, "Spalling and t.arge Blasts•." ,,* 1800 psi (reinforced cnncrete),
Proceedings of the Second Protective Con-
*tructl,'•', -SiLini, RAND Corp., Santa
Monica. Calif.. pp. 111-130. 1959. O,, 8000 psi (steel-walled).
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REVIEW OF BLAST CLOSURE SYSTEMS*

Marvin ti s sman a- I Edward Cohen
Amnma%.n , .i.' y. Neýw York City

Results are presented of studies made C." - •elf-actingx
actuatcd and remote actuated blast closure systerns and analyses of
available test dat... R!umcnendatic.2s are made concr-ig the various

structural and mechanica! design parameters. Existing designs are
rex iewed critically. l~imsitations of protection afforded by rem',:- ac-
tiated designs are presented. It is concluded that ,naxiitnun system
reliability is obtained through the use of belf-acting blast actuated
valves which are not dependent upon external seasors and a-e suitable
for multibursts. New valve concepts are developed a-zd discussb-d, aith
desiens presented w!:ic. have inherent advantages ovel, ýisting valves,
for high-vollimtric fi.,w capacities and fvr combustio-.-type equipment.
"The delay path fsnCept is described.

An appropriate mothold si developed for shock flow into plenums pritor
I , valvr -losure. An orifice ,ie'hod of analysis is devcl.oped for flow
into a chamber past a valve which is closing. These methods are
checked against existing test data and proven to h- conservative in all
cases. Plenum c-hamheres are sized to limit pressure build-up to 2 psi
using the approximate method, for all existing valves studied. Recom-
mendations are made for improvement in valve design and installation.

IN' , )DUCTION Reaction or Closing Time

General Remote actuated valves are dependent
upon external sensing devices. This elimi-

Protection of the interior of atructures nates certain problems but creates others.
from the air blast overpressure effects of One of these considerations Is arrival time.
nuclear blasts may be accumplished by using R can ble rc. frona Fi_. I iL.at a a.ýi e Lime
ciii,sr .eniote actuated valves with flash, of abc4t 200 msec is acceptable for a hardness
pressure, thermal or gamma radiation, or of 300 psi for a 1-megaton burst but not for
otJ-er sensors or by using self-acting blast smaller weapons. Thua, an overall design
artuatcd valves. Where large volumes of air criteria based on a 20-megaton weapon or
must be handled during normal operation, greater may be conservative for structural
positive closures arc needed which under design, shock mountlng, etc., and still be in-
normal opera:ing comitions do not unduly adequate for closure design, since the arrival
obstruct the air passage. 'These ,Lstructlons time for a given prosaure lcvel for smaller
wouli incre;wb prez-_ure losses in the system, weqaos Is much shorter than for larger
thereby increasing the ventilation power re- wFquns.
quirements. Two of the additional factors tbat
must be considered before the selection of a An dl'denzed pressure-time curve of a
given type, remote or self-actuated, are de- nuelear detonation is gl, .. * IFg. 9 illus-
acribed below. trating an ideal zero rim. t!r,c, L,,. acay of

4TIh, paper is based in large measure on studies and reporta pr=-pared by A4ir,.-nn and Whitney,
C,.aulting Engineers, for the RAND Corp., Contra . No. 59-f.'; Misler !a," Cn.. Han.stun,
Uhio, under contract with the Office of Chief of Engi."ers, U.S. Army, Cuntract No. DA-49 -129-
'ng-4 3

4; and the U.S. Air F•-ce B3ilhstic Missile Division (ARDC), Inglewood, California.
AF.'Mf Contract No. AL'04 (647)-276 Suppl. 1.
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W. E CUfRVES MNOCATEO BY -- ARE DERIVED FROM DA(A
IN 'NUMERICAL SOL UTIONS UF 5PH1091CAL BLAST VAIVES" PV

SOL10 I.I. CURVES ARE REFE41RED AS IROICA'0 AT THE RiOIT.

1000.~jJ1

SFROM A
NLU1.EAR
X .ATT, BY

100

ES Ir,
IFIT of-tMUCttth

1 10

SISMATION KCI

Fig. 3 -Dur...an of positive phase for ground burst

the megaton weapon, but unsatisfactory for, the requirements ior the particular installation,
kiloton weapon. must be considered before final design. Time

dellay caused by electrical and mechanical
Pres.-.sre sensors, spaced radially aron cotoIqip twud add to this problem,

an area V, be prortertd, would receive Lie if "button up" time is critical.
blast simultaneously with the structure for an
overhead burAi and consequently offer no Self-acting blast actuated valvc3 ii.&r
pi-.t.-etion unless a long tunnel or shaft inter- come some of the disadvantages described
vea~s between the entrance and the blast previously and present other factors to be
t;:ves. A sufficiently long path must be pro- considered. Sinee the valves arc closed by

i ý! -duoo for pressutre senaor.x plAced at pressure, they are not dependent upon sensing
iaolation intlets before the valve to assure devices for operation. They can be automati-

ulojnurc before ulast wave arrival at thc valvv. cally reopened after pa~sage of 'lie positive
phase, or latched closed during the negative

Remote actuated valves present problemu pIhaca If this is requirc-d. Blast actuated
of pi-att. tloo against muwtibursts and 'button valves, are suitable for multiburste, and will
up" time for combustionm-type equirs-nent in- keep "but~tss up" time to a minim',n' if not
stalled within the structure. In addition to latched. Of course, since bliast lmctuaied valve-ý
problems of =urdenability and suitability for are closed by the blast, ther-m is Oa ..:.,.crcnt
multibusail operation, it is, often necessar-' for leakage problem to be considered d.., the
sensors to initiate reopening of the valves as finite closing time. (This may be cr, -.,ome
soon as dang~cous presesures have subsided, by adding a lelay path t, the air intssk..)
Again, allowable 'button up" timed, dependent Although I .,s is in V~ie order of mililseconds
upon dissipation of heat loads and fresh -,tr for most valves, sufficient fluw to cause
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damage may pass the port openings fuz cer- dash-pot enerny dissipation alter closing.
tain valve designs. Latching during the neg- Leakage uter closing mAy be eliminated by
atire phase is necessary only ,f peak negative over-,!osure and sealing.
prensures cannot be tolerated within by the
equipment. Peak negatihe pressure vs. dis-
tance from ground zero for various sze sur- Air Volure and Heat
face bursts is given in Fig. 6. Peak negative Load considerations
pressure that can be produced is approxi- r
mately 3.1 psig. Effectiveness. of closing at Outside air requirements for a facility
both high and low pressure ranges must there- powerhouse would consisa of combustion air
fore be checked for blast actuated vale, for the prime iOvowrs, and ventilation air for
The ideal characteristics of a self-acting carrying heat away rrom mechanical aind elec-
bl"at actuated closure device are a-' follows- trical equipment and for personnel rerquire-

ments. Similarly, exhaust aZuii the pi'wcr-
1. Ins-oinne-a closure or no lealeage house would consist of cxhal-t gases trom

during closure. combuibuon equipment, such as diesel engin~es,
and ventilationL exhaust. 11 operation of the

2. No rebound. diesel-engine generators must be maintained
during a nuclear attack, a- critical heat prob-

3. No leukage after closing. lem may exist within the facility. This is
depiendei? upon the nct volume of the facility,

4. Equal efficiency for all incident heat load input from the pr.-": movers a.nd
rverpressures. length of tirme ,nr complete 'button up." In

many insallatson3 this problem may be elim-
5. Complete operational reliability. inated by cutting off the fucl supply simultane-

ously with r'"-e closure. iL a powerhiouse is
4 Complete str-uctural reliability. considered to be c-npletely "outtoned up"

during a nuclear blast by usmg remote actu-
7. Minimum of moving parts. ated blast valve* and operation must be con-

tinuous, the diesel engine combustion air
8. Multiple uhA capability, would be taken from within the powerhouse.

Also, the diesel-engine exhaust gases and
9. Double action where necessary other heat sources would have to be discharged

(negative phase latching). to the iiterIor of the powerhouse nhelter. T&e
heat londs from the diesel engine and other

a. M'inimum volume and easy insta/la- sources all tend to increase bc I'h ternperature
Liuu. and pressure of the confined air x the power-

house. Therefore, temperatuA- amd pressure
It. Long life, easy mainenance, and limitations of equipment within the "buttoned

easy replacement. up" structure must be evaluatcd to ascertain
reliability of operation during attack.

12. Suitability for large range oa normal
flow with low head los". F rom the graphs presented it is s&eei

that remote actuated valves with an activator
13. Low coat. sensitive to thermci or gamma ramomion at

the 2-1,Ag incide'it pressure range from a 20-
Although inanttaneous closure Is not megaton weapon, would close 50 seconds be-

phys"cally possible, Ui* actual closing time forc arrival ol pressure and remain closed
cam tN reduced Afficiently to obtain complete approximately 12 seconds during the positive
prot•etios. This may be done by use of a time phase for a "butix up" time 01 62 seconds,
delay path li conjunction with a va.lve as de- minimum. The 'button up" time is increased
scribed later in the sectioe on Proposed New by about 45 wef.,sls i the negative phase
Desigs, by increasing the activating over- duration as added, and total "button up" time
pressure force to muving mass ratio, de- would be : seconds in this cusm. Blast
creasing the length o1 travel, permitting no actuated valves, by euIm,,r,'.g me arri ad
decelerstion during rlesure and other meth- time portion of "b*tton ui," e ailu loused
ode. For a given valvu the leakage pressure only during the 12 acovd ,, sitive phase st
zsiy be control•ed by proper sel-ction of the wave, if not latched •. r .. s .now
plemum atl. ReAomnd may be coatrolled by plase protecotion.
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DESCRIPTION OF EMUSTUI4G topass arouns' the plate and through the per-
BLAST VALVES STUDIED forationsin the bed-plate. Under pressure,

Ute ii. 't plate spats on the bed-plate, sealih"%'
General Off thL system to further flow. The E4 is

equipped with flanges for interconnection with
Various blast valves have been developed standlard pipe (6-inch blast side, 5-lu'X pro-

during the past ten years. These closures tected side). This valve was successfluly
arv of two types, self-acting, blast actuated tested at "Opera~tion Greenhouse" and was. 3ne
and remote actuated, of the earliest developments in this field.

Following 'Cbwration Greenhouse," work on
For present self-acting blast aetuiat,.. antiblast closure devices was diseontinued by

valt. uesigns, closing time under blast condi- the Chemical Warfare Laboratory. Soon after,
tions and the size of orifice will dets"'mlne the Of:ice of the Chief of Engineers initiated~
the volume,ý hide exl,..isiost or phLnum chamn- a development program to assess the relative
her be~hind the valve which in neces.sArv to merit of ot,.er types of pressure reducing
lirmit the pressure rise to any speciftied max- niechanisms; ýAich as rock grilles, mufflers,
imumn value. The closing time for a poppet ba~fles, pipe tee:-, etc. These projected blast
valve depends or' the area and shape of the dampening mechanisms were partially evalu-
dibik, the magnitude wWs dibtribu~iatitno puivi- aled on the sl,' ik Itubc at diberdeen Provi'r~g
sures acting on the disk, the mass of Moving Ground and field tested at the Nevada Pr~oving
parts, disk travel distance, and restraining Ground it, "Operation Upshot Knothole." It
or friction forces. Changes made with the was concluded that a quick -. ling closu'e
objective of decrtAsing closing tiwe way ad- valve wuriid prov ide the best blast protectiýon
versely affect the btrength of the valve or for a ventilation .iysi".'u. The daca associated
resistance to normal air flow. A short clo",. .g with the E4 valve Is shewn i n Table 1. Late
time must he obtained by making the '.aie in 1954, the ')!,er.nlcal Corps was requisted to
disk mass agid disk travel as snalli as poshi- equ:p two prntnt*yo Civil, Defense Shelters in
ble consistent with the low-pressure drop "Operation Teapot" 1181. The buLbsequent de-
requil od under normal ventilating conditions. vnlopment work prepared one shelter as a
Iii Aniiiiten to providing protection against the nounmechanically ventilated and a second as a
positive phase pressures, the valve. shoulc: mechanically ventilated type. These shelters
be' lAtched or double-acting for protptction were evaluated at Nevada Proving Ground in
again-t negative phase pressures where the early 1955. In the nonmechanically ventilated
insitallation is subject tu damagc from this shelter protected by two F4 valves, which was
Cf. -Althouets fie~d t..sui of blast valves subjected to a peak overpressure of 47 psi,
Art' uiescribed below,. the reader is warned pressra gauges both ahead of the filter sys-
thait caution should be used in the interpreting tern and in the shelter proper showed zero
the effectiveness of valves from test results pressure readings. The E4 valves performed
unlebs exterior pressre-time curves are well in the mechanically ventilated shelter,
available. The relatiogiship, between the in- which was subjected to a higher peak over-
terior and exterior peak pressures obtained pressure, in preventing damage to the blower
from fitld tests on these vaicves may he. mis- motor, filter, elbow and air register, and the
leading where the blast wave was nonideal. antl-back draft valves. The peak incident
Ir. %hei ~~re this was thi' case, the valve pressure in this case was vi psi. Pressure
MAY hJAv closed long beloi~ eArr,vAl of the rise in the abelter was again negligible. The
peak pressure and at a pressure which wa* valve disks in iuotit ui ti~e shots as shown in
Only A fraction of the peak. Fig. 8, accelerated under precursors of ap-

proximately 20 to 25 psi and were in the
e'osed postitun before arrival of the respec-

L4 (MI) Valve tive peak overpreassurs.

In 1950, at the U. 8. Army Chemical W~e-
fare Laboratories. development work In corn- FIOR1 Valve
nectiom with tho Instrun" ctation of a CBR
sclgeter fo"-the Corps of Engineers at "Opera- In 1958, developmenat :t the Elfh valve.
tion Greenhouse" 1141 was Initiated to develop fat was initlaas't by the ' emical Corps on
t device which could protect the filter from the request of the Eiur-tsire'o Yards and Docks,

b!~ ffects. The device was Itsignated the Cte ohjective being ax. .;. .'(.ast v..a,- having
Ei "dAVP (later MI) as shown in Fig. 7. At the v rated firw of 600 Lelm s( use with pres.
normal air-flow ratc of 30)0 cfrn a light plate surise typea u! CDR sheItt-rs. This valve is
tsustained by a spring p-ermItt'd ilie Or flow shown in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b). Additional desi~n
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TABLE I
Blast Valve E4 (Now Mli

(a) Design Criteria asia Physical Data

Nominal Size: 6 inches iMax Side-On
I Blast Pressure: 100 psi

Valve Body: (a) Overall Dimensions
16- !/4 inch x Rated Air Flow: 100 fim

16-1/4 inch x
17-1/i i,.., Pressure Drop at

(b) !" ight - 330 pounds Rated Flow: 1 inch w.g.

ic) Material - '•at Lilet Area: 29.9 square inches
Steel Open Area

Disk: (a) Diameter 10-5/8 Through Valve. 26.8 square inches
inches

Ratio
(b) Travel - 1 inch Valve/Coonection: 0.90
(c) Material -

Aluminum Seat COcnag- 18 1o,• -1/4 inch
diameter

Weight of Moving 6 holes, I inch
Parts: I p.:u diameter

Seat Gasket Prtsected Side
-Material: Synmhetic Rubber Duct Area: 20 square inches

(6) Field Tests. SumMary of Recorded Data

tncideti Protected Max Pressure
Pressure Mountin Chamber in Chamber

(pscu_ Position (cu ft) (psig)

Grecrkouse 530 (AV) Vertical 5 12.6
52.0 (Av) Vertical 5 8.48
14.25 (Av) Vertical 5 2.45

Knothole 20.3 (Max) Vprtical 87 0.3

Teapot 47 (Max) Vertical 1900 (2 valves) Negligible
92 (Max) | Vertcal 2000 (4 valve&) Negligible

•Date AnJ LocatLon of "'T1 its -
(.) 1951 opcra,,wi Gr.enhouse - Eniwetok
(Z) 1953 Cperato.o I, pshot KnoLh1o1L - NCV6U4

(31I 1955 Operation Teap.t - Ntvada

requirements of the Bureau of Yiuds And 4. Rated 'low of 600 c/m - Less than
Docks were as follow.: one (1) Inch w.g.

1. Mode of Actuation - Blast actuated Shock tube teuts were i.oresu 4..ted on the E19 by
BRLat Aberdeen Provutr f :ound, and a single2. Method uf atluening Followi ig the prototype was evaluated u.. er field conditions
in "Operatkmn Plumbbc.." tLe dat:..-.soci-

3. Design Overpress*re - 50 put ated with tl.e Fil9 valve ij. N jwn iii 'ilaie 2.
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(2) Inl r'ipe Nipple

t'ýe (3) Assembly Mounting buiis

Z, -4) Assembly Mo-Aing Gas~ket

3 ~(51 Closure A, srnbly

.6) Louver Docr

? (7) Louver Dac. H~ir~g.

Ratpd Capacity - 600l cfrn

* Resxstance at Rated Capacity -0.4

Over-All Weighit - 130 pounds

Inlet Pipe Conrveetion - S .incr

NPlit, Travel to Close - 30', 4-inch

w Designedi for 50 pbi

Approximate Weight of Each Louver
Dour 0 .9 po-ind

LATCH. CIM P"eM

U" 0101111" TOU'4M
wmia *j w~~vgla~*~L4

F dQQ)

r - g 0 - kLKI alv
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TABLE 2
Blast Valve E12RI

(E19 Valve, Predecessor to E19R1, with ")-Degree Door Cpening)

(a) Design Criteria and Physical Data

Nominal Size: 8 inches Seat Gasket
Material: Neoprene -Sponge

Valve W/Housing: (a) Overall Dinmensions Rubber
21-1/4 lnc v I
18-5/8 incn x Max Side-On
17- 1/4 inch Blast Pressure: 50 psi

(b) Weighi - 130pounds Rated Air Flow: efGO Zm

(c) Material - Steel Pressure Drop at
Rated Flow: 0.4 inch w.g.

Louver Doors: (a) Size - 2, 4 inch x
15-1/2 inch doors Inlet Area: 50.6 square inches
at 30 degrees

Open Area
(b) Travel - 2 inches Through Valve: 45.3 itiuare inches

plus
Ratio

(c) Material - Valve/Coe,.cttnn: 0.9
Alumirum"

Seat Oplnlng: 90.6 Inche.
Weight of Moving

Parts: I pound per door Protected Side
approx. Duct Area: unrestricted

(b) Field Test, Summary of Test Data Reported

I eMu Protected Closure Max Pressure
" Lcetu"g Chanber Time in Chamber
Pressure Position (ct ft) (maec) (poll

Plumbbob 64 Horizontal; 194 - 0.32
5 feet below
grade; fed
by 8-inch
steel pipe

and tee
inlet

*Date and location of t't - June 1957, Pr.mediaShot (Operation Plumnbbob), Nevada Proving Grounds.

OCiPM Valves closinS the valve prior to arrival of the blast.
Closing may be accomplished by using a

The valves shown in Fig. 10 were desigdJ p1otoele.triti relay exposed to the fireball or
and constructed by Arthur 1. Little, Inc., un- other owfvg device for triggering an air
der contract with Office W4 Defense and Civil- cylinder. The air cyli,.l- " ,. dceigned to hold
tan Mobilization and fabricated in 12-, 16-, the valve closed ar..sinat R ,-,gative lrressure
An 24-inch nominal sizes. Data for th-se of 5 psi. One 16-ýnch CC'I,', valve was sup-
.Alves are given in Tables 3, 4, 5, and 6. plied for testing with a :'ar. ', clos'in cylinder

ad a photo.'ectric seso -. ,, Operation Plumb-
Adaptation of the OCDM valve for remote K'b, and was :icizantally m.,unted on the test

operation has been made by attachi'g a celU wall at the 7.9-paig range attached to a
remote-operated pneumatic ciudo.ler for pipe expansion chamber which was nof vented
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'-iiW SEAT [2' 32 42%~Lj 2

Fig. 10 - OCDM% valve assem~bly

TABLE 3 e
Particulars of OCDM Valves

I Nominal Ratea Maximum Maximum Side-On
Size Air Flow Pressure Drop Blast Pressure

I'jtrh) (cfm) (in water) (psi)

12 600 1 100

16 1200 1 50

24 2500 1 50

i,, the cell interior. This %alv. started to Valve travel. =nd basic valve parameters are
close about 90 msec after the detonation and identical. It is rated by the designers for
wa.s ully closed in 1.40 msec. The pressure 5000-cfm capacity with approximately 1-inch
wave reAched Uiis valve approximatly 180 w.g. pressure drop, and may be used for in-
msec after the -,alve had closed. Sine the take or exhaust service. Aithough the valve
valve was succ.,ssfully cloeea before blast has not been field tested It was briefly s-sb-
arrival, there was no pressure rise in the jerted to shvck tube testr t the BRL Shock
chamber protected by this valve. Tube Facility. Additional valve data are pre-

seated in Table 7.

OCE Valve The OCE reusute actWcdx poijy.o ih.,.Yn
in Fig. 12, was developed b, the Coi j. - of En-

Tl-t OCE- blast actuated valve shown ua gineers at approximately the Saun, " t. as
F1g. 11 is esbpnuaily the same as the OCE the blast actuated version and ht.., hs.,-, !.i-
remote actuate.d poppet, but without the re- cluded in n -neroets inut.i-.tions. The v'ave
moAe devices and compression spring rele:as is closed by the seating of a 16-inch diameter
for closing uaider er-lergencv conditions disk traveling through a distance of 4 linctes.
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TABLE 4
OCDM 12-Inch Blart Valve

(a) Design Criteria aaud Physical Data

Nominal Size: 12 inches Max Side-on

Valve Body: (a) Diameter - Bls1rsue 0 s
20.5 inches fRated Air Flow: COO cim

(b) Weight - 600 puunab inMa Pressure Drop
at R_,ted Flow

(c) Material - (Test;: 0.66 inch w.g.

Inl~e ro et Area: t~b square inches
DI:'k: (a) Diameter -

13 Inches IOpen Area

(b) Travel - 1.5 4nchc3; Through Valve: 65 square inches

Ratio
(c) Material - Valve/Ctmnection: 1.18

Aluminum
Diameter of Sesit

Weight of Moving Opening: 0O.5 inches
Parts: 23 pounds

Protected Siue
LSeat' Material: Ductile Ir-,n Duct Arca: 113 vquare inches

(b) Field Test, Summary of Reported Data (Operation Plumbbob)*

sttinPeak Pteed Clueing Pea
Sain Incident Mutn Crhoambtear Time Pear

t.Pressure Poiin (u ft) (Maxc) i hme

H F F e00Y7.04 8 VertIcal 274 23 2.7

*Date 1957. Lc,"aL,..,n - Nevada Proving Grounds.

TABLE 5
OCDM 16-Inch Blast Valve

(a) Di.j s rign(teria and Phy*Ical Data

Nominal Size: 16 Inches Max Side-On

VleBd: (a) Diameter - BlAt Pressure: 50 J'al

23.5 inches Rated Air Flow: 1200 cfm

(c) Material - (Test): 0.9 inch w ..
Dutie rn n~tArea; 114 square inches

Disk: (a) Diameter - Thm roeh alv: 1.. .r se16 inches Tho ugh Vral" 2. ic
()Travel - 2.38 inches Rai

(c) Material - Vaiw's/Connectio.. 1.07

WitofMoving 31 plounds 2 pening 13.ui n...eat etMtrial: Ductile !-on Duact Area: 182 square~ inches



"TABLE 5-CONTINUED

(b) Field Test, Summary of Reported Data (Operation Plumbbob)

Peak Protected C!ýsing Peak

dtation Incident Mounting Cjharnber Tii - Pressure
N_. Pressure Position (cu ft, (resee) in Chamber

__________ (psig) I___ I___ ______ ___________

I FF 8"07.02. 63 Vertical 'A 31' 4.6

FF 9007.05 8 Vertical 274 35 4.4

*Date - 1957. Location - Nevada Proving Grounds.

TABLE 6

OCDM 24-Inch Blast Valve

(a) Desigpi Criteria and Physical Data

Nominal Size, 24 inches Max Side-On
Blasý Prebsure: 50 psi,

Valve Body- (a) Diameter - I i
37 inches Raed Air Flow: "'•O cim

(b) Weight - Max Pressure Drop
1620 pounds at Rated Flow

(Test): 1.13 inches w.g.(c) Material -

Ductile Iron Inlet Area: 228 square inches

Disk: (a) Diameter - Open Area
12 hnues Through Valve 264 square Inches

(b) Travel - 3.63 inches Ratio

(c) Material - Valve/Connection: 1.16

Aluminum
Diameter of Seat

Weight of Moving Opening: 20 inches
Parts 91 pounds Protected Side

Seat Material: Ductile Iron Duct Area: 424 square inches

(b) Field Test, Sum-mary of Repor.zd Data (0dzration Plumbbob)4

I -I
Peak Protected Closing Pre

station Incident MuunzgIg Chamber Thuc Pressure
No. PressE.re P0s8i on (cuft) (msee) _ "i Chamber

- -cu-t)-(gae Isig

.F 900"7.03 63 Vertical z74 58 16.9

FF 8007.06 8 VertUcal 274 53 , .0
___ ___ - ___ ~ ~ . [ ......

*Djý 19-57. Location - Nevada Proving Grounds.
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.E.- FROM -TIAKE OR TOf EX7 Suf SI-AFT

CLOSE

STO OR FROM I CILITV

SECTI ON
3 0 )" t6 ""

Fig. 11 - OCE blast actuated valve

TABLE 7

OCE Blast Actuated Valve

(a) Design Criteria and Phybical Data

Nominal Size: 16 inches Max Side-On
I Mast Pressure:

Val'e Body: ,a) Diameter - I
16-inch nominal Rated Air Flow: 5000 cfm

(b) Weight - - Max P'ressure Drop
at Rated Flow

(c) Material - Steel (Stated): 1 inch w.g.
Disk: (a) Diameter - hllet Area: 191.6 square inches

16 inches Open Area

ýb) Tr~avel - 4 llches Tbroug, "'lve: 147.5 square inches

(c' Materia] - Ratio
Aluminum Valve/ConnCLtiun: 0.7?

Diameter of Seat
Weight of Moving Opeaing: lz 1 *aehes

Parts: 32 pounds I n*.ed Sid
Seat Material: Stool Duct Area: 18L square inehes_

(b) Field Test: MýPne.
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Fig. I?. OCE t.,,W~e actuate- valve
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Sever-it ,-Ilves in battery may b.. used to was shock -ube tested at LSP J3RL Shock Tube
protect large interior volurnes, ais shown in FaciLb1 ir 1959 [12,131. Additional data for
Fig. 12(b). Triggering of the valves to initiate this v~.±ve are g,.ven in 'l'abie 8.
closing is accomplished by explosive citpsules
fired from a remote nuclear attack detection
control station. The impulse of the charge Jamn and Plit Valve
provides sufficient torque to rotate the cam-
shaft, thereby tripping the locking mechanism The princip.ti diesigni characteri stics of
which maintains the valves in their open posi- ýhe Swedish blast valve design are illustrated
tions. This actioi. simultaneously reht.L.R. in Fig. 15. These valves are presently maim-
the .'o'-.pression of the closure springs, seat- facturcd by Jimn and Plat in Sweden in 4-inch,
ing the valve disks. A test performed by the Q-nh n 14-inch sie.The design side-on
manufacturei I.'tcrinircid cioaing 'Ii'e of the prcszire r-ating 1-- 280 psi. Rated air flows
remote actuated valve to be 20 insea. Hand are 150, 600, mnd 1750 efra, respcctively, at
operption may be accomplished th'rough re- 1 inch w.g. 1,'i,5 15(a) shows a longitudinal
duction gear for opening and closing. section of the va; . fixed in a reinforced con-

crete wall. Fig. 15(b) shows a cross section
of the enlagee portion of the valve with the

Bureau of Yards and Docks - AMF Valve conical valve disk removed. Normal vantilla-
tion air flcw can pass the valve in either di-

As a result of a feasibility stud~y conducted rection, but the valve must c. placed in siuch a
for the Bureau of Yards and L'ýc± [91, the way that tie blast w'ave enters through a ape-
American Machine Aid Foundry Co. has develi- chia in-flow chaitut~i to :Lirectionalize blast im-
oped ;. -emote actuated closure device. Fig. plia,&msnt against the disk. The valve disk Is
13, triggered by the flash of the nucleac tiht - mounted on -. Wionary 6haft and is kept in
Wnain. Vtalves Atre rated irona 2' C0 to 30,030 the desired openlp~to fer ventilation pur-

din, with these sizes varying from 1 foot to poses hy means of two helical springs mounted
4 feet in diameter. Ujpoý being t:rgered, the around the shaft on either side of the disk. In
electrc-.,tc circuitry fires ap explosive charge. passing the inflow channel, the incident blast
Tais, in turu, actuates a pifeumatic: cylinder wave is directed towards the center of the
whicha atfee t s closing by pulling the head tight valve disk and this effect is strengthened by
ag.usist a gasketed seat for sealing against the coneave shape al the disk. Under action of
positive and negative phases of the blast, a blast wave the light-weight disk will acce!-
Vail - - losure times P.re gi~en as 500 insec, erate towardi; the strong grated seat which
with c-,v."uX times in the order of 3 to 5 mil- has closely spacud bars. During the negative
lisecoois. There is an automatic cycling de- phase of the blast the conical valve disk is
vice which is designod to permit three cycles mackod outwards an-I iaseated against the
ot uiu dosure system in the event of a multi- outer oblique wall of the enlarged channel as
weapo attack. The closures were designed shown in Fig. 15(a). When the blast effect has
specifically fer installation in unmanned ceased, the valve diak is returned to its initial
shelters. posit."" hl. 'he sprinr forces.

WS-107 A-2 Technicat Facilities
Office of Chief of Engineers - Remete Actuated Valve

Mosier Safe Co. Valve
In Fig. 18 is shown another type of re-

The blast valveao-4 in F~ig. 14, which n..As actuated valve that has been developed
was developed for the Off ace of Chief of Engi- for large flow capacities, the valve with di-
neert.. U.S. Army, under Contrtrt No. DA 49- nmensions as shown boe~r. capable of handling
129-Eng.-434, is a self-acting blast actuated 35,000 cfm. The valve io closeti upon release
design, .zlosd by the blast. It consists essa'. of twa spring-le.isioned stops upon signal from
Cttaly of twu sets of 1/2-inch diameter stain- the sensor, the action of which relieves coin-
less mteel cylinders 11-3/'d inches long, one Ir.rscioa of tWe contained boringa to seat the
N4A l i.eng movable and the other set stationary, valve behind the aecenusary 6Lops. It i.; re-
Under impulse of a iiiock wave, the maovable opened pneumativrally aftr , -jage of danger-
cviinde-re close against resistances of light rnus overpressures.
sprintre and effect a weal when they mesh with
the %itktionary ~et. Sections may be added or D', z-Ur:on of I aI's
remove'd to alter the raled air-flow capacity
of rhe valve. The closure for wlijrh stifi I Available experimental (field or shock
air-flow tests yo-!ldJ 55b Ffrm A. 1 -inch water, tube) data on the valves dlscuzsAed in this papeir
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TABLE 8

Mosier Sale Co. Designe' Vave

(a) Design Criteria wul Physical Data

7 Nominal Size - Weight of Moving
Parts: 1/2 pound per cylin-

I Valve body: (a) OvPr.Jl Diameter - der, approximately
(Destgn Side-On

(b) Weigl• - -- I Blast Pressure: 100 psi

(c) Materil - Steel Rated Air Flow- 550 Cfm

Moving Cylinders: (a) Size - 1/2 inch Pressure Drop at
dameter ncinal Rated Flow (Test): I mcii w.g.
x 11-3/4 inches
long Ii.10 Area: 22.4 square inchep

(b) Number - 6
Opeat Area

(c) Travel 1/2 ir.ý4 Throuui ,: 22.5 s..i•re inche,;

(d) Material - i-ti
,__' inleb -- .s* i alves/Connection: 1.01

(b) Field -.eat. None.

,,*ere ;n• ... cd. While these data were hiet;.ry for ;he records :avzilab'e, although
qil:te limited in most cases in quantity and/or gages at several stationn which would have
:.,*ý,.vc. they provided the source of information been useful to the analysis had faled or indi-
or 'tasis for development of the design meth- cared only peak pressures. Ulsing an orifice
od. !.deloped from the s -dy. Although nu- analysis developed by the study, the measured
cle,-i .ý.' test results over a range of pres- pressure buila-ups in the chambers were
sures were lacKing in mast cases, good Ciw t"'wi qui~e AjC;uiately.
c(4-ieiation was ob~ained with Cata available.

(A. the valves have never been field Valve disk displacement gage readings
testpd but hAve been subjected to a limited were platted vs. time lor the duration of the
shoKk tube evAluat'or. While the results of valve closing cycle. The velocity and accel-
the •h)ck tube teMs indicate certain trcnl, In eralion of the valve disk vs. time, as portrayod
vAlve behavior, the slhort duratiois ,btained by o;e displAcement curves were not indica-
in ,xp.ri nwrintdt (on were iften nsulficient to tive of uniftorrn motion and aould 

1.• repre-
,I~ :, .... 1" I;,I', -- IL T .H L..oJ senteu oy Complex eqAIRAioos, at hicst There-

waVrt- 4,a4ie J),V'uhai t ,t:h of Itnw i.U1 hIASt fore, "ie velocity and .A•celeration diaigranis
would tend to limit use ui the shock tube re- were •umistructud by a method o(f g.aphicAi
suits a. 1.roof Wsts. O'.tn the intent of the differentIation. Interpretation of the curves
*hWAt tube or field evaluation was for pur- may be undertaken by considering an incroase
i.- other than a subjective test 'f the vAlve in slope of the i.:ci to te 'tL,;acement.-

itse.,(. AM therefore vari)ia s %.re introduced tme diagram as *'op1 rr' ntn,' An iaicroase ht
"r iti u onitted which prevents rigorus al,,al- %cloctty and, ronvecs, 1,. A decrease in slope

ysie of valve behavior, as representing a veloc# t ir6, ement, Con-
M.azt V0l .",y is indiCatcd UY a straight line

'I he PlunrrIpob test of the OCKDM valvei on the difplacoment '.•,. .... to the axis
1161 providus the t Ut of uf.,4le V!%, test of abscissas, ur'.1 tn.. :ý:: .1sider d to be
I .t.i• V alaile for a tviswoneAly cor, ,,reh. i•sit the case betwecr. ,,ven ci'.. points. On the

,*wAlysis Included in these dat., were the velocity-ticie di.ti-rait m nio',-n would
itv.U d pressure-time rccuads fir various be represened by a ',.. hlitn lhel to
,..isrd ,,isnt Inm,. I.h.d, end chamber gages, ',O AtLs Of Ai .' ,, ea. For urYt.wltt 4ccO.lra-

And the recorded tinme-displace;sse,,i Ag~o 1kmn or constant retardat oh, the displacement-
records of valve 0'i-1 ,1.uve '.i-nt It was then time curve is ai parabola, the .'elcc'ty-tiine
possibl i,. V "e onstruc it,. complet valve curve is a straight line irikined away froui
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VENsTILAfIONFLOW
TO AND FROM FACtLTv

60' DIA.

Fig. 16 Lar.*ge capacity cpLflj-cloaafg vaAlve (35,000 cfm)



or toward the abscissa dependhing upon vw,!~ther closing, finat measured chamber preszure
the velocity increases or decre-azcr anw the reached 16.9 1., ig. Calculated velocity vs.
acceieratioii-tiimw diagram 'Is a straight line time diagrams .c-showvn in Figs. 20 and 21
parallel to the abscissa, and accelerati'rn vs. time diagrams in Figs.

22 and 23. Valve a.:celeration in the final in-
The displacemcnt-time curves (Figs. 17 terval rnse to nearly 18,000 ft per bec 2 in the

and 18), are for the 24-inch OCDM valve situ- second Phase diagram (Fg 23). In this in-
ated at the 63-psi overdressuie Yange. Figure Szrtavieds tiI t e~ei o
19 is the recorded blast line pressufe cu,-v tion, ace'1.erated in excess of that possible as
for this overpressure ram%. The valve was a:.- ~' of the apparent pressure differential.
closec4 in the ti ,t Aphase due to a precursor (The peak reflected pressure measured in the
with an incident pressure of approximately 12 hood was 122 p'fig.) The maximum calculated
ogigý which preceded a;i.ival c.! 44e 63-psi pet velocity, !he mnagnitude uf which was approx-
Overpressurc. It is seen from Fig. 17 that the imatply 50 ft per sec, was attained during the
valve was clored 60 msec after arrival of the 6eloia 16 z (Fig. 21). The orifice analysib,
blast. However, several milliseconds there- upon application, yielded 'r.0-psig maximum
after, the outside overprepsure curve dipped pressure build-un in the chamber, using a
practically down to zero and leakage p.Lst the step-by-sten procedure ior the vesi ire cycle of
valve which had pressurized the chamber operation. T-his is in good agreement with
"(lwnstrearn to approxlimately 12 psig, caused 16.9-ps g pressure actually recorded (p-ý2k
the valv#- to reopen about half way. After the pressure only ot:taineWO.
valvu had traveled part of this distance the dip
in thr nrecursor enued and th, valve deceler- The 16-inch OCDM vaive installed ver-
ated tn i s~tnp Then the rxit~iel nverpres;surP 0i- -.llv at the G3-psig range was placed in a
rose nearly instantaneously to the 63-psi iambe:r next to the aehvalve. This valvc
it-ieI, reclusing the %"i1ve at IGR mizwc (Yzg. arctually closed in 29.5 n"'ýec (Fig. 24), and
18). As a result of the reopening anid secondary pressure in the chamber rose 1.45i psig at the

~ ~+
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The E4 antiblast closure w.s initially closure wos placed. At this high-overpressure
field tested in 1951 at Opeiatio, Greenhouze rang, the pressure-tim' h•story at the valve
(141. Valves wete inbtalled below ground at is esi-ntial for an analy:is to deterninje :iu'.-
various pressure ranges, each protee.ing a ing time and inflow to the chamnber. In viv.w of
5-cubic foot chamber. The air inlet wfs a the wide variation between the two bla~t line
standard 300-pound 6-inch pipe tpe with the readings, the use of average blast line pres-
twt, open ejids paxallel to the ground. The sure mar be seriously in error. Conseqi.entiy,
vertical connection was attached by a standard closing time ant; iidl..4 c:c nct coplted fr,r
pipe nipple and flange to the inlet of the ;"iti- the valve at station 6i01. The E4 valve was
blast t-lnsure. A standard 6-inch pip( niele then fieid tested in 1953 at Operation Upshot-
arxi il.Lnge were bolted to the und, rside of the Knothole. One closure was installed below a
surge tank cover immediately beneath the 6-iiwt. tee inlet and protected a Chemical Coros
closure unit. There acre holes i., the wall of Filte, -nd an 64-cubic foot chamber. Re-
this nipple to permit air flow to the chamber, corded teW. data are shown in Table 10.
only peak outside overpressure and peak
pressure inside the chamber were recorded Duct p-te:rte readings were measured

for the valve stA2ioms. Valve closing times at a location after the valve and filter. How-

and pressure-time data at the stations weee ever, since a peak overpressure of 10.4 psi
not recorded. Recorded field data are gien was recordeu in the duct -f the 6-inch tee (no
in fabie o trgether with our calculates closing valve or filter) feedirg into a chamber of sim-
inbe. ilar size, adjacent to the installation under

discussiop, •.ts piessurc w•s taken as imping-
Overpressurcs considered in the duct ing on the E4 valie disk. Due to the short

impi•ging on the valve disk were 50 percew lengths of duct invoivel, in the order of a few
of tCe average recorded peak line pros'air feet only he'wveen the valv.1 disk and duct gage,
value isee d;!stussioti below for Ujpshot-" no increase in upstream pressure due to at-
Knothole Test). The above results indicate tenuation coups ibe consiJored. Valve closing
that the E4 v•-".• v.., '1 sed by elfectivc pres- was again determined to result fr4-,n actuation

,,:,f , equal torellected pressure. by pressur," * .-he order of magnitude of re-
Stations t;"1'2 and 6103 were checked using the flected pressure, and good agreement was ob-
oi .iicc a•.alys•. for inflow to the chamber, and tained for pressure inflow using the orifice
:.aiksla,Aory agreement was obtained using 50 analysis. A 30-man shelter was prottacted by
percent uf the average lint, pressure value, the E4 antiblast closure units in Operation
A' 4ttion 6101, locked -..:hin the fireball, Teapot [181. However, malfunction of pres-
cvc:pt*sure varied considerably (from 340 sure instrumentation made records obtained
to 720 psi) along the two measured lines oi aut us-iblC Ior analysis of valve perform-
prussure instrumentation, between which the ance.

TABLE 9
Operation Greenhouse, Tests of E4 Antiblast Closure

Average Measured j Peak Pressure Measured 1 Calcuiated Time
Station Peak BlAst Line Protected Side of Closure was

Overpressure (pbil T Closure (psi) Open (msec)

6101 530 I 12.6 (see text)

6102 52.5 8.48 f
6103 14.25 2.45 1.73

TABLE 10
Operation Upshot-Kai K..le, Test of E4 Antiblast Clrn i,!

I Pea Lin Peak Overpressure Peak Prc surp Calculated
Overpressure Measured in Adjacent Measured in Clos'...6 Time(ps) -inc-h -trA inlet (no valve) C~iamber me

(p.1) , (Pt) et( (msec)

L 0.a3 _ 1 0.4 0.3 .I75
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The E19 antiblast louver-type closur: Sho,-k tube tests at 5, 15. and 30 .si were
was field tecd in 1957 at Operation Pitw:)- performed in t17q [121 on the Moslor -,aie Co.
bob. It was installed in a horizontal cylinder valve design. A .irst series of tests produccd
whose overall length was 8 feet. 7 inches and some deformation in the 1/2-inch diameter
diameter was 5 feet. Aitached to the hori- cylinders, which caused the rods to bind in the
zontal cylinder, at right angles and in a %,er- closed position. After some additional testing,
tical position, was a second cylinder whose the valve was m-tifieu so fhlat the rods woulo
length wa-s 6.5 feet and diameter, 3 feet. The move freely back andioorth from the open to
upright cylinder contained a ladder and a the closed position. In the next pha:e of test-
hinged steel cover plate on i.le top to permit . .1; '_Ii .,d E-i8 Pa.iiculate Filt,-r was at-
personnel acc,,;-.. The E19 closure was tached io the back ,nd -)I the plenum and pro-
mounted within the horizontal cylinder and tected by the valve. Post-shot inspection of
couiv,,cted to an 8-inch :.•,.dzrJ .'teel pipe the filters showed them 'o be undamaged.
which extended vertically through 5 leet of Valve uncertainties e:., ountcred in the tests
dirt fill, througi, ,a 1.5-foot thick concre'e pad and destrability of additi.irtd data not obtained
at the ground surface, and above ground for a did not warrant detailed 01-', analysis of these
distance oif ,uut 2 feet. ,. atAndaxd 8-inch ttst results.
Yeiding tee was installed on the upper end of
the pipe. Thc calculated free volume of the
te' t inst.'lation was approximately !94 cubic Blast Pressure Le-;,_age
leet. Pressure measurements obtained in this
test .adid calculated results ic-e given in Tab!l: Blast pressure hv.k-,,C into the protected
11. chamber past a valve wh:.t is ,dcsing, is de-

pe- 'ent directly upon thL mass o' moving
TABLE 11 p- 'ts, initial open ar.. -snd travel to close.

Operation PlunibboL. Initial open area and tra,.'. '•course, are
Test ot Eib Antiblast Closure functions of the. volumetric ,.apacity of the

-- , valve and pressure drop requirements con-
le-ak Peak Calc. sistent with the design. The mass of -mioving

rjr~~aCare L'esprC'. rprt sure 'iessure Closing parts will vary with valve design, size, and
at laesn Chamber Time T pressure rating. The mass will, in turn, re-
(Istallation Chapsir (msec) late accelerations and terminal velocity
(psi) attainablc, with resuitax-t i ipact energies.

-- The three basic valve parameters described
C! 0.32 2.7 above, whe lum;i:Jd tol~ethei for a paiticu.-.

... ... ...... .. . ..... . .valve closure system, will combine to give a
closing time under an overpressure. This

Siace there e-isted a 12-psig prccur!n- .vill then directly determine the chamber vol-
preceding the arrival of peak overpressure at umetric capacity necessary to limit pressure
the station. this pressure existed at the above- build-up Wu say 2 psi, or less, which is again
ground pipe ,or. A peal: overpressure of 6 psi dependent upon the hardness of the structure
A-., • ,r,sidert'd in tne duct pinýLn.•g ors the und thl c hvel o.f pr,.teu t ,oln sired. T'ie total

dur:n,: ts op)'r. .. n cn5'itir t "Aubh ,cler.It 'r maircc , it 'i i, tihe valvt s testOýd
l, .t-Kiwtitole ret.ilts discussed previously. was found to be l,'ss than thaL calculated using

alvec . losr•g was under approximately 15-psig the differential between measured external
pr-'ure (reflected presure for 6-,)sig n.ci- pressure and average pressure within the
dcn'! "-id calculateu pressure bl.i.,;-up in the chamber. T;is may !,, acc,,unted for by local
chaniut." was found to be in agreenici:1 with disturbsces in the pressure pattern due to
measurcn.cr, ts at the test site. the protective ho10s aK-i metitod of installation,

and .iressure build-up in the passage behind
The OC E ulaA actuated valve has not been the zlisk which is great.-, than chamber pres-

evaat. ! by field tests but was Oritfly sub- sure. For valves with the 3ame effective
jec'ed to a shock tube tr.t in 1951, *"e purpose projected "•.-e, those ,,tth light wisses will
of wnich vY,' to determine the closure time be a...elerated more rtpidly, .,..-iiII .,g a
versus pr?, .:re. vc:;u.'er. the peak pressure lower pressure build-up beyond th., tt dur-
of the shK k wave which passed the valve be- ing the travel and are there-ort, r,• ,riously
fore ,ot.iplete closure was constaerably below hindered front closing. In acihlitio.... ive in'-
,uitieipated it•ident shock pressures and the pact energies, whikh I .n- be abortle( by the
duratx.ns of postttie phase were oply about 3 body strut. ire or an 'nerry disslpati,.l device,
maec, except for pressures so low that ti.,. are directly dependent upon 'ibb ol moving
;valve did not cl(ksc. parts, indtcating an obvlcus advantage to be
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accrued in minimizing the. latter. The redtic- plenum chanibe- sizes for various valv,'5.
tim. ini dcceieratiiig force from zhat indicated Figuv" 27ta) illustrates the -01-iw- of plenuir
by ~hr, apparent pressures requires add~tionid chamb it, cub.c feet required u, limit in-
study. terital, pressure to 2 psi versus peak~ over-

pressure for the E4 valve under these eriteria.
In sizing plenum chambers to limit pres- Plenum sizes for the E19RI valve are givcn in

sures to 2 psig for the various valves stq'died, ,Fig. 27(b). Since the E191111 is rated at 50-psi
valve malfunction or failure to close wore not maximum overp~ressure, plenumns ?re calcu-
conisidered, since for long durat on we ipons lated only for prescurc~i up to taiS value. The
with durations in siconds, full uut~iiýwt -.-r-Atiums shown rin Figa: 27(c), 27(d), ard 27(e),
pret~wurs? can taen be anticipated Vta.Xaive for the Or2DN valves, arc plotted up to 100 psi
clostiig is inliuenced by factors w~h;.21 at pres- despite the fSact that the 16-inch and 24-inch
ent cannot nzsily be oredicted for most instal- siz~es are t'cw rated at 50 psi. These valves
lations, and which are varia~ltl aaio dependent are Pre~sently undergoing rc-desi~n. fu)r pur-
upon type of installation and chai-sctori'itics of 'oses ni :444p~tning the valve moving parts and
the paiticular nuclear detonation. For the pur- dlecreasing closing times, and the accompany-
pose of these calculations, each of the valves ing alterations may increase valve ratings.
were considcrpd installed in a duct or tunnel Plenium sizes for the Mosier Valve W, varisisu
such that blast flow would be dlicict~d tii~a.d' iiýa arci g'.rprzsu.. -r,.
to the moving part or parts. Under these con- 27(f). This valve is the most recent additio~n
ditions valve closing was conse~i:%atively cal- to the fieldi 01 the ones analyzed and has been
culated considering overpressure actuation, modified siiiwi- first being si..-k tube, eval.uated.
The analysi's also consider valve installation
such that there is nc restriction dowustrean, The OCE blast aLwated valve is the only
of the valve. This will be discussed subse- valve stud*~usl ik, which there is an appreciable
quently .her, the one valvc violating this con- restriction uuwnstream or in which the orifice
dition is discussed, It is &sk,,,ctsarv that is smaller that. dl., oinit (5,v. Table 12). In
imimediately downstream of the Valve A chum- other werds, the flow area around the mo "W
her veict whcsie area ratio is considerably disk is not the goveriiing rentriction. During
ALoVC hut. A 'he valve outlet, preferably blast conditions this downstream restriction
greiter thani 4:1, so as to diffuse the flow as would remain, as the critical orifice until about
c~iii'ýJy as possible. A chamber which has the 30 percent of the travel and may result in a
prescribed necessary volume but has jiiJA, cushioning action which would seriously iin-
cha ~"in area would act 1"te shock tube or pair the valve's closing. Since, as our inves-
tumiwi .,!, thet inflow pressure would eixperi- tigations with blast actuated valves have
ence iitttie attenu~iusiim it, Lite lengths involved. shown, a displacement-tinie patternt iF ~ah-
It is advisable to make the area ratio as large lished whprein the valve travels approximuately
as consistent with good design, so long as the 1/4 of the total distance in 1/2 the time and
depth of chamber is not made too shallow In the remaining 3/4 of the d.stance in the same
ge~neral a cubiac design would be a good rule time, anything wvhich would delay the start of
ofi thumb. All plenum chambers were calcu- closing might cause an unacceptable pressure
lated to limit pressures to 2 psig using the bu'id-up in thec' nterior of the facility. The
method of %,h-wk wave flow thr~oiki IntAl~i~s dCi- valve's closing cannot be predicted in accord-

vvelopid in ttic study. .nd were found to be ance with the procedures used ior the other
,;onbervative for all field test data described valves. With initially subson~ic flow entering
previously. However, ackditiunAl verification the valve, the restrkct~otý would produce nozzle
is highly !ebirahlc. effects tending to decrease downstream pres-

sare and increase velocltjt, thereby increasinag
". general, the Closing Of A Puppet Valve inflow to the charber. With supersonic flow

depends on the reskricton downit'reami of the past the valve, the rea..riction would decrease
valve m4d upon how rapidly the disk can be downstream velocity and increAse downstream
accelerated by the stre'tz .,e!clity. The E4 pressure, thereby inicreasing closing time of
valve, which has been field tcsted success- the valve If. howeover, the disk open height
oilly, possesses severAi uesaiaiblc "taracter- was reduced from 4 Incitwe,; ti 2-3/4 inches,
istics in its preser, :..e, such as light-weight then the valve's cioslotg pattern coul.; be esti-
disk, short - a~el, large bearing ar-!A Ir dibk mated. ft in estiir.aled tI,..h's would reduce
irniw) t and r'ibber-cushioned &. at Pleaum the volumnetric capacity Cn , :oxiinately 2250
ch.,mbers for the E4 vaO,"e have been sized cfm (calculA ed) 4at 1 016. water preasure
usini4 a minimum closing! time of 1.5 mnsec, eop. It wasm !, th" basis 0. .nis reduced open
atlthough calculated Limes are lt'so :r the ieir~ht, that tne plenum chambers shown in Fig.
nigher pieshure rangeb Filri~re 27 aidticatea 28 were calculated.
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TABLE 12
Valve Flow Areas

Valve Port
Valve Open Valve Po- Miajor or o

Valve Area (sq in) Area (sq in) Gov'erning Area/Valve

W~Rstrietioni Open Area

E4 I 29.8 26.80 Valve Port 0.907

tL 'ml 50.64 41Valve Port 0).90

OCE 191.64 i 147.53 Valve Port I 0.77

OCDM 12 Inch n6564.69 Valve Opening 1.18

OCDM 16 inch 114.2 122.11 Valve Opening 1.07

OCOM 24 Inch 228.07 264.24 Valve Opening 1.16

Mosler 22 36 22.5 Valve Opening 1.01

PROPOSED NEW DP.SIGN'3 negligible since the ar(,, exposed to such bWast
i're.;rure leakage is only that Of th,_ cross-

Existing seii-.acting blazit actuated poppet sectional area c rett - .1 by the moving sleeve
valve designs =not lend them~selves rf-ad1y tf1;cne~s, Thrr- thiq rpaiati- fo-rce iR
to :-desagn for the purpose of increasing insignificant, widike the situat:..e aiiri true
rated flow capacity to the 10,000 to 20,000 clin poppet valves. This is a desirajble feature of
ranje. It w'i,_!'ý he necessary to use many this design especially at low overpressure,
,,aIvf-s in parLi.LUŽ 1i.r the volumetric require- since back pressure caused by leakage will
metems in znstallatmns requiring large air not delaý closing.
flow s.

The only Aresses in the dome head are
New d -,1 ns have been propti-cd lor a those due to the acceleration of the sk~rt.

Uarge rangc i,. :-~aiitties at low-pressure When the head is closed by blast actuation,
hocps, and are believed suitable for atccess- these for~es Are low siice Ufie &kirt io Iii~h

ful operat~on over a wide-pressure range. weight, facilitating design of the head as a
The valves are actuate'l by exterior overpres- light element. Since for the large air-f low
bure AMd are not dependent upon external sen- capacities feasible with this degigri the weight
sors or remote devices. However, they may of moving parts is relatively smnall, closing
also be combined with remote sensors for times of the guillotine poppet valve are also
doub~e asisurance. One valve of this typ is favo rable V'ader excebsive outside pressure
tht t>.nen - Airnai arall \.hI ýuney igufflluine resulting from .i mu~ Icar detoinatio. O~r otil,;
piji)pet vaive (Ak FhMD Contract Nii. A1'04 cautwis entering the intake and/or exh~aust, thie
(6471 - 276 Suppl. 1) shown in Fig. 29. The valve moving part (top disk w'ith skirt) is ac-
valve possesses ý. favorable ratio oi over-all celerated to its seat again'st the resistance of
setichi of movin"Z parts to activating Pressure tL4 soft springs. Air trapped below the valve
alince the moving pairts consit~ essentially of moving pairt is vented to low-pressure areas
oaly a top disk with mkirt (1. Travel and/or in th2 protected structuie, If necessary, to
dlsneter ot the valve, which ior~m the r~riph- prevent any cushioning effect which would
eral air intake or cithauh. (!D. can oe varied 'lelay clozsure of the v'tlve. Soft springs re-~
to give an optimum combination of closing turn the valve moving part (top disk with
timet, sealing, and overtravei requtirements skirt) to the nori,,.'v open position after tho
for cne'l-y dibsipatio~a by iahtcl absorption de- jc'r'tive phase of ,%e blast or '-i ..j !,,ý
vices and inertia forces for i. given capacity, conclusion of the negattv;r phaibe In' ho~e in
It is maintained in the open position by soft staliations where negattiv pre~sm.* .s are crit-

i ý)"' , so that under normal ventitation Ia rdlthn sr'urd wot-
fiow pressoire, air int~ake vid/or exhaust from or ca*!hiuning devicets (j, wh'i..i %;,;, come
the chaxnbiv or facility (!) may We accom- into act' ai after clos..r-, Are prov't %id tau op-
plished. The interior pressures reasigE:.g crate efficicntly over a cmrnplete'ran of
ejosure IA the guilUotine poppet -alve ilre loads andi auztomat.ically compensate for the
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EXPAN.S:CN
L C_.,, HALTERT
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ý, ATTENvUATiON

(B)

VALU/E

LE\2JTH DEPENDS
ON CLCSING TIME -

I ;/EXPANSION

L (ALT ER ATE
~i~l 1~1TO USING

-' ~ IL-..j ALONG 0YJC1)

VA LIVE // ..

(A)

Fig.3 Io .med,.y pith or vxpar.s on plenur~. used with or
with-,'t -Ifaking biA~t actuating valve

&:.4rt illt ,imA -ds Sprifl4-cus;(.;ied A tine-delay path as propoiscd by Cohcii
- .print ajy ywir~d liotion Jf the valve [II may Lie used in ron(.ijfct iin w~th niolst valve

rro~i.-.g pitt relative to the main structure types as showit diagrammnaticallyi in F~ig. 30,
,ý;'ind the ope*.l positirin (,irnient :'rebsure). and will enable the valve to be partially or

comnpletely closed b'efore dangerous overpres-
A pneunm*Ltc operator (8 with A four-way sures arrive at the inlet to the interior facil-

vauve AJI A;01 .ui remote override actuation of ity. The length of delay paill depencis upon the
',.e gu~lloline poppet valve from a ciwitr..l cen. speed of closing of the valve alter art'ition

te, and, .r losai rcmtntc opi'ratinn of the equip- t-- A remote actuated *>'lvc, or after arrival
mc. .- jequire. Switchesi, tripped by the of t!.e shock wave at the exterior surface al a

valve moving part, -vilt indicate fe"! open and self-act-,- blast 3crtated valve, and the allow-
full ci~os:4l :xisitiofl. Valve overAtion can be aibi, interior Pressure. If the p)..1A -suiiii-

ciauib;ncd 4 ith A remote sprnsor, for doublie ciently long, the farility- wait he u-- letely
asisur2Jw,, to increalie reliability jider blast isolated from the effects t,i tho 1114.. Outside
c,ýr.,it.oflb. The valve can be mounted in a overpressure entering the inlet ..", - xso be
Ivorizontal '6 well As a vertical position am~i attenuated directly as a functic.i of cr length
,tructural supports provided to accommodate and diam er of itiu '.III. 'With thE. ar.7r

:he 4Lquipruiwit. ment, normal ventilationi flcuw will enter the
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facility through the blast valve after traveling capacities ov-r existing valves throt~gb &pti-
the time uelay path. An exbaý*..- duct w~ill ap- mum sizwig of diamneter and/or travel with!
er-rte in reverse fashion. The -:elay path macy littl' nenlity. A time delay path for diverting
be combined with closures of many config-ura- blas, .ijw may be ineclu~ded in the installalie.i
tiuns sucn as guillotine, plug, etc., Lu provide to iaolate completely the facility from blast.
positive closure. The lengili of this delay path is depcmntn on

the extent to which absolute isolation is re-
An a'e'quatoly sized expansion plenum qiftired.

chamrber used in lieu of the delay patri will
provide attenuation of the outside overl.res- Plenum chambers were conservatively
sure drirng, ti'.e timne the valve is clo,.,n.. '""~ sized as sufficient to limit pressure build-up
Wil! i:.iiit transmission i~f any p~rossures not to 2 psi within. Plenum sizes are directly
tolerable within the facility before complete depeident upon how last the valve movii~g Oe-.
closure of C, - valvc-A ir intake ar't/or exhaust. in~eit can be accelerated to the closed position,

arid are sa.allest for vat vc- with light weight
The guillotine poppet valve with delay of moving parts. For a large volumetric ca-

path (7.) is shown ~n Fig. 31. pacify, requirir.; installation of several exist-
ing self-acting blast actuated valves in paral-
lel, the required total plienum size for an

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS interior limiting pressure of 2 psig, would be
the sum of individual plenum r~zcs. !n lieu of

An optimum combination of self-acting the above, installation of ;, '.rger capa,,`ty
blast actuated valve parameters iz; n,cessary puil~lottit- ilt i ýJ expected to result in a
for protection ag.iaeJst the effects of high yield, sm~aller total p~cnuri. in combination with a
long, duration we'alion5 with sharp pressure time-delay path, the plenum size required
rise times. For cxampic, an excessivf tr v'el with a 6u*!, ine installationr may be drastical~y
With A moderately heavy disk ,*'odd create -reduced

large dynamic loads upoin impact anid the
valve bodv or structure would be required to For high yield wc:,ons without precur-
ab~s~r:, this~ energy. Uf the structure cannot .4,rs, it is recommended that valve moving
sustain this mpiict then failure of dibk and/or parts be designed structurally ior loaidings
Nxiy will' cccur. An alternative to this would and accelerations zorreinponding to reflected
cce to r rovide overclositre on the valve travel proessure due to peak overpressure in the
arA energy abiiorpti..n levices which would apWroachtzeg shock wave and considered to be,
cu .;on the impact loads .oz the moving acting during the entire closing time. Where
rnas,.'s Local disturbances affecting initiaý. the inlet shaft or tunnel has a favorable orien-
movement and causing high prescure leakage t~ation with respect to the shock wave or when
in thiti first interval when the valve is wide a precursor in predicted. the design peak
open, could be extremiely detr;ment~al to the overpressure may be reduced [ 26,271I. Valves
interior of the facility. This niay be overcome should be installed, if possible and practical,
by the use of a time delay path which will en- so as to minimize the effective overpressure
able partial or complete closure before dan- in the duct and to direct blast flow normal to
gerouis overpressures arrive at the. valved tree valve moving part or. d~sk. Valves should
Ii' IA Effective closing ofi a jsiplu't '.ceby itussess a moving element, as filgt in weight
blasi oil' ndii upon removing any resitrictio~n as structurally feabible in order toc reduce
or pressure build-up downstream 'f the valve closing times, pressure build-up Iownstream
oipcn:nig. of the disk while closing, WAn inertia loading.

Valve seats protoýcted by resilient maierta'z
The use of many vAlvcs in parallel, for are advantageous for damping tWe elastic ieii-

ez'staiations with largte air requirements, die- part of desk against f-tt and reducing energies
crea.bes over-all system i eliaibility by in- transmritted to the seat And structural supports.
,.reab.ng the number of inuependent eiemen".a 'ine materwii. used bhould be checked for their
maintenance, eIL. The propos':d guillotine thermal characteristics.
)opix-t valve dtesigns ar" 'dvartigeous when

conmpared to existing 1POP)1et de_,igiis in that During enairtoiAnce ph giui's w1iii' si tul
~'in s not reta he'd hv pressur ie.Ation on bo provided to t:zeKe a -; ,:il 0 rc~ui ring

the downstream side o, ý.ne valve caused by service off the line and t-o a' esictre in oper-
bl)A!t leakage during a nuclear blbit. VAliV ation sciniultareously. .~ ocr 'lt' t,o. mp,1T~isii
belicivior uir~kr blast condIL! ns can, the re'lore. e 'is acI foi ' hould ye I~r, ided to blank off
be predicted witi g~reater confidence, The lie op,.mnen w-iud of the vajve. to 6eC serviced,
,~-uillotine poppet dteiwiii ilhi"' -or i~v'cased All - cives sh~wiud'' be operated and mn-iintained
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on a periodic schedule to assure maxiimum equipment for maintenance of pressure if they
ielia6bility. are 'o funcnnn when needed. If "fail safe"

featur,,1. are incorporated ir, da. design, the
Remote aztua'ed val~es depend for their valve r .y ciose upon power tailure, thereby

operation oa sensing devices, electrical re- "buttoning up" the facility for a period of Lime
lays, etc., with the possibility of malfunction which migh' be extremely detrimental, since
of one or more of the system components. By for some facilities times in the order of a
including blast wave arrval time in the "bat- few minutes are not tolerable. In addition to
tur, tp" pe'-iod, :hese may present a problem reliability of systen. operation, the sensors
for combustion equipment within the protected actuating remote vaives must be satisfactorily
structure. Additio,,..l problems are soi'au -' ardened and riade wuita,•le lor multiburst
ti tho ,-nsurb tor oiultiburst operation and operation. Therefore, it appears that at the

degree of hardening of the sensors. ,*.emotely pr"seml t'ie i , siatem rab"Ay is
actuated valv,'- which are pneumaticaliy or otbtai.ed through the use of self-acting blast
hydraulically operated. are dependent upon actuated vuves.
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FOUNDATIONS FOR PROTECTIVE STRUCTURES*

K. E. Mc, ,e
A r-m • t -,- r• iý iotuclation

The behavior of i-,datidtons subjectcd to dynamic loads is of major in-
terest to :he de-ý, rý of prutect.vr , ructure-. This piper pr- ents
the resuits ot re -.- h hoth analyiical and exp.trimental, which ,.u,,:id-
e rs t.c behavior r toolirgs under dynamic loadý with parucular atten-
t: 'n to the appl icationr for protective st(uKturcs.

Th. pr-rpo:.- ot th- rr- .earch is: "... invesLtiga, rhe problems asso.
ciated witin the dcic-in and analysis of foundations for protective str,
tur,'s ,.,bjccted to dynamic- 1-as fren. ;-cicar b'ir Tne more basic
probl, m nosed for thi. pi.rpose of the r.:hcarch has b, e-i I,, uxplain the
ub.haviOr -i foundation,, vn arbit-rli- s-1l subject d to an -:biL. ry time-

F which ri--tricts onnr,-hr t;,,. I soil f,&hires. Th -,-erim-!ntb, both
vatic and dynan;., ,-ý,,h were. conducted as, part 4f thi, p .,grarn will

be described and related to tthe theoretical stuoies. Thesc experhie en 7
tal results combined with thi azioAytical work will be combined to pro-
verb a pai;cr defining the limints of current know•edge and making rec-
,m'irendAtionu for dbign piocedures.

NOM ''NC LATURE INTRODUCTION

is 4 ,ertLital force TZ,. behavior of foundations subjected to
dynamic loads is ui .&.4ju" interest to the ee-

coheýton signe-s of protective btructures. During the
C - center of failure last few years protective construction has

forsaken the research offsicts and test site.
D - depth of burial for the design offices and con.itruction sites.

Foiundations 'or protective situctures had
- eccentricity received relatively little atte-ition ditring the
= vertical force r!i',arch phases AnM, hence, represented A

techntmic area where much additiotal Investi-

q oressure (in surfac'e gal inn was required. During the past three
years considerable research on foundations

- radius sf failure s.-irfai.e for protcctivc structurcs has been conducted

-* .3hear stress resulting in imprcviements, in understanding,
and, hence, in aesign knuwluhge. The pz'po e

- distances of "his paper it to descrihe some of the re-
aeia:ch which nau been done, to reLouimend

S, v - coordi)Stes design pro;.•Adres, and to point out limitations.

iWle of internal friction Specifically this parer w-1 be ba,-.ed on

normal stress research, both a.ul'Ical i-..: experimental,
conducted at the Arnour .. -i, , -; Foundation

- r weight per unit vulume under contracts oponsor-i .' he Air Force

L '.. bhiC , ,wal siot pree ýnttd it the S,-ppoosum.
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Special We-II ott:: Air fletwaiul and cohesi,rii, li)arjel f shearin,.ý resistance,
Deveiopmcrnt Command, Kirtland Air F-ice .,and (3) g! s,, weight per unit voir.m,,
Base, New,4 Mexicc starting early in 12S... T',e Toe %alues. vi e~e p-iinmeteis !ir an actual
basic problemn pos&id ;er this research has SoIIil ill' theic~iliyi Of L fundation subjectea tol
been to explain the berna-vior of foundat ions on either static or dyniamic loads may depend on
arbitrary soils sub~ected tu ai~bitrary time- many factors, including such items as grain-
dependent forces. It has been soecified that size a:stribution. permeability, strain rateth fundation, itself, k~ill not fail (this rep- .nhape ,, St r raess-cSatrlpr~ue
resents a design pirobler.n, ijut no fundaniental etc. The aissumption wai ;, scold prove to '.e
do ficu~ty. As for any type of design the as - ly~-rn ~0 opizitc ;E i that other research
suruptionS rogarding load distribution should stucii, will pro'.;de i:;cttics of relating the
be cne v.,- from the poinit nf view of 1 .- selected parai. --'s to the, various factors
ioundat~on) and hence consideration iR lrmitec_ which can in' L 'en It is further as-
to soil failure. sumned iat, in id, this internal shear

resistance foCo. oilomb's law; namely
"Foundat' mns" is a goneral term used

here to refer to any method of transmitting tl
loads from a str.ucture in-) the earth, includ-
ing such diversified Sýsyte iis 4,s pile founds.- where shear resoisance and nmrm~al
tions, piers, spread i'a-tings, ciissons, mats, stress On PlAne Of shoýar.
-aft foundations, retainin~g walls, etc. The
assumption has been made that the many #-xiil - -In organiz;iý1 :, ~-, !,4-tr the aitemptii has
ing types of foundations cal. be divided br(;oaly been to describe brieiiy ti,-, research which
into ' foundations or spread footings. Mo .- ts be~en conducted. Bas,-d on this, recoin-

... ... ... '.' ~ -' u"~.'elusionh witn ruec3'-i to aesign pracedures
types of foundations with thC u~lrd'i bjiA~l(:1L ire pre sente-: PartI col ar attention will be
thsit livs kndwledge shioull provint.A suita,tsL, givui to the hetitattoits tiauims, aLccoanpany
general approach far any type of foundation, these recommnendations.

Ttte r,0u,i,'rwn-ts governing the design of
fountioicans for proti.i !.e ccn~htruction Are ANAL;'.7IC R'ESEARCHI
LWO fold First the structure certainly must
be desigj~ed for nornial condritions. In the case The analytical work has been based on
of the foundation this means that they should two premises: first, that a crude theory is
ioe &fsigned .;upport the de..d loads plus better thAn nonz AMd second, that experimental
nnrna ;~. Ii- snds fnr long timnpqt and 'hat the research -,hculd b.- conducted to verify or
posirsbility of consolidation below the structure disprove the azulytical work. These prem-
must be considered. Of more direct interest ises have resalted in consideration of many
here is the second type Ai requirement relating theoretical aii roacaies, rejection of somec,
to the biast loading trantmitted throtigh the mouiric-tinn o-f other, And-it is hoped-an
structu-e. The durations are sufficiently shorl ever-irmproved wnalytir understanding of foun-
so that consol idaion under these blast loads datiora behavior. The analytical approaches
csi, 1 u nest,1-ted One roulA hiowever be orter- have beenra ks4A, in t:' neral, uiptnex''ll m

-.ited in Oth 'I si a- merit t wh ih will Al so be of t hi on: t ~ca! ap" ro~ichi, s for static loads to
.' ferred to ,%i sc~thcoitqt) undter dynamic th problem oif .1,;mnamac loadiag.
loads. Mependitig ica the over-all structural
J_.sgn conceptb, one miAy *iaýh to ILmit settle- Rcer.:ch into soil failure has followed
w'r ii: :mlder singe or multiple aliplicationb of two related bitt quite distinct approaches. The
blaut forces. (On the other hand it may be ad- first of these, which is that normally used I.-
,onntagoouli to deabign for large ruettlements soil mechanics. postulates the existence of
wisen tWe foundations are subjected tip blast lilip surfac-s ot certain simplitfied forms
loads. This decision is up to the deaGioer anid 7 niý approAch :(,dae-e the problem to deter -
ra'r'-a i.. and on the -r-i ''quiremort~s In mining the most d-!o-.,-rous oif the stlip surfacen
each inblA~ie. Ae far as foundAti,..a behaytos tiaInR this for~i. This sioil rie"' -4::':"-.
is concerned this means that rrethiods should proach, which] has little t tti-l 'sis,
1w ileveljAd for predicting and designing for gives in many ioWTA eft~ iaa 1.- aauiswers.
either lar ,je or small settlements, or butt'o and therefore is often lF-.d. t he ., ap

proah, which normally is asrs.,.vith thw
For C.4- na~rposes of this paper the fo'low- theory of r.bt~icAty, ati -~ :t' l di. k: :,;

Ing soil parameters wt re selected for use it) orous theoretical methods of treating cr-tical
bOh staic and dynamic investigations fe .quilibriuim. The plasticitv approach althoutih
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theoretically &ouid, is limited -ithe ~nj- bee"i imbati!" by 11. G; H.-d.:c f[ aiid A. J, M.
tions which must be made oi.;~ ýormplcx.!, boencý - [II. Actual ý i1 3i'c~ioio of these ap-
of the matliematics i~iuived it. .fironv ai so- areJ.C linl~ite'J Ly the cuiup'.-xity of Pie
lution. Hence, the pla-sticity u.pp..:cYI Call -P<-r~caI solution-; and the siunpý-ications in
thus far be used tj solve only lipoied firob- h~e assumption. Thih method of ipi-,,_.'I at)-
lems, Both of these aporoaches have ix-en 4,aes t,. olter the inly fung-rango holle of un-
extended in attempting to predict t'a behavior d-.~ -atanding th,- actual behavior un-Icr dyn-kiiiiJ
of footings subiected to dynamic loads. 4. -.ks-for carrent application, however, At :s

Most o1 our initial work was ljiri-.c-a
the n-jmechanics type ol tailure, e.. 5eiect- All of the above has related to critical
Ing a form for the surface of failure 'tnd se- eiu'_'!"rium considetatiori. The other possý-
lecting the 11zai.Letei .defining tLi. form lbjiity must not be forgotten, i.e., unaiccetable
which failed under the least load, first using settlement prior to reaching critical equiLib-
the firm introduced by Andersen for one-sided rium. There is much w'ork still to be dae
iailure i i IAna tnen introaue i.ig the concepts of here in relating '..eory to experiments. The
dynamic forces [21 and surface overprebsure theo)retical approach developed as part of our
[31. This approach wa* 4!lKu extendcd to ec- rew.arch [101 gave results differing frcm
centric loacts !41, For All of the above theo one- those obse'rved in the laboratory. Both the
sided failure patterns were used because they theory anid _xperinaents must ivnidin doubtful
were simple, because the resulting free body until furthier research is a% iabl.! to cf±.-ify
was r aosb' of fini.te r.,,Nion, and bectube they thiF s!!tuticn.
are representative of a~t *east a portion of ac
WUS iuiiiUSU. Fo.1yuf _ I shawa thc cnc Sidc
failure plteio- ii itecing am, EXPE.RlWE;.-.L R~ESEARCHI

The experimental investigations have
A ~considered the behav:ior of two- and three-
I dimenisional footings on cohesive or cohesion-

letib soil -with static or dynamic loads applied
to the footings. These experiments wcre con-
ducted to verify theoretical studies atid %.o pro-

- ~vide the basis for further analytical rt search.~, I Sufficient conitrols were established to assure
the maxfimumt possible reproducibility- stand-
ard andi special tests were conducted to estab-y .7 lishi soil properties, several identical tests
were conducted to check reproducibility, etc.

g. i- On' -id~dIa~lr,-Fhgures 4 and 5 show the experlimental
setup mor two- And three-dimensional static
1,-sttv r(-3pectively Figure-i 61 and 7 art ;imi-
li r ohtot raphis with thte dytiaoiic load appa-

Aii. ,nfodi ru ion if two- sidted failure ratk,, .i, place. The di-tAils of 11w,- .-xp.-t mentWt
using the soil me'chanics approach muht be uperoach iwA its resultau witl not be incucirtid
limited to incipii, Mi uinotii-ns-or mu-A assume ire. lnt-rested readers are referred to re-
crueliable sill. Fe"ine, 2 itnd 3 she., two -is- poits on Liw project 111,121. The attempt wvill
sun..od failure surlAces vilch were consloered. be miade herein to outline the work which wits
The iial t ,xsumption (Fig 2) is based onC done.
Praimitl'ii phai.tcity snolutiin Ib whilie the Apr-
,intl (I- ig. 4) ~.% t..!-ed -*il hu 8i ~ii 11,li11icti A ,eI~a. thrce-dimenauiona~l static testd
solutwion (82) were conducted on ,Irinse. dry Ottawa sand.

a-kiure 6 snows a skets-h. :t-4d Fist- 9 a photo1-
I lie jdat4 icity -41101 ions for astatii. lo~ds grAiph, of azi tixioiailt of th,. surlasce I-Ailurt-

t-ir Otirsctutirivd Ij lirAjidl's and MW1' iuo- tiitlern. Ffur.t 10 is a.- ., ti! thret load-
:utir. mentioned iOiove. An oeeflive litera- deflection curvci for 4 7t, , quait iuiotir!gs.
tur, exist8 rei-atuing to theoretical approaches Dynamic loitdirg expieri' , i weiv, _niucteed
it -,,i 1, p1 ijiilcii A- 1!Pnerat inetlitd (if iap- n the :miroc 4-Al uising diocile weights (53
pro kchl I ý uchi prtI.-1cus i~i cmntal-ed In a book (515s) and A patevmsttc-thydI-auli. dynamiic.
biy VJ V$ikilovnkii I'l VId,.t olione -1 this loading device (47 test.) shown in lIT. 7

-' 'I tv ;iyiwiu.i pi,,i..ie have reccritly Force time and displacem!%it-t~ime r-ýcoirls
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Fig. 3 Simplified two-sided failure based on
Hill's solution

F~g. 4 Static setup on glass box
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Fig. 6i Dynamic apparatus an glass box
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%A __FAILURE LIKE

FOOT

Pa 4-1d

4<1

Fig. 7Dynamic three-dimensional setup

Fig. 9 -Pt~otogvaph at f.-ibire %urface for
3. .,aýh x 9 -inch tooting
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ik ag 13 Surface after tyriamic load

for tfS footings subjected to dynamic loads from Fig. 10. c ly paA ;o the atory. The sub-
eeea. obtaed. Figure 11 shows a re,'dord for rluejia depre.rait and still later increase in
a dynamnically loaded footing; the top trace -,)ad -Wit increased d.- ction is ci consider-
betirg tii * force and the bottom the displace- able importance in under,11 AM 4 n* A ngt he-
ment. Figures 1? and 13 show a footing failed havior. Large defi !ctions have not previously

.- ~a dirouped weight and by the dynamic load- been of interest and hence theoretical and/or
iflp machine, 1~ia~itseclvely. experimental studies have considered only the

behavior up to the first maximum. Static ex-
Two-dlmensiusial footings in the glass periments associated with ARFes invertiga-

box have been tested under static and dyramic tions. have provided some information, but a
loads using bckh cohesionless and cohesive complete tudierstading must depend on a
3oils. Aftl.,.:!i somec meaningdul qAntitative theoretical ispproach and will undoubtedly
meras~rc,.terx i ere obtained, it was felt that require askititmal experimental studes.
the main puarpose of the two-dimnensional tests
were the visual observations, still photography, The dynamic tests were of primary inter-
and Fastex movies obtained during these ex- est for the research considered herein. The
peripnents. Figures 14 and 15 show one-sided initial dynamic tests made use of a dropped

ndsymmetrical fat tores, respectively, foc it weight, Figure lb shows that the settlement
staticall,, loadcd fcwtiag on dense, dry Ottawa vermin the drop hei&h is linear for each focit-
sand. Figure* 16 and 17 show a sequence of ing size when the d.-opped weight remains
p~hoto~graph,; taken from Fag"x film for L foot- constant. Decause of the limitations on the
Vat,' On tie, 3.2106 BA. Both static and dlynam~ic instraments used, attempts to record the
teots hava also been conducted on toots Ottawa force-time history for the dropped weight
iand mid cohiesive manaertal were n~A successful. It was posetible to cor-

relate Wasse tests w ith the static tests by
means of tn eniergy approach (141. Theraieas-

UIT EM)RETATION OF RECRULTS ured behavior can be explained hy assunitng
that the dropped we ight, the fooilng, and a

The static experiments in part are di- .'sof soil mevc w- ;, oingle Iod after
rectly, comparable to the accepted theorles cunL'rt.
[131. Ths first maximnum on the l'~Ij-dpflectinn
curves of Fig. 10 represents the beaxlpig ca- dubsesquelt dynamic oxperiztent., o'cre
pacity-the quantity predlicted by the theories, conducted using the pse'. mitic-;, I)IC
Using the soil properties determineid by trl- dynas"ti; loaiding device dtrums~etl a loar.
axial test&, it was possibie to co-relato thieory For these teostaboth fkrce-timewo; .lemem
and experiment for the static experiments, time curvri were ot~ai'id. Thesie cý..erl-
hoywever, the first maximum of the load- monte r... currejntl being conclud~ed am thw
displacement carm rq'resssts, as can iue awim parallel analytical studie are only partially
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2 inches. after faiLure

F.Ij 1 5 Static oxperimezn', 2-lrch 1(.oj .-S altsr f&ltir*
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';ompieted. Uming dynamic equations for foot- DESIGN RECOMMENDATIONS
ings developed earlier (14,151, litis posebic
to numerically determine tie resistance- The research reported here has provided
displacement curve of the footing for each much data regarding the behavior of footings
eppiied force time. This approach is based subjected to dynamic loads. It has been dem-
on the asmumption that the resistance' is de- onstratod that the bearing capacity of the foot-
pendent only on the dispiAcernent F'gure 19 ings tested in the Laboratory under sAtiiac luAds
shows the resistance idisplacemetat curve for behave in accordanca with theory. The behav-
4 Ilich it 4 i..ch footings on dense sand aib- lor under btatic loads at Increased deflection
jes~t~d to four bimilar dynamic loads. The has been measured but as yet is not amenable
scatter of points for any particular footting is to Analyltical explanaticii in this respect the
a function of the meisurt.ments and numicrical oeint that cam be claimed at present is a quali-
soluti, as-& single curve appears to fit all of tative unclerstanting of this behavior.
the"e points relatively siccessfufll. The av-
Oere ritAtic-resistancci curve f,.r the smaie In the case of dyramilc loads on footings
oile footing (Fit. 10) is also showl in Fig. 14 the research hit* in many respect$ been pri-
The dynamic resasldemce dimplarenieni 41 lhr,ei marily negative. Differences were observed
thani the static a-eni stnce -diarlacemnwt curve. in the falia:- modes associated with identical
This to -onirary to what .& encr~untertd for voipiacorcnats 'inufo Rta.% . .4 ditAintlc oads.
many other materials, e.g., steel, timber, etc. For the same footing and -n.1 coadittuns the
At least ilituitivcly one could eXplAin muct, uw.i dynamic ruesAaanc . -dl spi.. rntm curves can
hAvior in a manner oimil~r to wirm~ad be of different ePu.p~ ~an- ,% .L49W "'i the
sliding friction. static curves (FgC. 12). Q& 6&'loicular IiAerest
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in h'! -espect is the fact that the dynamic must be addl~d to ft not nal bearing capacity
reirtar~e can bv le"e Mwa the staic resipit- ! .utions: and (3) that ;he overpressure acts
ance. Such other forms of resistance an may on onesaide of thr. tooling fe , an exterior
exist, - ... those dep.tident on velocity, wourd toot*n), and hence a riwditicatijoija ust be in--
tend only to reduce the dynamic resistarnce troducwt for both the magnitude and eccen-
-, n mnore The test data did confirm theo- tricity of the additional overburden (generally
rettc.0 i audies ind'c..ýing that the inertial this will mean a one-aided failure away from
effects are negidgible fur most surface foot- the overpressure).
ings. It shoui~d be emphasized that interpre-
tation of the dynamic experiments are only Once 1he overpressure Is included in one
pArtially ecirn'.-ted and that the soils c-nsid- of the above ways, the ultimate capacity of the
cred above a. irmiled to dry, dense Ottawa footing can be computed by normal means. It

s'i~d.should be noted that the locations of the failure
surfaces will depend on the overpressure as

Recognizing all of theme limitationff, it to well as can the nature of the forces avolied to
still r~ecesuary to provide a current method the footing. For essentially downward forces,
for uqc by footing designers For this design including those which are inclined and eccen-
it is suggeated t"i~ no increase or decrease trically Applied, this represents a straight-
in the r-s~st4.nce be intr-.duced to account for forward naifificition of the procedures iised
the dyn~nami iAdr~Acteristica of the applied in static design, The extent of complexity In
force. 11is' ;einomm~nded that the normal volved in Introducing Uwiw moditicatluns will

t'intic pr,'.Iurlies for the soil Um used with~ the *'ydepending on the specific situation. For
appropriake shear failure In the siAl under the inclined and eccentric loads, the t.alutions are
touting$. compley. Pveii for nnr,',al conditions and,

heoce, will be complex here. On the other
Air prespure actlng on the surface in the hand, for verticJ forces and overpressure un

vicinity of the ft&.utlnge may signifIcatitly .u'!hi- the entire surfacs, the modifi~ititon is trivial;
ence thm behavior of the footing. It is recoan- e T erzaghisa formuki 181 can be modified
mended IItAt the peak overprersure be treated 5ay ir. boding the overpressure as an additional
as a static overburden wnd introduced as a overtK rden.
modification into normal bearing cApacity for-
mulas. Thrts conditions for thi.joverpressure- It is felt that the behavior of ll".- und~r
induced overburden mumt be r onsidered: (1) dynamic loads is better uradrstxA~' ! the
01it' there is none (e.g.. interior foodtn9B), And behavior of spread foofinge uniter Ai
P-enre the' noraiial bearing cApacity sulul.~i-i loads. This is not to PAtv that thti :jjw ' or of
apply; (2) that the overpressure Acts on the piles under iynainic lotaý&; !a coinpl(.hy
entire sur-face surrounding the footinig (*..r , L. undo ert-xid- even. a cursory survey of tho
fkoting for an ante-nz), mid hence a mund Wtal Wks current Ilici 3tur* would quickly demonstrate
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that it is not. However, at least a qualitative with the mode of failure requiring the lowest
un'derstanding of the bel-avior is available. load beinr F-elented.

One primary requ~irem~ent in A dynamic
analysis is knowledge of the resistance dis- CONC_..USIONS
placement provided by the foundation. For
pile foundations, it appears reasonable to The recommendation i.f the prevtaus see-
neglect settlement-type displ~.cements, since tiota represents perhaps the simples~t approach
setttement would be expected to be essentially that could be suggestpd. This simplicity
elastic and to be due primarily to shoriý-nlng should not be allowed to deceive thc reader-
of the piles themselves. Resistance can -ilie Lhe probalem cf foundation analysis and design
along the lengtn ol the piles and at the potut, is far from being solved. The research dis-
An iUatraction oetween resistances !rom these cussed in this paper has, it is hoped, given
two source:; prevents simple addltioci of the some indicatian of the possible pitfalls. It is
resulting res;.miancca. Since the pile changes the author's npinion that OLLY improved theo-
lerngth under IotA, it is reasonable to assume retical understanding, supplemented and
that tL~e full resistance along its length in.us guided by experimental. &Ludeiii, tcAu offer hope
be developed before the point can transmit for satisfactory solutions.
forces. Furthermore, based on observations
of piles driven into clay, it is assumed that In applying even the simplified design .. o-
the cohesion along the length of the pile dis- cedures of the previous section. care should
appears with initial 'muveujezat. This means hi taken to insaare correct anr.tications of staic
that the initial resistance udiired by a pile solutions for foiundation failure. Many struc-
equals the friction and cohesion along its tural engineers Lick familiarity with soil me-
length. Before any resistance can be offered clvmilcs and too urten incorrect methoda are
by the point, the cohesiun disappears, relsul- - used or corr-mit Palutonxseae applied to the
ing In a maximum rtsistance equal to the puint wrojg problem. As an exa mpla of this con-
hcaring resiiaslaacc and the friction Alonig the older footing &&&gans b"& twi a specified
length oi the pile, bearing pressuri-this approach has no basis

in theory since bearing capacity depends on
I ne pek resistance, therofore, is either footing sat" &W depth in addition to soil prop-

the combinatiwn of cohesion and friction along erties. Similarly many tabulated or plotted
the pile or the combibnation of the friction al'ing soutions are suitable only under conditions
the pile and the p.)int bearing capacity If mo- which miay stit be clearly stated.
tion c! thw foundation is to Lako place, the peak

foý r~plid to the pde must eiqual or exceed
::, pi AX resistanca. The resistance aseoci- ACKNOWLEDGMEMT
ated sith subsequent d~spl~acemnent wouid be
the friction along thm pile aded to the pAnt Credit is given to Air Research and Do-
rezi4-nce. The same assumptions &re used velopmest Commansd for sponsoring the orig-
for a pile group, taking the base of the entire inal research and for pernaittlaig publication
group for the pout resistance anid the outside of this paper. Particular credit it given tew
a rVA Of the pi &e group in calculating the cohe- Mr. C. Wiehlis and Mr. H. Mason of AFSWC
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and group !p.!e failure should be considered, witstantiaLly aided the research.
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PROTECTIVE CONSTRUCTION BY PROVEN COMPONENTS'

Captain Ralph It. bievers, Jr. U.S. Army
Uniti. States Ariny Fr,~ique ~r Resoa- zh and Developm -nt 1.abo7atnries

i'hc us, .ýd Stti A. .r.y Ern.ener R,-carch and Deveicp:uert Lahasra-
torties. in conjunction with the Engineer School, 1-ve developed a flex-.
ible Sy'Stpip fair protec~tive *'onstruzton dz sibi. "and Lmploymcin. The
principal bass of the system is th. zibe of structuresi anid struitural
components which nave had their rcsistan~e to blast eifects. proven by
various nuclear tests. The co-stponents. of babii. conbtruc~ton materials
.u prciabricated shcpme., are gez-im'...y 'such that th.-y car be assembled
into a full structure bsy relatwvely unskilled labor under compete-it di-

Ireition.* This systemn of de ,tan has been set forth to fUlill a need I-.
flexibie an-i proven dev:gnz v-ithozit tull-smaltin tst's .m each protc.'
structure. 

]

fINTRULITION which permit seirlburied structures to be
protected to a degree thuu they will react as

The system sets torth families of struc- though they were fully buried and consequently
Lcr,. end structural comporients which are permit £'.acL structures to be desigubd from
designed to permit the engineer in the field to Tabl. 1. TLi empirical results of Nevada and
adqap teo the ratiuireinest established for a iwiwetok nuclear tests, and of highi explosive
protective structure, those components which andm nondestructive vibration test programs,
most adequately suilt his twontruction force, have been used as the principal design criteria

t* i&LwzWsuai in time and the tunc- for the structural elements. The system pro-
%;~.e riteria placed upon the structure. The sent* designs for each of the structures ari

str Mtui Wb uAu ats-usieral componants are, in stractural cumponents that essentially permit
goneral, independent of each other and range their selection without consideration for the
in complexity from nestable corrugated pipe choices v *le in the other categories. For
to erched reinforved concret, construction, exampl* opetiurn easlwal], design, that
"r"s structura? categories of comr<onents uaed which is - maa suipported, may be employed
are: -he b.,.sic structure, endwalls, entrAnce with a basic structure of circular reinforced
configuzations, blAst-res~btant doors and c'oricrete, corrupated steel, oJr other design.
frames, ond flooirm The syistem provides Each of the basic A4ructures and structural
;3lustrat~ons of eath choice within each cate- components preussted Is illustrated In the
gory and lo,4.s theme choices in the order ist system oy ot!-ýdc designs which in gen~eral
which their usage xhouklc be c, isidered. This allow dimensions to 1N varied a~nd, thereby,
rruirwg for selection Fparpoeea, has been estab- the construction of vwlous uaie, structures.
lished frvm rn alysis of te st results and from Theory which has been developed from the
ctesiir and c~onstruction conbideratiops. various test programs or from dynamic and

ultimate strength tusts has been used to ex-
trspolate or -*herwise derive designs or

THE DESIGN SYSTEM dimensions for which no test resuilts upon an
identicaAt -. !ement were available.

The basic guide to protective structuri
design is presented as T;.ble 1, protective A brief dv':lcpzne- the tect, theory,
Structures and Strituturml ~cmponents. - he and empirical beckgrcw.. it' t one tyro of one
syntern prvemua -lesigns for carth bernms strurti'rai cnjofmptAdi wett suftsi ~ an

1s'rhis paper was not present' I at it,- Symposium,
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e~cample of the proc-lo'res employed: 'tie de- Cilities and c'usures basEd on structure-re
ni.gn of corrugated steel circ,:'3 and arched utillization (Table 2), the r.:-Oem prersents the
babic stractures and entranee sý:ctions. basit ngpjeerlng and dimensnional data OtoL
Structures of arch,-d corrugfled steel con- tl* :jcld tenpineer would require to adequ~ately
St r~iction have failecl und,!r nuelear, blast pres- design a structure to fuPlAl the ::equircments
sures ini the cum0 ,ressive mode, indicative. of placea upon it. Su.ch data -'spresenti~i ats 'U.
fully bujried conditions. Compressive mode B.T.J. output c( tn.z generator cooling sys-
fatr has been evidenced in !he~ie E-tructures terns, the phy.~ical dimensions of thce minlt,

by bearing failure of bolts joinmeo Ilttt i n standarti g&aoeraacrs asid tJ,eir fuel ý&aaid -.,il cuni
lorgituainal seam~s. Static load tebtr 02 -h 'aimption, the human Log-ineeririg factors of
bolted ioints for different thicknnsscs ul plae required air supply volume, critical temper-
anu Fpacaig of bo~t5 were used to :-2late the ature and humidity requtirements, ioud and
uit~mste strengths of the corrugated steel water supply criteria. the dimensions of
sections for various gage plate. latce tangential stanen'rd raiions, and the various means of
stress in true arch act-on due .o uniform load- effectivelly incorpor-Ating the utility require-
ing At the greumi Surface varies lincarly with ments into the bas~c structure.
the radius of the curved section. A 3pefltrum
o1 c'esign for bucic istruCtures, (rcui'ran.rd
arch, can thus be developed. The computed ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
Static ultimcile strength and the peak over.
pressure at ground surface were used for de- An illustration of some of tite structural
sign, justification being the pozitive ntcleas and utility com~porients ard the intended
test resu!L't. The apparent effects of atterua- usage (A the sc sz,ran of designt by cnmpontnts
tibn of overpressure with depth, a long re- ir provided by a sau~ple design problem such
sponse time of a bur~ied structure when the "s m;%y t_ r -Aed 11Y thio field engineer. for
surro-inding soil respondis with the structure, this exampie a continuous ocruptLncy working
And the increasedl yield ,.tresses an steel ua- st"ion has bc.ýu ýlect'~i Tylpical require-
der dynamic loading may h~ave combined to ments of ouch a utructure mcight be as foilows:

,.sý-.iie the actual resistance of buried qiruc-
lures -atii !'eyond that previously determined (1) Serve coatinukously as command post
by theory. In.e results of this design study aWl ccmmniuncations center,
was a readily used graph for corrugated steel
structure selection (Fig. 1). A limitation is (2) Provide approximately 1000 square

p 't n the use of the graph tc structures of feet of floor space,
fIh,. :, - P t radioja or 1e63, Jim to the lack of
to sts oin Aructures of greater radius and be- (3) Be capable of providing for the long-
causwe the vulneraý)ility to flexural action of duration occupancy of up to two weeks for six-
such a structure izicreaseoi as the squaare o2 teen personnel,
the radius whilc the . ulnerability to compres-
sive failure only increases directly as tho (41 Prortid protection In the side-on
radius of the stricture. overp~ressure range of 50 psi.

UJtilities amA emergency equipment to toe It is assumed that the design is not restricted
cmployed with a protective stuvcture desligned by Ijinitatiors of mzalcilal availability.

un~ler this system are similarly presczad -is
coospoonetu to the field eingineer. As with the The in~itial step oi th, field engineer is to
strurtco-o citmg'oneitP, selection has been go to the t~.ble for selection of utilities and
bAsud, where necessary, on positive results closuresi ossed an structure utilization (Taoble
of iuclear and high expclosive tests. The 2), where the various utilities and the recom-
emergency wi~uipmneem and suppltes are present mended entrance coniigurv'tlon are presented.
standard military supply items. The usas of The recommended entrance configuration is a
thesw iteoms for rleiiign is dcepndera ýn thu vertical pipis with two blast closures and an
intended structure employmint and is Adapt- emergcr-y. filled pipsi. To fulfill the utility
able LG the cunibinnation of strdcturai -u ... to- requiremnerts separatt -''s~ *-~afr a latrine
nerds which may have been selected. The andi for the getworstor, e*..ioiit ran, ~ind fuel
tusting and developinnnts of the Chetmical storagoo will b,! 1l!lt. !, dr Intake unitmay
Corps, Slienal Coror., and th2 L,ips of Engi- be plACed below iOor i(r'. thin the basic
neers have been utoliztd to insuer adequacy structure ai it id av'a th ulericv ria; i
cAnd effectiveness of the components and con- ýrivo. Van., -- sturage bioio wilt L-e provided
*equently of the completed prolect ye struc- Delow the basic struciure fiour tu fulfill food,
ture. Jr. addition to the ta'lle for e".'ctln of water, vid other requirements.
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The next step is the actual design of the allow ;t to be made of a thin gage steel. The
basic structure with its structuxal com:s,,nent3. blast recistant clo!iares tu bel k-i•upluyel rv to

Reference to Table 1 provides the faam.:wock be fabricated 1,ow flat Fleel sto*k. The nature
for this design. As the circular corrugated of this desi'n .an be seen in the entrance il-
eteel section is too sm"l to provide the fluir lustration (F'.g. 3). LL~u tu Lim below floor
area to satisfy the space requirements, cor- placement of the filter unit and storage bins,

rugated steel arch is selected fur the basic a sectional wood floor is selected for the basic
structure. The actual radius and gage selected struct .'e. The entranc'. configurations and
is dependeat on the stock available and the generator alcove need only use an earth floor.
graph (Fig. 1) rwquirements. For this exAm- For sar.tation. the latrine alcove should have
ple. utiiLe 12- 1 ,2-foot radius corrugated a e t'"e floor.
steel. From I ig. 1, 12-1/2-foot radius ad The final assembly of the various compo-
50-psi 3verpressure require a steel thickness ne iilluased oF the lori plancofof seven gage. Alcov-'L for tiv-, latrine am< nents is illustrated ii, Fig. 4, the floor plan of
oeveratorand ga e. entrae cnfotigatrione t- the continuous occupancy working st2tion. De-
generator and the entrance configuration tun- tails rf portioas of the structure illustrating
nels may be 'i:ade of the circular corrugated const uction or utilities niacement are sutown
steel. The thicknesses of these components in Figs. 2 through 5. The structure is not setshown on the variou:s illustrating figures were ohasapttyendiisoufltatn

selected using Fig. 1. The type of endwall iorth as a prototype and it is doubtful that an

employed is partially dependent upon the di- identical structure will ever be built. This
mensions o! thc structure. The basic brc- str'ucture and similar structuies that canmensonsof he truture 're bsicstric- be designed from the tables of utilit:,' 2ndx
ture of 12-1/2-foot radius will employ a
deadman- supported type endwall to prevent structure components do. however, take ad-

loi,. 'dinal loa's L~pon th,, hnic structure. vantage of ten years of muclear tests and con-

As the longitui'nal loads impri.ned by an end- t,nu.ng notiestructive ,And nigh expiuive test

wall are ,kut as severe on the smaller struc- programs.

tur-. these structures may employ structtre-
supported endwalls. As can be seen from Fig. CONCLUSION

th,.. t ,enr tor alcove, an endwall with earth
;it antle of reis?. 4- sometimes most conven- The basis of protective construction by,
icnt and it can fulfill specific requirements proven components is flexibility and positive
fNr entry of utilitcs into the structure. The test results. Proof tests have not been con-
main entrance c.ifiguration employs an air- ducted of prototype structures which would
lock to previ-rt structural damage shotld a suit every requirement of military or civil
closure be , . n 'it the time Uf blast arrival, construction. Sufficient t,,ts results are
'"h,? ',ni, cge'Fny oxit is to be a pipe filled with available, however, on various components,
sand, of relatively small diameter, to keep to structural shapes, and c:nstruction methods,
a minimum the amount of sand which must be that satisfactory design tools can be made
removed to employ the exit. A small diameter available to the field engineer to meet his
will alpao keep the ernericncy exit flexible and construction needs.
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CONSIDERATION OF CO'STS AND CAr'A5ILITIES
OF PROTECTIVE STRUCTURES

1(. 1. '.Vailc. Jr.
Stanfoird Re-tcarch irstitutie

Tiactual capability of a protective structure is impossible to deter

littu. except by a test which destroys it. and even the design objectives
are arsived at only with 51 eat difficulty, and commonly with imiportant
iegitimaL._- diffo-rences of opinion. One of the concerns in stating uieeign
objectives is the comparison of the imp;ortani. a4 strength against a

m-nle shot with stre,;-th against n-ultiple shots. This comparisa.! i
amenable to trcatm. i. very broad basis aa.rl -4c: 1.,' hc conclusion
that, while it is approp-'ate to increase the cost of a 'Lttucta-re 20 per -
cent or more to achieve double st, ngth ý.gaistxt a sin_ýie attack, less
than a o~percerit increase is . tilied to give it str-tiaiti' against two

[attack. rather than one. ___

tPrcte~tive structures differ In two 1w- Thus in protective constaucticn designed
portAnt resikuds from conventional structures. to withstand megaton weapons, it ts not pos-
As a g~eneral rule, the methods of design and nible to check the validity of the design by
construction of standard structures have been aub jecting the structure to the actual loads it
teeA.c4 aud proved by actual r~.perience. New is intendied to withstand, and the direction of

ro,. r or departues ef romn proven proc.- enhanced capasbility is by no means always
Jures have bten used with caution and their clear. In addition, the total expenditure of
widespread application has ordinarily awaited effort and money in protective structures in
confirmation of their validity by the test of this country dtiring the next decade may well
time. The firpt distinctic- of protective be a major drain on the economy of the coun-
structuxeS 19 that relatively large uncertain- try. In these circumstances it is particularly
ties of design (and loading) exist arnd thai it is important to obtain the maxiimum of protection
;iot peossible to obtain confirmst ion of design for every dollar and every man hour expended
by experience, in the deslp. .7ad construct~oai of structures.

An aspeci. that further confuses the situation
In moo pahetin'Ao of 00trisciral deelgn in protective construction is that civil and

the direction of increattrd safety is obviou". structural ungineers c.zninonly operate with
Ordinarily Lhis its .M,.omplished simp~y by factors of safety ranging roughly between 1.5
addi.%, more concrete and steel. The struc- and 5. To the extes that a factor of sa~fct- is
turts is "beefeod up." Notable exceptionfs in- precisely known, it is entirely acceptable to
chkii; eArthtqtut.e- and wind-ree'istant struc- the analyst and plaimer. However, that part
hures and airplanes and diri~ribleit. By and of the factor of sa- 'which represents real
large, the mtceptinns are situafitions in whi,-n ignorance of tne true strength of the structure
inertia forces, ,nv.,iIving compronents of the represent- fk potentially serious loss (if effi-
structure are important, In tiiass ca~ios merts ciency in the use of fun t -%s 'e fft~ft. Thus a
bL~fing up does not niewsriiy linsrove safety structure whicifrea'1~ eist ic
aWis cap even decrease it. protect ivet stru:- distress at 400 pW' can r. .'ýo Ecribed as having
tures are generica~lly fit this eli ia. a factor of safety of 2.-g't. - 200-noi

#This pape r was iQt pr~.-cntcd at the Qympositim.
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situal.on or a factor of safety of 1.33 agains-t iemoved the structure returns exactly to its<
a 300-psi inr'ut. On the other hand, if ir' ' original condition. Obviously, inpute wiiiin
conipfr of structures designed to withsil-Ad this range can ',e rec~eated ind,2finiteiy wiuihout
an cnvircunment o1 100 psi, some coinpor~ent damage to the . ructurp.
structures will be damaged at 150 psi whereas
others remain undamaged al S50A psi. then As still larger lozds are applied (and re-
efficiency in the use of funds has suffered. A moved) the first thing that happens is that4 small
"one Loss 4ha-y" design is the ideal. permarent deflections occ-ur; and as the. loads

are ft.-ther !ncreased, these d&flections be-
The question of how many attack,% a struc- come iar,~er and L.!rger unltil at sorne stage

turc' shouidi be designed to %Ylthstand, and now ;:-ie' .! functior. of Gie structure is 3seriously
the design shouP' be modified for m-iltiple impai ud. While in some cases the first im-
attack compared with single attack, is very pairment is dramnaticallu sudden, and coincides
important ;jid Is lntitzz#tely tiod up with. cut- withi colla."se (in columin bucki~ng for example),
Cier.Cy of out resource expenditure. Before it usually occurs at'- load considerably less
entering a discussion directly bearing on this than that which causes complete collapse.
problem it is worthwhile first to cover some Now tia critical property .'f protective struc-
preliminary aspects. tures as a c-lass is that the load required to

seriously impair the function of the structure
The designer of pr~otective structures always is less than twice the maximum elastic

which are intended to be effective against load.
nsar-surfaca bursts of large weapxa finds
himself constrained very early in his delib~ev It it, to be noted Ul it the term load as used
atitmiut to plac~e his iLtructures underground here can be eiti'er dynar.:;r or Static, that ig,
wh'.rever poasiibie. and, fer those compone-its e~hier time-varying or constant. For dynamic
which require surface exposure, to design. ,ads t"~ only requir- ".n, is that in compar-
them with sbiiotu~l hc~rizontal surfaces and Inf! the inaximum elastic lo-"i with the inini-

f with a nanimum of verticail exposure above inum load causing inmpairment o! luactlon, the
the surrounding level. He is forced to do this same time regime be uset' with only the amipli-
,;z .,.i1':Y t'LL:.us-e of wind forces or dynamic tude at each instant be!.,,. multiplied by a con-
pressure due Wi air movement which are nor- stant factor (in such case the factor is less
mally mue Iimore aplvere than the overpressure. than 2).

While the total regime of forces on an The tiext bit of ground work for the anal-

inidergrowmd -*.;-ucture is complex -71Ue ysit; Is a consideration of some weapons char-

thel air ayl Sthe !'.rfctly from the pressure of acteristica. The peak air overpressure from
th ar heiufaeabove the structure, a near-surace burst falls off as the inverse

peak air overpressure is, for the purposes of cube of the radius, R, to&, bnali it aid as the

this discussion, a satisfactory Inclex of thi inverse square ior large R. All weapons de-

Aeverity of the input to a protective structure. livery systems have inherent errors and, for
our purposes, an elementary analysis of the

Nearly all protective structures are com- probability situation is sufficient. In such an

posed either entirely of steel or of a conobina- analIysis the CCP is defined is the radius

tion of steel and concrete. U structures or within which haUf the burst points will fall.
'npo"-pi- of this type a'e subjected sequen Figure I shows a combination of the over-

""ity to iv2ats or inpu~ts 04 inc.-easing oligni-
tude, it is found that for kmads below a certain pressura as a funiction of radius together with
magnitude, the e~re btrtucturti- romainis within ýhe prolisbility that fur any m"n shot the radius

the ls .1crans, W tat bastheloa is will be greater than the indicated value. It :s
the le *ie ings an tha whi th loa Is to be utotw that both of these curves are nor-

malized to the CEP.? Now sims.w the two

*In deference to Dr. He rman Kahn of the RAN urves an Irig. I havie the same abscissa,
CurporAtiou., it is algreed that the first units
of any design may apnropuiai~ly dep-rt from -

tha oun-bc'se -hay ideal; namely. thope edo- twhile the precise valtiseon th-~"e~r
ments wh.ch can be designed for greater curve may ie in somne doubt bect&'.,'e, aii haw
strength with very minor additional sapen'ie '"-en mentioned earlier, the pre -" it, the
*hoald be so designed, with the presurnoti-i c.osee-i region varies ii- thes in. ~-- cub"

t:. !..... -oi.truc-rr. jJbrmn- the re!maii. % f I whilo farthorntut it veriom . - ,ivv,

der of the unit up to that increased stranxth. square, the general Osape is ý-ja: s wa and
The one-homes @hay design is ulitmateiy the the diffe ince beklwe., taverse cut. aid in-
appropriate -ine. verse square is relatively minur.
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the same magnitude is ro more than 6 percent. For all these reasons the cost justificod
Th- corresponding figtye for cn.ancemnent of to double the capability a_-aint single attack
th.c capability of the struct,,re ý gainst single is let' than the 0.24 indicated, and the cost
attack is that ab mucha& a24-percent increase justif, d for protection against multipli rather
in cost may be justified if the strength against than single attack is less than the value of 0.06
single attack can be doubled. ' given above. The precise mathematic.l state-

ment is that the justified fractional increase
The range af validity of these conclusions in cost to doublc the strength of the structire

is of soine interest. In fact, they are essen- against single atta,-lk (Cz) Wa always less than
tially independent of the CEP of the attacking 0.24, and the corresponding figure (C.,) for
weapo-, or its yield and depend )uly oz;. iL protection .ainst multiple attack is less than
ponent -f the pressure versus distance curve, the square of the actual =lue of the first.
This expoient lies between -2 and -3 for a
very wide ra'e of r.eqsure3 and distances, Tlhat is:
and within this range the conclusions are firm. C,, < 0.24
In addition, to s-ty that the pressure range be-
tween maximum elastic load and severe dam- and
age is two-to-one is quite conservative. IA 2
most cis-s the range iR narrower than this. C. < C2P
Finally. the S shape of the curve demonstrates
that t.C-! nrobability of an attack with twice the The pertinence of the c(-,clthsion that it is
pressure is generally smaller than the maA- more valuable to double the rt'rength against a
mum value of 0.24 which occurs in the mid- single attArk than tP provide strength again- n,
range. second attack, .9 enhanced because the costs

ar. in the inv.rse relation. It costs less to
double the sr'cnrgh against one attack than to
provide for multip)- attack. SAcrificial ele-

*;Bydoubhing the strength against single attack ments acqu~re very mu~clh greater interest if
is meani incrcabing the .trcngth to withstand these conclusions stand the test of critical

i,', with twice the peak overpressure. review.
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Section 4
EFFECTS ON EQUIP141SET IN HARDSITES

NUCLEAR GROUND SHOCKS ENVIRONMENt

Ross W. Dowdy
Daniet, Mann. iohnson ated
Mendealhall and Asso,!ates
Los Aregeles 5~7. Califarniz

The ever inc ro&.ing nwinber * enginrc:- s ogigag it, the .t..i.n ̂ f (Acdl.
ities which require sorr. :i ee of esistance cc) I, -. nd shock. has dic-
tated that some reliable and practical method of *at dIhi C.Ing ground
shock info rmation be developed. This method should n-e chnart and
simple formulas wherever po..aible.

This need resul~ed in the initiation of &A independent study into the
subject which is still in progress. Although the study caz'not be consid-
ered even close to complete, it io believed that a sufficient number of
useful results hav'e been achieveud to justify a report at this timc.

In addition -i -. me of the rtasult, of the, study. this paper presents a
reuneeis~onme methods of isolating an interioiK .it~ct.'re from ground

shock &ndIg photographs of some typical installations.j

BASIC STUDY APPROACH described as somtplastlc. The plastic ctarat;-
.er of soil can be ween in l'iF. 1, which shows

Since the auclear tes't cit54'rvauions avail- a dynamic stress-strain curve for An average
able cover a very limited number of geological soil. Thib type of curve ise obtained by expitid-
cow itiofle, an empirical approach cannot be ing a charge oA high explosive arnd recording
ap.d1. Inateao, the Itasic apprnach of t012 -04dy an accurate pressure time curve rei two dif-
has been to use !be Itsntdtmintal dynamii soil .fient dietLaocer. fron. ;h., charge. The two
charactoristics as driermined by numerous curves are recorded on the same film or paper
hifili explogavo experimeats and to build the- so that accurate time messuremsrfs can he
oretically from that foundation to obtain the made between each curve :or thr different
reartiun rwafltling frum a nuci-.z' test. This pretexure levels. W.111 tOw Znanncec between
theoretical reaetloe ran dien be rompared witha the charge aru the gags being known, the
text results to deptermine the validity 4A ties velocity of propagation for each stress itivel
approach. I hs b~iic: lhileseuphy has been to can be -eŽ.lated. This information when t~ot-
alkrt off with as few parameticra &A possible rected for ipleerical L.&!,. _.2i-., ýIai hie used itC
aaii add onily thuse which froxn 'he theory plot a dynamic trs-'. curve iouch a.i
seemed to have a slpruficait effect on the the family of cur. ensh al tn Vig. I and It
results. Until recently practi. eily all stuiae contains practicaily all ,infror-'silon
into the ground shock effects oif nuclear weap- necessary fo~r dote,rn -i ý Iteo shock cliarac-
one have been oassed on the assumption thut trixit",; uf t. v 'rilevial. 4~narnkc stress-
a(Al behaves very much 'be sare z. an elastic strsain curves have nwt been developed fur all
modua. However, soil w'a~nt bet.ur be of the different types of moile but a great many
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2807 Mason and Hanger-Silis Mason Comp..ny in
1955. The rerulttý of thesie tests t:ýrrelatec.
very well wit cor-zp.ted values 1!&:ed oa thez

r ~empirical eqvetions tur soil, using, ctf course,
-~ Jjthe soil constant derived from the seismic

____ velocity ol the limestone.

~i I -Tie shap~e of this oivnamic stress-strair
-W curve is not entirely unfnitiliar to most o us,

o since v:ý have seen pr~cticall!v the bame curv-.

if .. '" Atic soil tests and also from concrete

platicsesE -straina curves -.s considered, it
is not surpril'ing that limestone should behave
in a similar mannei to soil, at least to a de-I gree, and that degree is :elated to their rela-

4 - - tivle itiinmic velocities.

I IOne might question the use of the same
00 004 OA 012 6l Ow0 curve shape for rock as for sail, on the grounds

MALIN hlIN/N that we know from tmpcricr.cc t!=, solid rock
transmits shock for greater dlstar.-c- than

Fig. I - Dynamic stress-strain sand, loamn, clay or silt. However, this reac-
curves for Average soil tloii is easily ;ýplained tj It&e A'elative seismic

- ioelties ýtone, as dcemonstratedb-, the rcla
i ye area uni~rthe c- .ves in Fig. 2, whic h

high explosave snus have been instruniiaeute shows the effects of ch!ýrs~ in inievei,.;-
and tne pre soures and d.3placements have ity. Note the red-.-tion in arca withir. the curve

hez! rrinalized with 't sirgle, parameter an the seismic velocity increases which indi-
nh v:1.tr..cteristics of the- soil. This cates far less energy attenuation in the pree-

paramne.1- Vailed the i~od constant, has been cure wave for any giv-n distance. Each of the
successfully correlated on lit basis of the curves has the same bealc slope relation with
seismic veltAý ty. This fact clearly indicates reepect to the corresponding seismic slijpe
that the shape of the dynamic stress-strain for every stress level. Since this slope of the
curve is iw-.1 ,for a wide rpnge u~. AoA types. curve in a-tually the modulus for the particular
Logic nOPM 't' ;-1~ " to believe thtat this cur"e stress level, the velocity of the stress wave
wuuld avppiy uoily to clay, sAnd, silt iand the can be computed; it is simply the square root
like, but that rock would exhibit a somiewhat of the modulus divided by the square root of
more elastic character. This belief was not the mass per unit volume. With Whs informs-
sipported by tests which were conducted on a tion, the stres,) profile can be determined at
large mass of homogenecus limestone by the any time ;,b is shown plotted in the upper hal

l07~TT_

0 002, 00 00 000 V A
STRAIN Iti/ti)

Fig. Z - Eff.ý:: of isiges in seismic velocity
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of Fig. 3. The corresponding strain prof iles Time di splacement curves for any other
are shown in the lower half c' the figure. weap~on ;ield and pressure carn be compu•ted in
Nuie that, as in wty nonlinear ,a.edlum, the the tm-. manner by integrating the strain
strain profilo is not proportional to the stress c,)r.e ' •,..,,siest mt"',nd ,,f arcomplishing
profile. This demonstrates the error in ushig L,• is with a uigital computex. •ae problem
the impulse to compute displacements. How- can be sp'vcd by numerical integrati,;n, NAt
ever, once the c.orrect strain profile is knn. this method is not recommended sirn•e it is a
tLe disp'lacement of any poisit Is ;!r.iply the long and Lab,-:;ous process.
integral of the strain beyond the point. AK u-
rate time dit.placement curves for soi• a- Once a time dlsplaceme,,t curve is com-
1000 ft/sec seiwitic velocity are show.. ii rib. puted, the "shock spectra" can be computed by
4, i!. wh;ich curves for the surfz•-. and for the solution of an excursian problem for ezch
tUree scard depths are givon. Displacements frepAency necessary to _five enough points tc
for any other seisD. r velocity ran be obtained plot a smooth curve. An example of such a
simply by multipiying by 1000 and divilUng by spectra is shown in the triaxial plot of Fig. 5.
the seismic velocity. The curves apply only The curves b.hown were computed on an IBM
to the 100-psi range from a high yie!d surface 704 digital cot .,uter ani represent the dls-
burst and they will not work for any other placements of single degree-of-freedom sys-
combinatioa.. tems located at the surtace and with their

•Io• ................. . ......~. .ot .

ot •R E5S5S P"OII .S S
_ 2O. . -• - - . *. -

4012, -

0oO. ~ .. ...

STRAINI PROFILES

wn z
~......... .... '

Z % - ..

DISTU•CE NORMAL TO VAVE FRONT /C (Sec

Fig. 3 - Stres-:;tsaln profiles

s ..... 4 . . - 1---- .

~o I J
0• t i is2.I --

TIME { (SVC)

Fig. 4 - Z'irne displacer•.nt curves (C 1 1000 ft/
seci %displacement normal to wave front)
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Fig. s ýuriacc shock spectra (averagc soil)

axis of motion nrientod parallel with ithee displacements in certain of the middle fre-
grot..s' motion. Az averagte imomogenoup soil quencies. The major .. Xwteis
is a-mr.med with a weight of 100 lbs/cu ~t and dhip to the fact that the curve applies to motion

th 'mn. ~cte niae.Tearbat parallel wait the ground wave motion and for
wave assutmnd is tnat associated with a high comparison with a vertical spectra, the dis-
yield surface burst at the 100-psi range. placements must im mnultiplied by cosn 3 where
These curv',s cannot be compared directly tQ is the angle between the ground wave front
with test data !or several reasons. and the ground surface as shown in Fig. 6.

The of homogenous still will This angle is approximately equal to
never hbe qui-e true fur any site. The seismic arc %in (2c.-3U) for values of P above 40 psi,
velocity wiil nmormally increase In step& wtith in which c is the seismic velocity of the soil
deptli. The. reflecti3ns from theme higher and U is the velocity of the air shock front.
veluocity, layers tend to decrease the lower To change the curve to a horizontal spectra,
frequency displacements and to increase the diuplacements must be multiplied by %in u',

Fig. -Streasoed soil column. sh wing angle a
beetweeb* thmc P,4uzum wave front and the ground
surface
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buit since 67 is Simiala to arc I-(2c 3U) the f7 7 f J ' ~ ~ 7

trigonometric functions ci§icel on.t and we niul-I'

tiply by 2c./3U. However, since the original

th esi vlctcdrops out and the tori G0 W. 10.3~
zontal spectra curve becomes a constant value V. ;7
beinga unaffected by the seismic vcIe!.1~y 4 the /.
boil. The vertical and horizoiital spe'ztra at I\
the surface for the 100-psi range from 3 high 7.*-

yield surface bui st will be simila 5t 4- 30~ ~-v * ,'

Fi'-. '. T______d'10 .ý

Shock ti)'-ctra In- any range, weapon yield, /

and seismic velocity can be computed in the I~
sames manner provided c/U remains less than
unity for a cunsieerable depth. This depth j .<.i

should be such thak the displacement caused .1I 0 100

by the overburden will be large enough to mask FREQUENCY (C'S)

any effects caused by outrunning in the high
velocity lower layer. Fig. 7 -Samnpie formnula-. fr establibiting

the shock spectr- ,nvelope

The high speed of the digital cotaputer
makes it possible to incorporate many factors
in the problem about which informatioi is The horizontal displacement is determined by
needed; ior example, the effects of rc-fiec tons the formul.-
from hard lrnwer girata. This problem 4c
somewhat more complicated than the elastic d 707 qiý, x 103
solution, since the modulus changes as the U
pre,:-sirc increa~jes. By the use of the digital
computer, the shock spectra can be solv'ed to The vertical velocity I s determined by the
any des- red degree of accuracy. However, for'mula:
many shock problems do not warrant Uie Uime
or expense involved in programming; such as 696 V x 1013
":! 1; ninary desirns, sit'ag problems, and V. - Ur.3

eLar,k ~iesigns in which some overdesign would
invo~lve little additional expense. For such o
problems simple formulae are needed to estab- o
lish thp envelope for a shock spectra curve.

mach ~ vr !'r'.Ix ohnwn In tho trisirixi nintObo

of Fig. 7,which shiows tiac six basic formulas
establishing; the constant displacement line,
the -constant velocity line and the constant 696 W - 01
aeceleration line for a homogeneous soil. Uri

The v.ertical diaplacement In determined or
by the formula:

707 W
2

/
3 x 10 U

in whichin which P is tht peak side-on pressure.

The vertical acceleration is determined
W - We..pon yield !r megatons fly the lot mula:

- Radial distance from charge in feet 2d

c - Seirimit; velocity in ft/scC inj wWiLih H Is the depin r* -'-, the u.sracc of
'he groundi 0 feet.

0 arc sin (2c/;31)
The horizontal acceleration is deter-

u - Air shock front velocity. mined by the formula:



3DC Cn t, Sin cable trays. Nute the dlrk blocks which indi- II
"sI - II cate rubber , motits.

These are the siLx basic formulae upon shich Figure 9 shows a system of mounting a
many othars are based for handling special cluster of pipes with coil springs.
conditions.

Fi•ure 10 illustrates the soft coil spring
mountir., of the l.ght fiiture ii a tunne!.EXAMPLES OF SHOCK

ISOLATION SYSTEMS Fig- re 11 is a good example of why rattle
space imetimes is at a premium in tunnels.

The Lr.raiit shuck information, whether
obtained from a digitud computer or by the
use of the envelope formulas, can then be u3Wed Powerhouse
to design shock isolation systems for the pro-
tectiui ol equipment and personnel. Many arti- Fi,-,ure 12 illustrates a type of shick
cles have been published on rnmthnds for the igel~tio!i which is useful wihen the equipment
design of shock isolation systems so there is on the lower level is sufficiently rugged to
no point in trying to go into the subject thor- withstand the ground shock and only the upper
oughlv in a paler of thMb length. In general, level needs to be protected. The upper floor
however, the obje.nt of sheck isolation is to is isolated by means of spring beams lre-ated
provide a flexible connection between the below the lower floor which take the vertical
isolated object and the exterior structure or motion while the column#; have sufficient flex-
,,rox..,-. The connection should provide for ibilit: to W.z the laterai miotion.
reiative motion in all direcdions. A look at
some typical sol-it'ons to the problem may be Figure 13. When only one or two p'pces of
of into:., it. equipment on the lower ilor nee, i-alation,

they may be handled separately as shown in
Fig. 13, which is a water chiller that is resting

Turnols on rubber sandwich-type shock mounts.

Figure 8 is. a typscal tunnel section show- Figure 14 is a close-up of this same
ing some methods of &hock mounting pipes and mounting showing the steel plates between the

rubber pads.

II

Fig. $ - i'ype "Al tunnel aection
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Fig, 9. 1! .: pring pipe isupir.rt

Fig. 10 - ',oclk -mounted light fixture
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Fig. 11 -Duct*. cable hay.s. Set.. entering tunnel

Fig. U~ - Typical single Ploor. mounting
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Fig. 13 - Rubber shock mounted chilicr

11a 14 - Detail'n rubber shock rno-inting
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Figure 15 is a sulfuric acid tank which there are only a few Items such as pipes or
illustrates another type of individual mounting. conduits running between the floors and all of

these can be- mad.& flexible, this Mystem func-
tions very w. i. However, if rigid items span

Powerhouse with Complete between the floors, then the floors must be
Shock Mounting tied together with rigid bracing to form a criL,

bull 'hc =me shock mnuMLhU, will serve just
Fig•,re 16 shows a system for shock as well.

mounting the complete interior structure by
the use of spring beam units under the lower Figure 21 i- a detail view of the spring
floor. The horizontal flexibilty Is accom- lbatV or this silo system.
pllsh-1 by short 1-inch perdulums.

Figure 22 shows the base of the column
Figure 17 Is a ronstruction photograph which is a morient connection designed to

showing the spring beam units in the process utilize the bending !Aresass of the columns as
of Installation. a restoring force. This action holds the fre-

quen .y high enough to a,-d the possibility of
extremely low frequency, but hiL-h amplitude

Control Center grooms.1 motion from a high yield weapon.

Figure 18 is an example of a structure Figure 23. Fr-,Vencies and aisip1!'!c.ticmn
with the major part of its delicate equipment factors must be studied carefully v,' -s' design-
located on the second floor, requiring only ing vibration isclavuri f,,r zquipment to be
%at floor to be sh'ck mounted. mounted on a shock ni',.uLted flour. Figure 23

i-% an exanrple of such an isnlator.
Figure 19. When buoth floors are required

to be shock isolated, the solution shown in Fig. Figure 24 is an examl*e of the use of coil
19 rr -* be used; the same type of spring beam springs to shock mount an interior structure.
units as shown previously are used. This method is justified only when the shock

mounted equipment is extremely heavy with
a high center of gravity and the space is

Equipment Terminal Limited.

Figure 20 is an example of separately Figure 25 shows the arrangement of the
mounted Rlorls id a silo type strue$tirz.. When horizontal springs. The top of the colunuas are

Fig. I1 -* ock s,.ounting of sulfuric acid tank

3I4



supported laterzlly by a steel frame floor though the unit as a whole functions both in

which also tics into the large 8ýtel bottle tension amW compression.i
clicsters which are the reasan fu~r the shock
Mounting. Figure 22 is a view of the vertical springs

which take all of the vertical load of the inte-
Figure 26 is a close-up of the hori- nior structures.

zontal springs. There is an intezesting

feature to this design; the spring is de- Figure 28 represents one of the more frag- p
signed to function only in compression even lie but very important Atems of equipment.

Fig. 16 - Example of shock mountuing of
complete interior structure

Fig. 1?- Typical eprint beami int-
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Fig. 18 -Typical control center (t.)p floo, Dnmy rno~t;')

rig. 19. Tyoca! control caater (both floors @bock mounted)
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brig. .d - Detilt of ceiwim showing fined base

rig. 23 -Vibration toIolator. un air 'omnpresser
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Fig. 24 - 'iical coii spring mour.t..4 of
uwterior structure

rig. ZS - orisonujl spring arrangem*&A

31p



Fig. Z6 -Dctail of horizontal springs

Fig. Z?7 Vertical aiprings
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F,;. 28 1 _Y.orta'n piece of shock.
ia.. nted ý+&.'Piment

CONCLUSIONS RECOMAENDATIONS

Many conclusions may be drawn from this Wherever seismic testing is contemplated
titudy, but the one most worthy of mention is for site selection or other activities, it Is
thati the nonlinear nature of soil has a definite recommend-d that slightly more sophisticated
P!, -. on the shock 4jpect ý &swroughout its full Instrumentation be employed which will record
ra;-,E autd especially in the high-frequency press ie time curves au described previously,
regioza where it I-. ;ractically the only factor and that the resulting data be collected and
determining the free-field act~eleration. 'nie analyzed to establish dynamic stress-strain
relative propagation velocities of the stress curves for each type o.' soil. It is further
wave in the air and In the soil have a signifi- recommended that the average curves sbown
cant effect, and the resulting angle between here be used for predicting the inela.-tic
the ground wvave and the suirface must be behavior of all soils until such time as the test
ac~cunted for if accurate results are to be -data indicates a trend away from the average
exp'cted. for a particular type of soil.
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DISCUSSION

r(Armour Rosearch Foun- expect to get ais type of displacemelzt in nor-
datlon: In our stress-strain curves where mal test data because the seismic velocity
you show the steep rise for a hard rock and a ,inreases and j ou get into something far abow,
gradual rise approaching the horizontal coor- 1000 ft/sec. When you consider this, it drops

dinate asymptotically for a porous medium, it back cown to the ordee j( 2 or 3 inches which
indicates a greater attenuation of a seismic jis in keeping with the test data.
wave in the soft medium than in the hazd rock.
Do you have at least an asproxlmato number (%ramander Christensen: Then why do
giving the rel-.tie rates of attenuation of a we use these values in design when they appear
seismic wave in the two different media? to be a little -,realistic? Does this not add

appreciably to the cost of your shock mounting?
Mr. Dowdv: No. Nothing other than the

fact E•-i- i_- elated to the seismic velocity. M Dow: No. This is just a theoreti-
If you trace out the stresb wave based on this cal carve. You would ac: ise this for design.
dynamic stress-strain curve, this gives you You would use the particular seismic veloci-
the attenuation as shown in that stress curve - ties that you have in a particular soil. Now if
the stress profile. Perhaps I should have you did happen to run into a site that had a very
dwelled on that a Little longer. This actually low seismic velocity material for grea± depth3,
gives you the peak pressure at each distance, then you could ex.pect to get this die,-lacement.

But you wouldn't pick r zitL like that to design
Mr. Chaszeyka: That's what my question a facility in.

pertains to. Howd&es this peak pressure vary
from, say, the source of the ernlosion? How Mr. Jeffrey (FR-.-dation Engineering,
rapidly does tie energy fall oft in the two dif- Montreal): Would you !;ks zo s"y a few words
forent media at, say, a given dismance from the on what your approach is to furniture such as
=cpluoon? I thought you might have tcst data desks and things like that where you have

• m-t. fairly high shickm apctra? Whbether you tie
them down or whether you let them bounce -

M Dowd I don't have any available what is your general approach to the problem?
righthere.There is quite a lot of test data
on it, but I can't quote It. Mr. Dowdy: Well, this would depend on

the importance of the particular item I would
EoYommt-, .': :hristensen (Bureau of thinK. If you felt that it didn't hurt anything to

YardZ & DocW"): I notice in your shock spec- bounce around you could let it bounce. You
tira you have covered quite a wide range of can, unless you provide some special damping
frequencite f*ruw WLm t 1/10 upw Lu about which you have in many cases, expect the
1000 cps. I this correct? vibration for quite some time on some of these

shock mounted floors. This would causi quit.
Mr. •owdy, Yes. a lot of uovement cd any loosc articlce an the

floor. I think this is somuthing you'd have to
Ctmm:Jxder Christensew,: It appears that look into at the particular piece of equipment,

nt thse liwer frequencies your displacements to rate its importance. For instance, in mis-
get a little oft out of reason bor this 100 psi sile base design we normally look at it from
which you quoted. For some of these lower the pcrt of view that If it doesn't keep you
spismk velocitivs you hLve diuplacements from getting the teissilp off, you don't worry
apprr .-A,,ng 2 0 or 30 inches. This does not about it too much.
appe-r to be reqilstic. I'm wondering, are we
covering too great a frequency range in these D.ar (Pnul Weidlinger Consultants,
shock spectra? ':.Y.C.): rhe frequfty spectrum that you

sh.wed - t i theoretical frequency spectrum -
Mr.lj: I thi'nk the thin.t that makes was it ~s•Wd on cor.idering the &MIl to be

this Look high is the fact that this is an as- #.•iu ?
sumption of homogeneous woill h.T= is, if you
take a soil that has 1000 ft/sec seismic veloc- Mr. Dowdy: No. The entire :j.iv is
ity a&: arsume this to coiAtnue on down to the based on a nonelastic salt. e':y .. jig is
depth of a wave of the size that we're talking extrapolated from Mt3 dy.Ammc tre. st i- strain
of here, then you would get those displacements. curve or .Ae non-Pnear curve. But the fre-
But this is not a usual condition. You woulan't quencies are simply the frequencies of spring-

mass systems-
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Dr. Baron: No. What I'm thinking of is one will get in actuality may be tremendously
then partic~ua-rdiagram (Fig. 3) where you alta'red bv the effect of ttc structure. The

ihyowd an iur ahock which was advancing over fact uiat some of these square corners may
thea rurface and then you had two waves In thp serve as centers of diffraction and Just comn-
medium which were drawn at certaiN? iitiina- pletely change the peak accelerations and
tions. This seems to eonform to basic elastic displacements to which your taings are going
theory. I was wondertng, in this what you used? to be subjected. I agree that it yo~u bake some-

thing and xiut a bwilding in it and usa reiatively0
Mr. Dod. The plot is a little different, low frequency, the fre~e field should be quite

I'il admit it looks very much like V'ie r- -A~ar good, but I algo think a note of warning should
elastic theory, but the two lines were inoicat- be mentioned that, for relatively high fre-
ing lust #.be seismic wave and thee.. the peak quency components, one cannot and should not
prassure level of the compression wave. Then, neglect the effect of the structure. The resiu&s
when you consider ta~e nonelastic or nonlinear may be quite erroneous.
character of the &oil, the peak pressure drops
backL and the seismic wave runs out ahado Mr. Dowd-a Yes, this is quite true.
it

Dr. Baron: Yes, true, but the other thing Mr. Wa"'erstein (Lord Mfg. Ca.): Wrnald
I wantd t-o pob."t out is this, that your fre- you care to sta~ie th approximate order of
quency spectra are based on truly free field magnitude of displrAcfment ati occurs across
considerations. Whatever, for instance, a some of ther'e large sprlln6 aeam supports that
pressure gauge might read at the pa.-ticular you showed, fair instance some in the typical
location. Now in some of these structures eilo suspensis..?
that you've shown, where you have compo ---ats,
attached directly to the walls of the strucwure, Mr. Dwy: The static -itsplacement oai
particularly in the round tunnels, or even in mos~t~o~tofLw.rme of tlo. ordox of I inch, while
cases where you showed square tunnels with the design dynamic displacement was appruxu-
r'hazp corners, the frequency spectra which mately I inches - 3 to 4 possIblv.
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NUCLEAR WEAPON BLAST AND GROUND SHOCK EFFECTS

ON DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF INTERIOR COMPONENTS A

^%ND EQUIPMENT IN UNDERGRO)UND STRUCTURES*

S. Weissman, E. CA his Anti N. Dobbs
Amznamn & Whitney. Contsulting Engineers,

New York

This paper presents the procetdur es -And significant results of studies
cf the dynamic respionses of hard. med underground rec~tangular and s14.
type str,.turcs siubjected to rr'eO~on nuclear weapons hla~t and Fround
shoc% effects, with particular 3ttelitiOU to the transmission of %hock azd

vibration io the interior structural com~ponents and contents oi the
struc-ure. Inc-.uded is. a brief genera discussion of the' slM~s.~ure Anti
soil interaction Problem.

Uki.Nk'RAL INTERAACTION PROBLEM the transient ground shock motions. Because
the pbenomeja associated wW* them interaction

Underground structures experience ma-L effects are extremely complex and difficult to
tions which are a function of the free-fietld analyze simplified systems have been assumed
motions tit Lhe surrounding soil, the blast in order to obtain @eve as approximate eolution.
pressure. . 'plied directly tu the structure, In general, the many problems which are en-
and Mle .ntea a.astion between the soil and the countered in the analysis of underground
structure. structures are further complicated by the un-

utartainties aoe...14m with the prediction of
Rt is important to note that free-field free-field ground notions a&W corresponding

ground motions are obtainet on the assump- shock spectra (1,21.
tion that there is no strurcture or other large
discontinuity of mas~i and stiffness present
within the soil in the area of interest. The DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
motion of, " tri~ctit re placed in the soil, shown
4,cherncai..ty in rig. 1, and1 Its effect on the For design purposes, it ls necessary to
adjaceal. gro~und motions depends on the dimen- evalitute the dyn~nfc rosponsee V, both a
aba.i and =ims of th., Krucrcture. Generally, a bardeacd structure and its cooatnt& to the
'qn~'l light st"ucture tends to otuve with the nuicleer blas* and Jlock savlronment. of par-
wurrLuundlng soil, whereas a large structure ticular interest are the foluiong'r
will modify U'e free-field motions. The re-
sponses of ai large underground structurio may 1. Uaui'um Ares", displacement sad
tbc estimaifed by evaiiuWn the interaction #,! i..,eleration induced ia the structural com-
the structuL'e and Ut. surrounding soil during ponU.'t.

*This paper is based in large rmeasure on studies and reports prepared by Ammmu:. W~itney.
Cn.urdLti-ig Engineers. !or The Office of thc Chief ot Enginest a. Depsrtnient of 1h ..ny. Cc�~.
tract No. LiA-xzv-EWG-464; 1the Directorate of Civil Engineering. Hsesdquasei. out'.d- States
Air Force, Contract No. AF 49 (604)-Z322; Ballist~cs Miasi', Division I. 'z:IC). United litatem Air
Force, son Bechtel Corporation, Contract No. AF 04 (647).-77; and the CaainDepartment of
National Defense in conjunction with thi, F.ý.ndation of Canada Engineering Corporation, Ltd.
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S TRUCTURE

Fig. I: Scemti of stu/,r
in. a grOkind sokfield

2. Vibrational environment for shock synthesized ground motion (time-history)
seiisitive equipment and personnel placed in curve consistent with the spectrum is uiieial.
the structure. Such ground motions have been 9vntbcsized by

approximating the ground l~ion as a 'A:Ivgle3. Design criteria for shockic so!atlon velocity pulse' q1. A velocity pulse of the form
systems. as shown fit Fii; 3 hzii; been foual to agree with

vpvce& a within reasonable limits. The pulse Is
In considering these design requirm'Az. .s a routided t;'lliiential cu..ve withi an 6xponentWa

an i.%y A clate to the structural analysis o! decay. This pui'sc when anplied to & series of
ground shock effects, emphasis is placed on single degree -of- freedoru oscillators will' re-
the transmission of shock and vibration to the suit in the peak responses given by the apec-

i-.. r structural components and contents from. Thus, a time-hiL4ory ground motion.
(A the structutre, since for many hardened consistent with shock spectra previously spec-
ntructusr-.: it appears adequate to consider the ified or calculated, and which will have a wide
efluct of the direct blast pressures only when range of applicability is established.
analyzing and designing individual exterior
n 'in rO the structure-, alitnough ground The velocity pulse in of the following

mo'.. fects should he consi.'ýrad for form:
she;. r wail and deep beam action. However,
for the design of the interior structural com- .1t =V,
rnnerits, particularly in large multistory () ve -ve(1

structures and structures which contain sheek
sensitive equipment, the vibrational effects where
resulting from the, structure' motionai may be
critical with respzxt to th,. design of interior ve)= the velocity of the bbea as a func-
floors and columns, etc., iml the determina- tion a1 time ($.aches per second)
'-on of th;' req~uired snack isolation for
equipment. -parameter in units of velocity

(constant f(r a particular spec-

VELOCITY PULSE
t Time (seconds)

In ciiany cases only free-ficid gr')und
shock spectra are specified as decign crite' tw. k ;am:ntcr in units of timc (con-
A typical spetctru.m it* shown in Fig. 2 O~'er-. stant for a particular apectrum)
the PAoid line is an act~ml spectrum curve and %seconds)
tlav dashed line is an envelope to the spectru r..
These cannot be applied directly to the anal- =dirneaisionl- ,* Paramneter (constant
ysis of many structures because of the inter- for a narticuaw. anectrum)
a'ýtion ol the gr-ind and the structure. Also,
most shock spectra are basad on elastic re- On £see of nswaral agarithms.
sponse and cannot be applied directly when
olsmatculastic, iinllnear, and di~.coutfnuous The parameters v, and a are a func-
structural behoaivkr exists. In these e~ases a lion of the shape of the specirium curve.
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Fig. 2 -Fre'-fit-td grou~nd shock spectra

.1 1 l i 2 2 22 1

l i U14 ':2 -r U(3)

.14-K - whre displacement response (inches) for
00~~u a 2 3 4 displacement response (inches) for

frequency

Vig.~~~~~~ 3 al~~ ittE ndagmped nat~tral circular frequency

(radians pe.- second).

~,and 'are tessntially dependent upon ihe Sinct. Eqs. (2 and 3) are based on the low-
iow-frequency r~ange of the spectrum and p.1i- frequency range of the spectrum, it is neces-
manily affect tht: ~imAk velocity and aecay ot SPA y 'n select the two joulms at frequencies
the velocity pulse. *, im depandent upon the. ociow t`Ie frequency 0t which the pemik accel-
high-frequency range 4~ ' 'he spectmtrim and eration rewponse of the spectrum , Cu-.:, a
prim'arily affects the rise time to the peak point in the. very low-frequency ran.'r A' the
velocity of the velocity pulse. First tilal spectrum curve and anothcr ';t a hit- - re-
values for v. and 7 are obtained by neglecting quencv depending on the pat~icula- .am
the secczri term of Eq. (1) a..d substituting the shape.
-lispiacement response values for two points
from the given spectrum in the following Once 7 .And v. have been eismated a is
equations: flitti computed. a is a function of the ns~a time

as follows:
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Twt

I (4) Figure 4 illustrates a mathematical mndel
-4 " .... .th.e _-=.iysis. This m mel

conf,..iers the motion of a typical interior bay
where t, is the rise time. In most cases the in the vertical direction only. It does not con-
rise time will not be accurately known and the sider the effects of relative transver mnotion
following expression can be used: between adjacent bays and the coupling of ver-

fta21, horizont't and rotational motions. The
A.T model is compossd of lumped masses for slabs,- . I . (5) columns, and soil which are connected by com-pression, flexural and shear springs, and

wh.,r? A, is the peak acceleration for a par- dashpots. Masses I to 3 represent column

ticular spectrum. sections; mass 7 represents the roof slab;
mass 10 the base slab. Mass 9 -Is an interior

It is necessary to check seve:-ai points floor bean, and niass 8 an interior floor slab.
on tLe spectrum since the shape of particular The slab aeul beaM masses correspond to a
spectra may not exactly correspond to the typical tnterior "ay which is symmetrical with
vc1cety; pulc at every frequency. This may respect to the column, and the correspon %
be done by substituting values of the natural spring constants represent the resistancý )er
circular frequency in Eq. (6) below at various unit displacement of tl.z center of the bay,
points throughout the spectrum with the pre- between adacent columns vit. rceet to the
viously determined values of v., r column. Masses 4, 5, 6, 1 .nd 12 represent
comparing the displacement (u) so aeter- the soil masa-?y under the structure. The soil
msned with the given n,.-trum. In general
the two spectra will not exactly coincide a*
every frequency and it may be necessary .o

'I ' adjust vc, , or both taking into account the .
corresponding chang., in a, in order to obtain e-
a velocity pulse resmilting In responses appr-x-
irmaivly ccnsistent with the entire spectrum C, K,

curve. In some cases it may be necessary to M
use a velocity pulse which results in con-
servative responses at certain frequencies in c ,
ordcr that other frequency responses are not

W. !-Iv compared to the given spectrum curve.

where u7s h ~ A (a - 1) IM2

weeuistedisplacement response for a C'o NO.
particular frequency (-) from the response M3spectrum.

DYNAMIC ANALYSiS OF A SECTION M4 ,"

OF A RECTANGULAR MULTI- M11

STORIt S'lRUCTLUzE C4.R 4 o T 1

The dynar.ic responses of a typical r ,
Interior bay uW ma u&uiU-czory, mult-bay, re- M12
inforced concrete, buriec, flat slab type sa:"u.- c c,
ture, subjected it 100-psi peak air ovezipre,-
sure, were a.aalyzed with a digital computer
after many simplifications had been made wt a
achieve a feasible solution. To determine a
practical solutiun, a simplified mathematical
Liodel was estaLI!thcd which replaced an W
interior section of the structure and adjacent T
soil. The model was expected to have re-
uponses to the given input simlilir t0 those ao Fig. 4 - Vertical analysis.
the actual structure, consisteo, wtth the secu- TypicaL interior I'ay model.
racy rd thp in,,,,t AOtR.
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masses are connected by compression and blast load only. rime ,iewk resistance of t0,000
shear springs (FiiR. 4). kips reprcsentsi't response of 1.ý with respect

to the blast ad. Preliminlary results have
In the analysis the titne dependent blast indir ated that the effect of I le velocity pulse I

loading Pit) is applied to the roof ma~scs, grouasl motiorn increases the peak column re-
and a point in the soil iar enough below the fipoawo due to ' the coa.Lia-4 blast and ground
str!cture to move as the free-field, has Witoek effect and that tLic columan goes platli..
motic.: currespundirg to the vertical veiocity
pulse V( t determined from the free-fiettd Figure "I ii; a plot of the rebistance and
ground shock s~pectrum -A previously -iv- ,.cel ration of a typical interior floor slab.
ascribed. Thf, solution Ulf the model involved As ..aown the slab exeriences considerable
solving equationa of motion for the variot.s rc-. ursed bending., As indicated by the peak
masses simultanecsl by niumerical intogra- accelerations, thie dynamaic resitst!nce re-
tion tak~ng into account var'taule parameters, sponses with res9pect to the dead lWad are 6.5
such as changes in spring constants corre- for down-ward deflection and 5.2 for reversed
spondinC to clastoplaztic or plasttC hehavinr. or -,Yward deflection. Thuis, it In important

that thesc vibir.4onal effects be ccnsidered
rypical results of responses determined evert though th,? inferior slabs are not subjected

in the analysis are uhown in the following fig- to direct blast loadin Prelimimary results
urea. These figures pertain tu tbs first run of the effect of the comabined blas! and velocity
in the analysis which considered the responses pulse m~otion has indficated that the reversed
due to the blast load on the roof only. Figure 5 bending response of the slab incre..js.
is a plot of thief d,-namic resistance and accIl
uration of the roof slab versus time, the roof It is importalet ito note that many probilems
slab being subject to direct blast load. As ex tt an alayulo- 1 tais type particularly
shown, the pL.J acceleration is 14.4g down with regard to dynan'iý s 41 propertie's andanti the peak rehponse of 6,900 kips reprc-
911t an elastic response of 1.2 with respect the timne of onset of the ground motion. The

1-x lzii 1ýd. relminay rsult ofthe methods of caiculatilos of stiffness and damp-
bi~ ~d. relminay reult of he coefficients intheelastic and elasto-

re!sPCae dustSkle to f.offlbineuj blast arid velocity patcrne o i oceea tepulse ground shock inotion have sindcated that plstucic rsnusfr compnnsorete buidin areWell
the peak rý4ossicesddet h o- known. However, difficulties ar~jwas n press-t,ined ef!.~ct of the dlwe-t hiast load and the in teapostimate dysmaric soil parameters
downwarC !?.,.ion of the fuunatinr.. to be used. In the dyaanic "aay&iz.* of astruc-

]F~gue 6 is a plot of the resistance of a ture and sol. lntcractiom it is important to
typical interior column due to the effect of consider the varialtaa I& the sevi e~reus.-litraln

6,00 ap I Downward Deflection)

w iC- 00E ' ' .i C 0

4 a00

GIL -- zo I

ACCELERATION -- orw

U

~TIM

Fig 5 -Dynarnir cosietance and &,7ca~erietion of roof slab
(vertical directioia.)
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Fig. 6 Dynaminc resistance o0f interior column
(vertical direction)
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Fix. 7 - Dynamic resistance anti acceleration of interior floor slab
(solical direction)

c~urve and corresponding charges in stiffness. evaluated based ont judgment and theoretical
AlItLough dynoimic benovlor of s.Als hiss been knowledge of soil behavior.
&sod tat currently being invesitgasted throu~t

:.u>ratoa"J tests and theoretikeal stu&wne (r,4,5,61 Tb. natuore of nuclear blast loadings are
and many L}' uta re~nt stiiea), the actual in such t"' large expvim~e of moil io stressed
s~tu behavior of moils under biast loadings P- effecting a condition 7,. L~:lco.ifincment.
still uncertain. However, the particular type This lateral reatir'~snt r-7a':'ts in ar increa~iiAg
and intcnsity of loading which the @oil erlls modulus of conrn -essini '- ill increasing
-xpcrlanc stnigo te~xmtyt h ress for mans, sails t ::, .. ic soli becomes

structure, sbould t'e evaluated and appropriate extremely cnpasctead -ut~ .vnse particularly
laboratory tesat !h as a confined compres- tnder higioca ,rr'sjurSM. A general stress-
sion telst should v performed- ant; the results strain curve Indicating a constantly increasing



midulus Is shown in Fig. 8(a). The "'resa increased propoztionzlily wi1th the vertical

range at wvhich this type of stress-stra'a rela- pressure, aic~icatt. a more repreisentative soil
tinnttthip occurs depends upon the partictlar behavior [2,':ý as .igown in the stress-strain
soil, although it is generuly aseoriatd wiah .i e for a tast if this type In Fig. t(d) where

increasing stress and would tend to increasdl
For different soil types cir for diliereat in the. highaer stress ra!*r.

loadings applied to the ewne soil tne cir-
responding stress-strain relationships vi'ry. Thus, in order to evaluate soil compres-
For example, a stress-st rain curve for a - n , 'ress-strain relatiouships in the lalo-
gran~air soil would start elastically at a rela- rato,-y a type of confined compression test is
tively hiý6! ir~odu~uis dut. to shear bc-tween tWe required, and even this type of test results Lin

grains resulting frorn friction. When the fric- an approuimnate estimate, -! the priuable ini
t'lon forces are overcomes th': modulus will situ stress- strain relationshups under actual
decrease 'tu to compa-tion of the soil And dynamic loading.
would then gradually increase with Increasing
stress. A stress-strain curve of this type is For the purpose of the dynamic analysiL
shown in Fig 8(b). For extremely high it may he suitable za;~ convenient in approxi-
stresses the modulus may decrease due to mate the variable soil stress- strain curves by
Plastic deformation oi the soil grains and thus a series of straight lines, each repres-!tlng
a plateau would bc reached on the stress- a constant compression spring cof--i.- st, which
strain curve as indicated in Fig. 8(b). approximnates, the actwd streiis- strain rela-

tionathips. It may also b,! conivenient for par-
ticu~lar Foilst to approximuate the soil stress-
strain relatloasbipt. ýwv aai elementa~ry curve
of known mathematical nrc ertles. ReferenceLi 1 describes an analysis in which the type of
strain curve could be approximated by a hyper-
bola which maihematicaliy expressed an is-

* creasing compression moduluts.

Another importaed factor In the antalyass
is the time of onset of the inround motion, in
terms of the velocity pulse, with respect to
Jie blast wave arrival on the ruof. The proper
time is dilficult to estshiluaL since it depends
upon thw shock wave transmission In the
ground and toe relative apeeds of the air blast

ever, the limits of time of onset should be

Fig. 8 Typical soil atress- site conditions.
strain curvest

ANALYSIS OF AN EQUIPUEW'
1IIOCK ISOLATTflN SV3TVM

C mpres~on stress-strain curves detar-
mined in the laboratory by a standar triaxial A section of at, exisiting structure was
soil test witn cor~stasa lateral confining :-rus- analy.sed with respect to a shock isolation sys-
marc ara not usually representative of soil t~m for a heavy piece it equipment which was
behavior under blame loading conditions, except, stwre'k mounted to an Interior beam as shown
perhaps, for tb's tow-stress range, as Indicate schematically In w.~ inthemattal model of
in the t/plcal triaxial test, compression, stress- rii;. 9. In the actual sttructure wet ci~aws ant#
strain curve showu n amFig. 8(c) where the mod- equipment were symmetrwaiA wft' ?.spect to
ulus decreases with incrcaming stress, and the supporting linermedlato coltmz.'. The fro-
failu-a of the specimen orcurs at a relaiiively qaency of the columv, roo( slaL ý,;. -. ;e the 014i-

low compressive stress compared to expected umn, and base slab helow the colu.,er are mach
blast load Intensities. However, toe results of that thus, conaponenrtu .zold be considered
constant- ratio- of- applied- stress triauipl tealss, rigid compared to the equipment and beam.
in which case the lateral confining swee4Ssarv is Thaus M represients thu combined mass of the
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the utiffr~ess of the soil below the structure
Pill '~" bas. sc- n The tirnc dependent blast ,loz'

L KP( t with apeak of 25 psi, acts on the roof,
F [~. .andi 'he ground motion at a paint below the

base is known in terms of the velocit, pula-e
V( t).

The purpose 01 the aitalysis was to make
an approximate check of the adequacy of the
existing sprinig length in isolating the shoick
mounted equlýment. The equations of motion
were numerically integrated assuming linear

- -. L -elastic action of the beam arid linear elastic;

vin action *,f the equipment spring unless Us& solid
height of the spring occurs.

The Pralysis was performed assuming
Fig. v Monei ioý analysis blast pres-sure and ground motion acting simul-

w h~.ck -(Atimji, taneously and also assuming only blast pres-
SYSLUM sure artir.g, in order to deicrT.-ilne the critical

loaidlng condition. Figure ý:. is a plot Ai the
beam rcbibtou.. ý ; rsus time where the ,iolid
lizie i 3 for bla~st and !7round motion and the

entire system excep~t the equipment ~ar ths dpahed line repiroments. hisst only. Pnr es-ah
equipment supportiag members. Mass 3 loading two - ses fur the equipment bpring
represents Wes mass of the tquipnment an k were c Ionsicie~n-.
the spring wipport for the equipment. Mass 2
re~presents the mass 1Af t~hc beam atnd U2 the 1. Tho it~jzr~ lengh -Ind the
flexural ',t:ffnesz of the beam. ki represents solid height of the .sring were used.

400-
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Fig. 10 -Beim resistance vs time
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2. The spring was ot the same stJlness Case 5. Ground shock at t 3 with blast
but long enough to withs~and the maximum rela- rebsure applied at time of max-
tive displacement. This was used to estimate imum differeqce in displacement '
the required spring length A the existing spring tbetween the silo and the door.
was roAt adequate.

The vertical plastir capacity of the door
Ab shown in Fig. 10 tlc solid heivht uf the was taken as 7400 kips.

existing spring was reached for bcth lcai;
conditions and locking of the spring oc!crrtA T .tr case 1, with blast load (3700 kip.)
As sLjwn the resulting elastic response (if the onLt. the peak response ot the door was 66W0
beam withou loc.cng increased irom anouL 200- kipb ,rd A wo sparatioa betweenr the door and
300 kips to 600-900 kips due to equipment im- the silo occurred.
pact after spring locking.

For case 2 where ground shock was ap-
From the responsec f the eiqulpment srring pnie. at maximum resitance, the peak re-

the required length of the spring mAy be esti- sponse of 6600 kips was not affected and no
mated and the shock isolation system modified separation between the door and silo occurred.
to prevent tWE excess beari stress due to impact.

For case 3 where the ground shock was
applied at minimum resistance the 'ieak re-

DvNAMIC ANALYSIS OF SILO sponae of 6600 kips was not affects,. This
OVERHEAD DOOR case was assumed to check any tendency for

thL door Wo lift off the silo waen ground shock
The combined affects of blast loading and arrived after the n'Wst. There waa no s'para-

vertical ground shock on an overhead silo door lion between the door and the silo.
we. i. udl-.d to determine the magnitude* of
the relative motion between the door and the Thus, for the first three cases where

uind i'r s in the door system if tiO- only blast pressure existed or ground shock
downs are 4u. pio,ii'mId 18J. arrived after the blast, the door was found to

remain elastic withou. any rebound or lifting
For tie purposes of the analysis, the silo of the d)or off the silo root.

door was approxim.tted by a single degree-of-
freedom a:'em. The silo moUon'- Laused by However, under cases4 and 5,the door ini-
"' ind shti. "c•,e defined ty the velocity pulse tially lifted off the silo roof as illustrated in
correfo4)utnjn, to the average shock spectrum the following figures. For case 4 (Fig. 11)
for the silo. The relative motinns between the where the blast And ground shock wcre ap-
ail and the door were obtained by applying the plied simultaneously the door separated 0.05
velocity pulse to the silo and the blast load to inches and the in?-ximum resistance increased
the door and performing numerical integrations to 6900 kips, thus still remaining elastic.
including the effects of damping since the rela- Shown on Fig. I is a schematic model of the
tive arrival times were uncertain. SEI':r2l door and silo support where P(t) is the hMast
rnmntnattnns of blast overpressure and ground overpressure applied to the door and V(t' is
shock w- re assumed in the analysis, In order the velocity pulse motion of the silo. Also
to evatiat. a rarne of possihle conditions of shown for comparison is the response for
loading and to determife the rritical condition. bi".; ;aom, only and the applied blast load

curvi.
IThe cames; analyzed wtseu.

Case 5 (Fig. 12), where the blast was
Case I. Hlast pceasure only at t - 0. applied after the ground shocK and a separa-

tion of 1.27 inches orrurred, was found to be
Case 2. Plast pressure at t - 0 with tre worst case. Due to the Impact effects the

ground shock applied at time of peak response 1;;z:rased to iks maximum
maximum reastonce in tie door. :ipacity and the door yielded, witth

a ductility ratio of L.b4.
Case 3. Blast pressure at t 0 with

ground Plhitk applied at .2-ms of However, it must be Noted 1.. _C sat",
minimum resistance In the door. ground motion was ibeti for .-I t'.s. This

appear- inreaa".Ab. :nr cam 5, oince out-
Case 4. Blast pressure and ground sa•.ck running ground motionu appear to be small

applied aimultanousy at t 0O compared to the peak effects at this pressure
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considered as a rigid body. Tw*-Ive coor - of the center uf gravity uf the suspended system

dliiitrs a-er- used to specify c-ompletely ..-. and of the elai-tic center of suspen3 .. s su pringsI
space the position of two rigid bodies at any was also consi' rel.
time. rhe structure was assumed to 1w
linear and elastic. For ground s;hvck parallel to the YY direc

tion the elastic center of the suspension sprii.js
VariouL analyses of the crib assemblage and the center of gravity cf criie, missile arid

were performed to determine the effects of launch pratform lie in a verii.a'i plane which is
ground Shock in two vertical planes a' 90' to almost parallel to the pianc uf ,roitnd sliock R9e
e..$h other. Both planes passed throrugh the ~ ';n rt , ig. 10. Thua,plane m~otionof the crib-
center L., the crib. one also passed throug~h for gr- md shock parallel to the Yr plane, as
the center of tke r-..rssile. Both were analyzed shown in the mathematical model (Fig. 14), was
with the missile in 1001 percent, and unloxed, assumed to give a gooj approximnatior to the
conditions. Effect of tolerances in the location resulting oscillation in. this direction.

t~..
of C416..--

cR16 S. C0 of M
Fig._ 14 NaeAoino rb

mi.ei on pl pfro



For groand shock~ paralX' to the YX direc- is an imp9ortant factor a-d has consider able
cion the eccentricity of thv C( .,!,r z;! gravity cftZ. ci. the ;.;_.ximun; dyiiaivic. horie6oiitkd
from the elastic center inust be considered and angLdar displacement and acceleeations of
and is defined by the twelve coordinates bJmuwn the crib.
in the mathematical model (Fig. 15).

.. Maximum dynamic responses of the
The significant conclusions resulting from crib and of th.e lautich platform with the 100-

these two cases were as follows: percer.t loxed m~ssil#) were larger than those
when the missile w.,As r.;5L loxed.

1. Linear ciiffelen~lal cqaintions t.,
are ~.kl quate for determining dynamic displace- 4. The effecL of coupling of dynamic ve-
ments aid accelerations. spo.IsCs was evaluated by assuming that the

entire system acted as P. single rigid body
2. The eccent-,icity bctwectn thc clastic suo,)ended from the silo, and that the elastic

ce,¶ter of the suspension springs and center of center of the suspension springs coincides
gravity of the entire suspended crib system with the centei vi gravity of the entire

CF STN Ui OIN :!LO

U, PMSSLAE OF P iUT ON CON

Fig. 15 Spatiai motion of su~spended crib,
miissile and launch platform
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suspended rigid body. In this case, the ni..d- 2. Maximum rkIative horizontal displace-

mum dynairic responses of the crib wert. ment, maximu! relative vertical displacement,I
obtained directly from the design shock and maximumn -crtical accoleration of the crib
spectra. This gave good approximations to at its elastic ct'nter of r-uspension P.,riniq
the horizontal and vertical displacern-ntis, an-d were nearly hidependent G.' th~e direction oif
vertical acceleration at the elastic center of ground Mhotk and of thp pecrrentage of fuel in
the suspension of the crib compared with re- the mis -ile and in the st~rage tank of the criý3.
sponses for cround shuck in 'the YY direction, Maximum horizontal accelerat~on of the 4-rib0
but ~t gave very low values for the horizontal is great- st, among the cases &tudied, when the
acccleration, angular displa--ement and accel- ~stiu,! .curred in a plane parallel to W' and
eration at tha' y uintt the missile was lUG1-percent loaxedd.

Other conclusions -'&awn i;- -,m the resLi~s 3. Ground shock paralieL to XX caused
of the various analyses were: dynatric angular displacement and acceler-

ation about the vertical axis uf the crib
1. Maximum dyniamic resp.,asa. r-"'- vh~cli are of tho cmem n ..;er of mairnitude

crib to ground shock parallol tn yy were as the dynamic angular displacements and
either apprc.Jimately equal to f'r gre~~ter than accelerations of the crib about the hori-
maximum aynamie resplonses to shock parallel zontal axes.

to directinn.
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DISCUSSION

Mr. Flatha (U. S.Army WaLviways Exp. Mr. Weissman: In the second analys! s
Station): Regarding Fig. 4, 1 would like- to the trotion of the soil was known in the. anal-
know if you arbitrarily selected the reference ysis and that would be the referance plane.
plane for your mass from some particular
frea-field velocity. Did you just arbitrarily Mr._Cavanaug-h (Barry Controls): What
select a velocity and use thAt velocity at some Is the phys-ical iTuaning 4f this resistance
cepthi for your itZureuce plane? parameter that yot- usc?.

M~r. Weissman: Well, it isn't .. rbltrary Mr. Weissman: That was actually the
although it is difficult to establish the exact, responses c! the stri~cturai trembers. In
proper point. The ieea there is to go d&iwn other words, for the slabb, that would just be
far enough so that, asisuming you know free- the peak bending response or the resistance
field ground shock motion, you are down tu a that was developed.
point where these free-field motions will
exist. In other words, so that they're not Mr. Cavanaug : Is ttiis thc pcakc bonding
affected by the structure, force?

Mr. Flathau: Theit you have selected Mr. Weissman: In berriing. in tne col-
some partRkular lev'el where you will have A umns it w.-,il bet fnr om~pr.-stion.
velocity. D)id you then take into aeccount the
motion of this particular plane (.1 the soil in Captair, Lv,Lan (U. S. Army Water-ways
your subsequent dytnamic analysis 01 your Exp. Satinr: ni:he first mathematical model
8yte'-i? Thc plane would he moving and of the structure yon' discussed thp difficulties
therefore your mass. would be referencud to in determimnin the buil jia~ameters, that is~,
this moving plane? the stiffness and damping coefficients. I won-

der if you wouid discuss briefly the consider-
Nlr. 'issman: That's right. 7That would atlons involved in determining the magnitude

actuallv L,2 Uie reference point. In other words of the soil Ynass that acts v~ith the structure
we re specifying the motion of that plane, and how you deteemine the distribution of

these soil masses.
Mr. Plathau: It was In.LAed in your

'AAILMr. Weissman: Well, as I pointed out, the
model Fwas for .1 typical interior bay, and the

Mr. Weissman. The ones that I showed i-oil that would be consilered would be 'the soil
on the r4s&p.,ase charts were not fcr that directly underneath a symrnctrical section of
case. We do' really have finai results on the bay. We feel, although it's somewhat un-
that but the preliminary results indicated, as certain, that the masses would have to be
I have pointed out, thai responses tend to in- broken up at least at a depth somewhat equal
crease. The responses that I had shown in the to the story heights in the buildings. In other
fin at analysis of the multi-story building were words, you may have masses lumpý!d together
w,,trcut the velocity palse. It included the of ten feet depths and whatever widths the
btil'nness (if the aoil. In other ntords, it wa- panel happens to be; in addition to lumping
just a building resting oa a foundation which some i~f the amass direc'.ly underneath the
has sourio stress-strain characteristics and building with the base layer. This is uncer-
apply~ng a blast load to the roof, tain and It is the reason why we don't reaily

have any good results for the interaction ef-
"Ar. Flatitau: 1 was just wo'rdering if you fects. It's just an approach, but the paranme-

did uise _a r-eference plane and if yiu did takcn ters are still lincertain.
into account the mrotion?
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A FREE-FIELD STRESS GAGE AND TEST RESULTS
IN A NEW 1000-PSI DYNAMIC PRESSURE TANK

T. W inston and J R. Siagner
United ElectroD'piamics, Inc.

Patiadena. California

This paper is a report -in a frce-field stress gage currently under de-
vcl~opment for A'7SWC by the United Earth Sciences Division of United
ElectroDynamic d. Inc, The gage was tested under static and dynamic
ccnditionpi to over 1000 psi in a pressure tank especially designed and
fabricated for this purpose. Present test results indicate that the gage
reads within 10 percent of the free-ficid stress up to sum.ewhat beyond
200 osi.* It is he! jcvtd that fut,.;rc gages. developed along the eCa,.... hues.
will a-.eurately meas.~re frce-tick.; a'tresses up to 1000) psi.

An important side result was the deeig . r~d fabrication of z dvt, mic
pressure tank usdin gage development an~d evaluation.

U4TkiJUCluNof deformation as that of the surreunding soil
in which it is embedded.

The United Earth Sciences (UES) Diviclon
of United ElcctroDynamics, Inc., was lot a
contract by tlis Alr Force Special Weapons SPOOL FREE-FlEEW STRESS
Center to ,, -:op a. Mae dcsigaed to measure GAGE THEORY
blast-induced tree-tield stress in soil. Mason
and Wolie" diiicussed the problems of measur- Figure 1 illustrates the steps in thinking
ing soil stress under these conditions and de- which has led to the present UES free-field
scribed a gage designed to overcome some of stres~s gage deeign. As indicated in Fig. 1(a).
these problems. This paper reviews some of an extremely thin plate (e.g., a circular plate
the basic design concepts and presents the whose ratio of -tlickness to diameter is 3m=ll)
results of a series of static and dynamic tests would be effective in free-field measurement.
zrntducted on this gage. Any forces impinging on the top surface of the

It i ii bet exeedngl dificut ad p~b- pLat would be exactly balanced by equall andIt .- ,at eatexcediglydificut ad pob- opposite reaction forces on the bottom sur-
anly impossiole to merhanticalLy match thef face. Measurement of the forec* ýver some
PirIcss-strain charactnristics of soils with the accurattty known area would then be a meas-
tradit'onal elastic elemezf.4 such .as springq, ure of stress. The main problem with a gage
diapbrt.gms, etc. The main reao for this of Uii nature is to mount a transducer inside
being the wide va.riation in the stress-strain th plate to measure the force.
properties of doils. U1 the soil itself couli.
somehow be incorporated as an active element Conider next the affect of mounting a
of a gage, then it neemns reasonable tbt h stem, stif relative to the modulusu of elastic-
gage would have somewhat the samo1 modulus itv of.the soil, on the underside 0s "*- thin

plate sulitable for housing a trasn&;!,r- or
sensing element (Fig. l(!.p If tht e:-t and

dHarol,! Mason. and C. M. Wolfe. "A Soil- hits pesurrounding i.3m'zerehie uw . toa
Filled Soil Stress Gage." Bulletin No. 29, hpcs~etem~mtl i rj.~so
Shock. Vibration and Associated Environ: dcfoinmatir.. will cause '.o sail to ar"~I onto
merits. Part 111, Sejt. 1960, Office of the Sc.. the gage. rhis will result in the gage in4icat-
retary of Defense. ing a stress greater than that existing in the
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-i--I I FIRST STEM I
FREE JOiNT

I SECOND STEM
ARROW LENGTH REPRL3ENTS

NORMAL STRESS MGNITUI,
STRESS COMPONENTS NOT

(a) - Thin flat plate doeb not TRANSM17 TED THROUGH STEM
dicturb nursital boil 5tress

(c) -Flat plate with "free" stem acts
as "flexible" gage

P;STON

"1TIFF STEM SOIL TO STEM

TRANSOIMCER FRICTIONALS FORCES

EXCESS STRESS DUE TO PLATE MloiMIZES DiSTURBENCE
ARCHING AROUND BOTTOM STEM

(b)- Flatplat.' with stem acts as (dl - Soui to stem friction tends
:'stilf' gage to offset the "flexible" gage effect

Fig. I - P1..ram illustrating use of soil as i.n active gage element

free field. This effect can be minimized by would always he in an unloaded condition with
making the cross sectional area of the stem thc etuil aichl-,g onto the lower surface of the
small compared to the area of the plate. plate. A plate may then be added to the lower

stem (Fig. l(d)) to reduce this disturbance of
Now, suppose the stem is inserted iato a the stress pattern in the vicinity of the gage.

second stem such that a Iree sliding fit exists Also the bottom plate minimizes the effects of
hetwwen the-i (Fig. l(c)). The area of the top transverse waves which would produce torques
s..-face of Uie plate in contact with the soil is on the top plate, using the stem as a le ,er.
aiw greater than its lower surface. If prea-
sure were now applied to this gage and its
murro•s'wing soil, there would be a ,ant unbal- DESIGN
ance of force across the plate. This would
cause thr plate to move down until the soil The UES free-field stress gage or 'spool"
pressure acting oa its lower surface creates gage as it has been nicknamed (Fig. 2), is es-
a force equal to that on the top surface. The sentially the gage represented in Fig. l(d). It
movement of the plate unloads the soil above is made tip of two sections, each consisting of
the gage but lods the wi! .elow the plate. A a thin circular disc att'ite-. tf .% hollow stem.
presoure i4-isulucer on the upper surface The stem of one fits inside t)'e utiter, sliding
would therefore indlcat' a Stress lower thav, freely on ground and lapp, . 'lindrical sur-
that in the free field. This may 1,e eased but faces.
probably not cumpletely rompensated by fric-
tion between the stem and the soil. The sensir - element, cou,,isting of a v'ar-

iaiJe capacitance transducer, is actuated by a
The bottom stem, being fret to ,r.we, small piston, whose face is flush with the sur-

cannot arrept any load. The soil bi'.ow It face of the top plate. The piston load is
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P6t

Fig. 3 -UEZS spool gage assembl1ed r..d disas e'nbled

tr~tnsmitted to a diaphragm, formed inside the. Fwauctlonaally the tank is composed of
top stem. which is one plate of the capacitor three basic elements: The high pressure tank,

transducer. Full scale deflection of this dia- water chamber mad soil1 zhamber. Physically
pbrogm is 0.0002 inch at 1000 psi. The capAc- the tank consists of a base ame lid which Lo-

it. . :.rnnqdticer is piart oz a bridge circuit built Zether comprise the teat vessel, and the high

ent: rely with in the gage. pressure tank. The high pressure tank is
used for storing compressed air. The water

A very thin surgical rubber membrane 'a chamber is used to0 contain water and has as

cemnentedi intso the end plate to keep dirt from its physical boundaries the lid and a thin neo-
the lapped joint between the plate and piston. prene diaphragm. The soil chamber is used
Similarly a short piece of thin wall flexible to co~alan soil and various instrumentation.
rubber tubing is cemented to either concentric
stem forming a cuver for the lapped cylindri- The tank is operated by filling the high

cW jointE. Figure 31 shows the stress gage pressure tank with compressed air to some
.u'scmbled and diasassembled. Figure 4 is a selected pressure and activating a bursting

block diagram of the associated equipment mechanism' which ruptlures the burst dia-

required to counjIcte the ovurall system. phragm. This piocee'j rapidly applies a hiý.O
pressur.. over the small area at the top of the
water chamber which to transmitted hydrauli-

UES DYNAMIC PRESSURE TANK cally over the starfes! of the soil. The pres-
sare wav~e, originating at the neck of the test

*The dynamic presbure tank w:!s devw-i..ud vessel, thtua ejcomes ask input to the soil

*in paraliel with the spool stress gage. it was where instrumantation in located to measure
conceived as a simple, .:elatively trexpensive Its effect. The pressttre waves are probably
!aboratory method of producing dynamic pies- spherical in chara,'tor tui e .- r'n 4t..mnot was
sure* ueeded for the free-field stress pgog made to alte,! te wavc tpe by means oi
development. The principal eoeign features baff ling.
of the dynamic pri ,sxure tank are illustrated
in Fig. 5. The figure also serves to define The is.e- tines ~in .reach 63 percent

various parts referred to throughout this aýf final pressiure) of the pressure waves pro-

paper. duced by the dynamic pressure tank, of the
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Fig. 4 - C-11t atrcus rn(a:;urqcrent Bystem

order of 'ý5 to 50 milliseconds, are rather sloW

compAred to the shock tube or simiiar devices.
However. it is believed thAt these dynamic
preboures are fast enouoh for gaW develop-

* LpaipnnrVs. Methods for improving the

.Iý'O L,1111. c`":ýCL:ri~tiC8 of the dynamic Pres-..
sure tank are being cor-sidered at the PresentWMIiKA
time.a m

Figure 6 shows the dynamic pressurv SO AM

tank e" in a !,it a& a safety measure. Aft alu-.
rminum roni 'trs the cm, '.u~eMent to PrOtect

:r.ý,2j tlke we ither. The h; i h reSsure tnkk
with its bourd-ut PrestJr gal' E is shown
mounted on the lid of tie test vessel.

Figue 7 hawsthedymuic Pessue Iig. 5 - kPrincipal features

tankt with its lid removed and the neoprene ofUSankni resr

diaphraglia folded back to expose U., test soil. tn

GENERIAL TEST C.-UNaTICNS at the surface and at various depth* in the soil
at pressures up tn 1W "si. Its performance

lt eas decided to use 20-30 Mtawa SOWd was to MK compared to a Carison-Wimaeko

fur ise. -fild ,.ap dc-.cl""ý-: and evaluation Mae waIore possiblo.
since its propeortibs are generally lmrwn. It
was not prlacticAi to remove thc tank lid Obd
restore the sand to Its initial cenditiouis affter C;ALBRATION
every tekt. From three to four tests 'veres-eCcpesr gteqolsrs
conducted in succession oefore the lid WAS heCCpsur gage, tn! he splc-Wac o o st7 wressal
removed aml the gages rearrangod for Another gbate. in~ the paressur anWlko tsiae we.re a-

serie of tsts.ments to be Calibrated, cie moe; .' with their

A CE prssue gge as sedin eiry mnsing~areas flush with tt!~ surlik' , Ci10

tes as C p eerencre aUe 'tAwas alway sand. The calibrationi was accouoi-* .aed by
ontedt as h wit therne surae. oIt h w saldays omitting tý- burst diw.hraecm, pfs i. zing

.orn~dr tous woithr the stratce oth&and dyaicnrs the tank I,. discrete st~ps and recoruiun the
order iuto mntor the stand. ane stress c Pge w' instrumenet outputs, ualng the precisionAscroft

to be tested under staic and dynzunic coneittors bourdon tube prassure &age inounted on the
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kLig. 6 UES dynamyic pressure tank
with hig' pressure tank. bourdon tube
gage and test pit into which tank is
situated, btiuwfl

Fig. 7 -UES dynavisc pressure tank with lid and
hsom .. p3rxutpd anr nrppi diaphraltm folded
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Fig. S - UES dynamic pressure tank with the neoprene diaphraglm
1,-idrd back exposing the Cartsoit-Wiancku, the UES spool gage.,.C presijure gage, and th, junction box oat the surfacc of

the Na,.nd

pressure tak t:" a reference Wae. The on- of an actual record trace. Figures 15 and 16
rt.-uments wes: a'i)'rated with increahing and summarize 'he dynamic test resultr.
dc-:-:.-ting prep sure to check hysteresis.

Many of the curves were plotted from the
Figure 8 shows the Carlson-Wiaucko gage, data collected during just one test. The reli-

spoul stress gage, and the CEC pressure gage ability of th.se curves must be questioned,
lying on the surface of the soil in the tank. especially when one considers the wide scatter
Short flexible leads were brought from the shown by the test data. The major causes of
instrunientl to th#. jUJACLiun box siaown in the thebe variations were probably amplifier drift
fibure. This proved to be the most practical and poor soil control.
mn.uW, of iqV' .dng thu laborious task of remov-
iall L the smud frow the test vessel to remove Under static loading the spool gage be-
or replace an instrument, haves -i tittle stilI. When burner 4 inches in

the soil, the gapg read abmut 10 pcrcent hi1t a ";
than the surface pressure up to 1000 psi. I'he

STATIC" AND DYNAMIC EVALUATION points shown (Fig. 9) were each an avera.M; of
TEST REhbUI.Tb 4 separato iests. With the gage "i thq 6-ltch

depth, it wap about 10-percent hard up to 500
Evaluation tests were conducted in which .rsl t tg. 10), the result (d only one tetnt.

both static and dynamic atreisesi in U|, sand
were measured at various depths by the rp4)ool The test results with the gag,, 2- 'ý? 1C
gage and con,pared to the CEC pressure gage inch dcpth (Fig. 11) show a very wvilt. ..trtiation.
at the surface as explained under general test 'The data is not relliAle al-, 250, , ,weuse
rvnditirns. Figores 9, 10; 11. and 12 suman.i- of an amplifier gain drift vA becat,-. .._h of
rize the static test results. Figured 13 is a the data fell beyoskit the rango ot *u ,...tItbration
sample dynamic test record which Illustrates curves and '.)A to be ex! -..A•Litted. BPe %w 250
what Is meant by fir:A jrrv•-uro. peak, final psi the gage read within 10 percent of the
surface pressure, etc. Figure 14 is a copy static surface pressure.
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AL.L POWST ARE

aAVERAOFr t 4 TESY,1

0' a G0- 2 4 6 8 10

CaC UGA PRbbR - P51 X 100 CEC CAGIF PRESSURE - PSI X 100

Fig. 9 - liES so
1

gage stress Fig. I I - lES spoco1 gage stress
(at *Irin-h depth) vs Lk-.C sAge 1a~ j ..-,.ch dctpili vs CF-C gage
pr.e:.ire at surlace under atatic pre sbus e.at ~r~eunder static
laadJng loadina

A ,, .7 /

i4 i ~ /

CEC G&M PRE50M-PSI 'I

Fig. 10 -Cor.,Paxison of ULS Fig. iZ Comparison of C-W and. UES
spoolgaesra(;t6icdet) Ia udrsailoin
vs (CEC pesr t-ufc ie
static Wuading

Figure 12 is a comjparlson between a f.r any shift which miý, 4 it have occeurred as
Carlsot' -%V anci'o anti the uputol sage buried 1!.e paper p~uieed through the oncillograph. A
6 nIjbes below the surface and sub~jected to vertical timing iiv.,i was placcd on the records
pr.-sfiares up to 150 psi. The curve bhowed every 100 milliseconds. A sharp rim may be
that, for this particular sail type and depth, scen when the burst diaphraggm ruptures sub-
the uspool gage rewi much closer~ to the sur- iocting 1ijv instruments tu t~w~ pressure wave.
face prespi'-'ý than did the Carl sin-'Vianrico Probably retiiections off tCie sides or bottom
gage and, in fact, was wrthir. 10 pt. --ent Lit the of the ta'* ir dynamic colubilities of the gas
war,'uce prassureo lit to nette,. than 100 ps~i. in the water mause ths tr ins-iontis riding or the
I1 hp Carlnon-Wianck,; F;%ge behaved like a wqonential pressure ristu, ~Vinvrthe
stiff gage. The spool gage was molt. sp~io. gage wa3 t.'Aried. . si.)ool gage record

larggd behind tWe prele,-ti - ev record. This
In the recordings %Figs. 13 and 14) the information was u"e-i te, ..- Ornate the veloci-

paper moved from right to left through the eýs of the p. -ýsu!'e 'vavett ;a the send which
oscillograph. At the bottom edge -. the rec- % aried between 400 and 17 00 feet per second.
ore. appears a referenef tracts to ý.#mpensate sincE the velocities are a kind oif nmeasure of
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Pi1rFw. Pw.,q PEAx
PZ FKUM PRC53C
P3-63% OfP2

ti- TMK Of FWAT POCSS PEAK I
12. TOW COWUST~k

IT ~ In

100 MUiii0tSEC-W

rig. 13 - Definitions of certain. tcrrna oni a sant-
pie dynamic tes record

OIL/ g,4DEPTN

042 4 9- a tALAIýCEC OW GSM PUa-PSI x 100

Fig. IS - Comparison of UES spool
SA*W" DYONAMI TIEST ~Cgage stress (at vari.is depchs) vs

CEC gage pressure at surface under
Fig. 14 .Sample dynamac test record dynamic conditionsi

,oaluniqthe soil compa ticia. ii points out ~1he need for
.'DQIMMMbetter soil control.

p *o4NP~hF1~m-re 15 is a siumtway ai dynamic
~,owmtests, it various depths. for which only the

final pressures cd the spool gags and pres-
sure gag'e have been platted. Each point
represents a separate tast. The spool gage
miay be "on to consiAgetly indicate higher
presi~ares then Ua..± indicated by the CEC
prte9sure pae at the surface rý :L- n

AMS PREIs ritPON This occurred even when the sprwti gap*
was mounted at tuesumria'e with .ýoCEC

itopressure gage. There w"a, iiort. - .aice
0 ~to show that the CEC yreasr;- Piw read

C&C Pll"MR1-poas natch -% 10 perecu.: inwer than tiue air
Fig. i6 -Comparison of UES gape ii*OssiW6 in the tan. However, this Correc-
sire-s (at various deptius) vs CiC.tion factor was not applicd t'.Q tS '. !.0
gag, pressure under dynamic ioadinig results.
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Below 250 psi, the gage at 0. depths, Alter 100 p.; the spread or data is more p'o-
read 25 percent high. Beyond this pressure, nounce..*, vauying by about 2^ to 30 percent of
the depth at which the gage was buried had the sui .ace pressure gage.
some effect. The gae At the varface had the
lowest error. At tile twu inch depth, the gage
read 50 percent higher with the error decreas- CO1CLU-ION
ing with the depth of burial.

On the bahis o' the above test data, thz
We believe this error was caused eit' ,.r UES spool stress page can meabure, with an

by a de'sity mismaxch btiween th;ý s•ii as, ai-errage erroi c. 10 ptnrcent, the static and
the spooi 1age or by the lubricant ýi'cd be- dynamic tree-fieWl ctresses nver the range of
tween the twc stems. or a cowbination of both. 0-200 psi in this particular soil and at the va-
The gage ib kiown to have a densiir of about rious depths testea.
twice that of the soil. It may thus react to the
pressure waves more ilowly than the F0il, The data bove 204 psi is too inconclusive
causing arching to occur. The viscous damp- to a,,, %0th certaintv, what the average error
ing btitween the spool gage stems couJd have should be. Whei. ule UES spool gage and a
the siame effect. Carlson-Wianuko gagc were tested together

to 150 psi, the spool gage gave the better
Figure 16 is a summary of dynamic tests, readings.

At various depths, for which the first presNutre The high dynamic rea.!..;n above 200 psi
peaks of t.ie spool gage and pressure gage are attributed mai:ily to poor soil control,
havP been plottcd. This rearesents a true dens;ly mlsm.Ucu1 amd vikwous friction between
dynamic comparisou of the gage wausc t) the :Acrs of (. o irage.
varioua pints were selected from a tttuy
dynamic portion of the test data. The spool W-'i is being modified to in-

clude an acceierometu, (116. 2) aad a die-
The spooi gage reaus, uo the a-c rage, ,lAccne-nt tran-,ucer. Work is be;ng done to

about 12 percezt of the dynamic surface pros- vary the density oi thd gage relative to the soil
sure, oWt to 100 psi, at all the various depths, to investigate this effect.

DISCUSSION

Mr. Flathau (U. S. Army Watera Exp. using just the sand in our test Lank. Eat, of
Siom): I was wondering hovyou w.ere plifi- course, it's designed to use almost any soil.
i•ig to use this gage in a cohesive soil; what The problem ther, oudud prob:.A!y be trying
pr-kempt that might be involved in placing the to place the gage, ti ying to compact the soil
soil around the gage? ar'jwv it, without affectLLg the free-field

Mr. Winston: 'I At's one of the problems Rtresses.

V~e wazi. 7h-v-es-te. Right now we've been
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TEST PLANNING FOR SHOCK TESTS OF

A HARDENED WEAPON' SYSTEM

Henry M. ~t~j
San-Diego, Caitlur'ria

To ensuvre that hardened silo-type sites can meet the requireme .. a of
witstadiri;an enemy attack, the first site built is to be tested under

conditions rinsely simtulatinp the environmnent of shock when subjected
to an enemy atomic attack.

INTP"IDUCTION launch. Figure I showi; Ihe itite in a "hard"
e'nwttion. e~igure 2 shows the site configura-

Convair (Astronautics), a Di.,sion of *Lon as mnissitle launC', nccurs.
General Dynaniics Corporation is the irte-grat-
ing contractor for tOe activation of a large The crib stru~cture within tne aiiiD is suB-
nuin~l..r of hardened silo-type sites. peended on a shock absorbing system which

protects the critical ground support equipment
To ina~rb that theme sites can meet the and the misfifte Iron, ground sihock resulting

reqtdrcnwenti of withstanding an enemy attack, from an enemy attack. The site ia dlesigned
the first bit that is W'ilt will be teste under to withstand an enemy attack and react as
conditions which closely simulate the environ- anon as possible after the debris has settled.
ment of sl"- - Ehen asubjftcted to a-. ultemy Figure 6 y~ovides, detail of the crib and sus-
Llomf.ý Ataci.. pension system.

The completeness and complexity of per- A launch operations building, buried near
forming the tests described in this program the silo structure, protects the crew. Launch
require detailed test planning. This planning operations are carried out from this location.
is accomplished as a part of an overall test Figure 5 provides detail of the launch opera-
pr..,.cam which :s a pirt of !his f'roylny's tiunt. building.
engineering evaluat in of the uveratior W silo
design. This part of the test program is only The Atlas missile is provided with an in-
a wjr.aI. r,.Irt of the overall test planning car- ertial guidance eystemt which does not require
ried out during thm Aiivtiout of Uie salu-type u.ntrol from the ground once the raissile in
Mites. laur". .Jd.

DESCRIPlTION OF WEAPON SYSTEM Operational Philo'sophy

The General lay"u The bits is desixr.'d to operate with a
tai~lsmumt crew and is serviced at regular in-

A typical Atlas sn.!o-type apornlional site tervalsa to check cri.cal equipment and replace
is shown in Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. i:.as as necessary. This worA i js -nirmcd.

by a mobilie checkout ttaut wL±i---r vices
The site is a self-contained unit manned stveral sites. The Checkutt CqUWL-. -Ot is

by al .ox.nmately live pezsonnel. The missile ilargely autuiuatic, to ieeduce h-.-:.--~ Lime t-.
Is stored within a concrete silo and shock- a minimum. The si te iW self 8ýffv-.i ~t, pro-
motwnted crib in a condition which will permit viding it. own power Akh Is able to kperate
a very short. remote operated countdov'mi to for weeks without outside aupp(.rt. The missile
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ii. -Site in hard condition Fig. Z -Site as missilc is launchcd
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"Test Objectives

41 A "PIN \//.WWI The comp :ie test program includes the

WS ,following general objectives.

-NN SW (1) Evaluition of tWe ability of the weaponnoree Im s m system to lalunht a missfie after long periods

of maintenance in a standby condition.3
940-- 0 W Fvaluation ( Whe ability of the weapon

systei," to launch a missile in minimum time
(before arrivnal ut enemy weapons).

(3) Evaluation gt the ability of the weapon

Fig. 7 - Detail view of launch system to launch a missile after surviving an
control center eneml atomic attack.

This report describes only the test pro-
gram for accomplishing objective 1,.) above.

• i'. I IF-. TT .

feui Piiilbuphi~ uai TfAi Lituiiaiuns

It is in.practical to attempt to create an
I j~. tual e'lound snock :ý4 tbc- concrete silo and

R_ . launch control center strlc'-res. However,
S "- the equipment in each structure is iihock

a m ounted. The test program is accomplished
bydisturbing the shock mounted structures tor~. '// .~'simulate ground shock transmit ted thogh theJJ~J 4~Jsuspension system.

F This method of teat makes certain initial
assuznptio~is about the shock isolotion system

Fig. t. T3,Jt .1view ot silo and performance, but these assumptionas are
cy.o stxucture showing crib &us- checked lin performinng the test.
penhion system

The silo includes a crib structure which
is isolated from the cement silo structure hy

is stored in a condition which permits very 4 spring buspensidi systems (Fig. 6).
i apid reaction with a minimum requirement
for Additional preparation prior to launch. The crib, which laciudep moat ox thec
This fast reaction can permi$ missile launch weapon system equipment, caLrries (1) the
prior tt) At i ive of e.iemy weapons. mnissile ( '2) cryugesuc fuel storage (3) power

::upplies (4) missile elevator (5) missile sup-
The site In also designed to withstand an port eq ilpmesit and (6) gas and Ir.luid supplies.

eneyny attack and react after the debris has
aptL.-Ad Tia Lwteat silo structure and cap Tim LL-S.& uxwee ti iiw urib a Hal tiuspeuj-
protects the nlte from blast overpressures. ment results mn a maispmaed system with a low
A suspension system ibnlates Wec crib struc- natural frequency sei a large attenuation of
ture within~ the silo from ground shock effects. lhizh frequeucy compianc'ts of ground shock.

'To shnck teso il crib utructurre the com-
TEST PROGRAM p)1,2t crib is hydraulically jackmt -. deftected

position which could oc'tkr at tho '.Ant oIf
The test program will be carried out at Arrival of a ground shock i6L the sic. itroture.

Vandenberg Air Force Bae A cnmplet*ý Atlas The crib. is then released by mxI"t -- - oolts.
silo-type wear-on sz-ytcnm is provided and there to be idturijed to its nmrmaI stu... jiv-' tior. by
are additional facilities for evaluating the action of *-,a crib i'trp, WIn system. Figure
testri. '7 shows det..Als of shc creating equipment.
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The dynarn~c tests of the suspension ays-
tern result in obtaining acdw'l '-heck6 of sus-

MUFTMIpensio riarapinr ratus, natural frequencies,
ablil.t:( -to retaira to the same slAiic pos~it inn,

MORMONand relationship 4~ center of gravity to center
of suspension. The tests also check out ratlie
space provisions, structural stability, and
plumbing securiiy within the suspended struc-

MOMETtures. Of major iivportaince is the demonstra-
CIOu cation that the weapon system can still effectively

operate after being subjected ta these deflec-
tions.

F i. etail of silo-crib shock Instrumentat-on Equipment
~ ybiesik, shoJwinq' OIetai.

of equipment ýosed to sa.null.tc The site incht ý Js an instrumentation
ground shock on crib strc-ture, building which is located nearby and is suit-
in .white ably built to protect operating personnel in

case of a missile failure. The building is pro-
vided with monitoring instrumniani L..c z ecord-

The lattncet control center (Fig. 5) includes ing and displaying the perfor: -wce of th,
a suspension system which isolates the two instrumented eq,!ipmrent in the site. All in-
floors. Mobt of the equipment within the cen- -strumer tation i:i tO& the bite HU UlAa it iS

t.i smutdo h los h ei~~y an addition, rathe~r than a change to the site.
small mass of the equipment in tho launall. 'st this way th-, lisic site remains as close as
control center, AM the effect of many persoai- possible to an or-r'..-ona_' conflir~tration.
ril mnoving about, and in and out, requires the
uise of a air cylinder type suspension system, The instrumentation includes missile flight
which retains low frequency response, and instrumentation, a lamiline instrumentation
provides autoniatic adjustment for charges in system, movie cameras with remote control.,
load due to personnel movement. This system and remote controlled TV cameras with suit-
!s inactivated and the floors are deflected be- ab*.:c mor~itors located in the instrumentation
fore 3 test (Fig. 8). The reactivation of the building. Special controls for activating the
air" !-,"wder and simuitanec-ah explosive re- shoc-k producing equipment are also included
ie:Lse :- ý; fioi :rum its deflected position in the instrumentation building.
resiulit in a test of the launch control equip-
ment under simulated ground shock. Initial
deflcction of the floor in adjuisted to deflection Typical Shock Tests
values which correspond to ground shock ei-
fedts to be tested. Several shock tests will he performed. A

typical test to described below.

The site will be put into a condition of first
state readiness (ready to start a countdown at
a moments notice) except that missile engine
4:ntion wilt be prevented by suitable dummy
x~idtors. The operational crew will be in-

MU6 stnucted to perform as in an operational site.
-E The floor to the Latunch Pontrol Center will

be raised to the deflccted positicnf.

I The instrumientation building for the site
ve 1 be staffer. with Convair -Astronautics and
associate contral tur tebt, Per..nnOl WhO Will
initiate, terminate iknd mc... -the test. The
tea? conductor in the instruw. .t1tion building

Zig. 8 - Detail ut launcti coctrol center, will start the test after ail ! -umen'.ation is
vhowminj detail at floor &ho,14'l ,sia~tion operating. ThZ te~t will LUc i-1-Lu~.d by nending
system and method ol simulatin~g zdfcct a s. itable signat into the alto) itomic blast
of arounid shock sensors. This signal will initiate automatic
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closure of all of the .lite openirgs. and will put safety, and will provide data for accom-'llishlng
the guidance system into Inertial mode. A- few its. objectives. Initlial tests will be simplified

sensed, haydraulic power will start moving the "debug" systeir. and procedures, and dnter-
silo crib structure to a predetermined p.isition mine critical a~reas where full value shock
above the normal static position. A few sec- tests will need careful instrumentation.. LiaLur
ends aflter reaching the deflected position the tests will be at operational shock values, and
silo and the launch operations building Iloor will inc'ude all detalla wecssary to make the
will be reieaaed by the detonation of explosive crews feel that they are in a t4ctical situation.I
bolts to retu.x,& to their original positions.

The re-lease of the uesjxaaivn systems, TS -ANN
will permit thin wo operate as they would I' TS ALNN
subjected to ground ahock crea ed by an atomic Plznn will be suitably documezited
blast. The launch crew wlill re.-.. :to in an oji- many monthis before the start of these tests.
erational situ Lion, to carry out the launch twlinuddeieddum taonfal
prnrodliro as xcquired after enemy attack. I ilicuedbfe Amnaino l
The crew will carry out the complete count- intrux,.entatiidn requlremve-s, dhtails of each
down which will result in an aborted launch at individual test and detailed descriptions of test
the final point, due to the dummy missile en- objectives. The test planning documents will
gine ignitors. The crew will then return the include the integriated test re'luirementa and
site to the ready condition in preparation for objectives from associate contractors in "V-Ar
correction of the fbult. The test will then be tfon to Convair-Astronautics and Air 7rece
halted. Throughout #he test, the operational requirements. This teet planning aids in mak-
crew '.. " react as in an operational site and, ing sure that all equipme"! Is '.vzflable wlhen
for addee realism, will be isolated from th n-essary. :qni that each test Pro-videe maxi-
test crew. r 'Ui um main C%;ý-,Uiiation with the Air

Force will insure that the te.:.s Pre as realis-
Tue instrwnentatiuit systems will provide tic as possible. Final tests will incituae Air

Inforniat ion to the test personnel for crew Force crew members as the operational crew.

DISCUSSION

Mr Hans,Ž' :,n ci Co., Denver): I have sevstemi such as this will rell work. We have
a questiiri that I believe sh-ould be asked be- to know, for SAC comandeWrs and people that
fore every major sysi:ems test. With a system are doing planning, either diplomatically or
that's readily susceptible to analysis, why ar~e otherwise, just what they really have left over
you performing this test' after we have been hit. By running tests of

this sort, considering that we have a real,
Mr.Saishi I think the best answer to typical site, our own important people who are

that ib to refer back to our second speaker at making decisions can get some kind of an eval-
this Symposium. Herman Kahn. We have a uation of how many of these sites they're going
r-.'J wcajiors systemn here. You ca'i. very to have left at any given time using a luiowl-
.veU perfor'im an analysis on how crew mem- edge of what they expect to be hit by at any
berg are going to perform, how well our pro- time.

cdi.'s really womb, out, haw a complicated
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GROUND SHOCK LOADS IMPOSED

ON THE SILO STORED ICBM

Arlyn F. Winemiller
The Martin Company, Denver

rhe paper illustrates Lhe mtthod u-ed in determining •;--uei•' loads
imposed on the silo stored ICBM due to nuclear blast induced ground
shock and preapnto scnme -.f th' more interesting r..'Its. The. nahw'inn

I f the grourti -hock loads problem was sought via the passive analog]com1puter.

INTRODUCTION

General

The ICBM Weapon Systems of the Unirted States are built with two maJor points ini mind.
F r t, they are a deterrent and second, they must be capable of retaliation in the event of enemy
attack. In order to be capable of retaliation, it is imperatlve that the weapon system be able to
survive un-cr enamy attack. Today, this means survival under nuclear blaL Nucleau blast
implics severe ground shock, high radiation levels, strong surfawe winds, and high overpressure
levels - to name a few. Survival under these conditions means designing and building a weapons
by::t, in which after this fnryr of hell is "till capable of fighting back. Both men and machine must
oe u. ,,.-Aely protected.

The !irst questions asked are, "How do we design a weapon system capable of high percentage
survival? What should our weapon system distribution look like? What 'hardness' should each
complex have?" These questions go on and on and require an extreme amount of qyntem analyils
before they are answered.

One question which must be azswered is, "'how, in terms thc engineor can use, do you define
a nuclear blast so that the system can be intelligently designed?" This question alone has been
*1the subject of a considerable amount of work carried on in recent years.

The above smements ,r, -m-ule usly iu iump ,i u,>n. thn , iaer the t:,et that the dynamic
loads imposed on the silo-stored ICBM are only one sumal iacrd ut a very complx problem.

It is the intent herein to illustrate the meth.Y. used by the Systems Dynamics Unit at Martin-
Denver to determine the dynamic loads imposed upon a silo-stored ICBM due to nuclear blast
ndutced ground shock, and to present some of the more interesting results.

Method of Solution

The solution of the ground shock loads problem was sought via t".e pa•L. analog computer.
The major reason for using thi' type ,nt computer ties in the fact that syste,:,. .. ntions can be
made, with a minimum of delay time, simply by rharg'-i- the 0alu.z f a ;: -•." var lumped electri-
cal element in the analuog #A-cilt. 'lids makes the p. isive analov. omputer exiA.emely well suited
for studying dynamic systems whc:ein it is desired to follow system reaction with a minimum of



effort and determine reaulting effects in a matter of seconds. Secondly, the passive analog elimi-Inates the requirement of writing the equations of motlion of the dynamic syaem and computing the
multitude of rnjeffirilents involved in thi,. qi~t or .Paustions since tho ,n"AklWeirjlAitA Can lk- drawn
directly from the idealized lumped sprizrg-uiass models. This cut Jowa the time that must be
spent in preparing the problem for the computer. The obvious disadvantage, which must be men-
tioned, is that the final accuracy of the solution is not as high as is obtainable by digital tech-N
niques; however, it is well within engineering requirements. The author Is aware that several
arguments can be presented both for and aigainst the passive analog and it is rot the intent in this

pr~per tri stimulate such a discussion.I

DYNAhf'C MODELS

General

In simulating the dynamics of the overall system, longitudhial and Lateral motions were
assumed uncoupled and distinct models were derived for e xb. Beam-column~ite effects due to
gravity Induced moments were slmulawed on the analog computer.

The effect of vertical acceleration due to ground shock on lateral beading was accounted for
Independently and the re!sulting ".-nding moments added tt? those obtained from the passive arntlof
To accomplish this the maximum longitudinal accek'ration due to vertical ground shock -' deter-
mined from the uncoupled longitudinal study and the maximum relative bass -tp deflection deter-
rni~ncd from thbt unc'%upled lateral study. Thui combination of lateral position andl vertical acceler-
aticr. -. as utilized to obtain the additional bending moments due t., vertical acceleration.

This riethod of accounting for fth additional bending moments due to vertical acceleration Is
appro-.±, Wae: however, the following poita. &"ust be kept in mind. The maximum veritkcl uaiclera-
tion from~ the hozigtudinal mnodel wqs used. The maximum relative bas~-.tip deflection waa used
oid Ole nriitile L-.umned rotated into a straight lirce. The major omissions in thins procedure are
(a) accoixiary iatcrai deflections occurring due to the vertical acceleration and (b) the nonlineai4-
ties involving frequency reductio-.

Longitudinal M.,xWel

Theo Wsaic geom'etr-y ul a large Liquid propellant misuile makies th2 system quite convenient
for iN~ping inUo a longitudinal dynamic model. Figure I(a) shows a typical upper stage of this type
of missile, consistinig of the re-entry vehicle, forward skirt, propellant tank, betweentanics section,

.LUV" X

I(A) (C)
4mAW sitffifetn WONTWAL Of wAucOOs I P"WaE W .'umu

Fig.. I -Derivation o~f 1u.~gitudinal dynamnic loads model



a seodpropellart tank with the engine affixed to the lower Jome and a tail skirt. Figure 1(b)
Q%nwst the manip pnwttnn -fth, *N- ssile broken at naturai 'i-eaniptrical splilcer. Figurc iI.) ch-ý-

the lumped spring mass model which results from break .,g the missile at the"e locations, deter-
mining the center-of-gravity of each segment, and derrning lumped longitudinial springs from
accompanying At cijta.

In the longitudinal model, the propellant masses were added to the fýmass of the lower domes
and dome -oupportcd cqp'~,and the resulting masses -Aispended fr.v the wiain structiue a*
branches. The suspension springs wer'.- based entirely on the flextbiiity of the lower domes. The
effect of addcd P",Abilfty due t0 dilA!.or .,, - Ai flexibility, of the barrel section of the tanks
was o'iiitted. In taak& with barrel section lengt,.s which are small compared to the tank diameter
this jilatioii effect in quite small. in tanks where the barrel leui4h is of the rame order of mag-
nitude or larGrer thai. 'he tank diameter the effect becomes appreciable and the coupling of the
propellant mass latc th.. remaii..ter of t he system Is "' corr-E-fly eisfine.d without accounting for
it. Studies concerning the ovei all effect of tank dUaL -a on the dynamic loads for the large liquaid
propellant missile ina- or may not show that omitting the radial fle~rhi~ty is important, depending
on barrel length - vadius relations and basic structural design.

The xuh-~.ae described above was follnwpd for the development of the complete longitudinal
dynamic model, In areas where long tank barrels existed, they were split and repi'rd. by more
than one mass In an attempt to keep the model as uniform as possible.

Lateral Model

[Derivation of the Lateral lumped spring-miass moe was not as ef" 3y and straight forward as
was the longitudinal model. Basically the lateral dynamics problem is that of solving a nonuniform
beam problem. Lateral dynamics for the large liquid propellant missile is complicated by the
mtni'c of the liquid propellants, comnmondly referred to as propellant slosh. The inflticncc of
propellant jlosh on the behavior of the system was taken into account by the addition of elastically
attached slush masses to the main body of the lateral model. This was accomplished by computing
the magnitude, center-of-gravity location, and uncoupled niatural frequencies of the sloshing pro-
pellant for eaca tank. Onc~e these were known, thc a,.pratpriata amount of propellant was removed
for -rvh total propellant "'isdistribution. A linear spring was determined for each slosh nisas
'Jaw'.j -t. .he atagnitude of the mass and its uncoupled natural frequency. These springs were then
uncid to couple the slosh masses to the lateral model.

The remaining propellant weight was apportioned along with the structural weight to form the
lumped masses for the lateral model. Adcational branches were added to the lateral model to
account fur the englacs Ltou:; canitilevered from the main btructure.

Invthe proipellant, structure, and remaining !-T--nment had been lumped the appi priaite
bending and shear 4iri--gas con;. :cting the mass lumps were determined. The procedure followed
t. develop these lumped r~ine... is best illustrated by an example. Consider a cantilever beam of
leng~th t ato shown bvilow. T r-Tiplliy the p13blem but yet Illustrate the procedure let the beam he
of uniform bending stiff '.'trs , d umiform shear stiffness AG.

K~P
Y



Fi this uniforr-, beam the lateral deflection of the beam at the tip is g'ven by

p, _ I),C It• (1

and t he i•"ipe at the tip is given by

S- P_, w(2)

Writing the matrtx equatmn relating am, tm ' - ./ i yields

F. F !i,

Next cunsider a lumped spring system as sbown below.

IA

For this lumped spring system the lateral defluction and slope At the tip are given by

S IV go g-- (4)

Pt, M
a (5)

or in the matrix form as

YY

Equdtia. the elements of the sqtare matrices c. Eqs. (3) and (6) yields the fclin x.. :xpres-
asonse or ,, Kx, and lv.

S (7)

"(8)



Chus.-tion of the shear flexibility merely deletes the last term in the brackets of Eq. (f).

TI'e above luimped spring system may be simiulated direct~y or the passive analog by lumped
electrcs. elements.

For nonaniiorm bendling .aM su.ýa. tL! r-ftf as extst with rnissi!e structure, the expreseituas
fter , K, and Kv are given by

1 C dx

X e . (12)

where the integration is carried out .e'cthe intcrval for whiL'.i the lumped stiffness is 4esired.
A general ideA of the derivation of the lateral model is !riven by Fig 2.

%----- 5. Wss

SLOW1 MASS

.11! b4T~iTLA ",AUZED 50 63.

Fig. Z - Derivation .it '-jped lateral wodel

FORCING FUNCTIONS_

The W. ound Bshock design criteria is 3a..ally given in the form of a &(..ý .ugjta umn, i.e., az
the peak displacement sad velocity response of a linear oscillat or it; tb~q" i, . .ctec! grjund shocca as
a function of oscillator frequsency. A method utilizing the shock sdectrum -1: ortly has been pro-
Dosed by Fur~g andI Btrton* wherein a modal approach is used. In this " . w pr±ý rosponve
of each mode of a multi-degree-of -freedom system Is &W.ed atdebraic:...ly to btain an upper
bowud for the dynarrie rerspotiP.

*11Somne Shock Spectr~i Characteristics and Uses" by Mf. V. Bartou and Y. C. b'uag, ASME Paper
No. 58-APM-S.
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Asomewhat more versatile methcr of specifying the ground shock forcing functior was usedI
in the series of studies herein descilbeqi. Since the analyses wert -) te accomplished (in the pas-
sive ai.aloog 1cmputer il, was required that a forcing function be derived which was somehow defin-
able as a function of time. The forcing fui'ction used was specified as an exponentially decaying
veloc;.ty pulse, i.e., tnP ground w~as assumned to have a velocity of the form

V~round - e

and thus a displaremeuit time history given by

This motion of the ground is not what physlcajly happens duiring ground shock; however, the
qhock spectrum derived fromi such an input can be made e~isentially identical to the specified
shock spectrum design criteria by judicious selection of the constants A and a. It must be em-
phaS12ed that these functions do not describe the actual ground motion and were used only as an
artifice to adequately define ground shuocie.

SOML MNERESTING RESULTS

'P'- series of studies conducted yielded several interestingz result&. The stuuy was started
utilizing a suzpensiozi stiffness equal to that set for I;. launch condition. This resulted in longi-
tudinal load factors in the order of 10 to 15 as well as bending moments fmA in excess of structural
allowat*-.a. Thia, uf -&urse, set the ground 3hrck lrasde study into a (u.~ .x.a p~iaotr std.al'
By the time the parameter study wait completed and the suspension system requirements were
,::tjhiisned, the design criteria was re-nsd and became more demanding of the suspension system

than originually antic~pated. This resulted in considerable extrapolation of the data obtained to
define new suspension system characteristics And eventually resulted in a second shock loads
study to verify the vaua~ous extrapolations.

The results prebented herein are a part of the findings from two studies. No intent is made
to define a.. i numibers, onll gumeraiit~ies of some of thel data obtained.

The ainswe~r to the basic question of how to reduce ground shock dynamic loads may be
answered by two statements: (1) reduce the vertical suspension stiffness, (2) reduce the lateral
suspension stiffness. A thirdl answer If., o! course, s-tay away from nuclear blasts. It was deter-
mined that essentWaly no reduction in joids was obtained by locating a Lateral restraint between
the uppcr stai.. and tlse oilo wall. In fNO~, certAin locations of such it bprhig Actually magnified the
reciulting loads. Variation wi the effective pitch and yaw rotational restraint at the missile base
was found to hive very little effect on Owe resulting load%. Consideration of the static staibility of
the mis.,sle nn tho 95:-wlenionf system ftxed a lowet limit for this spring constant. Probably the
rnost im stpaxt played by the rotational restraint was that the actual silo diameter was in
part dicc.~ed such that A satisfactory mar~gin of static. stability would be maiantained. This restraint
w..s olAained by a con inati~j of thi, ve-rttcsl1 suspension stit"'neas vui the spacing of the vertical
spring-s in a bit(Uar pendulum conitguration.

Figures 3 uPnJ 4 show the viriatiois of longitudinal load factors a~s functions of aw. vertical
suspension stiffness. The data shown are 'hie result of a typical ground shock input. The curves
only indicate the general trend which might bc antic~pn..d. A rule of thunab resulting [roia the
studies might he siated as follows: To keep longitudinal i ad factors !Pt the order of one, the ver.
tical suspension stillness Must lie ý.AcI that the static deflectnun of the m~issile !a arrrevlinsit.Iy
equal to the peak anticipated ground displacement.

rigure 5 illustrates the variation of 'ibndlng mr'ment as a function of lateral azp'i tiff-
ness with the rotational (pitch ane yaw) suspenbiomi stiffnese held constant. T&- dat3 ni are
the result of a typical ground shock input. The r',ajor informat' '-n depicted v Fig. 5 is w4e indica-
tion1 of the rafts at which the bending nioment-4 itiay be reducel. by variation In the lateral restraint.

Figures 6 and 7 indicate the effey-t on latei at Lcuads of placing a second restraint towards the

tiu of the airframe. Successful load reduction %"; s sMemingly not attainable by this procedure.
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Note thit in general the ratio of the load with the upper spring to the load without the upper spring

is greater than one. When the load at a particular statiion was sign~ificantly reduced by this means,

the i',.,d :ý! =,ccrnI nihor statP:-n! w-a significaniiy in.-reased.

Figure 8 shows one of the moul interesting xesults obtained from the studies, at least from an

academic point of *view. T"Is is the variation of bendting moment distribution as a 'unction of lat-

cr.r -iscoul lamping. Ln this instance. thi& response of ttew undamped system was esseatially rigid

body response. The inclusion of viscous damping resulted at first in reducing base moments and

increasing tkhe moments toward the tip of the missile. A& more damping wits placed in the system,

the higher modes were excited; thus atuling to the resulting bending moments. As the damiping

surpassed the 3 3 percent critical point, tba undaw4.A: bending moment dit~ribution was completely

exceeded.

Figure 9 shows a comparison between the benm~ag moment distribution resulaug im an

i,ndamped suspension system and viscoua aid coulomb damped suspension systoizr I' te viscous

and coulomb damping shown resulted in Wptoximately the same base motion decay .. c.Here

it is howan theoreticaijy tnat a definite adv--atage id ofieredLby the frictional daninj:zi- ..ýVice w.i

seeka¶ f certain decay time wiutimut significantly intensifyirqg the dynn? ic. loads j~.'JIuC .

McO
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DLVC7!SI ON

Mr. Weissin n (Ammann & Whitne "): This is not a question Nt a comment. I'm equally
gratifi-e -anii-siur-ad that % "x're also using a velocity pulse of the type that we're using. I'd
Like to state that the pul3e is oa"-d on work also done by F'ang and Barton, in addition to Chobotov
at the Space Technology Laboratories. Perhaps I should have mentioned that in the paper. t Is
properly referenced in the writtcn paper.

Mr ',VWr..,ol.er: One commen! I would like to make here. Please realize that in using this
, :y pulse we r kAt saying that this is what happens. All we're sayin.g 1a this Is a way of

de&.: ;7, -. tr•nuM nf energy which is available to excite the system. Pleqise do not go .e.y
thinking that we a, - .:ig to ourselvc.• that this i, what Whe ground does, We realoze ' it is
,*t "vhdt the grej,*ld doss.
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